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Note
In the quotations in the text, orthographical idiosyncrasies have
been left unaltered. Thus American spellings are to be found in the
quotations from the United States. In addition, the somewhat haphazard
use of 'ss' and 'B' by the critics and not least by Doderer himself, has
been maintained for the sake of authenticity.
In the footnotes, places of publication of books, periodicals and
newspapers have been given in the native form for reasons of consistency
with the bibliography.
SUMMARY
The primary impulse for this dissertation was the striking disparity
between the initial critical reaction to Doderer's works in the 1950s
and early 1960s, and the long-term evaluation of his literary stature •
.In the Introduction, an outline of the theoretical foundations of
the study is followed by a brief survey of the academic criticism devoted
to Doderer. This survey attempts to establish whether the 'new begin-
ning' in Doderer criticism inspired in the mid-1970s by Anton Reininger
and Hans Joachim Schroder has succeeded in clearing the way for a more
balanced approach to Doderer's work. The survey reveals, however, that
recent Doderer criticism has seen an alarming increase of interest in
Doderer the man, as opposed to Doderer the writer.
Chapter One is devoted to the reception accorded to Doderer's Ein
Mord den jeder begeht. The critical reaction to Doderer's novel can be
directly linked to suggestions made by his publishers in their 'Verlags-
.prospekt' as to how the novel ought to be read, namely as anything but
a detective novel. A detailed examination of Doderer's use of motifs
familiar from detective fiction indicates that the author so consistently
'breaks the rules' of classical detective story writing that Ein Mord
den jeder begeht might justifiably be regarded as a forerunner of the
parodies of the detective novel so common in modern literature. An
examination of Doderer's novel in the context of its first publication
in 1938 reveals how uncannily closely the detective element in Ein Mord
den jeder begeht resembles the official Nazi line on detective fiction,
and this throws up the vexed question of whether Doderer's 'anti-detective
novel' was an attempt to placate the Nazi censor. However, a comparison
with Friedrich DUrrenmatt's anti-detective stories shows that the ideol-
ogy of the irrational which informs Doderer's novel is not necessarily
fascistic in nature, as some of Doderer's critics imply.
A brief 'Excursus' on Claus Hubalek's television adaptation of Ein
Mord den jeder begeht is intended to illustrate the difficulties involved
in transferring Doderer's work to a visual medium. The critics' reactions
to Hubalek's play provide a useful up-to-date picture ofoDoderer's
current literary standing.
In Chapter Two, the focus is turneq on the critical response provoked
by Doderer's most controversial work, Die Merowinger. The outrageous
plot and 'scurrilous' style of this novel present the reviewer with an
unenviable dilemma, for he is confronted with a new work by a major
titerary figure which does not conform with the pattern of the author's
past successes. The survey of the reception of Die Merowinger is intended
to illuminate how the reviewers were so prejudiced by their familiarity
with what many regard as a 'Viennese trilogy', Die strudlhofstiege, Die
erleuchteten Fenster and Die D~onen, that they were unable to arrive at
a reasonably open-minded evaluation of Die Merowinger. The key problem
in Doderer reception is the identification of the author with the image
of an amiable Viennese raconteur. An examination of the reception of
Doderer's works in America reveals that the author's very conscious
'Vienneseness' presents a major obstacle for many non-Austrian readers,
and accounts to a large extent for the accusations of parochialism not
infrequently levelled at Doderer. Yet, paradOXically, it is undoubtedly
to his realistic depictions of Vienna, allied to an apparently apolitical
ideology, that Doderer's success in the 19506 must be attributed.
In view of the grossly oversimplified identification of Doderer with
the image of the chronicler of Vienna, and the increasing politicization
of literature in the 1960s, it is perhaps understandable that Doderer
has gradually become little more than a peripheral figure in German
literature today.
The dissertation is supplemented by a Doderer-bibliography of some
1,955 titles. Although it makes no claims to be comprehensive, ·the bib-
liography is nevertheless a first attempt to collate the diverse material
on Doderer which can be found in the archives in Munich and Vienna.
INTRODUCTION
The very mention of the word 'reception' in the context of modern
literary criticism, and more particularly with reference to contemporary
German literary scholarship, inevitably conjures up a semantic muddle
which no doubt reflects a certain methodological uncertainty and hence
necessitates a closer definition of the terms of reference. Yet before
looking at the myriad connotations aroused by the vague and somewhat
ambiguous term 'reception'. it might be fruitful to recall the histor-
ical background against which a proliferation of related, but at times
contradictory terms such as 'Rezeptionsforschung'. 'Rezeptionsasthetik'.
'Rezeptionsgeschichte'. 'Wirkungsasthetik' and 'Wirkungsgeschichte'
(the latter with its own vague implications such as 'EinfluBgeschichte'.
'Reputationsgeschichte' and 'Publikumsgeschichte') took place.
Viewed from afar. the recent squabbles in literary criticism might
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easily be attributed to a great and apparently irrevocable schism which
has split the ranks of the critics into two major, diametrically opposed
camps. On the one hand, from ~he 1950s on, those whom their opponents
refer to somewhat disparagingly as 'formalists', represented by the New
Criticism and its belated German equivalent 'textimmanente Interpre-
tation', have subscribed to the belief in the essential 'autonomy' and
'timelessness' of the work of art as the only guarantee of true 'objec-
tivity' in criticism. For them only what is inherent in the work of
art is 'pUblic,;l all extraneous determinants such as the social and
historical background against which the work was written, or the media
of distribution and reception are, curiously enough, 'private or idio-
2syncratic' and do nothing to illuminate our understanding of the work
itself, since critical inquiries are not settled by consulting the
oracle, or, in this case, the author.
On the other hand, in the wake of the huge upsurge in the popular-
ity of the social seiences, the 'empiricists', or 'positivists', as
their adversaries prefer to call them, have insisted on the efficacy
of 'empirical' scholarship, best represented by the sociology of lit-
erature, which, in an attempt to liberate'modern criticism from its
self-imposed constraints, focuses on literary phenomena as components
in a real historical process which goes on all around them.
The weaknesses of both extremes are self-evident. Extreme 'text-
immanente Interpretation' is liable to lead,to total impressionism, a
private response that means little or nothing to others and is therefore
unshareable and idiosyncratic. More importantly, it is difficult to
imagine that even those theorists who propose this sort of criticism
can exclude all extrinsic information (conscious and unconscious) from
their approach to the work. Conversely, the (albeit understandable)
reaction to such apparently irrelevant and irrational esotericism in
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which the 'self-existent' work is contemplated in isolation from
society in a peaceful but illusory idyll, is the tendency towards an
empirical sociology of literature, in which the statistics and political
and sociological analyses divert our attention from the work itself. The
results of such literary sociology have frequently been curiously dis-
proportionate to the amount of intellectual energy invested in it, and
the tendency to 'talk round' the text has meant that the ultimate aim
of literary interpretation - a better understanding of the work - has
often been neglected.
In the light of such palpable methodological inadequacies, an
eclectic approach commends itself as both pragmatic and judicious. One
attempt to bridge the gap between the two poles of thought came from the
literary historian Hans Robert Jauss in his inaugural lecture at Con-
stance in 1967. Although Jauss specifically set out to lay the ground
3for a new approach to literary history, his monograph Literatur-
geschichte als Provokation der Literaturwissenschaft is nonetheless a
seminal work in the contemporary discussion on the history and 'aesthet-
ics' of reception and is worthy of attention here.
Basically a hermeneuticist, Jauss nevertheless rejects the tradi-
tionalhermeneutic view that the interpreter should disregard himself
and his own standpoint in order to take in the 'objective' meaning of
the text, and insists that the reader's 'disposition' is predisposed
by signals in the text (open and concealed), by familiar motifs from,
and allusions to works he has already read, in short, by a veritable
'horizon of expectations', even as he approaches the work for the first
time. The work is no longer conceived as an isolated and timeless
object which yields one given and objectifiable meaning, but as a
polyvalent potentiality dependent on the dialogue with the reader,
whose view of the work is, in turn, subject to historical and social
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determinants. By means of a combined synchronic and diachronic
approach, Jauss hopes to achieve an 'ereignishafte Geschichte der
, 4
Literatur', to illuminate the 'historicity' of the work. More
importantly, he maintains that the social function of literature,
which is fundamental to his aesthetics, can best be revealed in the
interaction of the triad of author, work and reader, and that this is
manifest most unequivocally where the literary experience so impinges
on the reader that his view of the world, indeed his social behaviour
ls affected. Jauss argues that the system of relationships and
expectations which can be ascertained for every work by viewing it in
the context of the historical moment of its publication is object-
ifiable and empirically reconstructable. Jauss implies that the re-
construction of the horizon of expectations into which the work entered
at the time of its appearance for its contemporary reader'enables us to
reconstrue the questions to which the text was an answer, which is
particularly important where the intention of the author is not
available or accessible, since only in this way is it possible to
5understand the text 'aus seiner Intention und Zeit heraus'. Even
more significantly, Jauss concludes that by reconstructing the horizon
of expectations we can determine the aesthetic value of the work,
insofar as the smaller the distance between the reader's expectations
and the actuality of the work, the less the reader is required to re-
think his position and reflect on new experiences, the closer the work
is to what he calls, using Brecht's term, 'culinary' or 'trivial' lit-
6erature, in which the text fully converges with the reader's expec-
tations and demands. This would appear to be a somewhat involved way
of suggesting that novelty or originality is the criterion of aesthetic
excellence.
The cogency of Jauss's argument is as debatable as is the position
~-
of the extremists on either side, but his propositions were singularly
fruitful in that the multifarious reactions to them encapsulate the
galaxy of viewpoints which characterizes the discussion today. In
essence, Jauss was attacked on two fronts: by the 'immanent' critics
on his basic premise of the relevance of reception for the understand-
ing of the text, and, on the other hand, by the 'empiricists' on the
practicability of his theories.
It is clear that Jauss's idea of historical perspective is curious-
ly analagous to the intentionalism of Benedetto Croce, which, the latter
cl~ims, enables us to see the work of art 'as its author saw it at the.
7moment of production'. The arch-isolationists Wimsatt and Beardsley
have rightly drawn our attention to the difference between the author's
intention to do something and the actual accomplishment of that inten-
tion in the text, and few would deny the validity of their argument
that the design or intention of an author is not desirable as a
standard for judging the success of a work of literary art.8 The
critics' tendency to 'leave the poem for the poet' has, as we shall
see in due course, been responsible for many of the ethical value
judgements that have vitiated much of the relatively recent criticism
of Doderer. Yet, while one must acknowledge the value of Wimsatt's
and Beardsley's differentiation between intention and achievement, one
must not fall into the trap of accepting the popular version of their
doctrine, which insists that what an author intended is irrelevant to
the meaning of his text. E. D. Hirsch has argued convincingly that
any conception of the meaning of a text as variable or autonomous and
independent of the author's intention necessarily precludes the possi-
bility of valid interpretation, since it opens the door to subjectivism
and relativism.9 From the point of view of reception analysis, it
would be impossible to justify criticizing any single interpretation
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of a text if one did not assume that it could be proved that this
interpretation was in some way inadequate. This can only be achieved
if one uses all the available evidence, both intrinsic and extrinsic,
to show that a given interpretation is more probable than others. The
formalist objection that a consideration of any extrinsic reference
undermines and relativizes the value of the work of art, and that
concentrating exclusively on the text is the only 'true and objective
10way of criticism', is ultimately a matter of basic conviction. If,
however, one concedes that an isolated contemplation of the purity of
the verbal icon and the internal relations of the text alone does not
exhaust the potentialities of the work of art - and this is the basic
precept of the following study - then it is possible, without denying
the aesthetic integrity of the work, to allow for a cautious consid-
eration of non-aesthetic determinants in the exegetic process. The
methodological objections which have attended the prolonged debate
on Jauss's theories consequently take on all the more significance here.
The most consistent criticism levelled at Jauss by the empiricists
is that he turns the attention away from the work towards the reader
11without creating any concrete connection with social reality. Hence,
his whole conception of the reconstruction of the reader's horizon of
expectations is defeatingly abstract. Jauss's vision of the reader is both
vague and speculative, and this 'ideal' reader is not identifiable with
any individual recipient and his cultural, political, social and histor-
ical determinants. In an attempt to clarify the author--reader relation-
ship, German literary scholarship has succeeded in merely obfuscating
matters still further by introducing a plethora of descriptions such as
'der ideale Leser', 'der gedachte Leser', 'der imaginierte Leser', 'der
lntentlonale Leser', 'der implizite Leser', 'der immanente Leser', 'der
konzeptionelle Leser' I 'der flktive Leser' and 'der finglerte Leser'.
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Behind the esoteric camouflage is a desire to differentiate between
the actual living reader and the fictional reader as conceived of
and/or addressed by the author (directly or indirectly) in the text.
It is obvious that from the point of view of the 'aesthetics' of
reception it is the actual historical reader who is of most signif-
icance, insofar as his reactions can be ascertained or reconstructed.
Yet it is precisely here that one of the major methodological problems
of reception analysis is encountered. For it is equally evident that,
since there is no such thing as 'the' reader per se, and it is equally
impossible to recover the experience of a total readership, 'the'
historical horizon of expectations cannot be objectified, but must
remain a subjective speculation. Consequently, the interaction between
the work and its recipient can on~y be ascertained on the basis of
individual readers' reactions, and this is, in turn, as literary
sociologists suggest, only feasible in the context of empirical reader
research and reader sociology. It has been argued with some justi-
fication that this is a matter for advertising consultants rather than
literary critics, but, be that as it may, it is inevitably only
practicable in the present, and this, of course, undermines the very
basis of Jauss's argument.
Occasional attempts at a characterization of Doderer's readership
have, however, been undertaken. As early as 1956, Arnolt Bronnen
said of Die Damonen: 'Das Buch war teuer, und es war dick. Da es teuer
war, wurde es von den Snobs gekauft, da es aber dick war, wurde es
nicht einmal von den Kaufern gelesen.,12 And twenty years later Hans
Joachim Schroder maintained that Doderer's popularity in the 1950s and
early 1960s was restricted to the 'BildUngSbUrgertum,.13 Such un-
sUbstantiated speculations are of relevance only insofar as they reveal
the critics' own ideological prejudices; they tell us nothing of the
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complex composition of a real readership, and, more to the point,
direct our attention away from Doderer's work rather than towards it.
Yet, ironically, such a shift in emphasis away from the object
(work) towards the subject (recipient) is precisely what empirically
orientated German reception theorists have demanded since the 1960s.
In the name of a 'democratization' of literature and an 'emancipation'
of the reader, and in an attempt to break aut of the 'ivory tower of
"Gerrnanistik'",14 which had become an end in itself, the empiricists
envisaged reception 'aesthetics' as·part of an all-embracing communi-
cative process, an interdisciplinary approach with pretensions to a
15'global methodological unity of the empirical sciences'. For this
reason, Jauss is criticized not only for the lack of sociological
differentiation in his conception of the reader, but also for his
16monistic concentration on the reception side and for remaining locked
up on the literary level, a mortal sin in the eyes of the empiricists,
yet a paradoxical objection to what is, after all, supposed to be
'literary' criticism. There is a clear temptation in literary sociology
to divorce the literary work itself from the sociological enquiry
and to override the text by concentrating on considerations that
obscure its own unique and essentially poetic quality. This can lead
to a strongly process-orientated conception of reception analysis, in
which demoscopic research focuses on the reader with the text as a
mediator, and one cannot help wondering whether such an approach does
not run the risk of disqualifying itself altogether as a mode of literary
study. There is no doubt some justification in Wimsatt's vision of the
17'dreary and antiseptic laboratory', in which the 'psychogalvanic
reflex' of readers subjected to a certain text is 'coolly' measured,
since it is considered to be of more value than the researcher's own
response to.the text. As long as literary sociologists insist on
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operating outside the text and propounding theories which are at
every point scientifically testable, they must expect and accept the
criticism that they are attempting to find the ultimate meaning of
18literature in something that is not literature.' Moreover, sociologists
of literature would do well to acknowledge the peripheral importance,
in terms of practical, demonstrable social values, of literature in
any society.
Yet it is one thing to employ extra-literary criteria to illus-
trate what literary sociologists call the 'use-value' of the book as
a commodity, or to reflect on the didactic or social function of lit-
erature, as the empiristics do. It is quite another to widen the
purview of literary criticism to accommodate what Northrop Frye calls
a 'sense of context,.19 Nevertheless, reception analysis can be
launched on such a broad basis that it is necessary to delineate clearly
the goals of one's research. The semantic muddle mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter derives primarily from the failure of
academics to use the rather convoluted terminology consistently. For
the sake of clarity, it would be worthwhile to recall precisely what
is generally understood by the various terms listed at the beginning
of this chapter and to relate them to our own conception of 'reception
analysis'.
The rather vague 'Rezeptionsforschung' is a catchall heading under
which any sort of research into the relationship between text and reader
can be subsumed, although it tends to imply that the recipient rather
than the text is taken as the starting point for the research. Of the
various other terms employed to describe the diverse forms of research
analysis, the older labels 'Rezeptionsgeschichte' and 'Wirkungsgeschichte'
are undoubtedly the least problematic. Traditional 'Rezeptionsgeschichte'
is generally understood as a straightforward description of the history
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of the various documented responses to a work of art, and is some-
times also called 'Urteilsgeschichte'. Traditional 'Wirkungs-
geschichte', on the other hand, seeks to illuminate the 'influence'
of a work on its readers, on other artists, or on society as a whole,
and is occasionally referred to as 'Beeinflussungsgeschichte'.
More recent developments in the study of the relationship between
text and reader have seen the spawning of a large number of new
technical terms, the most important of which are 'Rezeptionsasthetik'
and 'Wirkungsasthetik'. Moreover, under the influence of the new
terminology, some of the older terms have been subjected to a shift in
meaning. Thus 'Wirkungsgeschichte' has come to be used for research
which is aimed at relating the various receptions accorded to a lit-
erary work to the literary, political, historical and ideological
20determinants which influenced these interpretations. 'Wirkungs-
analyse', on the other hand, ls a relatively new label for empirical
research of reader reactions to a particular text, usually carried out
with the help of questionnaires. It is, however, the fairly recent
coinings 'Rezeptionsasthetik' and 'Wirkungsasthetik' that give rise
most frequently to misunderstandings. One major obstacle to a proper
understanding of the two concepts lies in the fact· that, their quite
distinct provenances notwithstanding, the terms are frequently used
more or less synonymously. The concept of 'Rezeptionsasthetik' was
first introduced into literary theory by Jauss in the inaugural lecture
at Constance University discussed earlier in this chapter. The term
'Wirkungsasthetik', on the other hand, was coined by Harald Weinrich
in an essay 'FUr eine Literaturgeschichte des Lesers,.21 Jauss's own
use of the concept of 'Rezeptionsasthetik' is extremely vague, but he
more recently indicated that what he meant by it was the 'methodische
Reflexion' on which his new conception of literary history was to be
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22founded. Conversely, Weinrich, while acknowledging the sociological
dimension in the relationship between text and readership, used the
term 'Wirkungsasthetik' to refer to the role of the reader as a struc-
23tural function of the text. Wolfgang Iser, who developed and expand-
ed this aspect of Weinrich's concept of 'Wirkungsasthetik' in his own
theory of the 'implied reader', expressly differentiated between
'Rezeptionsasthetik' and 'Wirkungsasthetik': 'Eine Wirkungstheorie ist
im Text verankert - eine Rezeptionstheorie in den historischen Urteilen
24der Leser.' Yet this rigid distinction has rarely been adopted by
academics. On the contrary, Hannelore Link, in her now standard
introduction to 'Rezeption~forschung', categorically rejects Jauss's
use of the term 'Rezeptionsasthetik', choosing instead to subsume his
25theory under the category 'Rezeptionsgeschichte'. More importantly,
Link uses the term 'Rezeptionsasthetik' to describe Iser's theory of
the implied reader, and explicitly counts Iser among the founders of
'Rezeptionsasthetik,.26
In the circumstances, it would seem advisable to reject the German
terminology as confused and confusing, and to adhere to the deliberately
vague English term 'reception analysis'. It is not, however, the
purpose of this study to indulge in an examination of the 'influence'
of Doderer's works, nor do we propose to undertake a sociological or
empirical analysis of Doderer's readership. Even for the researcher
whose attention is focused from the outset on the reception accorded
to a work, the ultimate goal of his research ought to be a better under-
standing of the work itself. An approach to interpretation which
combines reception analysis with textual analysis can illuminate the
dialectical interplay of aesthetic and non-aesthetic factors in the
relationship of a text to its surrounding reality.
For all its weaknesses, Jauss's theory of reception analysis does
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offer a number of concrete advantages. It sharpens our awareness of
the mutability of the significance of the individual literary work
within the historical process, which is of particular relevance to
Doderer reception. Furthermore, Jauss's idea of the hermeneutic
difference between the previous and present understanding of a work,
one of the fundamental concepts of reception theory, can also be of
great value, provided his vague conception of 'the' readership is re-
placed by an empirically attestable group of recipients, as we shall
see in due course. Finally, Jauss's theory contai~s the potential 'for
exploding certain myths about the true communal significance of revered
27cultural monuments' by emphasizing the historicity of the prevailing
canon of 'high literature'. If such considerations are used as a
complement to, rather than a substitute for textual analysis, a truly
'synthetic' approach to literary interpretation is possible.
One of the dangers inherent in most forms of reception research
is the temptation simply to catalogue the critical voices and, as it
were, allow the critics to speak for themselves in an ideologically
28neutral criticism. Yet if one wants to proceed beyond mere descrip-
tion and provide explanations and evaluations, one must inquire into
the relations which exist between the work and its reception. In short,
it is the duty of the researcher to scrutinize the appropriateness and
stringency of the various interpretations, which must be justified by
the properties of the text. Moreover, reception analysis which uses
documented criticism as the basis of its research will inevitably pOint
towards the misunderstandings and distortions which pervade the reviews.
Hence, far from merely indulging in vague sociological speculation,
such reception analysis will support the argument in favour of criti-
cism more precisely focused on the details of the text itself. Some
attention will, of course, have to be paid to the extra-literary
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determinants which often playa more constitutive role in the
establishment of literary canons than is generally admitted. Such
considerations should not, however, be allowed to deflect our
attention from the primacy of the literary work itself.
II Extraneous Influences
Of the manifold factors outwith the text which can help to
determine the literary ranking of an author, which is, of course, a
matter of image and publicity rather than literary quality, the pro-
duction side is most easily overlooked. Yet the control over the means
of literary production is a key position highly susceptible to manip-
ulation, corruption and abuse. The publisher's reputation, the size
of an edition, the very external form of a book and the quality of the
paper used, and not least the price of the work are all indicative of
the potential audience envisaged by the publisher, and can, to some
extent, help to predetermine the course of the reception of the work.
Doderer's relationship to his various publishers, from his fellow
POW-internee Rudolf Haybach to Gustav End of Beck/Biederstein, is gener-
ally thought to have been an exemplary case of harmonious partnership
and cooperation. Ilse Strobl-Luckmann, Doderer's Austrian publisher,
who financed the final years of Die Strudlhofstiege, was such a close
friend of the author's that she invited him to be a witness at her
29wedding. Gustav End relates how the mutual respect between him and
30Doderer soon developed into a lasting friendship, and Horst Wiemer,
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reader at Biederstein, describes Doderer as anything but a difficult
~uthor31 and recounts the solitary serious difference of opinion he
had with Doderer, which in the end resulted in a consolidation of their
friendshiP.32 Doderer himself describes his publisher as his 'dear
33friend and comrade, in arms', and, despite his habitual reluctance to
impart autobiographical details, provides a potted history of his
tortuous road to one of the most renowned publishing houses in Ger-
many:
••• lch saS 1936, aus Wien gekommen, verzweifelt in einer
Atelierwohnung an der MUnchener Peripherie. Nach Deutschland
war ich gekommen, urndort einen Verleger zu finden. Meine
bisherigen in Wien hatten ihre T~tigkeit eingestellt ••••
lch saB also in der N~he von MUnchen und hatte nach wenigen
Wochen bereits ein Bild des literarischen Deutschland von
1936. Es war niederschmetternd. Zu MUnchen, in einer
Gesellschaft, begegnete mir ein aus dem Kaukasus stammender
Maler, der Halil Beg Mussayassul hieB. Am Heimwege, auf der
Plattform der Linie 3, machte er mich auf die C. H. Beck'sche
Verlagsbuchhandlung aufmerksam. Jedoch, ich war zu ermUdet
und zu vergraust von dem, was ich in Deutschland in dieser
kurzen Zeit gesehen hatte, urndem Wink zu folgen. Ein Freund,
Herr Rudolf Haybach, der aus Wien kam, um mich zu besuchen,
tat es statt meiner. Er war mein allererster Verleger ge-
wesen, der meiner frUhen drei BUcher namlich, hatte sich je-
doch seit 1930 einer anderen T~tigkeit zugewandt. Von Wien
aus sandte er einige meiner erschienenen BUcher und sp~ter
auch ein Manuskript an den Verlag Beck. Man schrieb ihm von
dort, daB man lebhaft wUnsche, mit mir die Verbindung aufzu-
nehmen. Freilich war man Uberrascht, mich dann in n~chster
N~he zu wissen. lm Arbeitszimmer des Lektors Horst Wiemer
habe ich im September 1937 mUndlich ein Expos~ von Ein Mord
den jeder begeht gegeben. Die Damonen, deren erster Teil
im Manuskript fertig vorlag, wollte ich dem Verlag gar nicht
zurnuten. Dieses Buch w~re ja unter den damaligen Verh~lt-
nissen unpublizierbar gewesen. Und nun verlieB nicht der
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Autor, sondern der Verleger mit einem energischen und raschen
Schritte den Boden der ZweckmaBigkeit und vertraute sich dem
Boden der Providenz an: die Rechte auf Die Damonen wurden er-
worben (offenbar hatte im rUckwartigen Trakt des Verlags-
palais die Pythia ein kleines Arbeitszimmer), der mUndlich
exponierte Roman erschien bereits im folgenden Jahr und im
nachsten jenes Manuskript, das mein Freund Haybach aus Wien
gesandt hatte (Ein Umweg). ••• Es folgte diesem Septembertag
des Jahres 1937 eine Zeit glUcklichster Zusammenarbeit mit
Horst Wiemer und der Lektorin Dr. Luise Laporte, einer uner-
setzlichen Person1ichkeit, der ich auch spaterhin und bis zu
ihrem Tode in Bewunderung verbunden blieb. Jetzt aber kam der
Krieg, und ich muBte einrUcken. Als die ganze Katastrophe in
der Weise abgelaufen war, wie es die Pythia in ihrem kleinen
FilialbUro in der WilhelmstraBe vorausgesagt hatte, war die
Bahn fUr Die Damonen frei. Wieder von'Wienaus, durch meinen
noch heute mit mir arbeitenden Lizenz-Verlag I. Luckmann •••,
wurde die Verbindung mit MUnchen aufgenommen. Ich hatte in-
zwischen Die Strudlhofstiege geschrieben: der Verlag I.
Luckmann hatte es mir ermoglicht. Die Belletristik bildete
jetzt in der C. H. Beck'schen Verlagsbuchhandlung eine selb-
standige Sektion, die bald ein eigener Verlag wurde, unter
der Leitung des Herrn Gustav End, welchen ich, neben Herrn
Dr. Heinrich Beck, nun gleichfalls als meinen Verleger be-
trachten darf. Die literarischen Sachen lagen und liegen
heute noch in den Handen Horst Wiemers. Mit den genannten
Herren verbinden mich Jahre der Zusammenarbeit und Freund-
34schaft ••••
It would appear, then, that once in the tender care of the Bieder-
stein Verlag Doderer was able to devote all his energy to his artistic
production, yet some of his published diary entries are strangely at
variance with the picture of harmonious solidarity traditionally
painted, and indicate that he had perhaps a somewhat more ambivalent
relationship to his publisher than we are generally led to believe:
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Darum erzahle ich keine 'Handlungen' mehr, wie meine Ver-
35leger sie gerne hatten •••
Diesem ganzen literarischen Betrieb - dem kommerziellen
nicht nur, sondern auch dem Geltungs-Betrieb - genug zu tun
ist fUr einen KUnstler ganz und gar unmoglich. Besser - man
vertraute seine Dinge der Schublade ani sie ist vertrauens-
wUrdiger und wUrdiger Uberhaupt wie jedweder Verlag. Mogen
die Verleger ihre BUcher selber schreiben: sie werden dann
wenigstens erhalten, was sie eigentlich wUnschen. Konnte es
doch zu einem RUckzug der Autoren von den Verlagen kommen!
Konnten wir doch andere modi des materiellen Existierens fin-
den I Wir sammelten uns einen Schatz, den nicht Rost und Mot-
ten fr~Ben.36
It was evidently the business side of literature to which Doderer
was unwilling or unable to accommodate himself:
Nur ein vollkommen neues Werk kann auch vor dem Betrieb in
der Literatur retten, welchem man mit allen getanen Sachen
verfallen bleibt.37
In der Tiefe der Anatomie des Augenblicks erschien heute eine
Warnung vor der Routine. Kein Zweifel, ich habe mich in
diesem Jahre 1955 einer Reihe von essayistischen Pflichten
in routinierter Weise entledigt, und wie ein genau passendes
Zahnrad in den literarischen Betrieb eingegr1ffen, mehr selbst
gedreht als drehend.38
Geschaftliches: Gestern hab' ich von einem hiesigen Verlag
[in Vienna] einen groBeren Geldbetrag entgegengenommen und
die Zusicherung einer monatlichen Rente.
Wenngleich meine finanzielle Situation unhaltbar geworden
war, empfand ich doch, nach AbschluS dieser Sache, nicht jene
Erleichterung, die zu erwarten gewesen w~re. Der VorschuB
auf noch nicht getane Heldentaten bereitete mir Unbehagen.
Und zugleich das BewuBtsein vom geringeren Werte der nur
ziffernmaBig stattlichen Summe, die ich empfangen hatte ••••
Die Strudlhofstiege - dieses noch nicht geborene Kind hab' ich
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gestern verhandelt, nebst zwei anderen BUchern, von denen
nur eines schon existiert - sie ist jetzt materiell vorbe-
lastet, so wie einst Ein Mord den jeder begeht in seinen
Anfangen belastet wurde durch meinen Vertrag mit C. H. Beck
im September des Jahres 1937. Was nach solchen unvermeidlich-
en Abmachungen zurUckbleibt, ist das GefUhl eines geordneten
Vakuums, dadurch, daB man sozusagen ein Geheimnis preis-
gegeben hat. Der Verleger ist interessierter Mitwisser ge-
worden. 1937 war mir bei solchem Stande der Dinge wohler als
heute. Ich betrachtete meinen Vertrag mit der C. H. Beck'-
39schen Verlagsbuchhandlung als eine Art Erfolg.
The significance of Doderer's quixotic defiance of the exigencies of
the literary 'industry' lies in the fact that it influenced his pro-
duction both directly and indirectly. His immediate response was a
refusal to pay lip service any longer to a system in which the purity
of the aesthetic product had been tainted by market-place economics:
'Die Stiege solI der letzte Roman sein, den ich - so wie Ein Mord im
Jahre 1937 - verkauft habe, bevor er noch existierte, also gewisser-
maBen "ab Gehirn". Ich will aus dem literarischen Markt und mir eine
Stellung suchen auf Grund meiner wissenschaftlichen Ausbildung -
40und zur Vollendung derselben.' Although Doderer's two year excursion
into the academic field at the 'Institut fUr 5sterreichische Geschichts-
forschung' did not result in an abnegation of his artistic vocation,
he was nevertheless convinced that his writing suffered: 'Ja, nun
stell' ich es fest: ich beginne mich nach den zwei Jahren am Institut -
wahrend welcher doch vielfach Fremdes sich qualitatslos in mir herum-
41flegelte - zu erholen, auch meine Schrift beginnt sich zu erholen.'
Moreover, Doderer's very conception of academic studies, which found
its reflection in Die D~onen but also in the caustic satire and the
pseudo-scientific footnotes of Die Merowinger, was characterized, as
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Schmidt-Dengler rightly suggests, perhaps more than the author himself
42would have liked, by his own experiences at the 'Institut'. Already
the influence of extra-literary factors in the productive process is .
manifest.
Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, Doderer's public 'image'
was carefully manipulated by his publisher. Georg Schmid maintains:
'Doderer war einer der letzten Schriftsteller, die sich ein so
"publicity-scheues" Leben leisten konnten; heute zahlt mehr denn je
43das Image statt des CEuvres.' Yet despite the author's obvious
reluctance to be party to public relations exercises - 'ZurUck von
Frankfurt. Die propagandistischen Pflichten dem Verlag gegenUber er-
fUllt,44 - he nevertheless frequently appeared in public in the guise
of the literary outsider, the 'Kauz', and, above all, the 'Ur-
Osterreicher', all elements of a facile and superficial image with
which the author was all too easily identified and which, as we shall
see, no doubt contributed to an ossification of expectations on the
part of his critics, which, in turn, vitiated much of the criticism of
his 'non-Viennese' novels. One critic depicts vividly the oratorical
style adopted by Doderer for his public readings: 'in breitem, die
"entern Grind" Uberakzentuierenden Wienerlsch und nach allen Regeln der
45Kunst gestikulierend.' One only has to compare Franz Hubmann's
pictures in the 1967 edition of the Viennese periodical Protokolle to
46realize the accuracy of this description.
If the image created partly by the publisher's public relations
machinery and evidently nurtured by the author himself was to play no
small part in the reception of Doderer's works, an equally crucial role
must be accorded to an extraneous factor whose influence is often under-
estimated, if not overlooked altogether: the 'Verlagsprospekt'. Gone
are the days when authors felt obliged to preface their works with
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47long-winded pleas for forebearance on the part of the reviewer;
instead, the critic's task is pre-empted in this 'information leaflet'
which accompanies the reviewer's copy of a work. The carefully worded
texts are frequently reproduced verbatim in smaller newspapers, and
even the more discerning literary critics are, as we shall see, often
(perhaps not consciously) prejudiced in their judgements by the pub-
lisher's propaganda, so that there is some justification in Olaf
Schwencke's question: 'Hat Literaturkritik 1m allgemeinen Kultur-
48betrieb gegenUber der Werbung Uberhaupt noch einen Sinn?'
Yet, despit~ Bernhard Zimmermann's emphasis on the 'minimal sig-
49nificance' of literary criticism - in 1958 only 2.4% of the adult
population of West Germany regularly read a national daily with up-
to-date and competent information on cultural life - and despite the
insistence of the literary sociologist Robert Escarpit that the lit-
erary critic's influence on potential readers is of less relevance
50than that of the bookseller or of personal acquaintances, the
feuilletonist in the daily and weekly press nevertheless fulfils a
vital intermediary role between the author and the reader. And since
he writes primarily for his own readers rather than for the benefit of
the author, the literary critic is clearly in a position of power with
great potential for manipulating his admittedly small, but usually
influential readership. Escarpit asserts that it is of no consequence
whatsoever whether a review is favourable or not, since the important
thing is that the book is reviewed, and a 'scathing' review can some-
times earn the author a fortune;5l but, such mercenary commercial con-
siderations notwithstanding, it is much more likely that a work praised
in the reviews as a masterpiece will enter as such the critical con-
sciousness of readers who never find the time or inclination to read
it, since, as Escarpit himself points out, much of our knowledge of
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literature is necessarily from hearsay, as it is impossible to read
52everything; conversely, those who do buy a book after reading a
review are often so prejudiced by what they have read that their own
assessment simply coincides with the pre-given suggestions. That the
literary critic himself is susceptible to manipulation by the pub-
lishers is, as we shall see, one of the most alarming aspects of
contemporary literary life.
53Moreover, as Felix Vodiaka rightly suggests, the literary
critic occupies a unique position in the literary system. Wolfgang
Iser's contention that a text is not in itself a literary or aesthetic
work, but merely a potential effect 'realized' or 'actualized' by the
individual reader, has been readily adopted by many empiricists as a
justification for empirical reader research, since it is the reader
alone who can 'complete' the meaning of a text. Yet it is difficult
to disengage oneself from the belief that a reader's evaluation of a
text is of significance for the durability of the work in the canon of
'high' literature only insofar as this evaluation is not merely passive.
And although empirical reader research is aimed at encouraging readers
to articulate their otherwise passive responses, such responses are
very susceptible to manipulation, depending on the formulation of the
questions. On the other hand, it must be admitted that feuilleton~
and academic papers are written by a highly specialized, particularly
literate and articulate subclass which should not be identified whole-
sale with the 'average' reader or accorded canonical authority.
Yet the professional reviewer's evaluation of a text can nevertheless
be taken to be in many ways representative, since, as Hannelore Link
observes, a successful critic must always take into account, at least
54to some extent, the views and prejudices of his readers. Nonetheless,
if written documents are adopted as the basis of reception analysis, one
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must acknowledge that no guarantee can be given for the comprehensive-
ness of the available material - in Doderer's case some 950 articles
of varying length and quality held by the Biederstein Verlag and kindly
made available by the late Dr Konradin Zeller, an archive which is
supplemented by the holdings of the Austrian 'Nationalbibliothek',
where much of the material is duplicated and several hundred additional
55articles are to be found, and also by Professor Wendelin Schmidt-
Dengler's private collection which contains a number of otherwise
inaccessible recent articles. On the other hand, judging by the dis-
paraging tone of some of the reviews, there are absolutely no grounds
for assuming any conscious manipulation or distortion by Doderer's
publishers or-trustees; on the contrary, there is every reason to
believe that the available material is an accurate reflection of the
actual reception accorded to Doderer's works.
It must also be admitted that we often learn more about the
critic's own particular hobbyhorse than about the work which is under
discussion. Thus F. H. Riedl says of Die Damonen: 'Aber ein Raum fehlt
restlos: der religiose I 56Darin liegt die Begrenztheit dieses Romans.'
Perhaps predictably, the Jesuit priest H. Becher agrees: 'Wo der
Bereich des wesenhaft Bosen berUhrt wird, muB auch vom Guten und von
Gott die Rede sein, dessen Widerpart der Damon ist. Nun wird, wenn
wir genau gelesen haben, das Wort "Gott" auf den 1345 Seiten nie ge-
t ,57nann • Emil Franzel, who was later to make an impassioned plea to
Doderer to renounce the style of Die Merowinger and return to his
'classic', 'Viennese' style, was curiously critical of one of the very
works he later held up as a canon for Doderer's creative production,
Die Strudlhofstiege:
In einer Zeit, die sich aus dem Bann der Sakularisation lost
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und die Entscheidungen wieder auf dem Felde von Glauben und
Unglauben, Liebe zu Gott und HaB gegen Gott sucht, einen
Roman solchen Umfangs zu schreiben, ohne daB auch nur der
Schatten eines religiosen Problems auftaucht, ohne daB auch
nur einer dieser Menschen jemals Gott gegenUbersteht, ohne
daB einmal die Beziehung Deus et anima auch nur von ferne
berUhrt wird, das ist schon ein KunststUckl58
.Die Leute der Strudlhofstiege haben keinen Gott und keine
Getter. Sie haben weder Religion noch trosten sie sich mit
einer der Ersatzreligionen des Jahrhunderts. Sie sind keine
Sportfanatlker, keine Nationalisten, keine Kommunisten. Sie
sind auch keine Erotiker. Die Liebesabenteuer absolvieren
sie ohne Freude und ohne Leid, mit animalistischer Selbstver-
standllchkelt. Sie sind nicht eifersUchtig, sie sind nicht
gejagt von einer Leidenschaft ••• Sie wissen so wenig vom
Teufel, wie sie von Gott wissen.59
In der Strudlhofstiege gibt es weder den Schepfer-Gott und
Schopfer-Geist, noch Jesus Christus, noch den Widersacher •••
Doderers Menschen sind frei. Kein Gewissen beunruhigt sie,
60kein Gebot, kein Gedanke an das Jenseits.
These reviewers' religious zeal 1s perhaps an admirable quality in
itself, but such ethical criticisms are too frequently confused with,
or employed in place of aesthetic judgements. Thus a rather prudish
anonymous reviewer in Neues Buch says of Die Strudlhofstiege: 'Bel den
zahlreichen sexuell-erotischen BezUgen und der inneren Bindungslosigkeit
eignet sich der Roman nlcht fUr eine katholische VolksbUcherei.,61
Again Emil Franzel concurs: 'Es herrscht eine beinahe unbeschrankte
sexuelle Promiskuitat. Sie wird aber nicht einmal als Problem emp-
funden. DaB es hier urnFluch und SUnde gehen kennte, steht gar nicht
zur Erwagung. Der Selbstmord der wUstesten unter den vorgestellten
Frauenzimmern kommt beinahe unvermittelt, weil er kein menschllches
Motiv 1m Rellglosen oder Antirellglosen hat, sondern allenfalls eln
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62Nervenzusammenbruch ist.' It comes as no surprise when Franzel
frankly admits: 'Ich bin ein restaurativer, konservativer, reaktionarer,
altmodischer Mensch.,63
Similarly, it does not require an inspired piece of detective work
to ascertain the ideological foundations of Karl M. Benedek's critical
comments on Die Damonen:
Von den in der Zeit, in der der Roman spielt, florierenden,
durch die Arbeiterbewegung geschaffenen und durchgesetzten
Volksbildungsinstituten weiB Doderer nichts zu berichten •••
Es wird auch nicht in Betracht gezogen, daB sogar die primi-
tivsten Voraussetzungen fUr die entfernte Denkarbeit einer
solchen Selbstbefreiung von Bildungsschranken, wie sie
Doderer vorschwebt, namlich der Achtstundentag, ein paar
Urlaubstage und ein das nackte Existenzminimum etwas Uber-
steigender Lohn, erst als Ergebnis gewerkschaftlicher und
politi scher Kampfe, also durch die Tatigkeit von an all-
gemeinen Einrichtungen rUttelnden, der zweiten Wirklichkeit
verfallenen Menschen, von Arbeitern und ArbeiterfUhrern, die
sich nicht von ihrer Klasse, sondern mit ihrer Klasse be-
64freien wollten, zustande gekommen sind.
On the other hand, the Jewish reviewer Meier Teich, obviously
under some misapprehension as to the original date of publication of
Die Damonen, and equally evidently unaware of Doderer's controversial
association with the Nazi Party in Austria, assures the potential
Israeli reader in 1968:
DaB Hitler kein 'einmaliger Betriebsunfall der deutschen
Geschichte' war, und was den Deutschenhass in der Welt
rechtfertigt: das fUhrt er [Doderer] bis auf Grillparzers
Erklarung zurUck, daB immer wieder 'aus eigenem Schoss der
Barbar sich los ringt und alles GroBe, die Kunst, die
Wissenschaft, den Staat ••• hinabstUrzt zur Oberflache
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eigener Gemeinheit'. Seine Voraus-Sicht aber der kommenden
Ereignisse hatte Doderer in seinem vorher erschienenen groBen
Zeitroman Die Damonen aufgezeigt, den er schon in den
zwanziger Jahren verfasst hat. Was damals, bei der hoffnungs-
losen Wirklichkeitsblindheit der Menschen, die einem UbermaB
von Entmenschung keinen Glauben schenkten, kaum aktuell und
interessant erschien, ist, rUckblickend, faszinierend und
ganz besonders fUr 'AltBsterreicher' vor dem ersten Weltkrieg
und fUr diejenigen, die in den zwei Jahrzehnten zwischen den
beiden Weltkriegen Wien und das schwankende Dasein dieses.
genussvollen, aber gar nicht so harmlosen Phaakenvolkchens
miterlebt haben, ungeheuer spannend, noch immer aktuell und
von dauerndem Interesse •
• • •
[Doderer war ] unter allen Umstanden ein groBer Erzahler, der
nicht nur das seltene Talent hatte, Menschen und Landschaft,
das Seelenleben der Einzelnen und der Gruppen in einer kunst-
reichen Sprache lebendig zu gestalten, sondern auch Gesinnung
und Charakter bewies und glanzend bewahrte: in einer Zeit-
periode, wo das Gegenteil .sich besser bezahlt und den lite-
rarischen Abfall 'berUhmt' machte. Sein Wort war und blieb
frei und lebendig und hat sich niemals zur staatlichen Ge-
brauchskunst Goebbels'scher Pragung hinunterdrUcken lassen.65
The ambivalent relationship between Doderer's work and the demands of
the Nazis will be examined in detail in the following chapter.
It is in the reviews of Doderer's diaries that the critics' rigid
ideological presuppositions are most crassly revealed. Humbert Fink
outlines what most people would expect diaries written between 1940 and
1950 to contain: 'die Deskription eines wichtigen Jahrzehnts (und er-
66ganzende Ref1ektionen, Impressionen und Spekulationen).' Again Meier
Teich duly finds what he is looking for: 'Immer wieder findet man die
scharfsten Verurteilungen der "Menschenpeiniger in Zivil", der "Organe
der Richter und Henker", der "Apokalyptiker" und "Bochewisten", die
ihn [Doderer] nach der Besetzung Wiens noch vor dem Krieg zu einem
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67heimatlosen Menschen gemacht haben.' Yet, in an ironic reversal
of Doderer's dictum 'Aus dem Seienden lesen und nicht aus dem
Sollenden interpretieren' ,68 many of the reviewers rebuke the author
for what they deem to be a lack of political commentary and social
commitment, in which so many of his artistic inferiors excel. It is
Doderer's putative indifference to what is going on around him that
most irritates his reviewers:
.Ver~ltnismaBig sparlich flieBen leider die AuBerungen, in
69denen Doderer sich mit seiner Umwelt beschaftigt ...
In der Tat sind es Selbstgesprache, die mitunter zu lesen
sind, als lebte der Autor allein in der Welt. In einer Welt
immerhin, die bis zum Jahre 1945 von einem Krieg heimgesucht
war. Existierte dieses Tagebuch als einziges im Krieg ent-
standene Literaturwerk, spatere Geschichtsschreiber fanden
darin Zeugnisse, die so gut wie nichts von den ErschUtte-
rungen der Zeit und den Leiden der Menschen verrieten •••
Die Tagebuchaufzeichnungen Doderers lesen sich so als Doku-
mente eines sich isolierenden Lebens, einer Verinnerlichung,
welche die auBere Welt nur wahrnehmen laBt, wenn sie der
privaten Existenz allzu handgreiflich auf den Leib rUckt.
••• Fakten dringen nur an die Peripherie der Existenz. Ganz
zuhause bleibt Doderer in der Welt seiner Romane, deren F1-
guren ihm naher sind, offensichtlich, als die lebenden Fi-
70guren seiner Umgebung •
••• seine [Doderers] hermet1sche Abgeschlossenheit gegen die
Zeit widersteht jeder bUndigen Erklarung. So klammert der
Hauptmann der groBdeutschen Luftwaffe Heimito von Doderer in
seinen Aufzeichnungen von 1940-1950 die fUnf Kriegsjahre •••
fast vollig aus. Vom Krieg ist nicht die Rede, keine Notiz
erwahnt Stalingrad, die Konzentrationslager oder den 20. Juli
1944.71
DaB auch Apperzipierer Heimito von Doderer, der seine Zeit-
genossen der 'Apperzeptionsverweigerung' zeiht, manche Tat-
sachen nicht wahrnehmen will, zeigen seine Aufzeichnungen aus
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den Kriegsjahren. Der Luftwaffenhauptmann von Doderer •••
nahm ••• vom Zweiten Weltkrieg nur insoweit Kenntnis, als er
selber betroffen war, und selbst dann wirken seine Tagebuch-
Eintragungen eher wie Notizen zur Kampagne in Frankreich von
1792.72
Doderers Bemerkungen zu einem Zeitgeschehen, das jeden anderen
aufgewUhlt hat, horen sich sonderbar indifferent an •••• Er
schreibt auch einmal tiberden Nationalismus, tiberdie Deutsch-
en, Uber die Judenfrage. Aber das klingt, als sei es einer
Kulturgeschichte Uber die Zeit der Inquisition entnommen.
Grillparzer-Zitate Uber den 'proletarischen Menschen' ersetzen
73jede Art von Engagement •••
Doderer, der nahezu auf allen Kriegsschaupl~tzen anwesend
war, bewegte sich mit geschlossenen oder ganz nach innen ge-
richteten Augen, die vom ~uBeren Grauen nur einen fernen
Widerschein wahrnahmen.74
Such prescriptive polemics on what a diary written during the greatest
catastrophe the twentieth century has yet known ought to contain, are
perhaps understandable, but they reveal a singular lack of awareness
of the function of 'real' diaries. Doderer himself provides an accu-
rate.definition:
••• das wirkllche - n~lich auf selnen Verfasser wirkende -
Tagebuch besteht aus elner aufbewahrten Relhe von Moment-
aufnahmen der Stellungen, mlt welchen unsere Intelllgenz
jeweils auf das anschwemmende und andr~ngende Leben reaglerte,
ob nun dieses Leben ln Lesen, Krieg fUhren, Arbeiten oder
Verliebt-Sein bestand: hler wlrd es fUr den Augenblick defi-
nlert, fUr den augenbllcklichen Bedarf des Existenzkampfes
ein~r Personlichkeit bezwungen, erleichtert •••
Das Tagebuch 1st keine erz~hlende oder beschreibende Form.
Es 1st ••• elne eplgrammatlsche und keine descriptive oder
genaue Prosa •••• Aber keln Schreiber wird dle Kategorie,
darin er sich bewegt, so schwer agnoszieren wie der Tagebuch-
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Schreiber, keiner lieber und leichter aus ihr herausfallen,
sich aus ihr verfUhren lassen (und zwar in einen ausgemachten
Galimathias) als er.75
Doderer's diaries reflect in their refreshingly brutal frankness the
author's lifelong struggle with himself, which is best summed up in the
second of his nineteen 'curr1cula vitae': 'Was ich an mir selbst ge-
litten, l~Bt dasjenige, was andere mir an Erniedrigungen und Leiden
zugefUgt haben, in vollige Belanglosigkeit als Begleiterscheinung ver-
76schwinden.' Even in the most adverse of external circumstances, the
author's primary concern is his work:
Meine derzeitige Lage·wird versch~rft durch t~glich auf-
tretende Trigeminus-Neuralgien (so schlimm also wie seit
Jahren nicht mehr), durch einen Ohrenkatarrh (de: vielleicht
die Neuralgien anregt - hoffentlich ist's keine Otitisl) und
obendrein: durch den volligen Mangel an Zigaretten. Jedoch:
in dieser Woche ist bis jetzt kein Tag ohne ein kleines Vor-
~rtskommen .in der erz~hlenden Prosa gewesen.77
Heute schwach beisammen. Durch Mittel schmerzfrei. Immerhin
78eine page de prose.
Melzer entwickelt sich Uberraschendi diese Biographie gewinnt
einen Hintergrund, den ich als einen so tiefen dort garnicht
vermutet hatte. Konnt' ich jetzt in Ruhe arbeiten, sei's
gleich unter Verhaltnissen wie diesen hier, wenn sie stabil
oder einigermaBen stabil bleiben wUrdenl79
Erstaunlicherweise gewinne ich mitten unter allem - an Melzers
. 80Lebensgeschichte wiederum AnschluB.
81Heute drei Seiten Prosa, Melzers Abreise.
••• Um zwolf Uhr die in Mariki-Matinsk Ubliche Offiziers-
Besprechung.
82Seit gestern wieder Text, Strudlhofstiege.
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Yet if the reviewers' reactions to Doderer's 'war diaries' were both
predictable and understandable, there is clearly no justification for
a similar response to his Commentarii .1951 bis 1956; but here, too, the
familiar reproaches can be found:
Zeitgeschichtliche Themen existieren fUr diesen einstigen
. 83Geschichtsstudent nicht •••
Auf politische, psycho-soziale und kulturelle Phanomene
scheint er nicht anzusprechen. Er ist 1933 in die (illegale
osterreichische) Nazipartei ein- und 1938 wieder ausgetreten;
seither gibt es fUr ihn nicht nur keine Parteien mehr, sondern
Uberhaupt keine Wirklichkeit, die ihn bestimmen konnte, die
er verarbeiten und auf die er reagieren mUBte. Es gibt weder
Freud-Marx-Darwin noch Hitler-Stalin-~ranco noch die Folgen
der sechs. Es gibt keine 'Haltung zur Welt'. Obwohl er
sagt, 'Die Tiefe ist auBen', gibt es nur ein Innen: seines.
Er ist absorbiert von sich selbst.84
Mehr als seine Arbeit und seine private Ve~gangenheit jedoch
nimmt der Autor nicht zur Kenntnis. Von der Gegenwart der
fUnfziger Jahre wird so gut wie nichts berichtet. Seiner
Apperzeptionsforderung zum Trotz weigert Doderer sich, in
seinen TagebUchern das Geschehen der AuBenwelt wahrzunehmen.
Er lebt nur seiner Sprache, formt das, was ihm wichtig ist,
85zu kostbaren, pedantisch preziosen Wortornamenten.
Yet would it be churlish to suGG7st that Doderer had every right
to write whatever he wanted in his diary? In April 1955 Doderer noted:
'Ein wirkliches Tagebuch wird zuletzt nur dem Verfasser verstandlich
sein •••, wie das bei meinen Aufzeichnungen von 1935 und 1936 der Fall
86war.' To prescribe what an author ought to find interesting enough to
record in his diary, to suggest that personal reality ought to be
recognizably consonant with 'historical reality' or historiography, and
to question the integrity of an author simply because he is upright
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enough to keep a diary for himself and not with the specific aim of
pleasing or appeasing a potential readership, is symptomatic of what
Jeffrey Sammons has dubbed the 'sociological argument ex silentio,.87
The idea of false consciousness has heightened our awareness of what
an author does not say, but surely this is of no relevance as far as
his personal diaries are concerned? It is only when, in Die Damonen,
Doderer explicitly attempts to interpret one of the most controversial
and far-reaching events in recent Austrian history that one is entitled
to ask what is obscured and veiled by the text and whether or not
Doderer's interpretation is a balanced account of the events. Yet
having done so, one must at some point, as Sammons rightly suggests,
88 .accept the 'ideologically limiting boundaries of a text', and then
turn one's attention to what goes on within these boundaries. It is
precisely the refusal to do so that weakens the following criticisms
by Hans Joachim Schroder:
Probleme der Lohnabhangigkeit etwa. derBeschaffung und
Sicherung des Arbeitsplatzes, der Verbesserung der Arbeits-
bedingungen oder der VerkUrzung der Arbeitszeit, alle diese
Probleme, die das Leben des Arbeiters direkt und mit
hartester Konsequenz bestimmen, werden von Doderer kaum be-
rUhrt, geschweige denn thematisiert.89
In der Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts ••• monumentale Romane zu
veroffentlichen, die zum Beispiel von der Geschichtskata-
strophe der Weltkriege so gut wie gar keine Notiz nehmen,
bedeutet doch, an den zentralen Realitatsfragen dieses
Jahrhunderts vorbeizuschreiben.90
Schroder would have done well to have heeded Frye's warning that the
critic's function 'is not to tell the poet what he should do, but to
study what he does do,•9l Yet throughout the reviews of Doderer's
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fiction one encounters the same sort of prescriptive criticism,
revealing, as it does, more about the critic's predetermined expec-
tations than about the text itself •.Franzel even goes so far as to
suggest whom Doderer ought to have mentioned in his novels: 'Anton
Kuh ••• (und zwar als den Erfinder einer lappischen Phrase) erwahnt
Doderer, nicht etwa Karl Kraus, Weinheber, Austerlitz oder Peter
Altenberg, nicht Hofmannsthal oder Schaukal, Polgar oder Max Mell,
keinen einzigen der Wiener Meister des Wortes, die in dieser Zeit
92gelebt haben'. As Herbert Eisenreich says: 'So steht.'s nicht ge-
schrieben und ein Buch hat allemal so gelesen zu werden, wie es ge-
93schrieben ist'. Claus Pack, basing his interpretation on what he
expects after reading Romains's Les Hommes de bonne volonte, provides
the prospective reader of Die Wasserfalle von Slunj with a whole cata-
logue of topics he feels Doderer should have dealt with in the novel:
Geht es Romains neben den Schicksalen seiner Gestalten auch um
die Entwicklung von Ideen, von gesellschaftlichen Gruppen, in
die politische, soziale und militarische Ereignisse nicht nur
hineinspielen, sondern formend, bestimmend hineinwirken, so
finden wir bei Doderer nichts, aber schon gar nichts vom Hln-
tergrund einer so bewegten Zeit, wie es dle Jahre von 1877 bis
zum Ersten Weltkrieg in der Donaumonarchle waren, ln der Die
Wasserfalle von S1unj sple1en. Hier 1st nichts von jenem Gewit-
terleuchten zu sehen, das schon frUh den Zerfall ankUndigte,
nichts von der Ara, in der Schnitzler, Freud, Hofmannsthal,
Schonerer, Lanz-Liebenfels, Lueger, die 'Sezession' gestaltend,
sprengend, als Keirndes Neuen und als Keim der Katastrophen
wirksam waren. Hier ist nichts von den sich anbahnenden sozia-
len Umschichtungen zu spUren, nichts von den zentrifugalen
nationalistischen Kraften, die die Monarchie zerstor'~en, nichts
vom geistigen Drama des bUrgerlichen Untergangs.94
The most pernicious aspect of such prescriptive criticism, which is based,
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no doubt, on monistic preconceptions of what Doderer ought to be writing,
will be illuminated in our examination of Die Merowinger, where the re-
viewers' stubborn refusal to accept what the novelist has written, to
describe rather than prescribe, evidently blocks their perception of the
textual potentialities.
It has been necessary, in the cause of a healthy scepticism, to rela-
tivize the validity of what the critics have to say, and to put the in-
fluence of their pronouncements into proper perspective, but this should
not be allowed to obscure the vital role the critics should be accorded in
reception analysis. In the first instance, their reviews offer ready-made
documentary evidence of actual reader reactions, (presumably) artistically
sensitized readers to be sure, but readers nonetheless. Moreover, the
critical responses reflected in the reviews are susceptible to empirical
research and thus infinitely preferable to Jauss's vague, ideal reader
or any attempts at closet sociology involving a detailed examination of
the reader's age, sex, occupation and what he had for breakfast the day
he read the book. Yet any empirical approach to reception analysis that
seeks to reconstruct a readership or its expectations must inevitably
concern itself with such matters, and will spend more time attempting to
ascertain whether a book borrowed from a library was passed round the
whole family or simply used to prop up a table, than on looking at the
aesthetic quality of the book itself. The inefficacy of this approach
should by now be self-evident.
It is a commonly held belief that German literary criticism is char-
acterized by a rigidly stratified caste system, with the differences be-
95tween feuilletons and academic papers being particularly crass. The
former, we are assured, are 'journalistic', aim at informing the reader of
the novelty and peculiarity of new publications and their authors, and are
more topical and subjective, whereas the 'Literaturwissenschaft' of the
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academy is more factual and 'scientific', and concerned to provide more
'objective' information through analysis in broader connecti~ns.96 At
first blush this might appear to be an accurate definition, and it would
certainly account for the tendency in German literary research up to the
1960s simply to dismiss the primary stage of the reception of a work as
irrelevant or 'vorwissenschaftlich,.97 Yet even in the German context
such arbitrary and artificial differentiations do not stand up to detailed
scrutiny. Quite apart from the fact that academics not infrequently try
their hand at feuilletons, many reviews, particularly in the larger nation-
al dailies and weeklies, can easily stand comparison with academic papers
(and occasionally find themselves reproduced in academic publications).
Moreover, far from contemplating the work in broader connections, as has
been claimed, academic research is more and more characterized by special-
ization and in-depth analysis of one particular aspect of a work. Much
more importantly, it is surely totally illogical to claim that academic
work is more objective than the feuilleton, since the researcher is sub-
ject to sociological and historical determinants in the same way as the
reviewer, and neither can possibly exclude personal taste from his judge-
ments. The strict segregation of the two main forms of literary criti-
cism is of relevance only insofar as it encourages us to bear in mind the
diverse circumstances in which the articles are produced. But while the
hurried book reviewer cannot be expected to devote the time and intellect-
ual energy to an individual work that is the prerequisite of academic
research, his critical opinion is equally as important for the reception of
a work as is that of a respected university professor. Indeed, one does
well to recall the fact that while the scholarly essay is of primarily
academic interest, the feuilletonist has at his disposal a medium with far
greater potential for influencing and manipulating a prospective reader.
Not all reviewers are equal, of course. A truly 'scientific' approach
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would consider not only the reputation and authority of the critic, his
political ideology and the influence and political leanings of the
medium at his disposal (national or regional newspaper, radio or even
television), but even the position and length of the article in a news-
paper or the broadcasting time of a radio review. Some empiricists have
even gone so far as to suggest that the researcher should concern himself
less with the quality of the review than with documenting the numerical
quantity and geographical spread o~ the reviews to illustrate the 'true'
influence of a work.98 It would be unwise, o~ course, to be totally
insouciant about the reputation of the critic and the newspaper he writes
for, but it would be equally injudicious to submit to the tutelage of
such sociologism as the empiricists demand, for here, too, this merely
diverts our attention away from the text. Moreover, the most important
point is surely not the mere fact that a work has been reviewed, but
what the reviewer has to say, what impells him to do so and whether his
reaction is justified by the properties of the text.
III Doderer Research: a brie~ Survey
Any survey of the scholarly research devoted to a major writer such
as Heimito von Doderer will be something in the nature of a Cook's tour,
with the emphasis strongly determined by the researcher's field of interest.
It is the narrowness o~ Ulla Liden's field of interest that limits the
99value of her picture of Doderer research in 1970j for the authoress
evaluates the secondary literature almost exclusively on the basis of
whether or not it has anything to say about Doderer's conception of language.
In addition, Liden's brief look at the newspaper reviews of Doderer's
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Tangenten is further relativized by the fact that she had access to
nothing more than a 'representative selection' of the reviews, a selec-
tion made by Horst Wiemer of the Biederstein verlag.100 Thomas Heinrich
Falk's survey of Doderer criticism in the same year is of equally limited
relevance, as the author again had no direct access to much of the
material. Quite apart from the fact that Falk was aware of only two
doctoral theses - by Haberl and Weber - that had been presented by 1970,
he claims that, 'through their news service, the Biederstein Verlag •••
has [sic] collected most of the articles, which are almost unanimous
in their praise of Doderer. They now constitute 18 large fascicles,
containing approximately 5,000 items.,101 Falk has since suggested that
he may have been given unreliable information 'because I was working
right at the time when Doderer died and a great effort was made to con-
tinue to sell Doderer's novels.,102 Once again the potentially per-
nicious influence of interested parties - here the publishers - on the
'purity' of academic research is underlined.
A first attempt at a more comprehensive picture of the 'Stand der
Dodererforschung' was undertaken in 1975 by Jan Papior, whose valuable
survey provided hitherto unknown details of research on Doderer in Poland
103and an invaluable, though now outdated list of theses in progress.
Papior's useful article is supplemented by Hans Joachim Schroder's much
more critical look at Doderer research in 1976, in which Schroder arrives
at the following conclusion: 'Insgesamt tritt die Doderer-Forschung. von der
Arbeit Reiningers und einzelnen kleineren Studien abgesehen, auf der Stelle.
Sie begnUgt sich mit einer unreflektierten Anwendung werkimmanenter Inter-
pretationsmethoden. Die historischen, ideologischen und erkenntnistheoreti-
schen Grundlagen eines ohne Zweifel hochst problematischen Werks werden
104nicht analysiert, geschweige denn in Frage gestellt.' More importantly,
having established that Doderer research is as conservative as the author
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it deals with, Schroder goes on: 'In dem MaBe, wie die Forschung bemUht
ist, sich im eigenen Traditionalismus zu stabilisieren und zu isolieren,
105verliert auch das Werk Doderers an Bedeutung.' For what is consistently
106not criticized is gradually forgotten, he concludes. The purpose of
the following brief survey is to outline the course of Doderer research
up to the 'new beginning' represented by Reininger and Schroder, from the
point of view of whether or not the latter was justified in his virtually
wholesale dismissal of the findings of Doderer research up to the mid
1970s, aridthen to ascertain what consequences the critical impetus
given by the two has had on academic work on Doderer since, a question
which will ultimately lead to the complex problem of Doderer's literary
ranking today.
107Dietrich Weber's Heimito von Doderer: Studien zu seinem Romanwerk
was not only the first full-length work on Doderer which found a willing
publisher, but a seminal propaedeutic study which is indispensable for an
understanding of Doderer's work up to Die Posaunen von Jericho. In his
attempt to discern some sort of pattern in Doderer's literary output,
Weber introduces the terms 'monographic' and 'polygraphic' to distinguish
between the earlier novels, which concentrate on one principal protagonist,
and the more involved structural fabric of the mature novels, in which a
whole series of major characters fills the stage. This differentiation is
obviously justifiable from a structural point of view, but it has, as we
shall see, provided the critics with a convenient endorsement of their
dismissal of anything outwith the 'cycle,~08 of so-called 'Viennese'
novels as a 'by-product'.
Lutz Werner Wolff's Wiedereroberte AuBenwelt: Studien zur Erzahlweise
109Heimito von Doderers am Beispiel des 'Romans No.7' can be regarded in-
many ways as a complement to Weber's monograph. Taking up Weber's division
of Doderer's work into two phases, Wolff now detects a third and aesthetic-
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ally most satisfying phase dating from 1958 onwards. It is, however,
characteristic that Die Merowinger, which evidently cuts across the
grain of any attempt at classification, can find no place in Wolff's
scheme of things. Nevertheless, to do full justice to Wolff's research,
one must acknowledge that his textual analysis is a sound basis for an
understanding of Doderer's 'Spatwerk'.
Of the other works published on Doderer before 1976, Rene Tschirky's
H . .t Dd' P J . Itt' 110e1m1 0 von 0 erers osaunen von ericho'. Versuch e1ner nterpre a 10n
and Roswitha Fischer's Studien zur Entstehungsgeschichte der 'Strudlhof-
stiege' Heimito von Doderersl1l are both fundamentally limited in their
approach. But whereas Tschirky's findings are based on an uncritical
acceptance of the author's own ideas, Fischer convincingly illustrates
that, at least in the case of Die Strudlhofstiege, Doderer's claims of
the 'apriority' of form over content were illusory. Fischer explodes a
myth put into circulation by Doderer and willingly accepted by gullible
112critics: "FUr den Romancier ist die Form die Entelechie jedes Inhalts'.
113At last the idea of Doderer as a 'Roman-Ingenieur' who constructs
his novels on a drawing-board according to some pre-given formal pattern
or structure, is called into question. More significantly, Fischer also
sees her findings as a warning against blind acceptance of the canonical
validity of Doderer's theoretical pronouncements on the novel. Despite
the basic limitation of her study to the genesis of one novel, Fischer
arrives at some valuable critical conclusions which are of relevance to all
of Doderer's works.
114The slim volume of Erinnerungen an Heimito von Doderer, edited by
Xaver Schaffgotsch, provides a wide variety of personal (and sometimes
overpersonal) reminiscences by Doderer's friends and aquaintances. Although
some interesting insights are gained into the author's private life and
habits, predictably little critical or analytical comment is to be found.
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One major stumbling-block to a relatively comprehensive survey of
Doderer research is the availability of unpublished theses. For reasons
of easy availability and/or relevance to the topic of our research, only
eleven of the two dozen or so dissertations on Doderer which have so far
failed to find a publisher can be taken into consideration here.115
The first doctoral thesis on Doderer outside Germany was Martin Swales's
'Heimito von Doderer and the Return to Realism' ,116 a synopsis of the
main points of which can, happily, be found in his· 'The Narrator in the
Novels of Heimito von Doderer,117 and 'Ordnung und Verworrenheit. Zum
Werk Heimito von Doderers,.118 In a far more critical approach to
Doderer's novels .than that adopted by Weber, Swales takes umbrage at the
author's 'mechanical and irritating' overuse of romantic irony, and
particularly of authorial intrusion.119 If Swales's criticism seems at
times a little harsh, it is nevertheless symptomatic of the sort of
spontaneous emotional response that Doderer's work repeatedly provokes.
As early as 1960, Hans Flesch-Brunningen demonstrated in his radio
scenario 'Doderer ist Wien' ,120 in which a 'homo positivus' and a 'homo
negativus' debate Doderer's virtues and vices, just how wide the gulf
between the author's admirers and his opponents is, and the polarization
of opinion has since been noted so often as to be a commonplace in Doderer
iti' 121cr Cl.sm. One of the aims of his study is to illustrate how the polar-
ization of opinion is visible in the diverse responses to every aspect of
Doderer's writing, and to ask whether this tendency to provoke diametric-
ally opposed reactions does not in itself imply a limitation of his
artistic achievement.
Schroder criticizes Franz-Peter Haberl's dissertation on 'Theme and
Structure in the Novels of Heimito von Doderer,122 as being nothing more
than a series of plot synopses in chronological order, and to this one
might add that Doderer's theoretical pronouncements are neither analysed
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nor evaluated, merely re-iterated. M.R. Mitchell's 'Heimito von Doderer
as a Social Novelist,123 and Thomas Heinrich Falk's 'Heimito von
Doderer's Concept of the Novel: Theory and Practice,124 rely equally
heavily on plot synopsis. Falk's approach is summed up by the following
statement on Doderer's conception of a 'wholesome destiny': 'It is not
the purpose of this analysis to discuss the validity of the concept,
but only to indicate the manner in which it is presented,.125 In the
context of such a naive belief in non-evaluative criticism, Schroder's
study clearly stands out as a 'pioneering work' .126
Ulla Liden's examination of Doderer's conception of language links
.the novelist's thoughts on language to modern linguistic theory, but
perhaps she might have made more of her findings.127 Despite her re-
cognition of the apparent 'exclusivity' of Doderer's language128 and her
warning that his penchant for 'Fremdworter' might present difficulties
for younger readers without a classical education,129 Liden is singularly
reluctant to criticize Doderer on this account, since modern linguistic
theory acknowledges the necessity of such terminology.130 Perhaps instead
of merely providing dictionary definitions of some of Doderer's
'Austriazismen' Liden might have reflected on the extent to which the use
of such expressions in conjunction with the foreign words, not to mention
a highly idiosyncratic attitude towards orthography represents a barrier
to our understanding of his works and contributes to his reputation as a
'scurrilous' linguistic eccentric. In Chapter Tw~ of the following study,
a brief examination of the difficulties Doderer's linguistic style presents
for translators, and an evaluation of how successfully his English, or
rather American translators, have circumvented these difficulties, will
reveal that Doderer's use of language is central to the charge of
parochialism occasionally levelled at his work, and the main reason why
so many readers find Doderer 'inaccessible'.
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If Anne Close Ulmer's 539-page 'A Doderer Repertoire with an
131Essay on Characterization in his Novels' rarely merits a mention in
surveys of Doderer criticism, it is little wonder, for it comprises
primarily an alphabetical list with a brief description of 755 characters
who appear in Doderer's novels. Even at that, Ulmer manages to come to
the conclusion that Etelka Stangeler is 'the son of a dominating father
d k d b"" th' 132an a mee an su m1SS1ve mo er. Meisgeier, she assures us, is a
'portrait of Hitler', since, like the latter, he is 'Austrian, small in
stature, and associated with fights in German beer-halls' and he also
dies with his 'mistress' in what amounts to nothing less than a suicide.133
In the light of such a palpably inadequate approach, one cannot help but
see the justification in Schroder's claim that 'eine Kritik der Doderer-
Forschung' is almost as important as a critical analysis of Doderer
h" If 1341mse •
A number of dissertations were presented around the same time as
Reininger's and Schroder's 'new beginning' in Doderer criticism. Andrew
135Barker's 'The Individual and Reality in the Works of Heimito von Doderer'
is a useful attempt to extrapolate some sense from the highly esoteric
terminology of Doderer's theoretical writings. Barker rightly emphasizes
the dangers inherent in the high level of abstraction of Doderer's
thought, which tends to obscure the realities with which Doderer was con-
cerned. However, Barker does not succeed in extricating himself from the
web of Doderer's terminology, and his self-imposed limitation to Doderer's
own view of the problems discussed precludes the possibility of any
fundamental criticism of DOderer's theoretical premises.
Wolfgang DUsing's 'Habilitationsschrift' 'Erinnerungstechnik und
Identitatsproblematik. Untersuchungen zu einer Erzahlform bei Musil,
Doblin und Doderer,136, a revised version of which was recently published
under the title Erinnerung und Identitat. Untersuchungen zu einem Erzahl-
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137problem bei Musil, Doblin und Doderer, discusses Doderer's use of
'reminiscence technique' (R. Pascal) with particular reference to Die
Strudlhofstiege. Like so many of Doderer's critics, DUsing reveals in his
study the advantages and limitations of descriptive, 'value-free' inter-
pretation. DUsing does not proceed beyond examples of Doderer's conception
of the function of memory, and for this reason is content to illustrate
evidence in Die Strudlhofstiege of Doderer's belief in 'periodicity'
rather than evaluate it. Similarly, DUsing makes no attempt at a comparative
evaluation of how successfully the three authors he deals with treat the
problem of memory.
Margaret A. Marks examines Doderer's relationship to Vienna as
illustrated in Die Damonen, in her thesis on 'The City in the Twentieth
Century German Novel: its Treatment in Works by Rilke, Doblin, Koeppen
138and Doderer'. Marks rightly points out that the common belief that
Doderer presents a comprehensive picture of the stratified structure of
Viennese society is patently misguided, for Doderer's Vienna is a 'world
.
of writers and gentlemen, maybe Doderer's world, but certainly not the
whole of Vienna,.139 Marks also establishes that, because of the multi-
farious connections between the characters in Die Damonen, Vienna 'seems
to be like a village or small town, where everyone knows everyone else,
or has heard of them,.140 Yet here too, as was the case with Liden, one
feels that the authoress might well have made more of her findings. The
question of whether the 'idyllic' ,141 village-like quality of Doderer's
Vienna, in which 'one has the feeling that the author prides himself on
his topography of Viennese cafes' ,142 might in any way have been responsible
for the success of his 'Viennese novels', is never raised. Moreover,
although Marks recognizes that when Doderer 'leaves his basis in reality
his account becomes least convincing' ,143 she does not ask whether
...
Doderer's apparent fixation with the minutiae of daily life in his native
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city and his pedantic insistence on topographical detail might not
amount to some sort of dependence on Vienna and at the same time be a
potential obstacle to a full appreciation of his works, at least for the
non-Viennese reader. These questions ar~ vital for an understanding of
Doderer reception and will be taken up in Chapter Two of this study.
One final dissertation which was presented roughly at the same
time as Schroder's work must be mentioned here: Dieter Liewerscheidt's
'Satirischer Anspruch und Selbstpersiflage in Heimito von Doderer's
144Roman Die Merowinger' , the only full-length study devoted to this
novel hitherto (if one excepts Bernd Herta's 44-page 'Diplomarbeit' on
'Wut und Wissenschaft in Doderer's Roman Die Merowinger,145), and,
curiously enough, the only German doctoral thesis on Doderer so far which
has not found a publisher. Liewerscheidt's findings will also be discussed
in Chapter Two of this study.
Turning to the secondary literature on Doderer in books, anthologies
and academic periodicals up to 1976, one is immediately struck by the
singular lack of articles on Doderer's work as a whole, which endorses the
view expressed above on the increasing specialization of academic research.
Equally striking is the almost unanimous agreement on Doderer's literary
standing. He is hailed as one of the writers who 'try to lead the modern
1 t f it t· i ' 146nove ou 0 s presen cr~s s • Peter Demetz describes Doderer as
the legitimate heir to Thomas Mann,147 and Ernst Erich Noth maintains in
1961 that Doderer is 'clearly the dominant figure in German-language novel
wri ting, ••• and 148definitely a candidate for the Nobel Prize'.
149Equally undisputed is the fact that Doderer is essentially a 'monumentalist'
whose Die Damonen is 'the one book which has secured his place in world
li terature' .150
Schroder has suggested that the academic criticism of Doderer gives
the impression that he is the greatest novelist of the era,151 and this is
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true to a certain extent, but it is essentially as a uniquely Austrian
phenomenon that Doderer is most frequently celebrated. Hilde Spiel, for
instance, insists that Die StrudIhofstiege and Die Damonen represent
'ein non plus ultra osterreichischer Lebens- und Geisteshaltung,.152
Hans Weigel proclaims: I Er [ Doderer] hat unsere Literatur aus der ver-
~
wirrten Ratlosigkeit der unseligen Zwischenkriegszeit in die neue Zeit
h It ,153ge 0 • Viktor Suchy concurs: 'Heimito von Doderer ••• ist ••• sehr
eindeutig den Weg vom Musilschen "Kakanien" in das neue Osterreich ge-
,154gangen •••
Again and again we are assured that Doderer's work presents a
picture of the whole of Viennese society:
Es [Doderers Werk] portratiert Vertreter aller Gesellschafts-
schichten und erweist sie am Ende doch jeweils als Trager eines
einmaligen individuellen Schicksals.155
••• im Stofflichen gilt Doderer als der praziseste Schilderer
Wiens im ersten Jahrhundertsdrittel, wobei die Skala vom
Aristokratenpalais bis zum Studentenhotel, von der Bankdirektion
bis ins Vorstadtcafe, vom Tennisplatz bis ins Kanalsystem reicht
(und zwar alles aus eigener Anschauung); er ist nicht der Dich-
ter einer Klasse, eines Standes, eines K1Ungels, sondern einer
156ganzen Gesellschaft.
Keine Schicht der Wiener Bevolkerung bleibt unerforscht, und in
keinem der grundverschiedenen Milieus geht Doderer auch nur um
Haaresbreite fehl ••• Eben die erratische Art seines Wanderns
durch alle diese Gefilde macht es ihm moglich, ein nahezu voll-
standiges Sittengemalde einer Stadt zu einem bestimmten Zeit-
punkt zu geben.157
People from all levels of Austrian society appear, including
various foreigners, who were almost as easily drawn to Vienna
as to Paris.158
[Dodererls] books will survive, if for no other reason, because
159they register the inventory of a civilization in its totality.
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And in the heated discussion on the existence of an independent, specific-
ally Austrian literature, a debate which was at its climax when Doderer
died in 1966, the author's works were repeatedly cited as a perfect
example of truly Austrian literature.160 In his 'new look' at Austrian
literature, Wolfgang B. Fleischmann sees in Doderer's work a 'fusion of
a major portion of the first mainstream of Austrian literature (Arthur
Schnitzler, Franz Werfel, Stefan Zweig, Joseph Roth, Alexander von
Lernet-Holenia) with the second of Musil and of Broch,.161 Ivar Ivask,
who discerns an unbroken and 'almost timeless,162 Austrian tradition
from Grillparzer onwards, goes so far as to suggest that the monumental
epics of GUtersloh and Doderer represent 'die bisher e~staunlichste und
163vielschichtigste Zusammenfassung osterreichischen Wesens Uberhaupt'.
Justified as the case for the recognition of a uniquely Austrian
literature may be, the argument put forward on its behalf usually amounts
to nothing more than the establishment of a more or less arbitrary set of
'traditional characteristics' (more often than not unverifiable generaliz-
ations), which are then applied to individual Austrian writers to determine
the extent of their 'Austrianness,.164 Thus such writers as Celan,
Bachmann, Aichinger, Urzidil and Dor are 'banished' as unashamedly 'un-
A t· ,165us rlan • Yet no matter what 'typically Austrian' characteristics
one cares to select - the aversion to all that is big, great or loud,
the deep mistrust of activity, the belief in 'verbal' reality, the keen
sensitivity towards transience, the distance to reality, the conserv-
atism or at least humanistic traditionalism, the self-effacement, the
belief in Vienna as a natural cultural centre, the belief in the supra-
national spirit of Austrian nationalism, the faith in the cultural
symbiosis with Spain, the Slavonic world and Russia, the obsession with
the Habsburg monarchy - or even if one chooses Hofmannsthal's schematic
stereotype: 'Traditionelle Gesinnung, stabil fast durch Jahrhunderte.
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Besitzt historischen Instinkt ••• Selbstironie ••• Verschamt, eitel,
witzig ••• Hineind~nken in andere bis zur Charakterlosigkeit ••• Jeder
Einzelne Trager einer ganzen Menschlichkeit. GenuBsucht. Vorwiegen des
Privaten. Ironie bis zur Auflosung,166 - Doderer invariably exemplifies
the standardized image of the Austrian. Heinz Politzer describes Doderer
as the 'crafty bard of the saga of Kakania' ,167 but insists that 'non-
Kakanians are just as welcome ••• as are Kakanians.,168 Yet this is
precisely the problem: the critics' intractable insistence on an identific-
ation of Doderer with the Austrian tradition, often born of a well-meant
but exaggerated cultural separatism, has gradually but perhaps irrevocably
pushed the author to the periphery of German literature, where he has
come to be seen more and more as a 'typically Austrian' curiosity.
The dangers of the institutionalization of Doderer's works as a
monument to the Austrian tradition did not, however, go entirely unnoticed.
As early as 1956, in an important paper to which we shall return in
Chapter Two, Karl August Horst pointed out the existence of a 'Begriffs-
fetischismus' in literary scholarship, a tendency towards arid classific-
169ation which subsumes authors under a convenient label once and for all.
And in an even more crucial, but often underrated commentary, Herbert
Eisenreich declared:
Einen schlimmen Dienst hat man unserem Autor erwiesen, als man
begann, ihn zum literarischen Ur-Wiener zu stempeln. Was fUr
ein MiBverstandnisl Es sei denn, man begreife unter dem Wesen
des Wienerischen die Einschmelzung vieler Welten in eine neue,
ganz und gar eigenartige,. polit1sch und geographisch kaum loka-
lisierbare Form (aber wer begreift's schon so immateriell?).
Rein osterreichisch ist Doderer ••• bloB im Stoff, darin so
beschrankt, wie jeder andere greBe Remancier.170
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Finally, Frank Trommler, whose Roman und Wirklichkeit. Eine Ortsbestimmung
am Beispiel von Musil, Roth, Doderer und GUterslohl71 was one of the
important critical impulses in Doderer research, rightly noted in his
seminal 'FUr eine gerechte Doderer-Fama':
Doderer wird zu einem Synonym fUr Osterreich gemacht, man fUhlt
sich bei ihm wieder in der farbenvollen Tradition, seine BUcher
verewigen jene Ubernationale Substanz des Donauraums, die mit
dem Fall der Monarchie nur scheinbar verlorenging. In Rezensio-
nen und Feuilletons Uber Osterreich nimmt man die Strudlhofstiege,
die Damonen, die Wasserfalle von Slunj zur Richtschnur, urnWirk-
lichkeit und Totalitat des Osterreichischen aufzuweisen. Man
stellt Doderer in die Reihe der Hofmannsthal, Kafka, Schnitzler,
Kraus, Roth, Musil und Broch, in denen sich der Genius dieser
Landschaft literarisch versammelte, als Erbe und Vertreter einer
Epoche, die spatestens mit Maria Theresia begann und mit dem
Glanz des Ubernationalen Reiches noch das erste Drittel des 20.
Jahrhunderts beleuchtete. Man halt sich an ihn als den Garanten
einer unverminderten Lebendigkeit Bsterreichischer Form und
Daseinsweise, weil er seine BUcher fast nur in Osterreich
spielen lieB, nimmt ihre Aussage fUr eine Chronik jener Lebens-
art und Geistigkeit, wie sie scheinbar schon Hofmannsthal in
seinen Schriften gegeben hatte, bis hin zurn Schwierigen. Man
geht zurUck bis Grillparzer und Nestroy, urn diese Tradition zu
fixieren, und nimmt von ihm das alte Osterreich in gleicher
172Weise wie von Musil, Roth und Herzmanovsky entgegen.
Although Trommler emphasizes that this image of Doderer is not only
superficial and one-sided, but positively distorted, his timely warning
and those of the other critics cited above were, on the whole, ignored.
173As we shall see, Doderer's reputation as a 'Wiener Ur-Viech' is to-
gether with his idiosyncratic use of language and his less than unequivocal
relationship to Vienna, vital for a proper understanding of his reception.
The question which will inevitably be raised is to what extent Doderer
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is hoist with his own petard, in other words to what degree he is
responsible, directly or indirectly, for the establishment of this
inaccurate or distorted image.
The profile of our simplified study of Doderer research would be
equally distorted without a mention of the striking paucity of actual
criticism of Doderer in the academic papers which appeared before 1976.
Schroder's claim that this in itself tells us nothing about the quality
of Doderer's work, since it is symptomatic of the weakness of literary
scholarship that it has to justify its existence by first establishing
h nk° f th k d h d od to 174 ° 1 tlt e ra lng 0 e wor an aut or un er conSl era lon, lS on y par y
true. It was much rather the inveterate insistence on the part of the
critics on interpreting Doderer in terms of his own theory that precluded
any critical analysis of that theory. One characteristic example should
suffice to illustrate this; Ivar Ivask proclaims: 'Doch erst in den Ro-
manen Doderers scheint uns der lange vorhandene Vorsprung der Symphonie
voll eingeholt zu sein.,175 Anyone even slightly familiar with Doderer's
theoretical pronouncements will recognize the source of Ivask's terminol-
ogy. Allied to this uncritical acceptance of Doderer's theory is an
almost 'pathological' preoccupation with the subject matter of his novels,
which is not, as Schmid would have us believe, the preserve of German
0ti 176crl cs. Thus Jethro Bithell is concerned to express how surprised
he is that Melzer 'marries a girl who to his knowledge has been the mis-
177tress' of Eulenfeld, whilst 'the one really decent girl is Paula Schachl',
who, since the situation for the 'loss of the girl's virginity does not
accrue', 178'remains bourgeoise and decent'. It would not be overstating
the case to suggest that the very course of Doderer reception is more or
less determined by the critics' reactions to the 'Stoff' of his works.
To Schroder's rather paltry list of critical voices raised against
Doderer may be added those of Humbert Fink,179 George Steiner,180
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Claudio Magris,181 whom Schroder only mentions in passing, and, of course,
Emil Franzel,182 the ideological premises of whose criticism presumably
disqualified him from inclusion in Schroder's elite list. All in all,
however, one cannot help but conclude that Schroder is justified in his
scathing attack on Doderer scholarship. Equally undeniable is the fact
that Schroder's Apperzeption und Vorurteil. Untersuchungen zur Reflexion
Heimito von DOderers,183 together with Anton Reininger's Die Erlosung
des BUrgers. Eine ideologiekritische Studie zum Werk Heimito von DOderers,184
forms a watershed in Doderer criticism. What these two deserve credit
for most of all is their unmasking of those critics who had willingly
overlooked the fact that Doderer, like any other writer, was a prisoner
of the ideology of the society he wrote in and for. As Robert Escarpit
rightly suggests, a writer can adopt this ideology or reject it partly or
totally"but he cannot escape it, he cannot stand outside it.185 Like
any other author, Doderer was 'propagandist', though not, of course, in
the simple sense, which usually implies influencing public opinion on some
matter by suggestion or manipulation, but in the sense that he adopted a
view or theory of life which, through his work, he tried to persuade the
reader to follow. By calling attention to the absurdity of Doderer's
'Ideologie der Ideologielosigkeit', as Benedek had so aptly described it
as early as 1956,186 Reininger and Schroder must be credited with having
paved the way for a 'new beginning' in Doderer research. Yet what the two
themselves failed to do was to separate their criticism of Doderer the
man from that of Doderer the novelist. All too frequently they, too,
confused ethical with aesthetic criticism. Moreover, Schroder in partic-
ular failed to reflect sufficiently on the historicity of his own judge-
ments and on the ideological presuppositions on which his own approach
was based, best exemplified by his sweeping statements on 'typically
bourgeois' phenomena, such as the 'happy ending' in Die Strudlhofstiege187
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- despite William M. Johnston's claim that it is 'nearly impossible to
detect any ideology in Schroder' .188 Finally, and most importantly,
Schroder himself was no less guilty of interpreting Doderer - albeit from
a diametrically opposed viewpoint - in terms of his own theory than were
the critics he so convincingly discredited. For Schroder, too, failed to
recognize that Doderer's theory, which is the basis of the former's crit-
icism, is, as Wolfgang DUsing has recently suggested, of only very relat-
189ive value for an assessment of his novel practice.
In the most recent full-length publication on Doderer, Wendelin
Schmidt-Dengler declares:
Die Zeitlaufe nach Doderers Tod waren der Verbreitung seines
Werks nicht forderlich. Die Politisierung der Literatur um
1968 schien der Umformung des Direkten, der Akzentuierung der
Form vor den Inhalten, ja der 'konservativen' Haltung Doderers
radikal entgegengesetzt. Es wurde bei vielen Kritikern und
Germanisten Brauch, sein Werk mit_Hochmut zu Ubergehen oder ihn
als Verfechter Uberholter Positionen zu attackieren. In den
letzten Jahren ist das anders geworden.
Die Distanz ermoglicht ein Urteil, das nicht auf Kritik zu ver-
zichten braucht, aber auf eine LektUre jenseits der gefaBten
Vorurteile beruht.190
Yet there is surprisingly little of this newly-found objectivity to be
found in recent academic criticism of Doderer. The 1978 publication of
Heimito von Doderer 1896 - 1966. Symposium anlaBlich des achtzigsten
Geburtstages. Wien 1976191 is a clear reflection of how the polarization
of opinion which, as already suggested, is characteristic of the primary
reception of Doderer, has become equally manifest in academic criticism.
With the sole exception of Schmidt-Dengler's own contribution, the papers
are characterized by the very preconceptions which Schmidt-Dengler hopes
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have now been overcome.
Of all the full-length studies dedicated to Doderer hitherto, Georg
Schmid's Doderer lesen192 is undoubtedly the most idiosyncratic.
Although marred by a highly esoteric and deliberately fragmentary style,
Schmid's monograph is nevertheless a valuable first attempt to view
Doderer in a broader, 'socio-cultural' and historical context which
includes reception. Although many of Schmid's conclusions are justified,
his argument is, on the whole, based on generalizations which he fails
to support with documentary evidence. Thus his claim that Doderer has
always been read as a traditionalist contrasts starkly with the almost
compulsively defensive attempts to illustrate Doderer's 'modernity'
which can be found at frequent intervals throughout the reviews;193
even Schmid's 'innovatory' comparision with Kafka was pre-empted by
Dorothea Zeemann as early as 1958 in a review of Ein Mord den jeder
194begeht. Nevertheless, Schmid is one of the few researchers to
acknowledge the vital significance for Doderer reception of the author's
'image' and the critics' preoccupation with the subject matter of his
works.
If the ultimate aim of Schroder's criticism was to arouse fresh int-
erest in Doderer rather than to defame him, his hopes have certainly not
been fulfilled by academic critics hitherto. Since 1976 one solitary doc-
toral thesis, Gabriele Kucher's highly esoteric and linguistically almost
incomprehensible Thomas Mann und Heimito von Doderer: Mythos und Geschichte.
Auflosung als Zusammenfassung im modernen Roman,195 has been presented
in West Germany. Admittedly, the picture is somewhat less bleak in
Doderer's native Austria, with three dissertations, notably all in Vienna
(again excepting Bernd Herta's short 'Diplomarbeit' mentioned above). In
the United States, on the other hand, the relatively sustained academic
interest, particularly in Die Damonen, to which four of the five theses
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presented there since 1976 have been devoted, contrasts sharply with the
reception accorded to Doderer's novels, as the examination of Doderer in
America in Chapter Two of this thesis will reveal. Nevertheless, one
further sign of the continuing academic interest in Doderer in America is
196Michael Bachem's Heimito von Doderer, the first full-length study on
Doderer to be published in English, which is, however, a disappointingly
superficial monograph. All in all, though, it is safe to say that, far
from being stimulated by the critical impulses provided by Reininger and
Schreder, academic interest in Doderer has visibly waned since 1976.
Thus the 1982 edition of the standard bibliographical Germanistik contains
a grand total of two references to Doderer.
On the other hand, a far more alarming tendency in Doderer research
has raised its head in recent years. As early as 1973, Dietmar Grieser
had been inspired by the Strudlhofstiege to embark on a series of literary
expeditions to compare certain actual locations with their poetic presenta-
ti 197on. Grieser's feuilletons make no pretensions to academic value, and
are intended as a light-hearted look at the settings of famous literary
works. Yet Grieser's reports of how school classes had held their lessons
on the Strudlhofstiege, German 'Abiturienten' had chosen the 'Stiege' for
their final class outing, and how Doderer's widow had looked after the
steps like a good 'femme menagere' ,198 do indicate a trend away from
Doderer's work towards the superficialities with which he is so easily
identified.
That this trend has since begun to make itself felt in academic criti-
cism, is revealed in Engelbert Pfeiffer's 'Heimito von Doderer in Deb-
li ,199 h 1 b t dng, were a great deal of intellectual acumen has obvious y een was e
trying to establish exactly where and when Doderer lived in Debling. Would
it be churlish to question the value of the discovery that a certain German
Baron Otto Dressel-Uylefeldt lived in Doblinger HauptstraBe in 19281,200
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There can be little doubt that Pfeiffer's biographical approach will
inevitably lead to speculations of the following order: 'Moglicherweise
war es Gusti Hasterlik seIber, die Heimito von Doderer mit Mary K. be-
kanntgemacht hat, wenn die Erwahnung in den Damonen, Seite 663, auto-
biographisch ist.,201 It will also lead to intriguing, but fundamentally
trivial statements such as the following: ' - wer es war, muB diskret
verschwiegen bleiben ••• ,202 In his recently published Heimito von
203Doderers Alsergrund-Erlebnis, Pfeiffer again chooses to adopt the
biographical approach to Doderer's novels. Although Pfeiffer makes some
interesting attempts to analyse the symbolic function of the diverse
domiciles of the major characters from Doderer's 'Viennese' novels, one
nevertheless wonders if it is really important whether Doderer had in
204mind house number 37, 39, 41 or 43 when he spoke of Melzer's flat.
Similarly, questions such as 'who was Paula Schachl?' ,205 revelations
of the identity of a variety of 'models' for Doderer's characters, or
speculations as to what the 'Hausmeister', Herr Nowotny, must have thought
206of Doderer's visits to the residence of the widow Mary Kornfeld,
add nothing to our understanding of Doderer's fiction and are at times
nothing better than speculative and superfluous gossip.
Yet, far from being discredited as irrelevant to literary and
aesthetic evaluation, the biographical approach appears to have gained in
popularity in recent Doderer research. In a doctoral thesis entitled
'Autob~ographical Elements in Heimito von Doderer's Die D~monen' ,207
Peter Alexander Batke, who sees himself as something of a 'Lieutenant
Kojak, the latter-day Sherlock Holmes' ,208 sets out to demonstrate how
Doderer's novel is nothing less than a 'masked biography of the author
that covers the time span from 1915 to the 1950's, from the author's
youth to his maturity as a scholar and novelist,.209 Batke finds the
theoretical justification for his approach in works by Heiner Willen-
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berg, Dorothea Ludewig-Thaut and Erwin Leibfried,210 which he describes
as '''revolutionary'' in the sense that they extend the scope of literary
analysis to include both the author and the text' ,211 a curious descript-
ion of an age-old and infamously inadequate approach to literary scholar-
ship.
Batke himself claims that his 'strategy for interpreting Die Damonen
will rival the novel in complexity' ,212 but, quite apart from the fact
that some sixty pages of his study are taken up by an 'outline of the
novel', Batke choses, in the absence of an authoritative Doderer biography,
to speculate rather than research. Thus Batke shows no signs of having
been aware of Ooderer's stormy relationship with Dorothea Zeemann, and,
much more importantly, all but ignores the crucial experience which
Doderer underwent when writing Die Damonen, his initial fascination by,
and subsequent rejection of the Nazi ideology. Consequently, Batke
describes the years between 1930 and 1937 as a 'time when Doderer made
the change from the respectably bourgeois academic life to a bohemian
journalistic and artistic eXistence,.213 For the same reason, Batke
interprets the historical setting as a 'frame for the autobiographical
214montage' and insists that the events on July 15 are 'merely a device
to bring the novel to a climactic conclusion',215 a fundamentally mis-
guided viewpoint which totally ignores the essentially political nature
of the novel.
Batke prefaces his study with a sketchy look at secondary literature
on Doderer, which he concludes with a programme for future research:
'••• the novels of Doderer, his thought, his theory and his practice
should be presented in a series of monographs and comprehensive present-
ations of his whole work in terms of his biography. The work on Thomas
Mann in Germany can serve as a convenient paradigm for what needs to be
done for DOderer.,216 Wendelin Schmidt-Dengler relates how Doderer's
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aversion towards Germanists stemmed from his resentment of purely posit-
ivistic works, 'worin tiber die Biographie eines Schriftstellers alles
und tiber sein Werk so gut wie nichts zu finden ist. Denn die Person des
Schriftstellers verschwinden zu lassen, darum ging es Doderer.,217
What has been all too frequently overlooked in recent Doderer research
is the fact that the extrapolation of biographical details from Doderer's
works is a reversal of the creative process itself, which consisted
for Doderer in the 'Uberwindung des Direkt-Autobiographischen,.218 It
can only be hoped that Batke's belief that 'it is the autobiographical
that provides the fascination and the depth in Doderer's novels,219
will find little echo in future Doderer research.
Unfortunately, however, another example of the total inadequacy
of any biographical approach to literary criticism can be found in the
recently published Doderer and the Politics of Marriage: Personal
and Social History in 'Die Damonen' ,220 by Bruce Irvin Turner. In
221an attempt to determine Doderer's 'niche in the political spectrum',
Turner endeavours to establish the novelist's attitudes towards his
own past by examining the various 'prismatic refractions of Doderer's
own character' which can be found in Die Damonen.222 Thus Turner
equates the figures Schlaggenberg and Herzka with Doderer's contro-
versial period of membership in the Nazi party, while Stangeler's
indifference to the burning of the Palace of Justice is taken to re-
223flect Doderer's own passive apoliticism during World War II.
More importantly, Turner insists that the novel clearly shows that
Doderer had his reservations about Stangeler's disinterested, almost
fatalistic attitude towards political reality; this is reflected,
Turner maintains, in Geyrenhoff's decision - in connection with Quapp's
inheritance - to become an 'actor' himself, regardless of the 'relative
myopia of vision connected with action,.224 Hence, Turner concludes,
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'in the figure of Geyrenhoff ••• Doderer appears to admit that he should
have acted politically following his renunciation of Nazism.,225 Yet
what Tur~er completely fails to take into account is the fact that
Geyrenhoff's attempts to become actively involved in the mystery surround-
ing Quapp's legacy meet with total failure, and, ironically, prove to be
226~otally superfluous anyway. Once again it is quite evident that any
attempt to gain insights into Doderer's life from what he has written
are doomed to failure from the outset by the complexity of the author's
'refractions' of his autobiographical reality. More to the point, this
is not the purpose of literary interpretation.
Two of the most recent publications on Doderer again reflect the
trend away from the work towards the man, although admittedly neither
of these publications would pretend to be an academic treatise. Michael
Horowitz's Begegnung mit Heimito von Doderer227 is a first attempt at
a biography of the author, a quite legitimate undertaking in its own
228right. On the whole, though, Horowitz's 'Versuch einer Biographie'
is little more than a rehash of the biographical details already well-
known from Doderer's primary reception - Horowitz leans particularly
229heavily on a long article on Doderer in Der Spiegel - and from
230Erinnerungen an Heimito von Doderer, spiced with a few additional
reminiscences from Ooderer's sister Astrid. Here too, as in Erinnerungen
an Heimito von Doderer, the contributors, with a few notable exceptions,
manage to convey more about themselves than the author.
More significantly, the inveterate insistence on uncovering the
'models' for Doderer's figures is all too prevalent. Thus Horowitz
declares: 'So wird aus dem Baron Dressl der Rittmeister von Eulenfeldt
oder aus Benno von Grabmeier die Romangestalt des Stepski [ sic, = Semski?].
Keine der Figuren, denen man in den wichtigen Romanen wie der Strudlhof-
231stiege, den Damonen oder den Merowingern begegnet, ist frei erfunden.'
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Similarly, Hans Weigel has the following to say of Marie Luise Wydler:
'(ich habe den Verdacht, daB sie in seinen [Doderers] Romanen eine
wichtige Rolle spielt, aber ich habe ihn nie danach gefragt und sie auch
o ht) ,232moc • Finally, Helmut Qualtinger adds another piece of intriguing
and highly uninformative gossip: 'Viele aus dem "Wiener Kulturleben" hat
er [Doderer] nicht ausstehen kennen, wenn er deren Namen gehert hat,
hat er schon aufgeschrien. Die Namen kann ich leider nicht nennen, weil
die meisten noch leben.,233
The logical culmination of the tendency to concentrate more on the
man than on the author and his work is Dorothea Zeemann's outstandingly
fl ' 1 to ,0 J f d R tOl 234super uous reve a ~ons ~n ung rau un ep ~ , a book which sent
shockwaves throughout the Doderer community and provoked th~ headline
'Skandal um Doderer' in the FAZ.235 Zeemann's picture of a decrepit,
sexually perverted, urine-smelling, aging Doderer stands in sharp contrast
to the image conveyed in Erinnerungen an Heimito von Doderer by admiring
friends (including Zeemann herself), and undoubtedly explodes the myth
nurtured hitherto that a 'second marriage in 1952 to Maria Emma Thoma
signalled a newly found equilibrium in the writer's life' .236 Yet do we
~eallY want to know that Doderer took out his teeth at night237 or that
238his backside lost its elasticity as he grew older? Is it really sig-
239nificant that Zeemann was Doderer's 'heimliche Geliebte' and his sec-
d of 'M d,?240on w~ e ~ mere ag . Does it help our understanding of his work to
know that Zeemann was repeatedly the victim of Doderer's 'ohnehin nur gest-
ische Gewalttaten' ,241 that he 'beat' her with a velvet cat 0' nine tails,242
and that he bought a rope on their 'honeymoon' in Italy in order to tie
243Zeemann up in the hotel room?
In a 'Pladoyer fUr eine Rezeptionsasthetik' ,244 Manfred Durzak envis-
ages a new form of literary criticism, in which the critic not only eval-
uates but reflects on the criteria on the basis of which he comes to a
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particular conclusion, and on the extent to which this is determined by
extrinsic, historical, political and sociological factors; for Durzak,
this sort of criticism could claim a certain degree of general validity,
since it would be reconstructable and controllable. If one considers the
articles Dorothea Zeemann published on Doderer in the light of her 'rev-
elations' about her relationship with him, one ends up with something
approximating to Durzak's demands. The results are predictably meagre.
Although this is an exceptional case, one nevertheless finds it difficult
to reconcile Zeemann's claims that she does not like much of what Doderer
0t 245wr~ es with what she says in a review of Ein Mord den jeder begeht,
for instance: 'Dieses Kapitel 41 zahlt zum unverganglichen "klassischen
Bestand" der deutschen Prosa und darf neben Kleists Marionettentheater
246gestellt werden.' More importantly, the inefficacy of Durzak's
vision of a new form of literary criticism is underlined, for once again
it is patently obvious that any form of literary criticism that con-
centrates more on the recipient than on the work will inevitably add very
little to our understanding of the latter.
Nevertheless much of what Zeemann says will no doubt be taken to
lend credence to the leftist argument that Doderer was nothing but an old
fascist; thus she attributes the following comment to Doderer: IDieses
millionenfach zu viel vorhandene Volk hat keine eigenen Daseinsrechte.
Es hat keine schopferische Disziplin.I247 Or similarly: ISie bett~ln und
verneigen sich - kein Stolz in dieser miesen Plebs - statt daB sie ihre
Steine nach uns schmeiBen.,248 Yet the events related here took place
over twenty years ago, and one would do well to take Zeemann's utterances
with a pinch of salt. On the other hand, in view of the fact that
Zeemann claims she even wrote under Doderer's name and received the
fee, are we now to take what Doderer said cum grano salis, or even to
set off on a feverish search for forgeries? Hardly. Hans Dichard,
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editor of the Vienna Kurier, remarks that he was well aware of the fact
that Doderer's column in the paper in the late 1950s owed more than a
little to Dorothea Zeemann.249 Yet if this at least has the effect of
making Doderer researchers a trifle more sceptical towards the canonical
value of the author's theoretical pronouncements, then Zeemann's
impressionistic reminiscences might prove to be of some value to Doderer
criticism after all.
One final academic paper must be mentioned to round off this survey
of Doderer research: S. Belloin-Nebehay's 'L'oeuvre romanesque de Heimito
250von Doderer vue par la presse'. This useful, if somewhat superficial
first attempt to analyse the primary reception accorded to Doderer's works
is spoiled somewhat by a veritable plethora of factual inaccuracies,
251particularly in the dating of the reviews and in the rendering of
English QUotations.252 In addition, some of Belloin-Nebehay's sweeping
statements illustrate the dangers of any sort of generalization about
the complex process of reception. Thus she suggests that Doderer never
achieved the sarne popularity in his native Austria that he enjoyed in
253West Germany. She emphasizes that influential Austrian newspapers
such as the Wiener Kurier, Salzburger Nachrichten and Tiroler Tageszeitung
254did not review Die Strudlhofstiege. Quite apart from the fact that
there was indeed a fairly positive review of this novel in the Wiener
255Kurier, there was certainly no lack of reviews of Doderer's other
works in the opinion-forming Austrian press. Belloin-Nebehay cites
Hilde Spiel as having acknowledged implicitly that only 'well-informed
256critics' regarded Doderer as the foremost Austrian literary talent.
In reality, Spiel had the following to say: 'Osterreich, aus dem er
stammt, hat diesen seinen Propheten langst als solchen aufgenommen: In
jeder ernstzunehmenden Sichtung eingeborenen Schriftstellertalents steht
257'sein Name allen anderen voran.' Belloin-Nebehay further supports her
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argument by quoting the findings of a survey carried out by Die Welt on
'Die BUcher des Jahres 1963,258 in which it is suggested that the dis-
appointing sales figures for Die Wasserfalle von Slunj in Austria are
attributable to the specifically Austrian nature of the novel, which is
too familiar to the Austrians for them to appreciate it. What Belloin-
Nebehay refrains from mentioning is that the writer of the article
qualifies this by saying that Austrian books had been particularly pop-
ular in Austria, so much so that even an English book on an Austrian
topic, Edward Crankshaw's The Fall of the House of Habsburg, sold
t 1 11 259ex reme y we • Finally, Belloin-Nebehay quotes Armin Mohler, who
says that Doderer's relationship to his native country was strained, and
that recognition there came somewhat late in the day.260 It would be
more accurate to suggest that influential figures in the Austrian
literary scene were understandably suspicious of a man with Doderer's
political past, but that the very 'Austrianness' of his subject matter
and the fact that any inhabitant of Vienna could recognize the topograph~
of his works and speculate on the 'models' Doderer used for his figures,
were directly responsible for his albeit belated but nevertheless
undeniable success there.
On the other hand, Belloin-Nebehay blindly accepts Spiel's claim in
the article cited above that Doderer managed to conquer America with his
works, a claim which was, as we shall see, premature to say the least.
Similarly, Belloin-Nebehay accepts the contention in the TLS that Doderer
was a 'successor to the crown of Thomas Mann, the new Dostoievski, the
261focus of the shop window' , which again stand in sharp contrast to the
reception of Doderer in Britain, where The Demons sold no more than 896
copies.262 It is worth pOinting out that Belloin-Nebehay attributes the
relatively lukewarm response to Doderer in France and Italy to 'la demesure
germanique, si etrangere au genie latin,.263 Ironically, this allegedly
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Germanic long-windedness was one of the main criticisms levelled at
Doderer by American critics, and was no doubt one of the reasons for his
lack of success there. On the other hand, Belloin-Nebehay rightly
questions whether the rapid diffusion of a work of literature beyond
the boundaries of its native country is necessarily a guarantee of the
durability of the work, and concludes: 'Dans le cas de l'reuvre
264romanesque de H. v. Doderer, il est permis d'en douter.' This
necessarily raises the vexed question of Doderer's popularity today and
of the endurance of literary works in general.
IV Doderer's Popularity Today and the Problem of Literary Endurance
When Doderer died in December 1966, the obituary writers seemed
determined to outbid one another with superlatives describing the
author and his work. Hilde Spiel, for instance, calls Doderer the great-
265 .est post-war Austrian writer, and the writer signing himself jab de-
scribes Doderer's work as 'eine spate Summa Austriaca,.266 Not without
pathos, the anonymous reviewer in BUcherschiff proclaims: 'Ein GroBer ist
davongegangen, und wir mUssen uns damit abfinden, ohne zu wissen, ob es
267einen Autor wie ihn noch einmal geben wird.' Harald Kaufmann observes:
'Doderer hatte etwas von einem wienerischen Midas: was immer aus dem
268Alltag er angriff, verwandelte seine Hand in das Gold der Bedeutsamkeit.'
John Halding sees in Doderer a continuation of the 'nicht sehr opulente
Reihe der wirklich weltgUltigen deutschen Romandichter - tiber Thomas Mann,
Hermann Broch und Robert Musil hinaus •••,269 Brian Keith-Smith conjectures
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that Doderer's novels, short stories and theoretical writings 'may well
gain for him a reputation second to none in German epic writing since
1945,.270 Piero Rismondo asserts: 'Nichts war ihm [Doderer] fremder
als die AttitUde der Reprasentation. Ihn reprasentierte und reprasentiert
.. 271sein Werk, und dieses reprasentierte und reprasentiert Osterreich.'
Eugene Susini is one of many who maintain that Doderer ought to have
been rewarded with a Nobel Prize.272 Finally, Armin Mohler declares:
'Wir gaben viel darum zu wissen, ob man in 50 Jahren von Doderer zuerst
273als von einem Philosophen oder von einem Dichter sprechen wird.'
If the necrologues on Doderer abounded with superlatives, they were
merely a reflection of the widespread critical acclaim Doderer had enjoyed
throughout the last fifteen years of his life. As early as 1954, Hans
Flesch-Brunningen talked of Doderer as 'der bedeutendste, ja der einzige
osterreichische Schriftsteller,.274 Two years earlier, Wolfgang Grozinger
proclaimed: 'Als reine Kunstform, die uns zum freien, asthetischen GenuS
wird, hat er [der Roman] bei Doderer eine Verfeinerung und Bereicherung
der Mittel erfahren, die kaum Uberbietbar sind •••,275 Doderer is repeat-
276edly described as the most prominent living German novelist. The
uniqueness of his literary achievement is equally frequently emphasized:
'Die Strudlhofstiege laSt sich in keine literarische Kategorie einreihen,
277ist einmalig und erinnert hochstens an Jean Pauls blUhenden Stil.'
This does not, however, prevent critics, in their frenetic efforts to
'locate' Doderer on the international literary spectrum after he shot to
.fame almost overnight with Die Strudlhofstiege, from seeking comparisons
with universally acknowledged literary greats. Thus Hanns von Winter
278describes Doderer as 'Proust und Musil in einem', whilst for Erich
Korningen he was 'halb osterreichischer Cervantes, halb wienerischer
279 280Boccaccio'. Doderer is mentioned in the same breath as Homer,
281 282 283 284 285 286Dante, Goethe, Calderon, Balzac, Romains, Rabelais,
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Thomas Mann,287 288 289 Joyce, 290 291Broch, Hofmannsthal, Dickens,
Tolstoy, 292 293 Raabe, 294 Stifter, 295 Jean P 1 296Stendhal, au ,
Sterne, 297 and, of course, after the publication of Die Damonen,
Do t· k· 298s o~evs ~. The following comment by Herbert Ahl is typical of the
attempts by the critics to place Doderer alongside the outstanding novel-
ists of the European tradition: 'Der Romancier Heimito von Doderer hat
durch sein bisheriges Werk den groBen Roman fortgefUhrt, jenen groBen
europaischen Roman, der in den Narnen eines Stendhal, eines Balzac und
Flaubert, eines Dostojewski und Tolstoi, eines Galsworthy, eines Marcel
Proust und James Joyce, eines Andre Gide und eines Thomas Mann-seine unaus-
loschlichen Glanzpunkte hat.,299 At the same time Hans F1esch-Brunningen
insists that Doderer was anything but a 'Schwamm-Mensch': 'Es bleibt von
anderen Schriftstellern relativ wenig hangen.,300
Yet not only did Doderer provoke comparisons with such literary
giants, he was repeatedly ranked above many of them. Wolfgang Grozinger
assures the potential Doderer reader: 'Wie bei Faulkner sind stets mehrere
Schichten der Zeit gegenwartig, aber mit solcher Kunst kontrapunktiert,
301daB der berUhmte Amerikaner dagegen primitiv erscheint.' Hartmann Goertz
asserts: 'Doderer geht ••• Uber Proust hinaus.,302 Similarly, Michael
Hamburger declares: 'The naturalistic breadth of his [Doderer's] novels
is inseparable from his psychological range - by which I mean the range of
his sympathies and empathies - and this is greater than either Mann's or
303Proust's.' Elsewhere, Hamburger maintains that Doderer never had re-
course to 'the merely conventional lights to which Balzac, for instance,
resorted when his experience and imagination gave out,.304 GUnter Grack
proclaims: 'Wenn der KUnstler das Inbild des homo ludens 1st, dann ist
Doderer, verglichen mit Grass, sogar der groBere: wenn dieser spielt, tut
er's mit dem Ernst des Kindes, fUr das Spiel Beruf ist, spielt aber jener,
behalt er sich dle Freiheit des Erwachsenen vor.,305 Franz Sulke insists
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that Musil's picture of 'Kakania' was a 'Zerrbild' which received its
306necessary corrective ('Wahrbild') in DOderer's Strudlhofstiege. Gert
Westphal says of the same novel:
Dieser Inhalt geht weit tiber Robert Musil hinaus, so wienerisch
auch immer Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften gedacht war. Er war es
in Abstraktion. Und er war es interpretatorisch. Hier ver-
wirklicht sich die Stadt in der Geschichte, und St~dte sind
die groBen Ortungen der Geschichtstr~chtigkeit von Velkern und
R~urnen. Die Strudlhofstiege leistet fUr die deutsche Literatur,
was uns seit John Dos Passos fehlt, und Doderer tibertrifft den
Amerikaner an kompositorischem Kennen urnmerkliche Grade.307
Finally, Kurt Lothar Tank had the following tribute to pay to the profund-
ity of Doderer's thought in Die O~monen: 'Allerdings ahnt man schon auf
den ersten Seiten, und zu Ende des Buches weiB man es, daB in diesem un-
308gewohnlichen Autor ein weiser Mann namens Sokrates wiedergeboren wurde.'
For a few years after Ooderer's death, the publication of such works
as Oer Grenzwald and Frtihe Prosa helped to sustain his apparently unchall-
enged literary ranking. Thus Rolf Lehnhard observed in 1968: 'Seit mehr
als einem Jahr ist der Kronsessel der deutschen Literatur, den Thomas
Mann, Gottfried Benn und Bertolt Brecht innehatten, wiederurn verwaist ...
In December of the same year Hans Kricheldorff claimed that even Ooderer's
earliest publications fulfilled - at least partly - the very highest
artistic demands, and concluded: 'DaB die vor Jahrzehnten entworfenen
Arbeiten eines inzwischen Toten einer solchen Wirkung f~hig sind, ist ein
310Beweis fUr die immer noch wachsende Bedeutung ihres Verfassers.' Otto
Frankfurter maintained as early as 1969 that Doderer had become an
Austrian 'classic,.311 Finally, in late 1969, the reviewer signing
himself a.m. declared:
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Das 'Dodereske' wird zu einem Begriff in der Literatur des 20.
Jahrhunderts. Es ist der eigenartige Widerspruch zwischen dem
Verhaftetsein in naturalistischer Technik und einer beinahe
transzendenten Gesinnung, die Doderer ahnlich der Proust'schen
'Suche nach der verlorenen Zeit' in die 'Tiefe der Jahre' stei-
gen laSt, wobei komplexe Verstrickung von Vergangenem und Gegen-
wartigem, Rationalem und Irrationalem sorgfaltig geplant werden
312und nie dem sicheren Griff entgleiten.
By the 1970s, however, Doderer's popularity was already beginning to wane.
The findings of a symposium in 1971 on 'Osterreichische Literatur in der
Sicht des Auslandes' ,313 of a survey in the same year of the reception
314of post-war German literature in various countries, and of a further
symposium in 1975 on the 'Rezeption der deutschen Gegenwartsliteratur im
315Ausland' offer a useful global corrective to some of the inflated
claims made for Doderer quoted above. As early as 1971, Hans F. Prokop
assures us that in those countries where Austrian authors are known at all,
the main focus of interest is on Brach, Hofmannsthal, Kafka, Musil and
316Rilke, and, especially in the United States, on Werfel and Zweig.
Nonetheless, Francis Claudon maintains that Doderer is 'ziemlich berUhmt'
317in France, but this is relativized by Francois Bondy's claim that Doderer
318is a 'difficult' author who cannot match the success of Musil there,
and, more recently, by Belloin-Nebehay's suggestion that the reaction to
Doderer in France was 'reserved,.319 Similarly, Edmund Rosner's claim
that Doderer, even though known to the Polish readership through works
320'die sich stark von seiner eigentlichen Prosa unterscheiden', namely
Ein Mord den jeder begeht and Die Posaunen von Jericho, was nevertheless
321'sehr bekannt' there, is somewhat at variance with Norbert Honsza's
report four years later, in which authors such as Piontek, SchallUck,
Krolow, HeiBenbUttel, Bichsel, Wondratschek and Lettau are noted, but
Doderer does not rate a mention.322 In Italy, according to Anton Reininger,
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Doderer's Strudlhofstiege was lost in a torrent of new fiction and did
t f· d d h' 323no ~n a rea ers ~p. Claudio Magris explains that Italian interest
in German literature in recent years has been dictated strongly by a
left-wing ideology, which would certainly account for Doderer's lack
of success there.324 Heinrich Boll and GUnter Grass are clearly the
most popular German writers in Scandinavia, where Doderer is not even
considered worthy of mention.325 In Yugoslavia, so Zlatko Gorjan main-
tains, Werfel, Rilke, Broch, Musil, Hofmannsthal, Schnitzler, Friedrich
T b d K I K th b t "kn At· .t 32~5 h'I tor erg an ar raus are e es own us r~an wr~ ers, w ~ s
d I di i i t l't 327in Turkey an nat s Stefan Zweig who has achieved mos popu ar~ y.
We are assured that Heinrich Boll has obtained some measure of recognition
328in Brazil, but Doderer is again not mentioned. The picture is no
different in Eastern Europe, although it is significant that Mihai
Isbasescu subsumes Doderer under the specifically Austrian phenomena in
his survey of German literature in Romania.329
Despite the claim in the TLS in 1957 that Doderer was 'the foremost
German-speaking novelist now living' ,330 the latter was unable to make
331the impression of a Brecht, Boll or Grass on the British reading public.
In the United States it was not Doderer's D~monen but Grass's Blechtrommel
which signalled a turning point in the attitude of the American reading
public towards post-war German literature.332 M. Deen Larsen was undoubt-
edly right when he stated in 1974 that Doderer still awaited discovery
333by the American reader. As already indicated, the reasons for Doderer's
lack of success in America were manifold and complex and will be examined
in detail in Chapter Two of this study.
It would seem safe to conclude, then, that, despite their hyperbolic
claims on Doderer's behalf, the critics did not succeed in their aim of
securing for the author an unchallenged place in the loftiest echelons of
the literary canon. This is endorsed by a look at some representative
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reference books. Of some two dozen non-German encyclopedias consulted,
less than half mention Doderer. The value of such encyclopedias is ad-
mitted1y extremely relative, as they are frequently riddled with inaccur-
acies - the Spanish Encic10pedia Universal I1ustrada, for instance, informs
us that Doderer's Umweg was published in three volumes in 1940, 1947 and
1951.334 Nevertheless, they are a fairly accurate gauge of the durability
of an author. Significantly, such standard works as the New Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1982) or Encyclopedia Americana (1976) make no mention of Dod-
erer, although the latest edition of the Grand Encyc10pedique Larousse
(1983) . i 1 d 335surpr1s ng y oes. Even more important is the image with which
Doderer is identified in those reference works which do dedicate a small
i i· l' t 336article to h m: the author is described as an arch-trad t10na 1S ,
337and his work is consistently associated, indeed equated with Vienna.
This image is fortified, if not to say calcified in histories of 1itera-
ture and encyclopedias of world literature. Thus Geoffrey Grigson talks
338of Doderer as a 'great chronicler in an older tradition', whilst J. P.
Bier describes Doderer's 'conservative' conception of the novel as 'an-
achronistic,.339 Helmut Olles's comments typify the critical reaction to
the other major component of Doderer's stereotype image: 'In fast allen
spateren Werken ist der bevorzugte auBere Ort Wien und seine Umgebung.
Entha1ten sie auch reizvolle Partien tiber Landschaft, so handelt es sich
im ganzen doch um einen einzigen Roman der Wiener Gese11schaft , 340... .
Once again it is obvious that Doderer is fast becoming nothing more than
a marginal figure on the international literary spectrum.
Gone, too, are the heady days of comparisons with Homer, Dante and
Boccaccio. Recent comparisons have been much more modest. William M.
Johnston has suggested that Doderer 'stands less as a continuer of Musil
and Broch than as a rival of the fantasts Herzmanovsky and GUtersloh.,341
One critic has even gone so far as to compare Doderer's characterization
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with that of Enid Blyton.342 There can be little doubt that Rolf Vollmann
was justified in his inclusion of Doderer in a list of authors whom he de-
scribed as having been 'abgetan und weggesargt' by Wolfgang Beutin and
others in their Deutsche Literaturgeschichte von den Anfangen bis zur
Gegenwart, where Doderer is again not considered worthy of mention.343
The French literary sociologist Robert Escarpit wrote in 1966: 'We
are now sufficiently well aquainted with the mechanics of literary life
to appreciate that the writer proposes and the public disposes - and so it
344must be!' Has then the public made up its mind and disposed of Doderer?
Sales figures are an extremely malleable 'commodity', notoriously suscept-
ible to manipulation by publishers, and any conclusions drawn from them
can be at best extremely tentative. Nevertheless, a comparison of the
up-to-date sales figures for Doderer's major novels with those supplied
by Schroder in 1976 again support the view that Doderer's popularity has
steadily declined in recent years. Admittedly, the paperback editions of
Die Strudlhofstiege and Die Wasserfalle von Slunj would appear to be con-
tinuing to make an impression on the contemporary German literary market,
345with sales approximating 30,000 and 10,000 respectively since 1976.
Doderer's other works have, however, found it much more difficult to sus-
tain sales, and the Biederstein Verlag has, albeit reluctantly, admitted
that interest in Doderer has visibly waned in recent years.346 It is
worth noting that Biederstein's claim that the most recent impression of
Die Damonen, in 1979, numbered 7,700 copies (of which at least 5,000 have
already been sold), giving a total of 32,000 copies printed hitherto, is
curiously at odds with their own contention that the 1973 edition brought
the total to 28,000.347 This is not merely captious hairsplitting but an
attempt to foster a healthy scepticism towards sales and publicity orient-
ated publishers. One must be equally sceptical of Biederstein's claims
about two translations of Doderer's works which have recently appeared in
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the USSR (Die Wasserfalle von Slunj and Die Erzahlungen): 'Die Auflagen
dort sollen betrachtlich sein (moglicherweise 50.000 Exemplare pro
Titel).,348 Much more convincing is their claim: 'Relativ gut werden
[ ] .. 349seine Doderers Werke noch in Osterreich verkauft.' Remembering
Armin Mohler's question quoted above as to whether Doderer would be best
remembered as a poet or as a philosopher fifty years after his death, one
is tempted to ask whether he will be remembered at all in 2016,350 for
it would seem as if Doderer's prophetic words uttered in 1961 that 'in
351twenty years all of us will be gone, nobody will be known any more,'
have almost come true.
How is it possible that an outstanding literary figure should fall
so completely from literary favour that Georg Schmid was moved to write
in 1978: 'das vielleicht bedeutendste literarische CEuvre der jUngsten
(Kultur-) Geschichte Osterreichs gilt heute international nichts,?352
Robert Escarpit, whose theories of periodicity in literature, based as they
353are on a seventy year cycle (among other things), might well have
appealed to Doderer, provides some simple answers. Basing his arguments
on statistical data, Escarpit maintains that the novelist in the twentieth
century 'peaks' between the ages of 25 and 30,354 is carried by a reader-
ship which is faithful to him and ages with him until it eventually becomes
355less and less influential in the opinion-forming process. Escarpit
here discerns a periodicity of 15 years, after which the author's popular-
356ity decreases and possibly disappears altogether. Thus the critical
period in a novelist's production ls around the age of forty, and the
image with which he is associated, the figure with which he is identified
in world literature corresponds approximately to that which he presented
as a forty-year-old. Despite obvious exceptions, Escarpit insists that his
theory is 'statistisch gesehen durchaus rlchtig,.357 Hence Escarpit arrives
at his absurd 'first Lehman's law,358 (the pun is not intentional, but
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uncannily apt), according to which the works written by an author before
his fortieth birthday have a better chance of endurance than those written
1 to 10f 359a er 1n 1 e.
The reality of the individual case necessarily refutes Escarpit's
statistical theories and highlights the absurditiy of any attempts to turn
literary research into a 'scientific' discipline by applying empirical laws
to literature. In Doderer's case the process of failure, success and
subsequent failure was unusually complex and inextricably bound up with
the historical situation in which it took place. One of the aims of this
study is to illustrate how a 'false' or distorted and inadequate reception
was at least partly responsible for Doderer's short lived success and his
current fall from l~terary grace. At the same time it must not be over-
looked that it is a not uncommon phenomenon for apparently forgotten works
of literature to regain popularity in another age, and it is quite con-
ceivable that, given favourable prerequisites - mainly extra-literary in
nature - Doderer's work might well be resurrected by generations to come.
Yet the very fact that such oscillations are possible undermines not
only the reliability of the current literary canon or norm but the author-
ity of the literary critic himself. There are two basic views on the
endurance of literary works in the canon of high literature. On the one
hand there is the belief in something akin to 'historical justice' which
determines the aesthetic quality of a work of art in the long run in a
360sort of Darwinistic process of natural selection. Conversely, there is
the view that endurance is dependent on a variety of changing ideologies
and that the upper or ruling class imposes its opinion on the rest of
361society.
The seductively nalve view that quality alone determines literary
endurance is difficult to reconcile with history. The great problem for
all those who argue in favour of some sort of intrinsic quality in the work
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its~lf arises in the face of the discontinuity of the evaluation of such
major literary figures as, for example, Homer, Shakespeare and Holderlin.
It is also a well-known fact that most ancient classics were held in no
regard for centuries and resurrected only in the Renaissance. The dogmatic
insistence on the existence of a set of 'timeless' aesthetic values which
determine the aesthetic canon is often nothing more than a convenient and
complacent contrivance to justify the contemporary norm without acknowledging
its-historical determinants.
There is, then, as Jeffrey Sammons maintains, every evidence to
suggest that endurance is not safely intrinsic to the literary work alone.362
Yet at the same time it is equally difficult to accept Escarpit's attempt
to deny the possibility of indefinite endurance:
'Universell' oder 'ewig' sind die Schriftsteller, deren kollektive
Grundlage im Raum oder in der Zeit besonders ausgedehnt ist,
d.h., die ihre 'StammesbrUder' 'oder ihre Zeitgenossen in groBerer
Entfernung finden. Moliere ist fUr den Franzosen des 20. Jahr-
hunderts noch jung, weil seine Welt noch lebt und uns mit ihm
noch ein Kultur-, ein Anschauungs- und ein Sprachkreis verbindet,
weil seine Komodie fUr uns noch auffUhrbar ist, weil seine Ironie
uns noch zuganglich ist. Aber der Kreis wird immer kleiner und
Moliere wird altern und sterben, wenn das stirbt, was unser
Kulturtypus noch mit dem Frankreich Molieres gemeinsam hat.363
What Escarpit fails to consider is how it is, then, that Moliere's con-
temporar;es did not survive along with him. Curiously enough, despite his
pronouncements on Moliere's inevitable literary demise, Escarpit does not
envisage a continuing deterioration and ultimate vanishing point in the
endurance of an author, but clearly contradicts his own theory by main-
taining that if a work survives its author's death by 10, 20 or 30 years
't '11 b 364 it1 W1 e adopted in the literary canon. Indeed Escarp even goes so
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far as to suggest that the endurance of a work is the characteristic
365that distinguishes it from all that is subliterary. To overcome the
problem of how some works are evidently more resistant to attrition than
others, Escarpit coins the term 'creative treason',366 according to
which only through a kind of meaningful violation of the work's intention-
ality can it survive in a society for which it was not meant. More
significantly, even such a convinced literary sociologist as Escarpit
cannot circumvent the problem of literary endurance without acknowledging
that there might be something inherent to the work which helps it to
endure. He asks whether the likelihood of 'creative treason' taking
place is not perhaps attributable to some specific quality in the work
rather than in the audience.367
Escarpit is, then, unable to sustain his argument against the exist-
ence of literary endurance, and ultimately has to admit that there might
be some sort of aesthetic quality in the work. The admission is surely
inevitable, for tradition presupposes selection, and it is the criteria
of selection that provide the key to the elusive phenomenon of literary
endurance. Any outright denial of aesthetic quality implies complete
cultural relativism, in which a used bus ticket is deemed as valuable as
a Shakespeare drama.
E. D. Hirsch is much more convincing when he asserts that, although
the historicity of an interpretation is an undoubted fact, it is wrong
to conclude from this that the meaning of a text varies from age to age,
since this would necessarily imply the indeterminacy of textual meaning.
On the contrary, as Hirsch suggests, the meaning of a text is linguistic,
368i.e. communal, self-identical and reproducible. It is not the meaning of
the text which changes in time, but the meaning of the text to its construer,
in other words, the significance of the text.
It would seem safe to conclude that Doderer's literary rise and fall,
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like any other author's, were dependent neither solely on extra-literary
factors such as the flux of historical time, nor solely on aesthetic or
inner-textual factors, .but - predictably - on a mixture of the two. The
course of Doderer reception is not merely a reflection of the passing
whims of fickle literary taste, but of reactions provoked by the specific
character of Doderer's texts in a given historical situation. And
although it is generally acknowledged that it is possible for a text to
develop more energies than the author consciously assigned to it,369
the potential for this expansion of energies is, as Sammons wisely
observes, to be found in the text, for the discerning critic discovers
rather than invents. In the final analysis, the evaluation of a text
is not a matter of pure arbitrariness. On the contrary, the work itself,
370what Link calls the unchangeable 'Werk-Sache', is always the measure
of its 'concretizations', and the vital question in a survey of Doderer
reception is: what is it in Doderer's works that provokes the reactions
which characterize this reception?
As for the ambivalent role of the literary critic in literary life,
there is much evidence to suggest that Manfred Durzak ls justified when
he says: 'Llterarische Kritik erreicht offensichtlich am allerwenigsten
das, was sie nach auBen hin anzustreben scheint: namlich den bleibenden
Rang bestimmmter neuer Werke festzustellen und sie einem hierarchischen
Kanon verbUrgten Kulturbesitzes einzufUgen.,371
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V The Choice of Texts
'Doderer ist der Autor zweier Riesenromane, die innerlich zusammenhangen.
Das sind Die Damonen und Die Strudlhofstiege. Ferner schrieb er, in
Unterbrechung der Arbeit an den Hauptwerken, Erzahlungen und Romane wie
Ein Mord den jeder begeht und Die Merowinger.,372 Curt Hohoff's brief
summary of Doderer's artistic production is paradigmatic of a stereotype
view of the author's work which pervades Doderer reception. In the
circumstances, it might seem odd, if not downright illogical to choose
'minor' works such as Ein Mord den jeder begeht and Die Merowinger as
starting points for an analysis of Doderer reception. Yet, ironically,
it is in the very 'atypicality' of these works that their ultimate value
for this analysis lies.
The most valuable contribution made by Jauss to reception theory was
undoubtedly his introduction of Karl Mannheim's concept of the 'horizon of
expectations' into contemporary literary criticism. Although, as already
indicated, Jauss was rightly criticized for the impracticability of his
theory of the 'reconstruction of the horizon of expectations', since
there is no way of recovering the experience of a total readership, it
would nevertheless be foolish to dismiss his ideas as completely useless.
For Jauss also borrows from Karl Popper the concept of the 'disappointment
of expectations' as a valuable theoretical postulate. The latter main-
tains that we become aware of many expectations only when they are dis-
appointed, for example when we come upon an unexpected step, since only
the unexpectedness of the step shows us that we had expected an even sur-
face.373 Jauss himself chooses to apply this concept to an illumination
of the social function of literature, insofar as the reader of the work
of literature is 'privileged' by being confronted with situations or
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'obstacles' in the text which he has not yet encountered in life, so that
his experience of life is enriched by his reading.374 But the idea of
the disappointment of expectations could be much more fruitfully applied
to the more specifically literary context of the reception of an individ-
ual text. For the expectations and deep-rooted prejudices with which
a critic approaches a text are never more manifest than when they are dis-
appointed. , These presuppositions can be determined by social and cultural
tradition, or, more commonly, they can be expectations, indeed demands of
what an author ought to write - based on what he has written hitherto;
but invariably they are most readily 'reconstructable' when they are not
satisfied.
One chapter of this study will be devoted to the reception of Ein
Mord den jeder begeht, with a short excursus on the adaptation of the
novel for television, and a further chapter will take as its starting
point the critical response to Die Merowinger. The aims of these
chapters differ in emphasis. The chapter dedicated to Ein Mord den jeder
begeht will concentrate more on textual analysis than that on Die Mero-
winger, in which broader connections in Doderer reception will be
examined. The basic presupposition for the analysis of Ein Mord den
jeder begeht is that, as E. D. Hirsch maintains, 'the distinguishing
feature of a text is that from it not just one but many disparate
375complexes of meaning can be construed.' Thus it is possible for one
important complex of meaning clearly compatible with the properties of
the text to be completely overlooked or inadequately received or at best
viewed from a clearly misguided perspective. An examination of the
reasons for such an 'incomplete' reading of the text will at the same
time highlight weaknesses and prejudices characteristic of the primary
reception of Doderer's works, and must be understood as a foil to the
existing criticism of Ein Mord den jeder begeht.
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With Die Merowinger, the problems only mildly perceptible in the
reaction to Ein Mord den jeder begeht but central to Doderer reception,
become more evident. The survey of the reviews of this novel is
essentially a stepping stone to an examination of the reception accorded
to the 'Massif central' of Doderer's work, the so-called 'Viennese
trilogy'. For although Doderer's reception was, after his belated
'arrival' on the literary scene in 1951, determined in part by the pre-
vailing political atmosphere and partly by the extraneous influences
which pervade literary life, it was above all an overhasty and unreflect-
ed identification o~ the author with these 'Viennese' novels that
characterized the reception of his works from 1956 onwards. The
ultimate aim of this study is to present a balanced picture of Doderer
reception in its historical context and to 'demythologize' the image
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IEIN MORO 'DEN JEOER BEGEHT
I Introduction
The most striking aspect of the documented criticism of Ein Mord den
1jeder begeht is the virtually unanimous attitude of the critics towards
the 'crime' element undoubtedly present in the novel. It is surely no
coincidence that most critics seem eager to dissociate the novel from
so-called 'Unterhaltungsliteratur' before embarking upon any attempt at
an interpretation. Yet would it be churlish to suggest that the fact
that Mord has been translated into more languages than any other of 00-
derer's works - it has appeared in Finnish (1961), Croatian (1962), Polish
(1963), English (1964), Spanish (1966), Afrikaans (1968), Estonian (1974)
and Italian (1983)2 - has more than a little to do with its suggestive,
if not to say prefigurative title? Kurt Lothar Tank explicitly refers
to Mord as the novel with the 'Krimi-Titel',3 whilst Hermann Fauler
points out: 'Etwas kolportagehaft Sensationelles haftet diesem aufreiz-
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enden Buchtitel an.,4 Edwin Rollet, on the other hand, feels obliged
to warn the unsuspecting reader that Mord is a novel whose contents do
not have much to do with the title.5 Finally, Wilhelm MUller is being
perhaps unintentionally ironic when he describes the title of Mord as
'kriminell,.6
Taking the critics' reaction to the crime element implicit in the
title o~ Doderer's novel as a starting point, we shall examine the
-author's use of the devices traditionally deployed in detective novels
and relate this to the strict conventions of crime writing, in order
to suggest a re-appraisal of this hitherto much misunderstood aspect
of Mord. The narrator in Doderer's Strudlho~stiege wisely observes:
'jedes einzelweise Nennen ist bereits ein tibertreiben, ••• ja, wesent-
lich Ubertreiben wir schon, wenn wir nur irgendein Ding etwas scharfer
7in's Auge fassen.'. For this reason, our re-interpretation of the ~rime
element in Mord should be understood not as a re~utation of all that
has been said hitherto about the novel, but as an attempt to counter-
balance the criticism of Mord which has deliberately ignored this
signi~icant aspect o~ Doderer's work or dismissed it as irrelevant.
II The Critical Response to the 1938 Edition
When Mord was first published in 1938, only a relatively small
number of copies could be printed because of the lack of paper, and,
Ernst Lewalter assures us, in view of the prevailing political situation,
the novel had to be sold as it were under the counter to particularly
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8receptive readers. This view is supported by the reviewer signing
himsel~ o.m.~., who declares in 1956: 'den Themen der Gewissenser-
,~orschung und des dadurch Zu-sich-selbst-Kommens, das diese beiden
Romane Mord und Ein Umweg von den verschiedensten Standorten stellten,
war'weder das politische noch das geistige Klima von 1938, dem Er-
scheinungsjahr der beiden [sic] Werke, glinstig, so daB Doderer ver-
gessen wurde ... What was expected, indeed demanded - at least
o~ficially - of a German novelist in 1938 is perhaps best illustrated
by an article by Dr Hellmuth Langenbucher entitled 'Das schongeistige
Buch im Jahre 1938. .. 10Ergebnisse, ~berlegungen, WUnsche'. A selection
o~ Langenbucher's prescriptive conclusions must su~~ice to exempli~y
the rigidity o~ the of~icial notion o~ 'literature':
Es ~ehlt weiterhin die dichterische Gestaltung des deutschen
Neubauerntums •••
Es fehlt weiterhin neben der Gestaltung des Kriegserleb-
nisses die Gestaltung des neuen Soldatentums, das sich aus
der Reichswehr heraus zum neuen deutschen Volksheer ent-
wickelte ...
...
Es ~ehlt an Gestaltungen des neuen FUhrertums, wie es im
Nationalsozialismus seinen Ausdruck ~indet.
Es ~ehlt an Dichtungen, in denen das Wesen der neuen Volks-
gemeinschaft gestaltet wird.
Es fehlt immer noch der gute Sport-Roman •••
Es fehlt die gute 'Kraft-Durch-Freude'-Dichtung •••
Es fehlt au~ dem Gebiete des Landschaft-Romans der gute
Oberrhein-Roman •
...
Es fehlt weiterhin ••• der gute Rasse-und Bluts-Roman.
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Gerade auf diesem Gebiet aber ware manch wichtige und schone
Aufgabe zu erfUllen.11 .
In the circumstances, one might indeed be forgiven for assuming that
Doderer's novel went more or less unnoticed in 1938, since - at least
on the surface - it in no way complied with the Nazi directives on
literature. On the other hand, Levin L. SchUcking's amusing tale of
how the Nazis had to abandon the practice of recommending the six best
books of the month, as the recommendations effectively ended the sale
12of the books, should serve as a warning against an oversimplified
conception of literary life in Nazi Germany. There is much evidence
to suggest that, although Doderer's novel could scarcely be described
as 'Blut- und Boden-Literatur', it nevertheless attracted considerable
critical attention in 1938, so much so that it was even accorded a
13short, if rather unfavourable review in the TLS. Unfortunately,
most of the other reviews were lost when Doderer's publisher, Beck,
14suffered fire damage during the Second World War, and there can be
little doubt that those reviews now held in the Osterreichische National-
bibliothek in Vienna15 do not represent an accurate picture of the
actual critical reaction to Doderer's novel, as these are reviews which
Doderer himself had kept and later sent to Dietrich Weber. Hitherto
unknown articles such as the review in the TLS already mentioned and
16 .another by Ph. Leibrecht in Die neue Literatur present a far more
critical picture of Doderer. Thus Leibrecht concludes his article by
saying: 'Der osterreichische Schriftsteller ist nicht unbegabt fUr real-
istische Seelenschilderung, aber zu groB ist noch seine Lust an uferlos
ausgesponnenen, schillernden Wort- und Gedankenspielen, lassig und an-
mutig schwebend wie der Rauch einer Zigarette. Der Rest ist Asche.
Viel Asche.,17
On the other hand, even the earliest extant review of Doderer's
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novel is a harbinger of a stereotype response which was to pervade the
critical reception of Mord: 'Man wird an einen Kriminalroman denken. Das
18ist es nicht, es ist ein Roman, den ein Dichter geschrieben hat.' F. R.
Wagner shares this opinion: 'Wenn es sich auch urn die Ermordung und Be-
raubung der ••• Louison Veik handelt, so ist es doch kein Kriminal-
19roman ••• ' Karl Rauch also reveals this innate distaste for 'crime
writing': 'Vom Titel her mochte man sich abgeschreckt fUhlenj aber die
Enttauschung, die man sehr bald nach begonnener LektUre erlebt, ist eine
20hochst angenehme.'
It comes as no surprise, then, to find that the 1938 'Verlags-
prospekt' proves to be little more than a directive to the critic not
to be tempted to confuse Doderer's novel with what the publishers
obviously consider a 'sub-literary genre': 'Dieser erste groBe Roman
des Osterreichers-Doderer ist kein Kriminalroman - auBer man wollte
21Dostojewskis Raskolnikoff auch als einen solchen bezeichnen.'
III The Critical Response to the 1958 Edition
In 1958, Doderers publishers saw fit to re-issue Mord, 'um die
gegenwartige Doderer-Konjunktur auszunUtzen' ,22 as one cynic suggested.
Coming in the wake of Doderer's startling success with Die Strudlhof-
stiege and Die Damonen, the reprint predictably aroused a far more
widespread critical response than the original had succeeded in evoking
twenty years earlier. Wolf Jobst Siedler outlines the thoughts prevalent
in the reviewer's mind as he approaches such a re-issue: 'Man liest ein
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solches Buch gleichsam mit rUckwarts gewandter Neugier: was deutet
schon dort auf die spatere Entwicklung hin, und war da schon - wenngleich
23unbemerkt - im FrUhen die eigentUmliche GreBe des Spaten angelegt?'
It is a sad, but undeniable fact that such an approach is in many ways
restrictive, for the foreknowledge of the author's subsequent achieve-
ments tends to divert the critic's attention from the novel he should
be reviewing and to reduce the scope for a relatively dispassionate,
open-minded reading of the work.
With Doderer's later achievements very obviously in mind, the
critics repeatedly recommend this shorter novel as an appropriate
introduction to the more demanding and voluminous epics of the 1950s:
Wir kennen dieses Buch vor allem jenen empfehlen, die Doderer
noch nicht kennen, denn hier gewinnen sie den leichtesten Zu-
gang zu dem oft schwierig anmutenden Werk dieses bedeutenden
Dichters.24
Dem mit Doderer weniger vertrauten Leser bietet dieser Roman
einen leichten Zugang zu den schwierigen Schepfungen des
Autors.25
Der Roman wird nicht nur interessante AufschlUsse Uber die
Anfange der schriftstellerischen Tatigkeit Doderers ver-
mitteln, sondern auch besonders geeignet sein, dem Autor neue
Leser zu gewinnen, die Uber dieses Buch einen leichteren Zu-
d k" 26gang zu en spateren Werken Doderers ••• finden onnen.
Wer zu den spateren und kompositorisch schwierig angelegten
Werken noch keinen Zugang hat, kann sich an diesem ••• wohl-
feil erschienenen Roman - einUben, 'eindodern,.27
••• es ware denkbar, daB mancher Leser Uber dieses im Ver-
haltnis zur Strudlhofstiege und zu den Damonen kleinere Werk
leichter den Zugang zu jenen umfangreichen Romanen finden
k" t 28onn e.
Once again the unusual consonance among the critics is no coincidence.
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Here, too, the publishers' prospectus provides the key to the source,
of such unanimity: 'DarUber hinaus halt der Verlag den Roman fUr beson-
ders geeignet, fUr den Autor neue Leser zu gewinnen, die Uber dieses
29Buch einen leichteren Zugang zu Doderers Werk finden werden.'
As for the critics' reaction to the crime element in Mord, a by
now familiar pattern emerges:
Dieses Buch 1st kein Krlminalroman.30
Die Handlung ist allerdings sehr spannend, so elektrisierend
wie in einem Kriminalroman, ohne dieser Gattung zugehoren
zu wollen.31
Moment der Handlung abgibt
Es 1st kein Kriminalroman, wenn auch ein Mord das tragende
32
Es handelt sich nicht urn einen 'Kriminalroman' ... Wie
Doderer den Roman angelegt und ausgefUhrt hat, das macht ihn
zu einem Kunstwerk, in dem es nichts Unnotiges und Zufalliges
gibt.33
Doch handelt es sich keineswegs etwa urn einen Kriminal-
34roman •••
Dennoch kann man diesen Lebensroman eines jungen Mannes nicht
vorliegt
einen Kriminalroman nennen, wenn auch durchaus ein Mordfall
35
•••
Doderers Buch sollten nur gereifte Leserinnen in die Hand
nehmen. Denn es 1st nicht etwa ein Krlminalroman, wie der
Titel uns glauben macht.36
Similarly, Hellmut Olles insists that Doderer has written an 'Entwick-
lungsroman' and not a detective novel as the title would have us believe.
Olles goes on: 'Motive des Krimlnalromans sind gewiB da, aber Doderer
37schmilzt sie urn in solche einer Lebensgeschichte ••• ' The reviewer
signing himself MPLH is equally quick to point out that Mord 'transcends
38the limitations of the [thriller] genre', without attempting to
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define these limitations.
Given the overwhelming and highly unusual unanimity of the reviewers,
it again comes as no surprise to find that the text of the 1938 'Ver-
lagsprospekt' appeared virtually verbatim in 1958: 'Oieses Buch ist
kein Kriminalroman - auBer man wollte Oostojewskis Raskolnikoff auch
als einen solchen bezeichnen. Es ist der Lebensroman eines jungen
Mannes, dem es in den Wirrnissen des Schicksals gelingt, sich selbst
39zu erkennen.' As already suggested, the pernicious effects of the
non-literary or extraneous influences on literary life, and particularly
on reception, are all too easily overlooked. Yet it would be difficult
to overestimate the role the publishers' advertising material plays
on the reception of a work, and this is clearly reflected in the very
terminology of the reviews, which is repeatedly predetermined by the
suggestivity of the publishers~ 'information' leaflet. Thus Ooderer's
publishers' reference to Oostoievski's Crime and Punishment is duly
reproduced in the reviews:
Als der Mord vor zwanzig Jahren erschien, wurde er von der
Kritik auch mit Dostojewskys Raskolnikow (Schuld und SUhne)
verglichen. Aber nur insofern, als man ja den Raskolnikow
zu nennen pflegt, wenn es gilt, die Behauptung aufzustellen,
daB auch ein literarischer Kriminalroman moglich sei. Oer
Mord ist dafUr ein noch besseres Beispiel, denn der 'T~ter'.
kommt erst ganz am Schluss heraus, wie es der Leser von
40Kriminalromanen ja am liebsten hat ...
Wie sich Ooderer selbst als 'Romancier' bezeichnet, aber viel
eher dichterischen Bezirken zuzuordnen ist, so erscheint auch
das neu aufgelegte Werk rein ~uBerlich als 'Kriminalroman'.
Tats~chlich handelt es sich dabei sowenig urn einen solchen
wie etwa Oostojewskis Raskolnikow.41
The idea suggested in the original 'Verlagsprospekt' issued in 1938 by
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Doderer's publisher survives even until 1964, when we find in the
'Klappentext' of the first paperback edition of Mord: 'trotz spannungs-
reicher Elemente [ist es] kein Kriminalroman, oder doch nur soweit, wie
Dostojewskis Raskolnikow ein Kriminalroman genannt werden kann.,42
And even as late as 1966, the reviewer signing himself W.H. maintains
that Mord is written 'in der Art Dostojewskis,.43
On the other hand, not all critics accept the publishers' suggest-
ions quite so willingly. The anonymous reviewer in the TLS, for
instance, finds the 'publisher's comparison with The Brothers Karamazoff
[sic] ••• far-fetched'. 44 Friedrich Fabri appears, to have read the
'Verlagsprospekt' a little more carefully, and is equally sceptical:
'Wie ein Kriminalroman klingt der Titel dieses Werkes. Und es kommt
auch ein Mord darin vor ••• Wollte man dieses Werk ••• darum als
Kriminalroman bezeichnen, so mUBte man mit gleicher Konsequenz etwa
Dostojewskis Raskolnikoff zu dieser Gattung zahlen. Das ware weit
hergeholt. Gerade so weit hergeholt wie der Vergleich des Russen mit
45Doderer. '
The American publisher of the English translation of Doderer's
novel, Every Man a Murderer, also alludes in the advertising material
to the crime element in the novel, but is as careful as Doderer's
German publisher to set it apart from the conventional crime story:
'In von Doderer's hands, the unraveling of what appears to be a sordid
case of homicide is raised to the level of high psychological drama.;46
The results of such advertising are predictable. Carmen P. Collier,
for instance, willingly regurgitates the publisher's thoughts: 'Although
the title and the plot itself have the earmarks of a conventional
"murder mystery", von Doderer's singular and brilliant technique take
[sic] it out of the class of "whodunits" and raises it to the level of
distinguished psychological drama.,47
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IV The 'Literary Value' o£ the Detective Novel
It is clear £rom the reaction o£ Doderer's publishers and reviewers
to the mere suggestion o£ an association between Mord and the 'crime
novel' that the very mention of the latter conjures up singularly
derogatory connotations. As Edgar Marsch points out: 'Zwei£ellos war
fUr das "gebildete" Publikum diese Unterregion der Literatur mit einem
48Tabu beha£tet.' Edmund Wilson was probably speaking £or the majority
o£ 'serious' critics when he described detective fiction as a 'field
which is mostly on a sub-literary level,49 and saw the writing of such
works as 'the squandering o£ ••• paper which might be put to better
50use'. Even such a cel~brated practitioner of the 'art' of crime
writing as Dorothy L. Sayers admits that the detective story 'does not,
and by hypothesis never can attain the loftiest level of literary
achievement,.51 And the distinguished English expert on crime writing,
Julian Symons, maintains that 'even the best crime story is still a work of art
o£ a peculiar flawed kind, since the appetite for violence and a pleasure in
employing a conjurer's sleight of hand seem to be adulterating the
finest skills of a novelist. ,52 The historian of detective fiction,
A. E. Murch, concurs with this view and acknowledges that 'most
detective novels, born as they are of ingenuity rather than of inspir-
ation or true imagination, are neither art nor literature. ,53 Jan
Knop£ assures us that even in the 1950s the crime novel in Germany was
still regarded as 'eine anrUchige literarische Erscheinung,.54 Indeed,
as Ira Tschimmel points out: 'In den fUnrziger Jahren steht •••
lediglich zur Debatte, ob Kriminalromane generell aus den VolksbUcherei-
en verbannt werden sollen, da sie niedere Instinkte wachrufen konnten,
oder ob man den psychologischen Kriminalroman als die unterste Stufe
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auf der Leiter literarischer Bildung einsetzen und benutzen soll.,55
In these circumstances, the reluctance of the critics in the late
1950s to treat seriously the detective aspect of Doderer's novel is
understandable. For the prejudice is in no way limited to Doderer's
novel. An anonymous reviewer of DUrrenmatt's Der Verdacht warns:
'Schon mancher ernsthafter Schriftsteller, der sich in den gefahrlichen
Strudel der Kriminalistik gewagt hat, ist (literarisch) darin umge-
56kommen.' DUrrenmatt's crime stories have been described as 'by-
57 58 .products' , 'potboilers' , Wh1Ch are 'of no great quality' from a
literary pOint of view.59 DUrrenmatt himself implicitly agrees with
this widespread prejudice against detective fiction: 'Wie besteht der
Ktinstler in einer Welt der Bildung, der Alphabeten? ••• Vielleicht am
besten, indem er Kriminalromane schreibt, Kunst da tut, wo niemand sie
60vermutet.' Similarly, Peter Demetz says of Fontane's attempts in the
field of crime (e.g. Unterm Birnbaum, 1885): 'indem er [Fontane] gegen
die Substanz seines Talentes handelte, stieg er in artistische Niede-
61rungen hi~b, die der Freund der Kunst eher meidet a1s sucht.' As
early as 1924, R. Austin Freeman recognized the 'falling off in literary
quality of the work of regular novelists when they experiment in this
type of fiction, to which they may be adapted neither by temperament
62nor by training'. Gertrud Fussenegger warns of this very danger in
her review of Mord:
Dichter haben es nicht leicht ••• , wenn sie sich auf ein so
extremes Thema wie einen Mord einlassen. Das crimen ist,
zweifellos, ein interessanter Vorwurf, und jeder Erzahler
wird sich einmal versucht fUhlen, diese auBerste Situation,
diese non plus ultra desastroser Verwicklung aufzusuchen.
Aber dieses Gelande, auf dem sich obskurente Skribenten so
ungeniert tUmmeln, hat fUr den seriosen Schriftsteller unge-
ahnte TUcken. Wenn er nicht gerade ein Dostojewskij oder
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Edgar Allan Poe ist, wird er, wenn er sich einmal in die
finstere und fatale Sackgasse 'Mord' gewagt hat, zurn SchluB
noch gern einen Haken schlagen, urn den FuBangeln und Schlag-
eisen der extremen Thematik zu entkommen •••63
For, as Freeman observes, detective fiction is both a 'work of the
imagination, demanding the creative, artistic faculty' and a 'work of
ratiocination, demanding the power of logical analysis and subtle and
acute reasoning', not to mention a 'somewhat extensive outfit of special
64knowledge'.
Doderer was, of course, acutely aware of the role of specialized
knowledge in his novel writing:
Ein Schriftsteller ist nicht Historiker, ein Schriftsteller
ist nicht Insektenforscher, ein Schriftsteller ist nicht
Schmetterlingsforscher, nicht Krokodilspezialist, sondern
er ist ein Schriftsteller und er schafft sich natUrlich -
und das ist die einzige Rolle, welche die Fachwissenschaften
fUr ihn spielen kennen und dUrfenl - einen Werkzeugkasten an
Der Schriftsteller muB eine Reiterattacke aus dem Ersten
Weltkrieg kavalleristisch richtig beschreiben, der Schrift-
steller muB einen BogenschuB technisch richtig beschreiben,
der Schriftsteller muB eine Erzahlung aus dem 15. Jahrhundert
in der Sprache des 15. Jahrhunderts richtig schreiben. Es
ist viel verlangt, aber es wird eben verlangt und dafUr ist
er ein Schriftstellerl65
On the other hand, that Doderer was scarcely conversant with even the
most routine matters of crime is revealed in an unpublished diary entry
from 1937, in which he lists some of the queries he has not yet resolved
when working on Mord:
AuskUnfte bei einem heheren Beamten der Ett.Str. [the police
headquarters in Munich] einholen •••
a) Inwieweit private Verfolgung eines Falles mit der Beherde
und dem Gesetze collidiert.
b) Ob AuskUnfte .gegeben werden kennen tibereinen Fall, dem
privaten Aufklarer, amtlich oder private (Oer sonst seine
Kenntnisse nur aus der Zeitung haben kennte.)
c) Wird ein schwebender Fall Uberhaupt in die Offentlichkeit
66gelassen?
Doderer's insistence on factual accuracy in every detail of his material
at the same time reveals more than a passing interest in the subject
matter, despite the novelist's repeated insistence on its 'GleichgUltig-
k °t' 67e~ • In the same diary entry, Ooderer notes: 'Besichtigung (Be-
gehung) eines Tunnels, zum Beispiel desjenigen zwischen Besigheim und
Lauffen am Neckar, den ich am vorigen Monate durchfahren habe, auf der
Strecke Stuttgart - Heilbronn (also wohl Reichsbahndirektion Stuttgart).'
68Auch hier kennte mir der hiesige Vertreter der RSK die Wege ebnen.'
Yet whereas the reviews of Doderer's so-called 'Viennese' novels are
frequently characterized by the critics' spontaneous response to the
subject matter, few reviewers of Mord share Doderer's obvious interest
in the mystery element. The respect shown by Claude Hill for this
aspect of Ooderer's novel is exceptional: 'Since I do not wish to give
away the plot, let me simply say that the solution turns out to be
ingenious and convincing. It is not until page 348 that the murderer
is named, although a retrospective check reveals that the decisive clue
69 ""early in the book.' In marked contrast to this, the pub- \
\
was given
lisher's blurb on the cover of the latest paperback edition of Mord
even discloses the name of the 'murderer': 'In Mord erzahlt Doderer ...
die Lebensgeschichte des Conrad Castiletz, der als Knabe unwissentlich
durch einen besen Streich den Tod eines Madchens verursacht und bei
seinen BemUhungen, den vermeintlichen Raubmord aufzuklaren, sich selbst.
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als Tater entdeckt.,70
Admittedly, the critics' disdain for detective fiction is in many
ways far from unfounded. Many practitioners seem determined to main-
tain that crime writing is a 'special branch' of literature. Willard
Huntington Wright, for instance, asserts:
The style of a detective story must be direct, simple, smooth
and uncumbered. A 'literary' style, replete with descriptive
passages, metaphors and word pictures, which might well give
viability and beauty to a novel of romance or adventure,
would, in a detective yarn, produce sluggishness in the action-
al current by diverting the reader's mind from the mere record
of facts (which is what he is concerned with), and focussing
it on irrelevant aesthetic appeals ••• No more is gained by
stylizing a detective novel than by printing a cross-word
puzzle in Garamond Italic, or Cloister Cursive, or the swash
71characters of Caxton Old-Style.
W. Somerset Maugham agrees: 'Fine writing is here out of place. We do
not want a purple passage to distract us ••• , nor do we want a descrip-
tion of scenery ••• 72Nor do we want erudition.'
Such attempts to isolate detective fiction from the mainstream of
literature have, however, been instrumental in fostering the prejudice
in critics whereby works of art which deal with crime and yet also
achieve a degree of aesthetic quality are automatically described as
'keine Kriminalromane im Ublichen Sinn,.73 As Colin Watson pOints out,
authors, publishers and reviewers alike fall in with the notion of
detective stories being 'in a class quite separate from "legitimate"
literature and therefore not subject to the ordinary rules of criti-
cism,.74 Such fixed preconceptions about the nature and literary value
of detective fiction have determined the reception of Doderer's Mord
since its first publication. Blinded by misconceptions about the nature
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of crime writing, those critics who do not choose merely to ignore the
detective element in Nord are content to view the novel as a 'Pseudo-
krimi' ,75 or a 'Quasi-Krimi mit einer ernsten Aussage,.76
V The Critical Response to the Detective Element in Doderer's Novel
In recent years, one of the fruits of the 'democratization' of
literature which literary sociologists have striven to bring about, has
been a growing interest in so-called 'trivial' literature, including
detective fiction, on the part of literary scholars and 'serious'
writers, and a recognition that such literature is not 'a priori
trivial,.77 Yet those critics who do at least acknowledge the exist-
ence of a detective element in Nord either restrict themselves to
superficial generalizations or show a distinct lack of awareness of the
conventions of detective fiction.
A number of critics do maintain that Nord can be read at least on
one level as a detective novel. Henry Furst sees Doderer's novel as a
fairly successful attempt to write a 'giallo che abbia anche valore
letterario,.78 Similarly, Rolf F1Ugel describes Mord as a 'Kriminal-
79geschichte mit dem Ritardando kluger Reflexionen'. Ivar Ivask regards
80Doderer's work as a 'psychologically complex detective story'. Andrew
Barker rather more cautiously asserts that the novel 'turns into some-
thing of a detective story' .81 On the other hand, the reviewer signing
himself MPLH assures us that Mord can be read as a thriller 'of the
"who done it" order - and an excellent specimen at that,.82 For Franz-
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Peter Haberl it has 'all the suspense of a "whOdunit",83 and might be
84characterized as 'partly a "Bildungsroman" and partly a "thriller"'.
Harry T. Moore describes Mord as 'another story of the investigator
85bringing about a resolution that is unexpected', while for Edmund
86Fuller it builds up 'the suspense of a detective story'. Peter Deane
claims that Doderer's novel 'becomes a detective story fraught with
87symbolic overtones'. Martin Swales complains that the plot 'in its
sensationalism is little better than that of a detective novelette' ,88
casually revealing the sort of prejudice that has befogged critics of
Mord since its appearance in 1938. Christoph Meyer, on the other hand,
calls on Doderer to bestow upon modern literature 'den groBen Kriminal-
roman ".o' auf den sie schon so lange wartet, trotz Somerset Maugham,
Joachim MaaB und Georges Simenon', since both Mord and Die Damonen
89reveal Doderer's 'Extraberufung' to this task. Finally, Elisabeth
. 90Augustin describes Mord as a 'literaire detective-roman' in the tra-
dition of Ricarda Huch, Jakob Wassermann, Joachim MaaB, Hans Henny
Jahnn, Alexander Lernet-Ho1enia, Max Frisch and Friedrich DUrrenmatt.
The comparison with DUrrenmatt is particularly apt, but, unfortunately,
Augustin does not go on to reflect on the significant and undeniable·
parallels between Doderer's novel and DUrrenmatt's 'anti-detective
novels' •
Karl Silex comes closer to an understanding of Doderer's ironic
reversal of the traditional features of the crime novel when he writes:
'Es kommt das Damonische nun gerade dadurch zum Ausdruck, daB bei aller
Systematlk seiner [Conrads] Detektivleistung es schlieBllch die unwahr-
scheinlichen Zufalle und Begegnungen sind, die Konrad [sic] auf die Spur
i h ldl A 1" d i Geschehens fu"hren •••,91se ner sc u osen us osung es graus gen
Yet unfortunately the negative effects of the critic's acquaintance with
Doderer's later works are all too prevalent here, for echoes of Die
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Damonen appear to have predetermined Silex's viewpoint, and his search
for 'das Damonische', which, as we shall see in the next chapter, is
characteristic of Doderer's critics after 1956, here prevents him from
considering the use of 'Zufall' from a formal or structural point of view
in the specific context of the detective novel.
Hans Joachim Schroder, on the other hand, maintains that it was the
92transparency of the 'Zufalls-Arrangements' that may have led some
critics to interpret Mord as 'eine auf Spannung angelegte Kriminal-
geschichte,.93 Although Helmut Qualtinger only recently declared: 'Man
mUBte eigentl1ch einen "Doderer-FUhrer" herausgeben: Doderer zu lesen
94beginnen sollte man mit dem Mord, das ist ein spannender Krimi' ,
there is little further-evidence to support Schroder's claims about the
reception of Mord. More importantly, despite the fact that Schroder
recognizes that Doderer does not use 'chance' to give the plot of his
novel 'eine unterhaltsame WUrze',95 he too fails to relate Doderer's use
of chance and coincidence to, or even to acknowledge the existence of the
rigid conventions of the t~aditional detective story. Yet, as Hilde
Spiel rightly suggests: 'der Kriminalroman, so sublimiert er auch sei,
hat seine eigenen Gesetze.,96
VI The Conventions of the Detective Novel
Before attempting an analysis of Mord as a detective novel, it is
necessary to examine the strict conventions of the detective genre, for
even the most cursory glance at the theoretical writings on detective
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fiction reveals that it is governed by 'laws' as strict as those of the
sonnet.97 Wlodzimierz Bialik says of detective writing: 'Dieses Genre
ist literarisch sehr frappant, seine ungeschriebenen Gesetze und Spiel-
regeln sind aber so starr, daB es keine leichte Aufgabe ist, der Kon-
vention auszuweichen und in das Schema etwas Neues einzubringen.,98
Ironically, these rules were anything but unwritten, which merely em-
phasizes the rigidity of this genre as a literary form. As early as
1928, G.K. Chesterton described detective fiction as 'one of the few
forms of art in which they [the writers] can be guided',99 'one of the
100rare cases in which some rules could be laid down', and advocated
the writing of an instruction manual entitled How to Write a Detective
Story. In the same year the fixation with rule making reached its
logical and preposterous conclusion in 5.5. Van Dine's 'Twenty Rules
for Writing Detective Stories' ,101 which were followed a year later by
102Father Ronald A. Knox's 'A Detective Story Decalogue'. Many of
these rules are particularly pertinent to Doderer's Mord. Thus Van
Dine advises the aspiring author:
4. The detective himself, or one of the official investiga-
tors, should never turn out to be the culprit. This is bald
trickery, on a par with offering some one a bright penny for
a five-dollar piece. It's false pretences.
5. The culprit must be determined by logical deductions -
not by accident or coincidence or unmotivated confession. To
solve a criminal problem in this latter fashion is like
sending the reader on a deliberate wild-goose chase, and
then telling him, after he has failed, that you had the ob-
ject of his search up your sleeve all the time. Such an
author is no better than a practical joker.
6. The detective novel must have a detective in it; and a
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detective is not a detective unless he detects. His func-
tion is to gather clues that will eventually lead to a per-
son who did the dirty work in the first chapter; and if the
detective does not reach his conclusions through analysis of
those clues, he has no more solved his problem than the
schoolboy who gets his answer out of the back of the arith-
metic •
• • •
16. A detective novel should contain no long descriptive
passages, no literary dallying with side-issues, no subtly
worked-out character analyses, no. 'atmospheric' preoccupations.
Such matters have no vital place in a record of crime and de-
duction. They hold up the action, and introduce issues ir-
relevant to the main purpose, which is to state a problem,
analyze it, and bring it to a successful conclusion •
...
18. A crime in a detective story must never turn out to be
an accident or a suicide. To end an odyssey of sleuthing
with such an anti-climax is to hoodwmk the trusting and
kind-hearted reader •••• 103
Knox, who states that his rules are not to be understood 'in the sense
in which poetry has rules, but ••• in the sense in which cricket has
rules - a far more impressive consideration to the ordinary Eng1ish-
, 104 t Ok i ilman, s r~ es a s m ar chord:
6. No accident must ever help the detective, nor must he
ever have an unaccountable intuition which proves to be
right •••
7. The detective himself must never commit the crime. 105...
Just how ludicrous such rule-making was, is perhaps best illustrated in
the solemn oath sworn by those accepted into the exclusive Detection
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Club founded in 1928 by Anthony Berkeley. Potential mystery-mongers
were asked to swear:
Do you promise that your detectives shall well and truly de-
tect the crimes presented to them, using those wits which it
may please you to bestow upon them and not placing reliance
on or making use of Divine Revelation, Feminine Intuition,
Mumbo-Jumbo, Jiggery-Pokery, Coincidence or the Act of God?
-Do you promise to observe a seemly moderation in the use of
Gangs, Conspiracies, Death-Rays, Ghosts, Hypnotism, Trap-
Doors, Chinamen, Super-Criminals and Lunatics; and utterly and
106for ever to forswear Mysterious Poisons unknown to Science?
Yet despite the palpable absurdity of such rule-making, ·this fundamental
weakness of detective fiction was actually regarded by many as one of
its major strengths. Thus A. E. Murch insists that detective writing
'owes a great debt to Monsignor Ronald A. Knox ••• for his many sound
examinations of teChniq~e,.107 Haycraft describes minor rules such as
'the familiar prohibitions against secret passages, sinister Orientals,
twin brothers from Australia, concealment of information, intuitional
solutions, unmotivated confession' and the like, as 'canons of good
t t' 108as e • Even Bertolt Brecht insists: 'Das Schema ist gesund ••• Ein
gesundes Schema haben in unserer Zeit auBer Operette und Revue von
kUnstlerisch hoherstehenden Erzeugnissen vielleicht nur die Kriminal-
109romane.' Elsewhere Brecht maintains: 'Die Tatsache, daB ein Charak-
teristikum des Kriminalromans in der Variation mehr oder weniger festge-
legter Elemente liegt, verleiht dem ganzen Genre sogar das asthetische
110Niveau.' Edgar Marsch agrees that the art of the detective story
111lies in the variation of the limited number of usable elements.
Joseph Wood Krutch suggests:
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Perhaps instead of saying that the detective story follows a
formula we should say that it has a form, and perhaps we
should go on from that to wonder whether this very fact may
not be one of the reasons for its popularity at a time [1944J
when the novel, always rather loose, so frequently has no
112shape at all.
Viktor ~mega~, too, argues that the paradox of the detective novel lies
in the fact that what most people consider a weakness - its 'sche-
- 113matism' - is in reality one of the major advantages of the genre.
Although conceding that every element in the schema is relentlessly
pragmatic and has no possibility of developing a life of its own, Zmega~
nevertheless insists that the detective novel is characterized by the
'geradezu klassische Geschlossenheit seiner Spielregeln •••, worin er
eher an die Mustergebilde der Renaissance- und Barockpoetik erinnert als
, 114an eine Hervorbringung der wissenschaftlichen Epoche'. Similarly,
Hartmut Kircher maintains that the schema itself does not make any,form
of literature trivial, as otherwise the sonnet would have to be dis-
counted as 'sub-literary'. Kircher goes on: 'Zudem zeigt die prakti-
zierte Variationsvielfalt, daB das Regelkorsett des Kriminalromans so
eng gar nicht ist •••,115
It is, however, difficult to reconcile such idealistic views on the
nature of the detective novel schema with a genre in which 'it is not
playing fair with the reader to kill your man by passing a Z-ray through
a helium plate in such a way as to asphyxiate all tall dark strangers
ithi 14 d f th i t t ,116 t 'i t d ttw n yar s 0 e ns rumen ••• , or 0 n ro uce a pe y
little love story on the unravelling of a mystery is an error of taste
117for which there is no excuse'. Julian Symons is surely much more
convincing when he declares:
It seems surprising that the intelligent men and women who
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devised the rules did not see that they were limiting the
scope and interest of their work. The puzzle of Who and Why
and How remains a vital element in most crime fiction, but to
abjure voluntarily the interplay of character and the force
of passion was eventually.to reduce this kind of detective
story to the level of the crossword puzzle, which can be
solved but not read •••118
Far from producing a genre in which the art of the practitioner is
manifested in the technique of variation, the mechanical adherence to a
fixed schema merely led to an ossification of the form. It is an in-
herent weakness of all 'Variationsgattungen' that, once a system of
strict conventions has been established, this often leads to a rigid
conservatism which stubbornly refuses to accommodate changes in struc-
ture or contents. All too easily the literary genre is reduced to a
game 'played for its own sake according to a set of rigid, but artificial
rules. So inflexible is the straitjacket of convention that Ernst
Kaemmel is right when he asserts: 'hier [kann] absolut handwerkmaBig,
mit handwerklichen Regeln gearbeitet werden ... In der Tat handelt es
sich um eine echte Handwerkelei in der Kunst der Unterhaltung. Wenn die
handwerklichen Regeln Beachtung gefunden haben, so kann die Arbeit selbst
literarisch schlampig und dUrftig und voll von Effekthascherei sein, sie
wird ihre Wirkung nicht verfehlen.,119 There can be little doubt that
A.G. MacDonell is justified in his claim that not only the number of
characters, the appearance and age of the victim, but even the number of
pages in the classical detective novel are 'predetermined' by the re-
quirements of the conventions.120 Moreover, one further major weakness
of the detective novel lies in the fact that, as Raymond Chandler pOints
out, whereas the good novel is evidently not at all the same kind of
book as the bad novel, the good and the bad detective story 'are about
exactly the same things, and they are about them in very much the same
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way,.121 In the circumstances, the general academic prejudice against
the detective novel might appear justified on aesthetic grounds, for
crime fiction is more easily identifiable with and is most often judged
by its failures. Hampered by long-standing artificial conventions
which are not determined by the material or by the general exigencies
of narrative writing, the classical detective story has developed into
a self-existent literary genre characterized by the rigidity of its
schema. The self-imposed restrictions have succeeded only in limiting
the scope for aesthetic expression in the works. If the classical de-
tective story never achieves the epic breadth of conventional novels,
it is because any realistic complications are peremptorily rejected as
distractions from the central theme, the solution of the crime.
A. G. MacDonell succinctly sums up the role of the conventions of
the detective story:
•••that is the whole story of the problem detective-novel,
from page one to page 283. At no point is the author a free
man. He is hampered and hindered by the exigencies of the
book. From beginning to end his style is cramped, his material
dictated, his character-drawing prevented, and the number of
his pages laid down in advance. Indeed, to be quite candid,
it is not the sort of book that ought to be undertaken by Mr
122J. B. Priestley.
It is, however, a field of literature into which Herr Heimito von Do-
derer dared to venture.
That Doderer's Mord was written at the height of the so-called
'Golden Age' of detective fiction was surely no mere coincidence. To
what extent the author was consciously aware of the actual written con-
vent ions of detective fiction is a matter for sheer speculation, but it
is ultimately of little relevance, since there is considerable evidence
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to suggest that Doderer was well aware of more than a few practical
manifestations of these rules. In his published diaries, Doderer ex-
plicitly reflects on the occasions when he had been an avid reader of
English detective stories:
Mein Wohnen mit Albrecht Reif (meinem Erzieher) in Koller's
'Gasthof zum oberen Eggl' in Prein an der Rax: unsre abend-
123liche LektUre von englischen Kriminalromanen.
124Englische Kriminal-Romane am Riegelhof.
Furthermore, Helmut Qualtinger declares that Doderer claimed that The
Hound of the Baskervilles was one of the greatest novels of this cen-
125tury, and Doderer's sister, Frau Astrid von Stummer-Doderer, assures
that he often spoke with great admiration of Conan Doyle, and insisted
that Doyle's achievements as a writer of detective stories were never
126equalled. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the rather unusual
name Castiletz bears such a striking resemblance to No~l Vindry's
'Commissaire Castelet' that it is difficult to disengage oneself from
the thought that Doderer's detective might not be a deliberate parody
of the hero of Vindry's ingenious but arid and artificial 'whodunits',
which were popular in the 1930s.127
There is, then, every evidence to suggest that the detective element
in Mord is the product of a fairly sound knowledge of the form and con-
ventions of the detective novel, rather than merely an 'irrelevant' back-
drop against which the tortuous process of Castiletz's 'Menschwerdung'
takes place.
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VII Doderer's Novel as a Detective Story
Eine Leiche wird gefunden. Die Umstande erlauben keine ande-
re Diagnose als Mord. Aber wer ist der Tater? Das ist die
Frage, die alle GemUter beschaftigt und beangstigt, die aber
nicht beantwortet wird, bis das Ende der Erzahlung erreicht
1st. Die Frage wirddringlicher, nachdem ein zweiter Mord ge-
schehen ist, ein'dritter. Die Fahndung wird fieberhaft. Spu-
ren werden gefunden, verfolgt und wieder verloren. Hypothesen
werden aufgestellt und umgestoBen. Aber langsam schalen sich
einige gesicherte Tatbestande heraus. Ihre richtige Deutung
und VerknUpfung ergibt die Antwort auf die stumme Frage, die
die Leiche gestellt hat, die Rekonstruktion des Hergangs und
die Ermittlung des Taters.128
Few would dispute the accuracy of Richard Alewyn's paradigmatic 'model'
of the detective novel, although many regard the second and third mur-
ders as 'optional extras'. Indeed part of the 'Richtlinien zur Selbst-
kontrolle' established by Austrian publishers of crime fiction in the
early 1950s was the stipulation that 'in jedem Roman nur ein Mord und
keine besonderen Grausamkeiten vorkommen dUrfen •••,129
Seen from the viewpoint of Alewyn's definition, Doderer's ~
clearly does not comply with the familiar pattern. Moreover, Ernst
Bloch insists that in the classical detective story what has happened
before the murder 'wird ••• in keiner Vorhandlung dargestellt, eben weil
es Uberhaupt noch nicht darstellbar ist, auBer durch Ausgrabungen, durch
Indizien, welche rekonstruieren lassen,.130 In Doderer's novel, in
sharp contrast to the conventional model, it is not until chapter 23
that Castiletz, fired by a romantic fascination for the case of Louison
Veik, begins to make inquiries, and only in chapter 33 does our 'detec-
tive' become actively involved in the case. Ulrich Suerbaum maintains:
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'Unmittelbar nach dem Mord erstarrt zusammen mit dem jah Verblichenen
die ganze Romanwelt ••• Ein neuer Handlungsstrang, der nicht mit dem
Mord in Verbindung steht, kann nicht abgerollt werden; er wUrde nur ab-
leiten und storen •••,131 Here again Doderer's novel is evidently out
of line with the established pattern.
Yet the mere fact that Mord obviously cannot be regarded as a con-
ventional detective novel does not account for or justify the presence
of the crime element which the critics are all too eager to ignore or
dismiss as mere 'padding'. As we have already seen, despite Doderer's
insistence on the 'irrelevancy' of the subject matter of his novels, ,the
author went to great lengths to establish or confirm the accuracy of the
factual details he used, a process which Doderer himself described as
'zolaisieren,.132 Most critics of Mord have blindly accepted Doderer's
postulation of the absolute primacy of form over content in his work
without reflecting on the fact that the subject matter, too, is an inte-
gral part of the aesthetic structure. What critics of Mord have hitherto
failed to consider is that, however subsidiary a role the crime element
might play in Doderer's novel, it is there for a purpose, for, as Ruth
Tilliger wisely observes, there was nothing accidental or incidental in
the author's artistic production.133
A: Castiletz as a Detective
In an unpublished diary Doderer explicitly refers to Castiletz as
an 'amateur detective', but of a very special kind, '[ein] vom idol-
schen Eros beflUgelter, ja geradezu franzosischer Amateur-Detektiv,.134
In the novel itself it is in a totally irrational spirit of romantic
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adventure that Conrad approaches the case of Louison Veik: 'Die Szene
hier war nicht ohne Romantik; sie hatte in einem der Detektivromane vor-
kommen kennen, die er vorzeiten ab und zu einmal gelesen hatte.,135
Even as a child at,play, Castiletz reveals a remarkable capacity
for logical thinking, which might at first blush appear to be the ideal
prerequisite for a budding amateur detective:
Sein Vater, der kein schlechter Beobachter war, kam elnmal -
die auf den ersten Augenscheinhin stets gleiche und doch allmah-
lich gegentiber der Festung sich von Tag zu Tag verandernde
Aufstellung der Armee bemerkend - durch vorsichtiges Fragen
dahinter, daB des Sehnchens Splele Zusammenhange bis tiberacht
Tage aufwiesen, die man eigentlich als durchaus logische be-
zeichnen konnte.(pp.l0-ll)
However, Castiletz is also consistently characterized by a certain men-
tal sluggishness which is hardly the hallmark of an amateur sleuth:
Es erscheint bemerkenswert, daB Conrad von diesem geldlichen
Hintergrunde der Forschung in den TUmpeln und des vielen Herum-
steigens und Herumfischens darin erst viel spater zufallige
Kenntnis erhielt, als er beinahe schon erwachsen war. (p.15)
Und jetzt erst kam Kokosch auf eine sehr einfache Erklarung
dieses letzten Umstandes: seine Eltern hatten wahrend des
Sommers das Vorzimmer neu streichen lassen. (p.36)
Conrad bemerkte jetzt erst, daB der Geruch von Lack, den er
schon die ganze Zeit hindurch - und nicht unangenehm - emp-
funden hatte, von den frisch gemalten Verzierungen oben an
den Pfosten und an der Stirnseite dieser Laube hier kame (p.SO)
In sharp contradistinction to Castiletz, the 'great detective' of class-
ical detective fiction, from Poe's Dupin to Conan Doyle's Holmes or
Agatha Christies's POirot, is the 'Fairy Godmother of twentieth century
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folk-myth, his magic capabilities only modified to the requirements of
136a would-be scientific and rational generation'. He is the personi-
fication of the superiority of the ratio and the infallibility of scien-
tific positivism, a final remnant of security and order in a society in
which the steadily rising number of unsolved crimes has undermined the
individual's confidence in the institutionalized upholders of the law.
In this world of uncertainty, the master detective is a pillar of sta-
bility, an idealized superman who has long since been mythologized.
Invariably victorious, inevitably omniscient, the great detective is al-
most godlike.
If any figure in Doderer's Mord resembles the omnipotent detective
from 221B Baker Street, who is so often ironically alluded to in the
novel (pp.207, 214, 220, 260, 325, 350), it is not Casti1etz, but Hohen-
locher. For the aloof, eccentric 'Jagdhund' - a literal translation of the
English 'sleuth' - 'im seidenen Hausanzug mit einer Schnur urn die Mitte'
(p.122) is clearly reminiscent of the 'pure-blooded, well-trained fox-
hound' ,137 the 'amateur bloodhound' ,138 whom we so often find 'lounging
139upon the sofa in a purple dressing-gown'. Even Hohenlocher's eccen-
tric method of practising shooting is a clear allusion to Sherlock Holmes
and further undeniable evidence of Doderer's familiarity with the detec-
tive story tradition, for Doyle's Watson asserts:
I have always held, too, that pistol practice should be dis-
tinctly an open-air pastimej and when Holmes, in one of his
queer humours, would sit in an armchair with his hair-trigger
and a hundred Boxer cartridges and proceed to adorn the oppo-
site wall with a patriotic V. R. done in bullet pocks, I felt
strongly that neither the atmosphere nor the appearance of
our room was improved by it.140
Castiletz, on the other hand, scarcely exhibits the mental alacrity
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expected of an amateur detective, when he asks Inkrat: 'Hat man keine
Fingerabdrticke in dem Abteil der Ermordeten feststellen kennen?' (p.211).
lnkrat's reply has more than a hint of irony, which merely underlines
Conrad's naivety: 'Die Verbrecherwelt ist dem Fortschritte, welchen die
Daktyloskopie einst fUr die Kriminalistik darstellte, langst nachge-
kommen, zumindest die groBe Verbrecherweltj in dieser tr~gt man bei sol-
chen Anlassen Handschuhe' (p.211). Yet despite his father-in-law's
warning: 'Nein, lieber Koko ••• das ist aussichtslos. Hier ist gar
nichts mehr zu tun. Es gibt F~lle, angesichts derer die Vernunft abzu-
treten hat' (p.182), Castiletz is convinced that he has the perspicacity
to succeed where the police have failed:
Blltzschnell durchkreuzte sein Hirn der Gedanke, daB dieser
Doktor 'Inkrat vielleicht ein vortrefflicher Theoretiker sein
konnte, schwerlich aber in der Praxis ein solcher Kriminallst,
wie ihn der Fall Louison Veik eben erfordert h~tte, wobei es
auf die F~higkeit, mehr ode~ weniger klug zu reden, verdammt
wenig angekommen war. Nun, und er, Castiletz, muBte heute
deshalb vor einer Mauer ohne Tor umherirren. (p.234)
Castiletz's neurotic obsession with order admittedly does inspire in
him a thoroughness akin to that of the detective: 'filchstudierte den
Stadtplan auf der Reise theoretisch und heute vormittags mit praktischen
Ubungenfl, sagte Castiletz vellig ernsthaft' (p.116). And he sets about
his investigation in an equally pedantic manner, making notes in his
'blaues Heft in Quarto' (p.237). Yet throughout the course of Conrad's
inquiries there is a clear dichotomy between the results of his conscious
attempts at detection and those of investigations inspired by inexplic-
able premonitions or sheer luck.
Just as Castiletz's initial interest in the case of Louison Veik is
aroused when he happens to marry into the dead girl's family, it is an
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equally fortuitous coincidence that Inkrat, who has been involved in the
original murder inquiry, should have been transferred to the town where
Castiletz now lives and works. For Conrad is thus in the fortunate po-
sition of being able to obtain first-hand information from an invaluable
and otherwise inaccessible source. However, it is only in Castiletz's
first major breakthrough that the true nature of his success becomes
evident. In spontaneous response to an inexplicable impulse, Castiletz
'fanatically' (p.254) leaves the train in which he has been travelling.
As he enters the tunnel, Conrad himself is struck by the thought that
what he is doing is not the result of any rational plan: 'In diesen
Augenblicken erst durchblitzte es ihn, daB er hastig hierhergekommen war,
ohne eine geleistete Vorarbeit des Denkens, ja ••• ohne eigentlich genau
zu wissen, was er hier nun suchen wollte ••• Wie ein Trichter, in welchem
die ganze Unternehmung bereits versinken wollte,·offnete sich die Er-
kenntnis, daB keineswegs vernUnftige Uberlegung ihn gerade hierher ge-
fUhrt hatte' (p.261). And as he asks himself whether he should follow
the right or the left side of the wall, Castiletz is again guided by some
incomprehensible instinct: 'Eine Art unkontrollierbarer MuskelbeschluB
antwortete aus Conrad auf diese Frage, keine Erwagung' (p.261). And yet,
despite the apparent senselessness of his search - 'zwischen diesen vie-
len ruBigen Steinen und ihren zahllosen Zwischenraumen irgendwelche
kleine Gegenstande zu finden, die heute, nach Uber acht Jahren, mindes-
tens so sehr vom Rauche Uberzogen sein muBten wie eben alles hier •••
dies war unmoglich, zumindest in Gehetztheit und Eile. Hier brauchte
man vor allem eine Erlaubnis und Bewilligung, und eine zweite und star-
kere Lampe und eine Begleitung' (pp.261-262) - Castiletz succeeds in
finding not only a piece of jewellery, but one which he immediately re-
cognizes as belonging to Louison, since Marianne - coincidentally - has
a pair of ear-rings identical to the one which he has found. Although
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Hermann Lenz claims that Conrad follows up every thread 'mit krlminalis-
tisch gescharftem Scharfsinn' ,141 it is clear that Castiletz's success
is the result of an amazing, and highly implausible stroke of good for-
tune rather than of genius, a fact which Castiletz himself acknowledges:
'Das mit dem Ohrring ist elner von jenen glorrelchen Zufallen, durch die
oft Verbrechen ans Licht kamen' (p.270).
Having been favoured in such an extraordinary way by apparently
benevolent irrational forces, Conrad is now in possession of a plethora
of clues, yet, far from applying his powers of ratiocination to them in
the manner of the great detective, Castiletz can make absolutely nothing
of them. Even when he luckily stumbles upon the wine tavern with its
out-of-place concert grand, Conrad is unable to think coherently and to
arrive at the obvious conclusions:
Bei alledem war ihm eigentlich angst und bang, und zwar in
einer seltsam hellsichtigen Weise; durch Augenblicke kam es
ihm ernstlich bei, die Sachen hier als irgendeine verspatet
zum Ausbruch gekommene Unordnung aus seinem eigenen frUheren
Leben zu sehen ••• aber wie?
Im nachsten Atemzuge schon verstand er diesen Gedanken nicht
mehr. Wohl aber einen anderen (den er als sozusagen allzu
einfach verwarf, hier konnte ja nicht ein Fund den zweiten
jagen, nein, dies ware gewissermaBen zu 'hell' - 'ich bin be-
trunken!') - und dieser andere Gedanke stellte eine billige
Verbindung her zwischen glUcklichen Findern verstreuter Kost-
barkeiten und einer Tochter, fUr deren Ferientage man sich
einen KonzertflUgel leistete. Ja, T~chter spielen eben mlt-
unter die Mondscheinsonate ••• (p.265)
Blinded by preconceived notions of Peitz's guilt, our 'detective' is not
only unable to recognize his own role in the 'murder' of Louison Veik,
for which there is clearly ample evidence; Castiletz is even unwilling
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to accept the obvious link between the grand piano and the jewels, a clue
no self-respecting investigator could overlook. Nevertheless, Conrad is
suspicious of his own modus operandi, since it in no way corresponds with
the technique of the master detective: 'Seltsam genug: nicht einmal der
doch auBer Zweifel stehende Fund des Ohrringes rechtfertigte jetzt fUr
Castiletz die Art, wie er hierher gekommen war, namlich in einer sozu-
sagen zufalligen Weise (ja, konnte er denn, bei geordneter Beschaftigung
mit dem ganzen Falle, eine solche, wieder viel zu "dunkle", Uberhastete
Art des Vorgehens dulden?)' (p.268).
When Castiletz then becomes acquainted with the station-master -
'zufallig' (p.271), of course - he determines, despite his conviction
that there is little chance of finding anything in the tunnel now (p.270),
to search the tunnel accompanied by a trackwalker. It does not perturb
Castiletz that this organized search brings nothing more to light: 'DaB
er nichts fand, machte ihm jedoch Uberhaupt nichts aus. Dieser Gang war
sozusagen nur eine Form- und Ordnungssache: wegen des blauen Heftes in
Quarto' (p.273). Having gone through the motions of being a genuine de-
tective, Conrad has satisfied his desire for 'order': 'FrUhzeitig ging
Castiletz heute zu Tisch, durchaus mit dem GefUhl, verrichtete Sachen
hinter sich zu haben' (p.275). Our detective shows little inclination
to dwell on the fact that his success has apparently come about through
the benevolent intervention of agencies beyond his control.
Further evidence of Conrad's inability to combine obvious clues is
provided when his aunt Erika confirms his suspicion that he was travelling
on the same train as Louison the night she died. Although he is curiously
'moved', indeed 'erschUttert' (p.279) by what his aunt has to say, our
would-be in~estigator is unable or unwilling to draw the unavoidable
conclusion.
It is yet another fortuitous coincidence that allows Castiletz to
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go to Berlin as he had intended (pp.269-270), without having to explain
to Marianne the real reason for his visit. In Berlin, too, Conrad re-
mains in the 'FluBbett der fordernden Zufalle' (p.332). For his boyhood
friend GUnther Ligharts not only recognizes Peitz's name, but is even
able to imitate him perfectly, and also shares Conrad's dislike of the
man, although he has no dealings with him: '''Getan?''antwortete Quiek.
"Wieso getan? Gar nichts getan. Niemals. Wir haben ja keinen Umgang
mit ihm. Aber wir mogen ihn nicht.'" (p.306). Gradually, even Castiletz
begins to realize that he himself is apparently not in control of his
investigations: 'Castiletz ••• wurde geradezu ereilt oder eingeholt von
jener Verfassung, die er schon von Stuttgart her kannte (anlaBlich sei-
nes Besuches bei der Rosanka): auch hier schien jetzt alles ohne MUhe in
die Geleise zu fallen, schnappten die Scharniere von selbst ein' (pp.307-
308) •
Despite the fact that all ,his premeditated efforts to solve the
curious case of Louison Veik have met with virtually no success, Casti-
letz now has a clear aim in mind: 'er muBte es dahin bringen, gewisser-
maBen eine leichtere Hand zu bekommen in dieser Sache mit Henry Peitz,
glUcklichen Zufallen das Ihre zu Uberlassen, sich wirklich wie zu seinem
VergnUgen damit zu beschaftigen' (p.310). Far from being the 'Inkarna-
142tion der Ratio' , our detective can do little more than trust to luck:
'Was bei ihm indessen bereits verfing, das war ein Glaube an die Moglich-
keit glUcklicher Zufalle, wie in Stuttgart, ja, eigentlich vielmehr noch
zu Lauffen am Neckar •••' (p.317).
Like Castiletz, Schlaggenberg in Die Damonen also believes that
only the fortuitous coincidences which life itself contrives to offer
can help him to realize his plans, but Schlaggenberg pursues his aims
'mit vernUnftigen, wohlUberlegten Mitteln' 143: 'Man muB nur eine mog-
lichst groBe Flache bieten, auf welcher ein glUcklicher Zufall dann
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1«auftreffen kann.' Using arguments familiar from Doderer's theoretical
writings, Geyrenhoff warns Schlaggenberg of the dangers of such an approach
to life:
Was Sie da von der 'mBglichst groBen Fl~che' sagen, Kajetan,
••• das klingt sehr bestechend, ist aber, wie ich glaube, falsch,
weil zu mathematisch. Das riecht ja schon geradezu nach Wahr-
scheinlichkeitsrechnung. 1m Leben fUr ein Ereignis bereit sain,
welches man am Ende durch diese standige Bereitschaft sozu-
sagen herbeifUhrt, ja herbeizieht, das sieht, wie ich glaube,
anders aus. Man weiB wohl auch weniger davon. Sie aber, mein
Lieber, Sie stellen dem Leben sozusagen Fallen (oder Sie wollen
das wenigstens tun) wie die SchildbUrger dem Licht. Sie wollen
es mit Ihren Netzen fangen, aber ich fUrchte, es wird sich vor
solchen Methoden zurUckziehen.145
Unrepentant, Schlaggenberg is determined to persevere in his methodical
approach: 'Jedenfalls werde ich glUcklichen Zufallen systematisch die TUren
offnen, so weit es nur geht.,146 It goes almost without saying that the
meeting with a fat female which Schlaggenberg is consciously endeavouring
to provoke, is the very opposite of a truly 'chance' meeting, which cannot
be rationally induced, but simply happens. That Schlaggenberg's conscious,
programmatic attempts to mould life to his own designs end in total fail-
ure, corresponds, of course, with Doderer's conception of the 'wichtigste
Entdeckung in der Mechanik sowohl des Geistes als auch des auBeren Gesche-
hens •••: die des indirekten Weges; die des lebensgemaBen Denkens, sehr
zum Unterschiede von den immer erneut rundum praktizierten Versuchen,
denkensgemaB zu leben, die allesamt verurteilt waren, im Doktrinarismus,
im Reformertum und schlieBlich 1m totalen Staate zu enden,.147
It is equally evident that the mysterious, yet persistent good for-
tune which accompanies Castiletz's 'detective work' has its roots in
Doderer's ideology of the essential 'indirectness' of iife, according to
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which the ideal attitude is one of passive receptivity towards whatever
life has to offer. Thus Conrad's finding the ear-ring in the tunnel is
a clear reflection of Doderer's idiosyncratic conception of the nature
of the artistic process itself: 'das ineinander gesunkene und verschobene
Gemauer in der braunen Tiefe der Jahre dort unten ist ihm [dem Schrift-
steller] kein Steinbruch, wo er hingeht, Baustoff zu holen. Sondern von
selbst wird plotzlich ein Teil aufleuchten wie von innen erhellter Sma-
ragd, grUnglUhend, und jedesmal wird dieser Teil als ein Eckstein erkannt
148werden, der verworfen war.' And Doderer's belief in the 'evidente
Irrationalitat des Lebens',149 so diametrically opposed to the conven-
tional detective story writer's unbending faith in the ability of the
•human mind to make sense of apparantly irrational phenomena, is the key
to a proper understanding of the author's intergration of a 'detective
element' into Mord.
Sincp.Castiletz's attitude towards the benevolent 'Zufalle' is one
of 'innere Bereitschaft,150 as opposed to Schlaggenberg's 'innerlich
verbis sene Haltung' ,151 the seemingly endless flow of fortunate accidents
and coincidences does not cease: 'Hier wurde Conrad von einem, wie ihm
schien, auBerordentlich gUnstigen Umstande angenehm Uberrascht' (p.322).
Castiletz is lucky enough to observe how, on the very first occasion he
has followed Peitz, the latter appears to be attempting to sell jewel-
lery: 'Wie zu Stuttgart und Lauffen fUhlte er sich auch jetzt wieder in
einer bestimmten Rinne befangen, welche das Leben da unsichtbar bildete:
in dieser Bahn aber lief alles unentrinnbar, von sogenannten Zufallen
wie von festen und dichten Wanden geleitet' (p.324). Whereas the tra-
152ditional detective is an 'Apostle of Reason and Science', Conrad con-
tinues to rely on lucky accidents. He is living in 'einem Zustand, darin
die herbeieilenden und glUcklich hinzugegebenen Zufalle geradezu ein
tagliches Gleis bedeuten •••, eine sich offnende Weiche gleichsam, in
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die man oft und immer wieder glitt ...
Characteristically, Conrad's next consciously planned attempt at
playing the detective - by 'shadowing' Peitz - ends in failure and
frustration:
So schien alles zu stehen, oder sich auf der-Stelle zu dre-
hen, und man war offensichtlich aus dem FluBbett der fordern-
den Zufalle irgendwie herausgeraten. Conrad muBte sich wieder
an die Tage zu Lauffen erinnern, wo der erste, gleichsam Hals
Uber Kopf getane VorstoB den groBen Erfolg in Gestalt jenes
Fundes im Tunnel gebracht, die bedachtsame und vorsatzliche
Begehung desselben dann aber nicht das geringste mehr zutage
gefordert hatte. (p.332)
And it is once again a chance meeting with Peitz, rather than a premedi-
tated course of action, that finally leads Conrad to discover the truth
about Peitz's innocence. Ingrid Ryan points out that it is not so much
the phenomenon of 'Zufall' per se that interests Doderer, 'sondern der
Zufall an der Schwelle der Person: Gewahrt sie'dem "Zufall" Eintritt
oder nicht?,154 Castiletz again reveals the receptivity towards the
gifts offered by life that Doderer demands of his characters: 'Jedoch,
zugleich mit dem augenblicklichen und unanfechtbaren Entschlusse, Peitz
zu folgen - eine Verpflichtungl - erhob sich in ihm eine Art GewiBheit,
daB es nun, nach Bolchem zufalligen Treffen, zu irgendeiner Entscheidung
kommen muBte' (pp.335-336). Conrad's irrational faith in chance, so un-
characteristic of a detective, is justly rewarded, for Peitz meets none
other than Castiletz's boyhood tutor, Albert Lehnder (p.336). The latter
points the way to a correct interpretation of the 'Zufallskonstellation'
in Mord: 'Erfreulich jedenfalls, daB wir uns bei diesem Anlasse so zu-
fallig getroffen haben. Seit Tagen stand dein Name bei mir auf dem
Block. Es gibt Dinge, die sich von selbst erledigen' (p.339). Castiletz
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does 'everything possible by way of logi~al deduction and planning to
shed light upon the mystery, but it is all to no avail,.l55 It is as
if the case ls solved in spite of rather than because of Conrad's in-
quiries~ Yet another chance meeting, this time with Botulitzky, who in
turn 'happens' to have seen Castiletz not once, but three times (p.341)
and even to have driven him to Pankow on more than one occasion (p.351),
results in Conrad's finally arriving at the truth about his own involve-
ment in the 'murder' of Louison Veik.
B: The Critical Response to Doderer's Use of 'Zufall'
Although the reviewer signing himself -fli- considers the construc-
tion of Mord so splendidly planned and carried out that one never ques-
156tions the plausibility of the plot, and Claude Hill describes the
157solution as 'ingenious and convincing'. most reviewers are far more
critical of Doderer's employment of chance and coincidence in Mord.
In an article signed B.A., the writer complains that the plot is
158unconvincing, while the reviewer signing himself F.H. maintains that
the murder story is no doubt original and surprising 'aber doch kon-
159struiert'. The reviewer signing himself L.B. is equally cri~ical of
160the 'strange coincidences'. and even the Doderer devotee Hans Flesch-
Brunningen acknowledges that the 'so-called plot' is clearly constructed
'wenn auch nicht ohne haarstr~ubende Unwahrscheinlichkeiten durchge-
fUhrt,.161 Dieter Johannsen states that the so-called coincidences in
162the novel verge on the incredible. Morris Gilbert claims that the
solution 'revolves around ••• a sequence of utterly incredible coincid-
163ences'. while Peter Deane takes umbrage at the 'laborious series of
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· id ' 164COl.nc ences. The Garlands declare that 'connoisseurs of detective
165fiction will discover implausibilities.' Peter Huys maintains that
the .novel is 'zwak geconstrueerd', 'eindigend als een detectiveverhaal
met een zeer onwaarschijnlijke ontknoping.,166 Hilde Spiel, too, con-
cedes: 'Zur EnthUllung des Morders wird allzu skrupellos bemUht, was
englische Kritiker "the long arm of coincidence" nennen. Zumindest auf
der vordergrUndigsten Ebene, die gleichwohl "stimmen" muS, auch wenn
sie nur den AnlaB zu symbolischer Deutung darstellt, scheint die Losung
167erzwungen.' And the.accumulation of coincidences in Mord leads Sarah
Gainham to conclude that the theme of the novel is 'the idiot chanciness
of life' .168
Academic critics, too, have been quick to point out the implausi-
bilities in Mord. Martin Swales, for instance, asserts: 'Das Werk ist
vall von unwahrscheinlichen Ereignissen und Zuf~llen, und ein anscheinend
unerkl~rlicher Mord steigert die geheimnisvolle Stimmung. Doderer ver-
sucht keineswegs, die Zuf~lle, von denen die Handlung abh~ngt. zu ver-
hUllen.,169' As for Conrad's finding the ear-ring in the tunnel, Swales
observes: 'Solch ein Zufall ~re selbst in einem Kriminalroman frag-
170wUrdig, geschweige denn in einem ernst zu nehmenden Roman.' Hans
Joachim Schroder also questions the plausibility of this incident: 'Die
Wirkung der Indirektheit wird, wie sich zeigt, vom Autor sehr direkt und
171auf eine wenig glaubwUrdige Weise manipuliert.' For Schroder, even the
accident in which Louison Veik dies, comes about 'auf eine hochst un-
wahrscheinliche, zuf~llige Weise,.172 It is worth mentioning, however,
that the 'murder' method is certainly no less plausible than in the
average detective story, in which the 'common reader has to make a con-
siderable surrender of the sense of what is real and fitting before he
can treat the death of a human being as an intellectual rather than an
emotional affair',173 and which is usually set in the narrow zone in
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which possibility and improbability converge, where things happen which
are on the one hand highly un~ikely but on the other are just within the
bounds of possibility. Indeed, one of the main characteristics of the
detective story is the tendency to come up with cases far more compli-
cated and improbable than any found in the annals of the police.
On the other hand, that Doderer was conscious of the dangers in-
herent in the accumulation of implausible coincidences in Mord is re-
vealed in an unpublished diary entry from May 1937, where he reflects
on the meeting between Conrad and Botulitzky in Berlin:
Es erhebt sich nun das BedUrfnis, Med. [= Mediziner, i.e. Bo-
tulitzky] nicht als einschiessenden 'Zufall' in IV" sondern
durch langere Verkettungen des Lebens, etwa Uber dritte und
vierte Personen, an Conrad C. heranzufUhren. Nie wUrde jedoch
Iein solches Verfahren - so wende ich dagegen ein! - sich dem
Geschmacke des Zufalligen ganz entwinden k~nnen ••• Gelingt
es jedoch, Conrad C. in IV. so weit zu bringen, daB eine Er-
scheinung wie Med. gleichsam aus seinem Innern nach aueen ge-
drungen und geradezu postuliert wirkt (innerer Reifepunkt), so
behalt die Erscheinung ihre ganze Damonie, und wird am aller-
wenigsten 'zufallig' auftreten.174
But Doderer's intention to emphasize the 'demonic' aspect from Casti-
letz's point of view of the sudden appearance of Botulitzky is not real-
ized in the novel, and the reader is left with the impression that yet
another incredible coincidence has smoothed the way for our 'detective'.
Yet, in a coincidence far more unlikely than anything which happens
in Mord, on the very day of the original publication of the novel, a
house in DUsseldorf was destroyed in a gas explosion caused in the same
complicated way as the explosion at the end of Mord. Doderer took this
as a proof positive that even the most improbable coincidences in his
novel were justified: 'das Pressefoto, welches damals durch die Blatter
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lief, zeigte einfach des Romanes SchluBbild, auf dem auch ein Rettungs-
mann nicht fehlte, der dort vorkommt. Oer Verfasser buchte das allen
Ernstes als Erfolg und hielt sein Werk auch in jenen'erfundenen Teilen
fUr verifiziert, fUr deren LebensgemaBheit kein so handfester Erweis ge-
bracht war wie fUr das SChluBkapitel.,175 In a diary entry from 1938,
Doderer notes with some satisfaction: 'Ein Zolaist muB wohl zufrieden
sein, wenn ihm gelingt, das Leben zu Uberholen.,176
Nevertheless, there is no denying the fundamental irrationality of
Doderer's conception of 'Zufall', and it is this irrationality that meets
with the disapproval of Hans Joachim SchrBder. Ooderer's attempt to
fortify the basis of his idea of 'Zufall' by referring to the works of
Wilhelm von Scholz177 is dismissed by Schroder as merely an attempt to
give the whole theory an air of rationality, while Scholz himself is
rejected by SchrBder as 'bei aller scheinbaren Sachlichkeit seiner Aus-
fUhrungen ein gefUhlsbetonter Irrationalist,.178 Yet although SchrOder
is intent on establishing a link between the irrationality of Doderer's
thinking and that of the Nazi ideology, he neglects to consider Ooderer's
novel in the light of classical detective fiction theory and the attitude
of the Nazis towards this form of literature.
Anton Reininger, on the other hand, recognizes that the detective
element in Mord appears to demonstrate not only 'das Walten des Zu-
179 180falls' but the 'Ohnmacht des Verstandes', and this is the key to
a possible re-interpretation of the detective aspect of the novel. But
what Reininger, like the other critics and reviewers of ~, fails to
realize is that Ooderer uses the form of the detective novel to express
a view of life which is fundamentally alien to it, a philosophy which is
diametrically opposed to that of the conventional detective story writer.
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VIII Doderer's Novel as an Anti-Detective Story
Dietrich Weber asserts: 'Bezeichnenderweise ist der Fall Louison
Veik durch direkte kriminalistische BemUhungen nicht aufgekl~rt worden;
das ist nebenbei der schlagende Erweis, daB es sich hier gar nicht um
einen Kriminalfall handelt, und daB demzufolge ebensowenig das Werk ein
Kriminalroman zu nennen ist, wie eine oberfl~chliche Betrachtung zu-
nachst vermeinen konnte.,181 Yet what neither Weber nor any other critic
~f Mord has considered hitherto is that Doderer's consistent portrayal
of the impotence of reason in his would-be private detective could be
interpreted as making the novel nothing less than an 'anti-detective
story', a viewpoint which at least offers the advantage of not having to
deny the existence of the detective element in Mord. Before developing
this hypothesis, it is necessary to examine the historical roots of the
classical detective novel and Doderer's attitude towards the era in
which it was born.
Richard Alewyn argues that the seeds of the classical detective
novel are to be found in German Romanticism: 'Es ist ein Kind nicht des
182Rationalismus und des Realismus, sondern der Romantik.' For Alewyn,
the fact that the reader is confused and misled by the introduction of
totally innocent characters towards whose guilt all the evidence appears
to point, reveals a scepticism towards the structure of the world as we
know it, a lack of faith in the ability of man's empirical senses to
perceive the truth, and is thus a crushing indictment of the reliability
of circumstantial evidence. Far from inspiring confidence in reason and
science, Alewyn concludes, the detective story undermines our faith in
man's ability to solve problems by applying the powers of ratiocination
183and the methods of modern science. Yet Alewyn's argument is scarcely
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convincing, for the reader's confidence in the omnipotence of the ratio
is undermined only superficially and temporarily, since the predicta-
bility of the ending is an indispensable part of the rigid schema. The
classical detective is in fact the very antithesis of the romantic ar-
tist. As Richard Gerber pOints out: 'Hoffmann beginnt mit der banalen
Oberflache und findet dahinter das Wunder. Dem Detektiv dagegen wird
zuerst ein Wunder vorgelegt, der Detektiv schnUffelt miBtrauisch daran
herum, denn wenn es etwas gibt, woran er nicht glaubt, dann ist es das
184Wunder. '
The very basis of the detective novel is nineteenth ~entury posit-
ivism. As Karl Anders wisely remarks: 'der Detektivroman ist ein Kind
des 19. Jahrhunderts, eines Jahrhunderts, das versuchte, mit der Axt des
185Verstandes Gott zu erschlagen.' The beginnings of the classical
detective story in Poe and Conan Doyle leave no doubt that the master
detective created by them, the eccentric and intellectual amateur, is a
typical product of a positivistic ideology, according to which all prob-
lems and puzzles can be solved by the application of pure reason. The
almost boundless faith in human reason and confidence in the progress of
mankind which characterize nineteenth century positivism are mirrored in
the works of Poe and Conan Doyle, for whom there can be no such thing as
the perfect crime or an unsolvable problem. Fired by the desire to
186prove that all 'apparent "impossibilities" are, in reality, not such',
the 'great detectives' are, despite Alewyn's protestations to the con-
187trary, 'Kinder des naturwissenschaftlich-positivistischen Zeitalters'.
The writer of detective novels constructs an apparently chaotic
world which in the end proves to be totally susceptible of rational
explanation. Marjorie Nicolson's defence of the position of the trad-
ional detective story writer smacks of the nineteenth century, yet was
written in 1929:
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Perhaps we are protesting against a conception of the universe
governed - if governed at all - by chance, by haphazard cir-
cumstance; against a theory which interprets the way of life
as like the river in the 'Vision of Mirza', the bridge of San
Luis Rey, against a conception of men and women as purposeless,
aimless, impotent; against a theory of the world as wandering,
devoid of purpose and meaning, in unlimited space. In our
detective stories we find with relief a return to an older
ethics and metaphysics: an Hebraic insistence upon justice as
the measure of all things •••; a Greek feeling of inevitabil-
ity, for man as the victim of circumstances and fate, to be
sure, but a fate brought upon him by his own carelessness, his
own ignorance, or his own choice; a Calvinistic insistence
upon destiny •••: last of all, a scientific insistence upon
188the inevitable operation of cause and effect.
What such an escapist view of life produces, is, however, a reassuring
world in which there are no ultimate mysteries, in which the omnipotent
detective consistently demonstrates the superiority of the ratio. The
world of the classical detective story is devoid of any real complexity,
for all the problems presented in it are mere problems of logic which
can always be solved by the mental gymnastics of the protagonist. As
Dieter Wellershoff says: 'Offenbar ist das fUr einen Rationalisten wie
Poe eine ideale Welt. Oer Verlust an Mannigfaltigkelt ist fUr ihn nur
U· 189ein Gewinn an bersicht, also an Kontrollierbarkeit.'
Ooderer made no secret of his scorn for the naive optimism of the
nineteenth century. Alexander Novotny relates how Ooderer used to refer
to the 'Aufkl~rung' as the 'Aufkl~richt,.190 As early as 1924, Ooderer
noted in a hitherto unpublished diary: 'Wir mUssen dieses XIX. Jahr-
hundert endlich wie Mist hinter uns schmeiBenl,191 And in his published
diaries, too, the novelist consistently postulates a position which could
not be further removed from that of the 'generelle Tatsachengl~ubig-
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192keit' of the positivistic rationalist:
'Rien de noble ne se fait que par un hazard' - einen hinzu-
tretenden Zufall, ••• Glaubst du, den Topf deines Lebens,
diesen ganzen Galimathias, jetzt in Stunden, Tagen oder Wochen
rein auskratzen zu kennen und einen Entscheid nicht frUher
ausfallen zu dUrfen als nach vorhergegangener 'streng wissen-
schaftlicher' chemischer Untersuchung? FUhlst du in Schummer
und Halbdunkel die Leitersprosse unter deiner Sohle, dann heb'
dich hinauf - rien de noble ne se fait ••• Du machst es am
193Schreibtisch nie anders,und bei jeder Gelegenheit •
••• [Stendhal] stellt ein Protokoll auf und bemUht seinen mann-
lichen Verstand bis zur Feststel1ung kleinster Tatsachlichkeiten
oder aber des eigenen Nichtwissens in diesem oder jenem Punkte.
Nun, der fUr ihn fern-zukUnftige Mensch von 1880, zu welchem er
(1835) ausdrUcklich spricht, der glaubte ja an Tatsachen, und
nur an sie, die er greifen wollte wie ein Kind den Regenbogen.
Stendhal muBte alles mit Zeichnungen erganzen, so unvollstandig
194bl1eb im Sprachl1chen seine Tatsachenweltl
Spat erst befreunde ich mich mit dem Leben. Ich hatte es stets
gegen den Strich gebUrstet, es ganz gegen die ihm innewohnende
Mechanik zu rationalisieren versucht: um es auszuschlieBen, um
ihm zu entrinnen.195
Eine der Voraussetzungen unseres Lebens ist die Unmeglichkeit,
es wissenschaft1ich komplett zu durchdringen: es vollstandig
aufzuzahlen, es zu inventarisieren.196
Further evidence of Doderer's attitude towards positivism can be found
in Die Merowinger in the parody of Dr. Horn, whom Dieter Liewerscheidt
aptly describes as a 'Relikt aus der Wissenschaftsgeschichte des 19.
197Jahrhunderts'. However, perhaps the most striking illustration of
Doderer's anti-rationalism is his essay 'Die Wiederkehr der Drachen',
in which he argues the case for the existence of dragons as a perfect
example of the chaotic but fruitful richness of life, which the positiv-
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ists refused to acknowledge:
Uns alle bewohnt Linne mehr, als wir ahnen. Er hat (sehr zum
Unterschiede von Brehm) eine Art von zoologischem Totalitar-
ismus geschaffen, innerhalb dessen nicht sein kann, was nicht
sein darf, urnmit Christian Morgenstern zu reden. Ebenso,
wenn heute in irgendeinem zivilisierten Menschen die uralte
Gespensterfurcht sich regt: statt zu wirksamer Beschworung auf
jeden Fall innerlich bereit zu sein, beruft er sich mehr oder
weniger bewuBt auf den Positivismus des 19. Jahrhunderts,
welcher dekretiert hat, daB es so etwas einfachonicht gabe.198
This view is echoed by Rene Stangeler in Die Strudlhofstiege: 'Im vorigen
Jahrhundert, da hat man alles fUr reinen Unsinn und fUr bloSe Fabeln
und Sagen gehalten, was in den von der Wissenschaft einmal aufgestellten
Rahmen nicht gepaSt ha~, aber seitdem sind doch viele neue Viecher noch
entdeckt worden, und heute glaubt man nicht mehr, daB es ganz reine
Fabelwesen gibt.,199 It was the positivists' pretension to be able to
catalogue and classify the 'whole' of life that led Doderer to draw an
200analogy between their ideology and that of the totalitarian state.
An analogy with the ideology of the classical detective story writer
would have been equally appropriate, for the basic theoretical precept
of the methodology of the 'great detective' is nothing less than a
'total' abnegation of the complexity of life itself.
The ordered, logically constructed world of the classical detective
story stands in sharp contrast to modern man's experience of the chaos
of life. The reader of the detective novel
konnte sich ••• aus der unreinen Welt in eine Welt der reinen,
wenn auch eingekleideten Abstraktionen retten. Ihr lag die
Uberzeugung - oder doch die Hoffnung - zugrunde, daB die Moral
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genauso funktioniere wie die Mathematik, daB es eine einzige
und unteilbare Wahrheit gebe, daB Vernunft alle Probleme 10-
sen kanne, daB Bases am Ende unterliege und das Gute triurn-
phiere. Es ist die - fUr uns in Ausschwitz und Vietnam ver-
brannte - Zuversicht des 19. Jahrhunderts, in dem sich unter
der Regina-Imperatrix Viktoria das britische Empire in GlUck
und Glanz entfaltet hatte.20l
The cosy, fairy-tale world of assured values and end.less optimism in
which the detective story was born and flourished, had, of course, long
since vanished even when Doderer's novel was first published in 1938.
Yet, paradoxically, as Peter Fischer suggests, it seems to be an inherent
part of .the development of the detective novel that, in terms of the
history of ideas, it is perennially decades behind the times.202 This
curious phenomenon is above all evident in the fact that the fundamental
optimism of the detective novel survived the vicissitudes of the First
World War and that the years immediately following this catastrophe saw
a steady rise in the fortunes of the rigidly defined classical detective
novel, culminating in the 1930s in what Julian Symons describes as the
(second) 'Golden Age' of detective fiction.203
Given Doderer's philosophical objections to the optimistic ration-
alism of the nineteenth century positivists and his familiarity with the
traditional form of the detective novel, one might expect the author to
be equally decisive in his rejection of this 'sp~te, doch dauerhafte
Bl"t d V . 204u e es ernunftglaubens der Aufk~rung'. Doderer's respect for
Conan Doyle would, however, appear to contradict this view. Yet the
author's admiration for the creator of Sherlock Holmes might well be
nothing more than a reflection of Doderer's life-long penchant towards
somewhat melodramatic sensationalism as reflected in the plots of his
major novels. Be that as it may, Doderer explicitly repudiated the very
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essence of the classical or 'problem' detective novel, the 'puzzle':
Ratsel • Ratsel-Machen, das ist Sache der Flach-Kopfe, denen
nichts ratselhaft ist. Unsereiner ist da Uberfragt, und mit
Ratseln Uberlastet, bei jedem Blick in die Welt. Wozu brauch'
ich Ratsel? Sie wachsen einem Uber den Kopf, man hat nicht
not, sie zu machen. Mein schabiges Ich allein ist mir ganz
ratselhaft genug. Den Ratsel-Onkeln ihres aber kann ich mir
vorstellen, und es kann mir gestohlen werden. (Puzzle und
Ratsel und 'Frag mich was' und 'Quiz' aller Art sind Besch6ni-
205gungsformen eines ganz grauenhaften Vacuums der Geister.)
It does not seem too far-f~tched, then, to suggest that Doderer conscious-
ly realized that a world in which all problems could be solved with the
help of a magnifying-glass and a little 'ratiocination' was an absurdity,
and that the mythologized 'great detective' no longer had a place in the
chaos of the modern industrial world. In Mord Doderer uses the form of
the detective novel to demonstrate not the superiority of the human
intellect, but the sheer impotence of man in the face of the irrational
workings of life. Doderer's novel so consistently and so obviously
breaks all the 'rules' of the classical detective story that it is not
overstating the case to suggest that he has produced an anti-detective
novel. For every aspect of Mord that alludes to the features familiar
from the classical detective story is clearly out of step with the
mainstream of detective fiction in the 1930s.
Dietrich Weber characterizes the traditional detective's approach to
a crime as 'grundsatzlich ein indirektes (der Detektiv stUrzt nicht auf
den Fall zu, sondern umkreist ihn)',206 but the detective's indirect
approach is both consciously planned and methodical, and Doderer never
tires of asserting that no one ever achieves what he consciously strives
for, since life does not allow itself to be pieced together according
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207to one's wishes like a 'fertiges Zusammenlegspiel'. There could be no
clearer indictment of the great detective's approach to a crime, for Dod-
erer's belief in the essential 'indirectness' of life stands in sharp
contrast· to the pragmatic, tidy-minded approach of the positivist. For
Doderer, the very essence of the detective's methodology is untenable:
'Sicherheit und Behagen sind (ebenso wie Ordnung) direkt angestrebt einer
Verneinung des Lebens-Prozesses Uberhaupt gleichzusetzen ,208 Castiletz...
209is anything but a 'Thinking Machine', or an overdimensional brain which
is forced to drag a human body around with it all day.210 On the contrary,
Doderer's 'detective' himself turns out to be the 'murderer', a solution
which Willard Huntington Wright rejects as 'neither new nor legitimate, •••
[for] the reader feels not that he has been deceived fairly by a more
211skilful mind than his own, but deliberately lied to by an inferior'.
When Agatha Christie revealed that the narrator and co-investigator, Dr.
Sheppard, was the culprit in The Murder of Roger Ackroyd in 1926, the
'outcry was long and loud. This, it was said, was a deliberate cheat on
212the reader.'
In another ironic inversion of the classical schema, the reader of
Mord does not have in the detective 'einen Uberlegenen vormund,213 who
thinks and acts for him and against whom he can measure his own perspicac-
ity. Although Doderer himself maintains that the reader of Mord makes all
214his discoveries together with and at the same time as Castiletz, what
the author says of his planned tetralogy Roman No.7 could also be applied
to Mord: 'der Blick vom apperzeptiven Leser auf die deperzeptive Exis-
tenz: das ist Broman NO.]7' .215 For, in a subtle shift of emphasis, Dod-
erer allows the perceptive reader to anticipate the outcome of Castiletz's
investigations and to recognize the latter's unwillingness to face the
facts: 'Von einem bestimmten Punkte an darf der Leser wohl ahnen, und die
216Gegenbewegung Conrads als eine solche erkennen.'
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Similarly, although in the classical detective novel fortuity and
coincidence are 'outlawed as beneath the dignity of the self-respecting
217craftsman', Doderer's protagonist arrives at the truth not by employ-
ing his powers of ratiocination, but with the aid of a series of more or
less incredible accidents and coincidences. In accordance with Doderer's
ideology of the indirectness of life, Conrad's learning process consists
in the realization that any conscious, rationally planned attempt at
moulding life to correspond to a preconceived notion cuts across the
grain of life itself. Thus what Castiletz has been trying all along to
obtain by conscious efforts is unexpectedly provided for him by the
mysterious workings of life: 'Zum ersten Male fUhlte Castiletz, daB ihm
bereits etwas ~achzulaufen begann, was er bisher stets aufzusuchen ge-
trachtet hatte: hier war das Gesprach ganz Uberraschend und von selbst
auf Louison gekommen •••' (p.207). Like Georg in the 'Divertimento No.V',
Castiletz experiences how things work out of their own accord, irrespec-
tive of his misguided attempts at playing the detective.
Castiletz is not the only 'detective' in Doderer's works whose con-
scious efforts to solve a mystery meet with little success. Heinz Po-
litzer suggests that the plot to embezzle Quapp's rightful inheritance in
Die Oamonen 'is not solved in the decisive way of a true mystery story
but allowed t~ drag on toward its happy resolution under the benign
prodding of Geyrenhoff',218 but what Politzer fails to realize is that
all Geyrenhoff's 'prodding' is to no avail. It is only when the latter
and Stangeler proceed with an 'unbewuBte Oirektheit,219 which is diametri-
cally opposed to the methodology of the traditional detective, that they
as it were instinctively approach the truth. When Geyrenhoff turns de-
tective, however, and betrays a feeling of superiority akin to the arro-
gance of the master detective - 'als Akteur sah ich mich mit VergnUgen,
und wie auf einer hoheren Ebene des Lebens, wo man bereits geruh1g vor
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dem Schaltbrette steht und zwischen den Hebeln wahlt, urnetwa die oder
220jene Verbindung herzustellen' - he finds to his dismay that life is
curiously reluctant to 'allow itself to be manipulated so easily: 'Da
stand ich nun, mit meinen Kombinationen, mit meiner Entschlossenheit zu
einer "hoheren Form des Handelns" (verflixt: auch das "Schaltbrett" fiel
mir obendrein noch einl) wie die Kuh vorm Scheunentor. Denn alles ha~te
sich ja ganz von selbst gemacht. Ich war eine lacherliche Figur. Ich
221konnte getrost verreisen.'
Like Schlaggenberg in this instance, Castiletz is clearly and con-
sistentlya parody of the 'great detective'. Even despite the frequent
benevolent interventions by 'life' on Conrad's behalf, the would-be de-
tective is finally able to obtain a full account of the murder and its
consequences only with the help of an unmotivated confession, another
device frowned upon by the detective story rule-makers. Characteristic-
ally, it is only after Botulitzky has explained his and Castiletz's role
in the untimely death of Louison Veik that the 'detective' is able to
interpret correctly the facts which were readily available to him all
along: 'Der Tod des Madchens ist meiner Ansicht nach so eingetreten, daB
sie - einen Augenblick bewuBtlos hinaus und sozusagen voraushangend -
mit der Stirn gegen eine jener Mauerkanten raste, die sich bei den Durch-
gangen zurnNachbarstollen befinden. Ich sah das selbst, als ich 1m
Tunnel war' (p.352).
Although for the classical detective there is no question of failure
222- 'Hercule Poirot does not fail' - Castiletz clearly does fail, at
least as a detective. His 'detective work' exemplifies the words spoken
by Robert Veik in the novel: 'Der Mensch hat von seiner hohen Abkunft
allermeist nur - die AnsprUche behalten, nicht die Fahigkeiten' (p.186).
The haughtiness of the great detective, who gives the impression 'of a
complacent modern deity presiding over some grotesque ceremonial of pagan
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223worship', stands in stark contrast to Doderer's presentation of the
'Ohnmacht seines [des Menschen] schwachlichen Geistes' (p.186).
In their peremptory denial of all possible links between Doderer's
novel and the 'Kriminalroman', critics of Mord appear to have robbed
themselves of the possibility of drawing fruitful parallels between
Doderer's early work and the many more recent attempts at a parody of
the classical detective story, or, as Holzapfel dubs them, 'critiques
224of pure reason'. For although since the 1950s the great detective
has been systematically stripped of the mythical aura which traditionally
surrounds him, and has become the anti-hero of modern literature, a
grotesque half-brother of Sisyphus and Don Quixote, no critic has hither-
to been prepared to see in Doderer's novel a possible forerunner of this
major recent development in world literature. Yet the parallels between
Doderer's early work and DUrrenmatt's anti-crime stories are particularly
striking, and since the latter's 'Requiem auf den Kriminalroman', Das
Versprechen, first appeared in book form in the same year as Mord was re-
issued, 1958, one might have expected more critics than the Dutch reviewer
225Elisabeth Augustin to have acknowledged the similarities. It is iron-
ic, but symptomatic of Doderer-reception, that comparisons with DUrren-
matt abound only in the reviews of Die Merowinger, no doubt for the simple
reason that Doderer's publishers suggest this very analogy in their 'Ver-
lagsprospekt'.
It was not only the publishers' persuasive propaganda that deflected
the critics' attention from the textual potentialities of~. Such was
the impact of Doderer's two mammoth 'Viennese' novels, Die Strudlhof-
stiege and Die Damonen, that an image of the author was almost immedi-
ately established and projected restrospectively onto his earlier works.
Thus, although Wolfgang Paul insisted in 1958 that Mord could be treated
as a completely new work, 'da damals [1938] solche Verdichtung, diese
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226groBe, breitangelegte Poesie unter den Tisch fiel', the foreknowledge
of Doderer's so-called 'Viennese trilogy' in many way~ prejudices the
critics' view of Mord. 'Man muB diese erste [sic] Romanschopfung Do-
derers im Hinblick auf die nachgefolgten Werke einsehen' ,227 we are
assured. And it is surely only in the light of such a reading that the
reviewer signing himself W.P. can claim that in Mord we find 'Menschen
aus allen Schichten der Bevolkerung' ,228 or that Hermann Fauler can con-
clude that the overall atmoshere of the book is 'die des gehobenen Wiener
229Gesellschaftsromans der zwanziger Jahre,unseres Jahrhunderts'. The
overwhelming influence of Doderer's huge 'Viennese' epics also un-
doubtedly accounts for a comment such as the following by Wolfgang Paul:
'Er [Doderer] bringt es fertig, aIle Schichten einer GroBstadt dieses
Jahrhunderts in den Roman zu zwingen ••• Urnden Durcheinanderlauf der
sozialen Schichten zu schildern, I~Bt Doderer in seinem Roman Herrn
Castiletz einem ungelosten Mordfall nachspUren.,230 In a review signed
B.A., the writer emphasizes the 'Charakterisierung der zahlreichen Per-
231sonen' and the clear structure of the 'vielschichtige Handlung' ,
clich~s all too familiar from the reviews of the 'Viennese novels'. The
anonymous reviewer in Die Zukunft is so deeply influenced by his reading
of Doderer's later works that his review merits a more detailed quotation:
Ein ~uBerlich erscheinendes, aber wesentliches Kennzeichen der
zwei Werke, die den spaten Ruhm Heimito von Doderers begrUndet
haben, ist ihr Umfang. Es scheint, als ob Doderer sich unter
tausend Seiten nicht ausdrUcken konnte. Dem widerspricht auch
nicht der geringe Umfang des neueren [sic] Romans, in dem er
die Menschwerdung des Amtsrates Bihal [SiC] erz~hlt. Denn die-
se Bihaliade [sic] ist ja schlieBlich nur eine Marginalie zu
den groBen Epen. So ist man fast erstaunt, nun von Doderer
einen Roman vorgesetzt zu bekommen, der sich mit dem normalen
Umfang von 371 Seiten begnUgt. Es zeigt sich jedoch bald, daB
zwar Doderer, aber seine Figuren, seine Konzeption sich keines-
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wegs begnUgt haben. Doderer braucht den groBen Atem, urndas
Oben und Unten, das ganze Panorama darzustellen, in dem sich
der unterirdische Kampf zwischen Il!usion und Erkenntnis, das,
was Doderer mit einem Lieblingswort die Menschwerdung nennt,
abspielt. Sein Realismus braucht groBe Raume, Barockraurne, in
denen Gott und Teufel, Leben und Tod, wenn auch nur in Symbo-
len, enthalten sind, sonst erstickt er. Seine Konstruktion
braucht das Gewimmel einer GroBstadtgesellschaft und ihrer
Tratschsucht, urnsich mit Leben zu fUllen, sonst beginnt sie
zu knarren ••• Mord ••• ist eben nicht Doderers Story, wenn
sie auch eine exemplarische Menschwe~dung spiegelt. Der Rah-
men der Konstruktion ••• ist zu eng fUr diesen Geschichtener-
zahler, der den Tratsch zur Kunst gemacht ••• hat.232
Doderer's image as a Viennese novelist is again no doubt responsible for
the claim by the anonymous reviewer in Time that in Mord Doderer 'returns
to the same time and place,233 as in The Demons, which had been published
in English three years earlier than Every Man a Murderer.
viewer describes Castiletz as a 'Viennese businessman,.234
The same re-
Ernst Alker,
235too, describes Conrad as a young man 'aus patrizischer Wiener Umwelt' •
Admittedly, many friends of Doderer's and connoisseurs of Vienna will no
doubt recognize the author's own childhood haunts in the description of
Castiletz's early years. Alker himself recalls in Erinnerung an Heimito
von Doderer:
Gemeinsam mit Doderer erlebte ich in Kindheit und Jugend den
gleichen Sektor von Wien: jene Teile des 3. Bezirkes, die
'Unter den WeiBgerbern' und 'Erdberg' heiBen, sowie den zurn
zweiten Bezirk geharenden 'SchUttel', das gegenUberliegende
Ufer des Donaukanals ••• j ferner den groBen Naturpark Prater,
ebenfalls Teil des 2. Bezirkes. Bilder dieser Stadt- und
Naturlandschaften finden sich in den Romanen Mord und Die
Wasserfalle von SiunJ.236
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Yet Castiletz explicitly states in the novel that he has never been in
237Vienna, and there is no evidence in the fiction to suggest that the
reader should not accept this as the truth.
Karl August Horst claims that the reader who is familiar with Die
Strudlhofstiege and Die Damonen approaches the earlier novel 'sozusagen
238im Krebsgang'. Horst goes on to ask:
.Ist es ein bloBer Zufall, daB Kakabsa (in den Damonen) und
Kokosch ahnlich klingende Namen haben, und daB Arbeiter und
Voluntar in einer Gurtweberei tatig sind? Haben nicht Molche,
Nattern und Krebse, die Kokosch jah mit dem unteren Stockwerk
kommunizieren lassen, Parallelen in der Drachen- und Kraken-
fauna der Damonen oder der Begegnung des jungen Rene mit der
Ringelnatter in der Strudlhofstiege?239
And it is again surely only because of the critics' acquaintance with
Doderer's later novels that Mord is described as 'Doderer before Dod-
240erer' ,a 'werkstuk, waaran de romancier wellicht zijn vak heeft ge-
241 242 243leerd' , a 'Vorstufe zu spateren Werken' t a 'detour', or a 'minor
244 245book' written 'in Unterbrechung der Arbeit an den Hauptwerken'.
Armin Mohler says of Doderer's readers: 'Was vor den beiden groBen Roma-
nen erschienen war - etwa jener Roman Mord (1938)... - hatten sie [die
Doderer-Leser] doch nur als eine Treppe zu den beiden Hauptwerken ge-
, 246 f hinommen ••• , and this can certainly also be applied to many 0 s
critics. This aspect of Doderer reception - what might be called the
'canonization' of the 'Viennese novels' - is even more evident in the
critical response to Die Merowinger, which shall be examined in Chapter
Two of this study.
A closer look at what reviewers of Mord ignore - the remarkable
similarities between the novel and DUrrenmatt's anti-crime stories -
will reveal that Doderer's work shares both the strengths and weaknesses
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of OUrrenmatt's much more publicised reaction to the self-satisfied
world of the classical detective story.
IX Ooderer and OUrrenmatt
OUrrenmatt nas written three 'detective novels' in which one can
trace a gradual progression towards what the author considers a detective
novel to end all detective novels, a 'Requiem auf den Kriminalroman'.
In his first detective story, Oer Richter und sein Henker (1952),
OUrrenmatt still adheres closely to the conventions of the traditional
crime story. For despite Kommissar Barlach's contention that it is im-
247possible to operate with people 'wie mit Schachfiguren', this is pre-
cisely what he finds himself forced to do in order to bring Gastmann to
justice. Barlach is able to manipulate the aptly-named Tschanz by virtue
of the 'KUhle seiner Vernunft,248 into carrying out the death sentence he
himself has imposed on his adversary, and Barlach is explicitly described
as an 'unerbittlicher Schachspieler' as he toys with Tschanz at the end
of the novel •.249 It h d i H k ias been claimed that Oer Richter un se n en er s
not a crime novel in the sense that a detective solves the mystery of a
serious crime by applying all his experience, expertise and dogged per-
sistence and by using the techniques of modern science to bring the per-
petrator of the crime to justice, thereby ensuring the supremacy of
reason, justice and order.250 However, in his ultimate mastery and
direction of chance to his own ends, as well as in his opposition to the
'learned' criminologist Or Lucius Lutz, Barlach closely resembles the
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mythologized omnipotent detective of the classical model; and despite
his claim that he believes in intuition as opposed to modern scientific
methods, it is not intuition but an ingenious and thoroughly rational
plan that Barlach employs to trap Gastmann. The same could scarcely be
said of Conrad Castiletz.
DUrrenmatt takes a further step away from the traditional detective
novel in his rather weak sequel to Oer Richter und sein Henker, Der Ver-
dacht (1952). Here Barlach is able to establish the identity and past
crimes of Emmenberger by means of skilful logical deduction, but his
ratiocination offers him only an intellectual victory. Barlach is re-
duced in the course of the novel to a ridiculous immobile thinking machine
which does not have the physical capacity to put its plans into action,
and it is only the chance intervention of a sort of deus ex machina, the
giant Gulliver, that saves Barlach from certain death at the hands of
Emmenberger. DUrrenmatt demonstrates the discrepancy between an ingeni-
ous, logical~y constructed theory and the reality of life. Although Bar-
lach's reasoning is correct, he is unable to turn his logic into physical
superiority in the concrete situation and to bring the criminal to jus-
tice. Barlach's rescuer Gulliver emphasizes the impotence of the detec-
tive in the modern world: 'Die Zeiten sind vorUber, wo es genUgt, etwas
scharfsinnig zu sein, um die Verbrecher, mit denen wir es heute zu tun
haben, zu stellen. Du Narr von einem Oetektiv; die Zeit selbst hat dich
ad absurdum gefUhrtl,251 There can be no doubt that Castiletz, too, is
a 'Narr von einem Detektiv', but without Barlach's capacity for logical
deduction.
DUrrenmatt's third detective novel, Das Versprechen (1958), opens
with a scathing attack on the writers of conventional detective fiction.
Dr H., 'der ehemalige Kommandant der Kantonspolizei ZUrich' ,252 complains
to the narrator, who himself is a crime writer:
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••• ich argere mich ••• Uber die Handlung in euren Romanen.
Hier wird der Schwindel zu toll und zu unverschamt. Ihr baut
eure Handlungen logisch auf; wie bei einem Schachspiel geht es
zu, hier der Verbrecher, hier das Opfer, hier der Mitwisser,
hier der NutznieBer; es genUgt, daB der Detektiv die Regeln
kennt und die Partie wiederholt, und schon hat er den Ver-
brecher gestellt, der Gerechtigkeit zum Siege verholfen. Diese
Fiktion macht mich wUtend. Der Wirklichkeit ist mit Logik nur
zum Teil beizukommen. Dabei, zugegeben, sind gerade wir von
der Polizei gezwungen, ebenfalls logisch vorzugehen, wissen-
schaftlich; doch die Storfaktoren, die uns ins Spiel pfuschen,
sind so haufig, daB allzu oft nur das reine BerufsglUck und der
Zufall zu unseren Gunsten entscheiden. Oder zu unseren Ungun-
sten. Doch in euren Romanen spielt der Zufall keine Rolle, und
wenn etwas nach Zufall aussieht, ist es gleich Schicksal und
FUgung gewesen; die Wahrheit wird seit jeher von euch Schrift-
stellern den dramaturgischen Regeln zum FraSe hingeworfen.
Schickt diese Regeln endlich zum Teufel. Ein Geschehen kann
schon allein deshalb nicht wie eine Rechnung aufgehen, weil wir
nie alle notwendigen Faktoren kennen, sondern nur einige wenige,
meistens recht nebensachliche. Auch spielt das Zufallige, .
Unberechenbare, Inkommensurable eine zu groBe Rolle. Unsere
Gesetze fuBen nur auf Wahrscheinlichkeit, auf Statistik, nicht
auf Kausalitat, treffen nur im allgemeinen zu, nicht im be-
sonderen. Der Einzelne steht auBerhalb der Berechnung. Unsere
kriminalistischen Mittel sind unzulanglich, und je mehr wir sie
ausbauen, desto unzulanglicher werden sie im Grunde. Doch ihr
von der Schriftstellerei kUmmert euch nicht darum. Ihr versucht
nicht, euch mit der Realitat herumzuschlagen, die sich uns
immer wieder entzieht, sondern ihr stellt eine Welt auf, die
zu bewaltigen ist. Diese Welt mag vollkommen sein, moglich,
aber sie ist eine LUge. LaSt die Vollkommenheit fahren, wollt
ihr weiterkommen, zu den Dingen, zu der Wirklichkeit, wie
sich fUr Manner schickt, sonst bleibt ihr sitzen, mit nutzlosen
Stilubungen beschaftigt •••253
In an obvious parody of Poe's The Murders in the Rue Morgue, where the
theoretical introducion is followed by an exemplary 'tale of ratiocin-
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ation', DUrrenmatt goes on to illustrate the impotence of an ingenious
detective in the face of a world governed by the apparently haphazard
workings of chance, and thus to question modern man's faith in logic and
rationalism. It is in DUrrenmatt's most obvious ann conscious parody
of the detective story genre that the main parallel, but also the basic
difference in outlook between Doderer and DUrrenmatt becomes evident.
The conventional detective novel is set in a 'world without chance'. For
it is evident that, if the murder method is to be retrospectively recon-
structed by the 'detective, it must not only have been meticulously
planned, but must also have gone exactly according to plan. This is why
such minor disruptions of everyday life as an unexpected telephone call
or visitor or a missed train connection or a flat car battery are banished
from the classical detective story, as such banalities might frustrate
the carefully hatched murder plot.
Both Doderer and DUrrenmatt introduce 'chance' into the sterile world
of the detective novel, and thus render the complexity and chaotic rich-
ness of the modern social world and illustrate the impotence of the indi-
vidual to control or even influence society. However, whereas DUrrenmatt
presents 'Zufall' as the manifestation of the irrational forces which
consistently thwart man's attempts at establishing a logically ordered
world, and creates a world in which the perspicacious logician and the
cruel workings of chance are irreconcilable opposites, Doderer's 'Zu-
fall' appears to be an altogether more benevolent phenomenon. DUrren-
matt gradually moves away from the world of Der Richter und sein Henker,
where man appears to be at the mercy of chance, which in turn seems to
belong naturally on the side of evil and disorder, but in which Barlach
is nevertheless able to exploit chance to his own ends, to a world in
which the irrational workings of life consistently perplex the protagon-
ists and chance takes the'form of catastrophic hazard. For although
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Matthai in Das Versprechen proceeds 'in a manner worthy of Sherlock
254Holmes himself', an apparently senseless 'Zufall' in the form of a
car accident prevents him from reaping the rewards of his brilliant rea-
soning. In Doderer's novel, in contrast, Castiletz stumbles along from
one fortuitous coincidence to another, 'in einer bestimmten Rinne be-
fangen, welche das Leben da unsichtbar bildete: in dieser Bahn aber lief
alles unentrinnbar, von sogennanten Zufallen wie von festen und dichten
Wanden geleitet' (p.324). But what both Castiletz and Matthai demon-
strate is man's inability to order the world according to his own pre-
conceived notions. DUrrenmatt could clearly have been speaking for Dod-
erer when he stated: 'Je planmaBiger die Menschen vorgehen, desto wirk-
sarnervermag sie der Zufall zu treffen. PlanmaBig vorgehende Menschen
wollen ein bestimmtes Ziel erreichen. Der Zufall trifft sie dann arn
schlimmsten, wenn sie durch ihn das Gegenteil ihres Ziels erreichen: Das,
255was sie befUrchteten, was sie zu vermeiden suchten (z.B. CEdipus).' The
parallel to DOderer's conception of life's imperviousness to any attempt
to organize it according to rational programmes is obvious.
DUrrenmatt introduces chance as a motif in Der Richter und sein
Henker, but it does not yet act as a malevolent force which intervenes
to ridicule man and his impotent reason. The fact that Gastmann's actions
are not motivated by moral, religious or any other rational convictions
or by the desire for material gain - 'denn bei ihm sind immer zwei Dinge
256m~glich, das Schlechte und das Gute, und der Zufall entscheidet'
has, however, led some critics to interpret Gastmann's crimes as 'Zufalls-
verbrechen' which cannot be solved by means of logical deduction but only
257with the help of 'chance'. What these critics fail to recognize is
that Barlach contradicts his own contention that we cannot include the
. 2~haphazard workings of chance in our calculations, for it is his ratio-
cinative skills that he uses to manipulate chance, embodied by Tschanz,
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and to outwit Gastmann. It has also been suggested that 'in an imperfect
world chance subverts Bar1ach's role as a detective, making him an
259accomplice in crime', but although Bar1ach's actions are illegal per
se, they are not far removed from those of the many classical detectives
who have no qualms about driving the occasional murderer to suicide or
even pardoning the occasional sinner, thus demonstrating their superior
insight into the extenuating circumstances. Even Sherlock Holmes is not
above subverting the law to his own ends. Far from being an anti-hero,
Barlach, in the tradition of the armchair detective, emerges triumphant
despite his physical weakness, and there can be little doubt that the
novel has been 'consumed' by most readers as a conventional detective
novel rather than a parody of the genre. Sales of around one and a half
million copies would appear to substantiate this theory. In Doderer's
novel, on the other hand, we see how a crime which is truly determined
by chance, here in the form of an accident, cannot be solved by rational
deduction. Doderer's .'scheiternder Detektiv', a forerunner of one of the
central figures of the 'nouveau roman', demonstrates convincingly how
reason alone is unable to illuminate fully the mysteries of life.
In DUrrenmatt's Der Verdacht, the super-criminal is all the more
dangerous because he takes 'Zufall' into account in his crimes: 'Ein
i d· i 1 V 1 unm~gliCh.,260n ~z en oses erbrechen ist in dieser Welt des Zufal s v
And it is a series of coincidences that sparks off Barlach's interest in
the case: Barlach 'happens' to be reading a copy of Life, in which there
is a picture of a doctor whom Hungertobel 'happens' to recognize as
resembling Emmenberger; Gulliver 'happens' to be the very man who gave
Life the picture of the criminal and can therefore confirm Barlach's
suspicions. Yet it is old-fashioned logic rather than good fortune that
enables Barlach to piece together the evidence against Emmenberger. Here
again Barlach is still clearly reminiscent of the classical detective,
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and this is the main weakness of DUrrenmatt's attempt to strip the
figure of the detective of its heroic, mythologized aspect. That the
now retired Kommissar is unable to bring Emmenberger to justice is the
result of his own folly in believing that a physical wreck such as he
could overcome this master criminal, but this is in no wayan indictment
of the process of reasoning per se. Barlach finds himself in a position
in which only chance can come to his rescue - 'Vielleicht, daB ein Zu-
fall ihn retten konnte,261 - and for once in DUrrenmatt's writings chance
takes on a benevolent form in Gulliver. Yet Barlach's failure cannot be
regarded as an illustration of a world 'die ihrer Struktur nach eine
262Lotterie ist', as Emmenberger claims in.the novel. For it is not
'Zufall' that delivers Barlach into the hands of his adversary, but his
own complete lack of forsight.
Even in Das Versprechen, DUrrenmatt's most obvious attempt at a
parody of the traditional detective novel, it could argued that the
author fails to demonstrate how logic can be refuted by 'Zufall'. For
the role of chance in the novel in no way diminishes the validity of
Matthai's reasoning as applied to this particular crime. Instead of
illustrating, as Doderer does, how reality is so complex that it is im-
pervious to man's attempts to order it by means.of rational calculations,
instead of showing how Matthai's highly ingenious but equally highly im-
probable theory is a total misconstruction, the 'reichlich schabige
POinte,263 of DUrrenmatt's story is that the detective is proved right
in the end. Matthai admittedly suffers a psychological breakdown in the
face of the unpredictability of 'Zufall'. but his logic, which postulates
an uncomplex world susceptible of logical deduction, remains totally in-
tact. That the great detective should decide to squander his life waiting
for a killer who is already dead is a result of an idiosyncratic stubborn-
ness inherent to Matthai's character, but this does not make the logic of
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his reasoning or the conclusions he arrives at any less convincing.
Matthai is, in reality, nothing more than an 'unlucky Barlach' ,264 ca-
pable of the same brilliance in his detective work - even Dr H. admits
that the solution of the crime confirms Matthai's ratiocinative gen-
265ius - but unable to accept the apparently senseless workings of
chance.
Yet although the fact that Matthai's brilliant reasoning is proved
correct would appear to indicate that even in our chaotic world a murder
can be solved 'durch eine lUckenlose, deterministisch durch und durch
266begrUndete, eins aus dem anderen logisch ableitende Indizienkette' , the
solution itself is not the result of rational deduction. On the contrary,
it is only a stroke of sheer good fortune that allows Dr H. finally to
learn the truth about the case. Matthai's faith in logic is vindicated,
Qut the reader's conception of the world as a reality which is perhaps
superficially chaotic and confusing but which is in the final analysis
organized according to a recognizable pattern, is destroyed. For, in a
striking parallel to Ooderer's novel, OUrrenmatt parodies the traditional
denouement; it is not the detective, but Frau Schrott, the other guilty
party involved who reveals how the murders took place. Had this eccentric
old crone not begun to prattle on about 'Albertchen selig' on her death
bed, we would presumably never have learned whether Matthai's hypothesis
was correct or not. Similarly, in Mord, had Castiletz never met Botu-
litzky in Berlin, he would presumably never have admitted to himself the
truth about his involvement in the 'murder' of Louison Veik. One cer-
tainly has the impression that, without the intervention of Botulitzky,
Castiletz would never have been able to solve the mystery of Louison's
death on his own.
267OUrrenmatt's attempts at the 'Entmythisierung des Oetektivromans'
through the introduction of 'Zufall' have led some critics to accuse him
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of replacing one naive conception of the world with another. For GUnter
Waldmann, DUrrenmatt's attempts to illustrate the impotence of human
reason by portraying the contingency. of empirical reality are a 'Requiem
auf die Vernunft. Ihr Standpunkt ist anti-rationalistisch; sie reprasen-
tieren Anti_Aufklarung.,268 Waldmann attributes DUrrenmatt's presen-
tation of man's imperfection to the author's religious convictions: 'Der
Mensch erweist fUr DUrrenmatt durch seine Endlichkeit die Unendlichkeit
G tt ,269o es. In DUrrenmatt's anti-crime novels chance itself acts as a
sort of abstract, transcendental, providential phenomenon which helps to
determine man's existence, and which Waldmann aptly describes as 'Ersatz-
270vorsehung'.
In a key passage in DUrrenmatt's writings, the introduction to Die
Panne, which itself might be considered an anti-crime tale, the author
reveals that what appears in his works to be chance or accident is in
reality nothing less than a cryptic representation of 'fate': 'Das Schick-
sal hat die BUhne verlassen, auf der gespielt wird, urn hinter den Kulissen
zu lauern, auBerhalb der gUltigen Dramaturgie, im Vordergrund wird alles
271zum Unfall, die Krankheiten, die Krisen.' For this reason a number of
critics accuse DUrrenmatt of having replaced a rationalistic cliche with
an irrationalistic one:
Er [DUrrenmatt] konstruiert mit dem Zufall ebenso willkUrl1ch
ein abstraktes Weltmodell, w1e die konventionellen Autoren von
Detektivgeschichten es mit ihrer eingefUhrten Logik tun. Die
vermeintlich komplexere Weltsicht stellt s1ch so als schema-
tische Verneinung schematischer Setzungen heraus, und das ist
ein bloB antirationalistischer Tr1ck.272
An Stelle vollkommener Aufklarung kommt hier die totale 'Anti-
AUfklarung,.273
Similarly, GUnter Waldmann insists that it is not 'glaubensbestimmter
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Irrationalismus' or 'kryptoreligiose Anti_Aufklarung,274 that we should
strive for, as DUrrenmatt does, but more reason, which is the subject of
constant critical reflection.
Like DUrrenmatt, Doderer attempts to refute the significance of
causality in human affairs. Doderer writes of the first meeting between
Castiletz and Botulitzky:
Auch muB beim ersten Zusammentreffen dieser Beiden sofort alles
·geschehen. Zu dieser Explosivitat passt besser - Uberhaupt
keine Vorbereitung, deren jede, sei sie wie immer, eine blosse
Kausal-Kette ••• bildet, die zu etwas hinfUhrt, das aus ihr
keineswegs hervorgeht - daher sie abreisst, belanglos wird, und
das Ungeheuerliche nicht mindert, weil sie's nicht als anstei-
gende Rempe erreichen kann. Diese 'ansteigende Rempe' liegt
vielmehr inwarts bei C[astiletz], und steigt bis zum 'inneren
Reifepunkt,.275
A reconstructable chain of cause and effect is replaced by forces beyond
the grasp of the human mind, so out-of-place in the detective novel. We
have already seen how Conrad's successes as a detective are not attrib-
utable to his powers of reasoning, but to the fortuitous intervention of
apparently benevolent 'Zufalle'. However, it was not only Doderer's use
of 'chance' that created a distinct aura of the irrational in ~.
When the 'murder' is perpetrated~ Castiletz believes he hears a cry:
'Er glaubte jetzt einen kurzen Schrei zu horen - es klang etwa so, wie
das Fallen und Zerspringen von Geschirr' (p.61). When Conrad meets
Hohenlocher for the first time, the latter mentions that Gusta Veik now
has only one daughter. Immediately after Conrad asks whether the other
daughter has died, we are told: 'Von der StraBe tonte ein Schrei,
ziemlich durchdringend, wie etwa ein kleines Madchen ihn ausstoBt, das
man beim Haschen endgUltig erwischt' (p.126). Although the incident is
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in itself banal and totally irrelevant, Castiletz is described as being
'wirklich erschrocken' (p.l26). One is tempted to suggest that it is as
if the cry of the dying girl has come back to haunt the 'murderer'.
Moreover, when Conrad and Marianne discuss the circumstances of Louison's
death for the first time, Marianne is interrupted by a strikingly similar
incident. '''Eswurde ihr mit irgendeinem stumpfen Gegenstand die Scha-
deldecke vollkommen zertrUmmert; dies geschah in der Eisenbahn, und zwar
bei Nacht •••"', Marianne says (p.l72). 'Noch sprach sie, als von der
StraBe herauf ein Schrei ertonte, der aber immer noch wuchs, bis in die
gellendste Hohe der Verzweiflung, das Zimmer hier ganz durchdringend,
trotz des verschlossenen Fensters' (p.l72). Once again, the incident is
rationally explicable and quite plausible per se: a little girl has run
away from her mother on to the road and has almost been knocked down by
.a car. Marianne nevertheless ascribes an extra-rational significance to
the incident: '''••• Man darf nur ihren Namen nennen ••• schon kommt fUr
mich ein UnglUck ••• Wie entsetzlich das war, dieser Schrei! Das ist sie,
das hat sie gemacht •••'" (pp.174-175). One might expect Castiletz to
associate the cry which seems to be conjured up by the very mention of
Louison's name, with the incident on the train, but Conrad has deliberate-
ly suppressed this whole attempt at creating his own 'anecdote': 'Conrad
vergaB diesen seinen ersten Versuch, die Romantik festere Formen annehmen
zu lassen, gerne und bald, weil nun schon zu viel peinliches Erinnern
sich damit verknUpfte' (p.63). Even years later in Berlin, Castiletz
advises GUnter Ligharts: '''Ichkann mich eigentlich, wenn ich's gerade
will, an vieles nicht erinnern ••• an sehr vieles nicht'" (p.303).
The motif of the 'Schrei' recurs repeatedly as Castiletz sets about
his investigations into the mystery of Louison's death. Inkrat declares:
'" ••• auBerdem zeigt die Erfahrung, daB Eisenbahnrauber nicht selten
Tunnelstrecken bevorzugen, wegen des Larms, der einzelne Gerausche oder
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etwa einen Schrei unhorbar macht'" (p.215). A little later Inkrat adds:
'"Eiren Schrei oder ein verdachtiges Gerausch hatte niemand gehort, weder
ein Fahrgast noch jemand von dem Personal. Die Nachbarn des Fraulein
Veik waren mehrere Junge Leute, die tranken und lachtenj diese fuhren
nicht weit, urn Mitternacht etwa waren alle ausgestiegen, ••• ' (p.217).
Even now Castiletz is unable or unwilling to draw the obvious conclusions
from the series of clues which life contrives to provide him with. Later,
the painter Maria Rosanka relates to Conrad an incident which occurred
when she met Louison at the Stuttgarter Hauptbahnhof when the latter was
passing through on what proved to be her final journey: '"Ich erinnere
mich genau, daB sie ganz unverhaltnismaBig auf dem Bahnsteig erschrocken
ist, weil ein Rollwagen mit Gepack knapp hinter ihr vorbeifuhrj sie sprang
beiseite und stieB einen kleinen Schrei aus. Sonst aber war sie alles eher
als angstl1ch •••"' (p.252). Castiletz still stubbornly refuses to ac-
knowledge the truth about Louison's death. However, Botulitzky tells
Conrad in the end exactly how Louison died, and adds: '''•••kurz, sie
schrie auf und fiel gleichzeitig zusammen •••'" (p.345). Castiletz's re-
action reveals that he has been subconsciously aware of the message which
life itself seems to have been trying so hard to provide him with: '"Sie
schrie?" fragte er. "Ja, kurz und stark. Es klang, wie wenn man Teller
zerschlagt". "Dann habe ich mich also nicht getauscht, damals", sagte
Conrad' (p.346).
Further evidence of what Schroder disparagingly refers to as the
mystifying irrationalism that pervades the novel276 can be found in the
views of the professional policeman, Inkrat, which are diametrically
opposed to those of the conventional, rationalistic detective:
Unser Staunen liber die raschen und vielen Urteile, welche liber-
all rund urn uns und in bezug auf alles und jedes abgegeben wer-
den, kommt, wie ich glaube, daher, daB wir sozusagen immer
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wieder auf die Urteilsform hereinfallen, in welcher all diese
LebensauBerungen erfolgen, die jedoch eben nur der Form nach
und mit ihrer logischen Geste - wozu ja die Sprache zwingt! -
als Urteile auftr~ten, innen aber mit ganz der gleichen Substanz
erfUllt sind wie irgendeine der vielen Zuckungen des Lebens, im
Angriff oder in der Verteidigung, im Versuch der Behauptung des
eigenen Werts oder der Herabsetzung des fremden, im Versuche,
laut zu sagen, was man derzeit selbst gerne glauben wUrde, weil
es fUr die eigene Lebenskraft starkend ware ••• kurz: was wir,
immer wieder von der logischen Form, in der hier das ganz un-
logische Leben auf tritt, fasziniert, fUr 'Urteile' halten, das
ist wesentlich gar nicht verschieden von der raschen Handbewe-
,
gung etwa, mit welcher man die MUcke abwehrt, oder von der
gleitenden Veranderung des Gesichtsausdruckes beim Gespra~h mit
verschiedenen und verschiedenartigen Personen in einer Gesell-
schaft ••• und hier wundern wir uns nicht Uber die Geschwindig-
keit der automatischen Reaktion. Jene 'Urteile' aber sind
durchaus gar nichts anderes, nur eben in ein logisches KostUm
geschlUpft - mit welchem die Sprache jede Reaktion bei ihrem
Austritte durch den Mund bekleidet. Ein willkUrlich geschopf-
tes Probierglas voll trUber FIUssigkeit des Lebens, nur eben
in der logischen Eprouvette"das sind die 'Urteile'; sie kommen
mindestens so rasch zustande wie ein HUsteln, ein Lacheln, ein
Arger. Ja, sie sind im wesentlichen nichts anderes als der
Zustand des Teints, den wir gerade zeigen, oder unsere zeitwei-
lige Vorliebe, auf der rechten Seite und dann wieder links ein-
zuschlafen. In der Tat, die Urteilsweise der meisten Menschen
besteht einfach darin, daB sie ihre eigenen AusdUnstungen gene-
ralisieren. (pp.204-205)
Hohenlocher ironically alludes to the attitude which one would expect to
find in a detective: '''Und so spricht ein Feldherr, dessen Sac he ruhige
tiberlegung sein solltel" rief Hohenlocher. "Aber schlimmer finde ich es
noch, daB ein Kriminalist nicht an die Logik glaubt, auf welcher er hohe
Schule rei ten sollte'" (p.206). Inkrat, however, is adamant: '''Rein 10-
gische Urteile gibt es im praktischen Leben Uberhaupt nicht ••• und schon
gar nicht in der Kriminalistik. Auf diese Weise ist noch kein Fall auf-
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geklart worden •••"' (p.206). It is a paradigmatic example of this
essentially irrational view that Castiletz proceeds to provide with his
'investigations'.
On the face of it, Conrad's death, however unusual, would appear to
be rationally explicable, but here again Doderer inverts the pattern of
the conventional detective novel, where the ratio is a key to an under-
standing of the workings of life. For what appears to be an unfortunate
but nevertheless rationally explicable accident is invested with what
Stanley Kauffmann describes as a 'ludicrously inappropriate metaphysical
277aroma'. Although the physical cause of the gas explosion is carefully
motivated in the novel, the critics ascribe a variety of interpretations
to the incident. For Friedrich Fabri, the explosion 'spielt den Deus ex
machina und lost aIle Konflikte ... Hier, wo sich der eigentliche innere
Konflikt bietet, bricht der Dichter abrupt ab.,278 The reviewer who
signs himself v advises us that Castiletz dies in a gas explosion 'die
er nicht verschuldet hat, letzten Endes aber mit der gleichen Konsequenz,
mit der er sein Leben in den Dienst der Wahrheit stellte' ,279 by which
he presumably means that just as Castiletz lived for the truth he now
dies for it. For Wilhelm MUller, Conrad's death is 'ungewollt' and 'sinn-
los' but comes 'wie eine SUhne,.280 Similarly, in a review signed B.K.
281the critic interprets Conrad's death as a 'BuBe', and for the reviewer
signing himself E.M., Castiletz's steady progress towards external success
is counterbalanced by his increasing inner entanglement which he finally
expiates in death.282 Hermann Fauler maintains: 'Den r~chenden Schick-
salsm~chten ••• entgeht weder ein wissentlicher Morder noch ein wie Cas-
tiletz Frevelnder. Und nur diese antike Auffassung des Schicksals ist
es, die Doderers Story zugrunde liegen kann, wenn anders am Ende des Ro-
mans Castiletz' Ted hinreichend motiviert erscheinen solI, anstatt mehr
oder weniger zufallig verursacht.,283 A somewhat perplexed Peter Deane
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asks:
Are we to understand then, that by recognizing a particular
historical guilt (or perhaps a metaphysical one) Conrad has
lost his innocence? Or, possibly, he has uncovered his own un-
conscious childhood guilt and realizes that his entire life
has been determined by a misplaced pencil? If so, what are we
to conclude when, the day after his awakening, Conrad is killed
by a gas-oven explosion? That life is, after all, only a quest-
ion of circumstance? That it is impossible to live with the
truth? Or that von Doderer didn't know how else to end the
stOry?284
The anonymous reviewer in Time, on the other hano, suggests: 'When he
[Conrad] finds out at last how the death [of LouisonJ occurred, he sudden-
ly loses what has become his only reason for living. He dies in an
285accident that may have been a suicide.' The reviewer is thus led to
286conclude that the novel is a 'study of mental collapse'. Doderer him-
self seems to have anticipated such an interpretation, which has, of
course, no basis in the text: 'So "natUrlich" und "richtig" ein Selbst-
mord hier erscheinen mochte: dichterisch ware das eine hinkende, ver-
achtllche Losung. Deshalb muss, durch das ha1be Buch schon, der Autor
einen Tod heranzUchten, der dann bereit ist, im endlich gegebenen Augen-
blicke den notwendigen Sense~schwung zu tun.,287
Willy Kramp, on the other hand, interprets Conrad's death as an ex-
pression of the latter's freedom, and wonders whether this freedom is not
in reality 'erst Voraussetzung und Beginn eines von Gott erneuerten Le-
bens,.288 Similarly, Dietrich Weber sees Casti1etz's death as 'alles
289andere a1s tragisch':
Casti1etz 000 hat seinen Charakter und sein Leben so ganz1ich
Uberwunden, daB er nicht mehr lebensfahig ist. Er hat seine
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Krafte verbraucht ••• Seine Menschwerdung ist von solcher Ab-
solutheit, daB sie einer Uberwindung des Menschseins gleich-
kommt. Er hat mit seiner Tat, indem er sein Schicksal beding-
ungslos annimmt, aIle Bewahrung paradigmatisch antizipiert.
Ihm bleibt nichts mehr zu tun Ubrig. Er ist nicht nur frei,
er ist erlost. Einer letztlichen Erlosung kann freilich nur
der Tod folgen, der aber, als solche Folge schon aus der Sinn-
losigkeit gerissen, eine sinnvolle FUgung bedeutet ••• Wie
jede Sinnlosigkeit, die eine solche nur fUr den initiierenden
Augenblick ist, ordnet sich dieser Tod letztlich einem hoheren
Sinnzusammenhang ein. Einmal ist es jene Erlosung und zum an-
deren die Art und Weise, wie er geschieht, was ihm sowohl
strukturell in Bezug auf den Roman als auch lebensmechanisch
legitimiert. Wie namlich Castiletz unvermeint durch selbstbe-
fangene Spielerei den Tod Louison Veiks verursacht hat, so wird
er selbst ein Opfer ebensolcher Selbstbefangenheit eines anderen
Menschen. Das aber heiBt: wie sein Leben schlieBlich sein und
nur sein Leben geworden ist, aus der Anonymitat bloBen Daseins
gerissen, so findet er am Ende seinen Tod, der nur ihm gehort.
Louison Veik ist sein Leben gewesen, und indem er lhren Tod
stirbt, scheint es, als habe er dem Schicksal selbst den Tod
abgerungen, urn seinem Fall Uber sein irdisches Leben hinaus
exemplarische GUltigkeit zu geben •••290
The explosion which, as we have seen, occurred in DUsseldorf on the very
day Mord was first published, would appear to support Weber's theory that
the ending of the novel is 'lebensmechanisch legitimiert', but there can
be no doubt that his interpretation of Conrad's death as 'fateful' merely
underlines the irrationality of what at first sight is a rationally
explicable phenomenon. One final interpretation of Conrad's death hither-
to ignored by the critics is provided indirectly by Doderer himself, and
would appear to be more plausible since it explains the ending of Mord
in terms of Doderer's highly idiosyncratic and irrational thinking. For
anyone familiar with Doderer's thinking as reflected in his published
journals can have no doubt that what Geyrenhoff says of Gyurkicz in Die
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Damonen reflects the author's view of how Gyurkicz's death should be
interpreted, and could certainly also be applied to Castiletz in Mord:
Was ihn getetet hatte, war fUr mich, in diesen hellsichtigen
Sekunden, nicht die Kugel, sondern der Starkstrom des Lebens
selbst, von Imre zum KurzschluB gebracht. Es ist unmeglich,
eine innere Oberflache, einen doppelten Boden, durch viele
Jahre mit Emblemen zu bestellen und zu schmUcken, urndann mit
einem von ihnen jenen doppelten Boden'zu zerschlagen: der
pletzliche Kontakt mit der nackten und direkten, gar nicht
irgendwie gemeinten, sondern nur sich selbst bedeutenden Kon-
kretion ist todlich. LUgen, die eingealtet sind und im Haus-
halt der Seele ihre notwendige Rolle spielen, kennen nicht
pletzlich durch die Wahrheit ersetzt werden. Jede zweite
Wirklichkeit, von der ersten schlagartig verdrangt, fUhrt
nicht in diese, sondern in den Tod.291
This interpretation of Doderer in terms of the terminology of the
author's own fiction is intended to illllminate fully the irrational
undertones of Castiletz's death and of Doderer's conception of fate in
general. Yet it is a striking fact that while many critics and re-
viewers of Mord note the role of a hidden order in the novel, few accuse
the author of being irrational, far less anti-rational, as is the case
with DUrrenmatt. Wilhelm MUller, for instance, states: 'die verworrenen
Schicksalsfaden, die sich im Sinnlosen vereinen, den Menschen in Schuld
stUrzen und zur SUhne zwingen: das ist das Grundmotiv in diesem glanzend
292aufgebauten Roman.' Hans Joachim Weseloh is equally uncritical of
the 'Unbeirrbarkeit' and 'Folgerichtigkeit eines unbestechlichen Schick-
1 ' 293sa s • Hermann Lenz sees Doderer's conception of fate as the very
basis of the novel:
In dem Roman Mord ••• bestimmt das von den Gettern auferlegte
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Verhangnis die menschlichen Schicksale •••
Conrad Castiletz ist eine Figur, an der sich ein unausweich-
liches Geschick im Sinne der antikischen Schicksalsvorstellung
vollzieht •
••• Der Aufbau des Romans, der sich willkUrlich und lose zu
entwickeln scheint, zwingt nach der Mitte auch die scheinbar
absichtslosesten Zufalle in sein Kraftfeld. So wird die
schicksalhafte Macht des Verhangnisses, der jede Figur in der
Erzahlung unterworfen ist, durch die Komposition unterstUtzt.
Keiner vermag seinem Geschick auszuweichen, das sich mit be-
zwingender Folgerichtigkeit vollzieht, moge er noch so schuld-
los seine Denn Castiletz verfallt ohne Schuld jenem Verhang-
nis, das seinen Untergang fordert •••
Die Antike ••• ist in diesem Roman gegenwartig, als hatten die
Parzen und nicht der Autor die Schicksalsfaden ineinander ver-
294woben •••
Lenz classifies the novel as one in which 'Elemente des Entwicklungs-,
des psychologischen und des Kriminalromans durch antike Schicksalsglau-
bigkeit eingeschmolzen sind,.295 For Ingrid Werkgartner Ryan, Conrad's
story is 'geradezu menschlich' since, like CEdipus, he is able to attract
'die Aufmerksamkeit des Schicksals,.296 Ryan also points out that for
anyone who trusts in 'chance' in Doderer's novels, the way to an 'apper-
ceptive' life is open,297 but she is equally uncritical of Doderer's
'fatology'. Similarly, the anonymous reviewer in the TLS observes that,
'whenever a character is ready for a certain experience, life will ob-
lige', but insists that, 'although Doderer is not without his beneficient
stage-managing of reality, ••• in essence he imitates the confusion of
298reality as both intractable and at the same time morally binding.'
Hans Joachim Schroder, on the other hand, is far more critical of
the role fate plays in Mord. He warns that 'Zufall' takes on a dubious
character when it is conceived, as is repeatedly the case in Doderer,
as a 'Machination des Schicksals,.299 A close examination of the appar-
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ent coincidences in Mord reveals that they are in reality the workings
of some hidden order which intervenes systematically to guide Castiletz
along an apparently preconceived path. If we accept Klaus-Detlef MUller's
definition of fate in literature as 'das ·sinnstiftende Eingreifen einer
300Uber den Vorgangen waltenden Vernunft', we must agree with Schroder
that the coincidences in Mord represent nothing more than the 'verlan-
gerter Arm des Schicksals, das den Menschen auf vorbestimmtem Wege uner-
bittlich am ZUgel fUhrt,.301
Schroder is not the only critic who is irritated by the role of a
benevolent fate masquerading in the guise of chance in Doderer's novels.
Sylvia Hayward-Jones observes ironically: 'The power of Destiny ••• , or
so we are led to believe, does not desert man, even when he has strayed
t th th ,302on 0 e wrong pa • Andrew Barker is equally sceptical of Doderer's
use of 'chance': 'For Doderer, there appears to be n~ such thing as chance
- even serious accidents seem to have a beneficial purpose ,303...
Martin Swales, too, complains that fate in Doderer's works always appears
to be on the side of his protagonists: 'Man hat den Eindruck, daB die
PrUfungen, die an den Menschen herantreten, sehr leicht sind, und daB
er sie Uberwinden kann, wenn er Doderers Lebensphilosophie folgt.,304
It is, however, Schroder's conclusions that are most decisive and
of most significance here. For Schroder attacks Doderer for having
established a philosophy of life systematically based on superstition:
'Aberglaubisch entwirft Doderer das Modell eines totalen Determinismus
in dem Zufall, Schicksal, Charakter und Physiognomie wie Zahnrader in-
305einandergreifen, um den Tod des HeIden herbeizufUhren ••• ' In Schro-
der's criticism of the irrationality of what Schmidt-Dengler calls Doa-
306erer's unreflected conception of fate, we see a clear parallel to
those critics of DUrrenmatt who accuse him of replacing the oversim-
plified view of life which prevails in the rationalistic classical detec-
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tive story with an equally oversimplified irrational conception of life:
Da der Schicksalsglaube der Apperzeptionsforderung immer schon
vorausliegt, kann es zu einer Umkehrung der Beziehung, namlich
zu einer Infragestellung der Schicksalsidee durch die Apperzep-
tion, nicht kommen. Auf diese Weise verfallt der Apperzeptions-
gedanke, der zunachst in sich ein rationales, empirisches Ele-
ment enthalt, hoffnungslos einer irrationalistischen Weltan-
schauung. Alles~ was die Apperzeption an Moglichkeiten des Be-
wuBtwerdens und damit auch der Selbstbestimmung enthalt, wird
entwertet durch die Macht des Fatums, dessen Undurchschaubarkeit
und Eigengesetzlichkeit Doderer blind voraussetzt. Das Schicksal
erscheint geradezu als die gesetzgebende Kraft, die das Leben des
einzelnen ebenso beherrscht wie das der Gesellschaft. AusdrUck-
lich wird damit allen aufklarerischen und materialistischen
Denkansatzen widersprochen, die im gesellschaftlich-historischen
und auch im individuellen Leben rational begrUndbare Wirkungszu-
h~ k 307sammen ~nge er ennen.
However, the conclusions which Schroder draws from such observations re-
veal one vital difference between the reception of Doderer and that of
DUrrenmatt. And here, too, we see the true significance of the lengthy
and detailed comparison with DUrrenmatt. For whereas DUrrenmatt's critics
restrict themselves to criticism of the author's irrationality per se or
attribute it to the author's religious convictions. Schroder links Dod-
erer's irrationality with the latter's Nazi past and ascribes pernicious,
fascistic undertones to it:
Die geistigen Grundlagen dieses Werks [Mord] bestehen aus einem
dumpfen, vernunftfeindl1chen Vorurteilsdenken, in dem Aristo-
krat1smus und fatalistischer Determinismus nur oberflachlich
kaschiert sind durch einen Ausblick auf Freiheit und Selbstbe-
stimmung. Selbst die formale Vielfalt des Romans mit ihrem
dichten Geflecht aus SymbolbezUgen, Querverbindungen und Doppel-
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deutigkeiten dient am Ende dazu, die geschilderten Personen zu
entmUndigen: eingesponnen in ein Netz von Vorbedeutungen, lauft
ihr Leben wie ein Uhrwerk. Ohne daB Mord 'direkt' dem Faschis-
mus das Wort redet, bildet er doch 'indirekt' jene irrationalis-
tischen Vorstellungen ab, auf deren Fundament der Nationalsozia-
lismus entstanden ist.308
It is ironic that, because Schroder obviously accepts Weber's premise
that the only possible starting point for an analysis of Mord is as a 'Be-
309richt tiber eine Selbstbegegnung' , he totally disregards the detective
element in the novel. For this reason Schroder fails even to consider the
Nazi attitude to the conventional detective novel, a viewpoint that might
in many ways have been used to support his argument. Once again we see how
the peremptory dismissal of the detective element in Mord has as a logical
concomitant a limitation of the critic's perspective.
X The Detective Novel and the Totalitarian State: Doderer's Anti-
Detective Novel in its Historical Context
Before discussing the Nazi attitude to the conventional detective
story, we shall examine in detail the views of the few critics who attempt
to relate Mord to the historical context of its first publication. It is
a striking and revealing fact that of all the reviews of the 1958 re-issue
310of Doderer's novel, which was written 'in part in a hotel in Dachau',
only one critic alludes to the political situation in Germany twenty years
earlier. There can be little doubt that the lack of direct political
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relevance and 'engagement' on the part of the author suited most critics
in post-war Germany, and this is, as we shall see in due course, one of the
keys to Doderer reception. However, the anonymous reviewer in Die Frau did
observe in 1958:
Das Buch ist in der Nazizeit veroffentlicht worden. Aber man
findet darin folgende Stelle: 'Immer habe ich es mir schauder-
haft vorgestellt, in einer Zeit wie jener damaligen zu leben,
in Spanien namlich, als es dort die Inquisition gab Der
geringste Verdacht oder irgendeine Angeberei genUgte ja, urn das
Entsetzlichste herbeizufUhren. Wie konnte man damals Uberhaupt
seines Lebens froh werden oder sich mit irgendetwas beschaftigen
[p.202]. So eine Bemerkung macht man nicht beilaufig in den
Tagen der uneingeschrankten Hitlerherrschaft •••311
The reviewer's cpntention that Doderer appears to be making a bold protest
against the machinations of the totalitarian state, which somehow managed
to slip through the fingers of the censor, could easily be substantiated
with remarks from the'text such as the following by Castiletz:
Es hat doch auch in neuerer Zeit solche Dinge gegeben.(p.203)
Eigentlich eine merkwUrdige Vorstellung; daB man zurn Beispiel
durch irgendeinen ganz nebensachlichen und durnmen kleinen Um-
stand sich verdachtig gemacht hatte und als harmloser Mensch
nun standig beobachtet und Uberwacht wUrde. (p.203)
Yet if one were to take Inkrat's objections to Conrad's viewpoint out of
context in the same way as the reviewer in Die Frau carefully selects her
quotation, one could equally easily argue that the author appears to be
expressing his implicit support for the totalitarian regime:
·Was an Schrecken oder GroBartigkeiten von einer Zeit im
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Menschengedenken libriggeblieben und auf uns gekommen ist, sehen
wir durch die weite Perspektive gleichsam zusammengedrangt.
Damals war es verteilt und schwamm in der Flut einer ganzen
Zeitstimmung, ja, es befand sich vielfach fast in der Schwebe
des beinahe Selbstverstandlichen. Wenn ich ein wenig nur liber-
treiben wUrde, der Deutlichkeit halber, dann konnte ich mir
vorstellen, daB von der Inquisition die meisten so wenig was
bemerkt haben dUrften wie die Zeitgenossen der sogenannten
'Renaissance' von der groBen Kunstepoche in Italien. (p.202)
Inkrat even goes on to insist 'daB es liberall auf der Welt eine Geheim-
polizei gibt und geben muB' (p.203), which he interprets as 'gewisser-
maBen nur ein Symbol und urn nichts mehr als die Sichtbarmachung einer
ganz allgemeinen Tatsache des Lebens an eine~ bestimmten Stelle und in
Form einer notwendlgen Institution' (p.203). But Inkrat is no more Do-
derer's mouthpiece here than is Castiletz, and this should serve as a
warning against automatically identifying the author with the views of
one of his characters.
Academic critics have, on the whole, been a little more willing than
feuilletonistic reviewers to see Mord in a historical light. Ulla Liden
insists: 'Nur im Titel alludiert der Autor auf die gegenwartige Situation
312in Deutschland.' For Michael Shaw, on the other hand:
It seems curious that a book which extols the pursuit of
individual autonomy which could easily be interpreted as an
invitation to rebel against all forms of imposed authority
should have been written by a member of this [the Nazi] party,
or that such a book should have appeared in 1938. Fnr what I
should like to call Conrad's murderous docility and what Doderer
calls his 'Mltlaufernatur' are so clearly the liability to be
transcended.313
But because Louison Veik acts in effect as a 'Brlickenmensch' (p.188) for
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Castiletz, since her life appears to be the sacrifice necessary before
Conrad can find his true self, Shaw accuses Doderer of an elitist
attitude whereby a select few are favoured at the expense of the masses.
'It is not difficult to see the sources and implications of such a ruth-
lessly "aristocratic" view' ,314 he concludes. Nevertheless, Shaw inter-
prets Conrad's death as a mitigation of the brutality of such a view, as
poetic justice, since, having 'walked over a corpse' ,315 Castiletz does
not live to enjoy the fruits of his endeavour. Schroder, too, insists:
'die "edlen" Figuren Casteletz und Hohenlocher sind abgehoben von "minder-
wertigen" Figuren wie Henry Peitz und Botulitzky.,316 Barker, on the
other hand, is more ~onvincing when he maintains that the very title of
the novel 'surely makes plain Doderer's belief that the events portrayed
317in his novel are valid for all men and not merely for a select few'.
More significantly, from the point of view of the detective element
in Mord, Margaret Contini suggests that Doderer interrupted his work on
. 318Die Drunonen to turn his attention to 'lavori minori, meno "pericolosi"'
- Mord and Ein Umweg. An American reviewer of the English translation
of Doderer's novel, Claude Hill, is more explicit: 'Other imponderables
must be weighed, too, and it might very well be that the author found it
politically more expedient to operate behind the safe veil of a detective
319story in 1938.' It is, however, ironic that Hill, the only critic of
Mord who attempts to relate the detective element in,the novel to the
political climate in which it was first published, should reveal such a
signal lack of awareness of the attitude of successive totalitarian re-
gimes to the detective novel. For, as Howard Haycraft points out:
a few months before the outbreak of the Second World War, press
dispatches from totalitarian Italy announced to the outside
world that the works of Agatha Christie and Edgar Wallace, the
two English detective story writers most popular in Italian
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translation, had been banned from the country by decree of the
Fascist party. No reason was stated for the decision. But
early in 1941 a more explicit action was reported from the
Third Reich, where the Nazi party ordered the withdrawal of all
imported detective fiction from German bookshops. As spokesman
for the party line, the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung was quoted
in angry denunciation of this 'illegitimate offspring' of
English literature. Detective stories, the newspaper thundered,
were nothing but 'pure liberalism', designed to 'stuff the heads
320of German readers with foreign ideas'.
A cursory glance at the Liste der fUr Jugendliche und BUchereien unge-
eigneten Druckschriften,32l published by the 'Reichsministerium fUr Volks-
aufkl~rung und Propaganda, Abteilung Schrifttum', reveals that as early
as October 1940 such detective stories as Agatha Christie's The Murder
of Roger Ackroyd, The Murder on the Links, Why didn't they ask Evans? and
Death in the Air,322 along with many 'Wild-West-Romane' were denounced as
'sch~dlich' and 'unerwUnscht,.323 The President of the 'Reichschrifttums-
Kammer', Hanns Johst, proclaimed in the foreword:
Solche Schriften dUrfen
1. nicht in Schaufenstern und allgemein zug~nglichen BUcher-
st~nden ~ffentlich ausgelegt werden;
2. nicht durch Reisende, BUcherkarrenh~ndler, Ausstellungs-
h~ndler und sonstige H~ndler ohne festen Verkaufsraum vertrie-
ben werden;
3. nicht in LeihbUchereien, VolksbUchereien, Vereins-. Betriebs-.
Werk-, Hotel-, Krankenhaus-, Schiffs-, und ~hnlichen BUchereien
verliehen, vermietet, ver~uBert oder vorr~tig gehalten werden;
4. nicht an Jugendliche unter achtzehn Jahren ausgeh~ndigt
werden.324
It is, of course, no coincidence that the detective novel was scorned by
the Nazis, for the figure of the eccentric, intellectual amateur sleuth
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operating outside and, more often than not, in opposition to the official
guardians of law and order was inconceivable in a police state, even as a
character in a novel. There is simply no place in a totalitarian state
for uncovering hidden truths, for demonstrating paradigmatically the value
of rational deduction or for revealing the inadequacies of the institu-
tionalized authorities. Writing in 1942, Haycraft insisted: 'obviously
no literary form so irrevocably wedded to the exercise of reason as the
detective novel could conceivably be welcomed by predatory hegemonies,
dependent on uncritical acceptance of propaganda for their very survival.
The fuehrer principle and logical thought are simply no more compatible
than oil and water.,325 With not a little self-righteousness, Haycraft
declared that 'detection and the detective story definitely thrive in
proportion to the strength of the democratic tradition and the essential
decency of nations; while the closer governments approach to legalized'
gangsterism and rule-by-force, the less likely we are to find conscien-
tious crime investigation or any body of competent detective litera-
tu ,326re. In the same year, 1942, Nicholas Blake suggested that the
Nazis banned detective fiction since 'a people whose bloodlust was subli-
mated by reading and writing fiction murders would certainly have less
327zest for murdering real Poles'. And Richard Armour was even moved to
verse by the Italian restrictions on crime novels:
In the land of Mussolini
They are viewing with alarm:
The authorities are spleeny
When they think how great the harm





Interfere, despite hood winking
Of the best fascistic kind
And evoke a little thinking
I th . t d . d 328n e reg~men e m~n.
The theoretical foundations of the Nazi rejection of the detective novel
were put a little more subtly by Erich Thier in a paradigmatic study in
Nazi propaganda entiltled 'Uber den Detektivroman', originally published
in 1940 in Die BUcherei. Thier sets out to examine a genre which he con-
329siders 'unterwertig' per se, and describes the purpose of his study as
330'schriftturnspo1itisch'. Thier'S thesis is: 'Der Detektivroman ••• in
seiner bisherigen Gestalt ist ein spezifisches Erzeugnis der bUrgerlichen
Gesellschaft, kapita1istischer, westlicher und vor allem angelsachsicher
Pragung. Wie er Erzeugnis dieser Gesellschaft ist, so Ubernimmt er in ihr
Wachterfunktion von ihr eigentUmlichen Interessenbereichen.· Der Einbruch
des D[etektiv]-Romans in Deutschland ist daher dem Einbruch eines fremden
Geistes weithin vergleichbar.,331
Thier argues that because the ideological basis of the detective
novel is conservative - the detective intervenes to restore order and thus
perpetuate a threatened society - detective fiction is nothing less than
an 'Apologie des Kapitalismus Es gibt keinen sozialistischen Detektiv-
332romanI' Moreover, because the reader himself is invited to act as a
detective, he becomes a 'knight' who is called upon to intervene on behalf
333of bourgeois society. Thier says of the ratiocinative skills of the
great detective:
Es handelt sich ••• urn eine Arbeitsweise und urn zugehorige
Uberzeugungen logischer und metaphysischer Art, die fUr eine
ganz spezifische und fUr die bUrgerlich-kapitalistische Gesell-
schaft sehr aufschluBreiche Denkart kennzeichnend sind. Ge-
meint 1st dle positivistische. Das Vorgehen des Detektivs 1st
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tatsachlich dem in der Soziologie Comtes oder dem in der Phil-
osophie Machs ••• vergleichbar •••• Die Beziehung des D[etektivJ-
Romans ••• zur positivistischen Wissenschaft deutet nun wieder
auf innere Verwandschaft mit dem Geist der bUrgerlichen Gesell-
schaft hin.334
Predictably, Thier insists that the positivistic way of thinking is not
335the form favoured by the Nazis. Rational, analytical thought is not,
however, rejected outright, merely restricted to what Thier considers its
appropriate place: 'Sie [die Analyse] ist in'Chemie, Technik usw. als Ar-
beitsmethode nach wie vor h~chst bedeutsam, aber sie ist nicht mehr SchlUs-
336sel der Welt.' Thier's own convictions are clearly anything but ra-
tional in nature: 'Der wirkliche FUhrer, der im Volke steht und dessen
Wesen und Willen verk~rpert, handelt aus schicksalhafter Notwendigkeit
337heraus.'
In the face of a 'Flut angelsachsischer Ubersetzungen,338 of detective
novels which is threatening to take over the German market entirely, Thier
warns 'daB auch auf dem literarischen Feld zu Uberwinden ist, was im po-
litischen Raum des Volkes bereits nicht mehr besteht,.339 Thier lauds the
policy adopted by the 'VolksbUcherei' of resisting the influx of 'Anglo-
Saxon' detective fiction: 'Sie [die VolksbUcherei] hat damit zu ihrem Teil
den Einbruch westlichen Geistes abgewehrt.,340
The classical detective novel was, then, evidently anything but a
'safe veil' (Hill) behind which to operate in 1938. Yet what those critics
such as Peter Alexander Batke who maintain that Doderer's novel is a
'psychological detective story with close affinity to best sellers of the
time,341 fail to realize is that Mord is in almost every aspect the very
antithesis of the classical detective story. Perhaps the most important
part of Thier's didactic monograph from our point of view is his reaction
to any attempt to escape from the straitjacket of the traditional con-
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ventions o£ the detective novel. He is particularly impressed by Chester-
ton's 'Father Brown' stories, in which more emphasis is placed on intuition
than on reason, by the concentration on the psychological rather than the
puzzle element in Ricarda Huch's Der Fall Deruga, and by the introduction
o£ 'Schicksal' into the detective novel by Joachim MaaB in Ein Testament.
There is no need to emphasize that Doderer's novel exhibits an uncanny
resemblance to the demands the Nazi theorist £ormulated some two years
a£ter its publication. Are we, there£ore, to assume that the detective,
or rather anti-detective element in Mord is evidence that the author was
'gleichgeschaltet'? Are we to interpret Dodere~'s total rejection o£ the
traditional superiority o£ the ratio as a convenient manoeuvre to placate
the censor? Are we to accept Schroder's view that the irrationality o£
Doderer's conception o£ '£atology' as expressed in Mord is an indirect re-
£lection o£ the author's latent £ascism?
The vexed question of Doderer's ambivalent allegiance to the Nazi
party has troubled generations o£ Doderer scholars. A mere glance at the
author's reception suf£ices to confirm Schroder's contention that critics
and acquaintances of Doderer have, on the whole, done their best hitherto
either to ignore or to play down the author's membership o£ the Nazi
342party. Eduard Swoboda's claim that Doderer's one-time Nazism was an
'ephemerer politischer Irrtum,343 is characteristic of the attempts by
well-meaning critics to find an easy answer to the author's association
with the Nazis. Thus M. Deen Larsen talks o£ Doderer's 'rather academic
3~membership in the party', while Ivar Ivask insists that this member-
ship lasted 'only five years and actually still less,.345 Alexander No-
votny takes the attempts to 'whitewash' Doderer one step further by sug-
gesting that the author was taken in by the Nazi ideology from 'etwa 1932
bis 1936 und nicht langer (I)' ,346 and Michael Horowitz, in his recent
'attempt at a biography' of Doderer, even goes so far as to assert: 'Tat-
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sachlich fUhlt sich Doderer schon im Herbst 1934, ein Jahr nach seinem
Parteibeitritt, als ein "Abseitsstehender".,347 Finally, Hans Flesch-
Brunningen provides us with a paradigmatic example of the critics'
attempts to rehabilitate the author and to minimize the significance of
his 'Nazi-Episode':
Doderer war frUher als aIle anderen Mitlal~er vom National-
sozialismus enttauscht und angeekelt •
...
[In Dachau] horte er ••• am Wirtshaustisch nebenan, wie sich
Wachmannschaften des ·Lagers ihrer Ubeltaten rUhmtenj wie der
Notar der Stadt, ins Lager berufen, neben ihm ofters seufzte:
'Jetzt muB ich wieder in die Holle •••'
Von allem Anfang an versuchte der Autor seine Geschwister von
der bosen Slnnlosigkeit der kriegsbereitenden neuen Bewegung
zu Uberzeugen ••• Er hat zwischen 1938 und Kriegsausbruch
zahlreiche jUdische Freunde rechtzeitig zu warnen vermocht
Im besetzten Frankreich unterstUtzte er, wo er konnte, Oster-
348reicher und Franzosen, mit denen er FUhlung nahm •••
Although Doderer had long since rejected the Nazi ideology, Flesch-
Brunningen assures us, immediately after his return from a Norwegian POW
camp, the novelist reported to the Viennese authorities that he had been
a member of the Nazi party, to which the astonished official replied: 'Sie
349waren offenbar der einzige Nazi in Wien.'
In his published diaries, Doderer himself is at great pains to point
out that he soon realized his 'theoretical' mistake350 in confusing Nazism
351with the advent of a new 'Romisches Reich', an explanation readily
accepted by most critics. Doderer also insists that he was disillusioned
by Nazism as early as the beginning of 1937.352 Moreover, the author's
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published journals reveal that he was acutely aware of the dangers of an
association of his works with Nazism. In June 1942 Doderer quotes a news-
paper report according to which children in Almelo in Holland had, while
looking for peewits' eggs, found a stuffed cow in a field. Thieves had
slaughtered and skinned the animal with great expertise and had then stuffed
the cow and returned it to the meadow. Doderer comments:
Scheint bedenklich. Denn eine Zeit lang genUgte eben doch die
praparierte Kuh, sie hielt vor, und es muBten erst einige
Kiebitze, die zugesehen hatten, ihre Eier legen, urn den wahren
Sachverhalt an den Tag zu bringen. Sonsten hatt' es wohl noch
langer angestanden. So weitgehend hing die Sache von
Kiebitzen ab! Ich bin entschlossen, von heute an bei jedem
Ding mich erst zu Uberzeugen ••• denn anders konnte mir ja ge-
schehen, daB ich etwa meine Eier in die Atrappe eines Nestes
lege, in einen ausgestopften Verlag oder mitten in eine langst
praparierte Literatur hineinl353
Despite the fact that Doderer's publisher, Heinrich Beck, had joined the
354Nazi party in 1937, Doderer was convinced that his novels did not serve
the purposes of the Nazi ideologues. In accordance with his highly ir-
rational conception of the Second World War as primarily a 'sprachliche
355Katastrophe' , Doderer observed in May 1945: 'Gut getroffenl Heute nacht
ist die deutsche "Frontbuchhandlung'" - also eine Buchhandlung, in der be-
stimmt keines meiner BUcher je zu haben gewesen istl - demoliert worden.
Man mochte fast meinen: feiner Instinkt der Osloer, auf'~ Wesentliche ge-
richteter Instinkt, der die Sachen an der Wurzel packen will ••• es wurden
fast aIle deutschen Propagandaschaufenster zerstort.,356 Accepting GU-
tersloh's definition of 'Schriftturn' as 'eine unerlaubte Vereinfachung der
357Wel t, in der man wie sie 1st, namlich komplex, nicht zu leben vermag",
.Doderer insisted, with characteristic irrationality, that the sort of
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writing demanded by the Nazis was a 'Terrain, das andauernd Ublen Geruch
entsendet hat, also ungefahr die profundeste Art von Storung, welche es
Uberhaupt geben kann,.358 In retrospect, Doderer was convinced that it
was his own writing that saved him from the evils of Nazism:
Der Schriftsteller in mir blieb intakt. Er konnte eine falsche,
zweite Sprachlichkeit nicht hervorbringen. Die siebenhundert
ersten Textseiten der Damonen, welche ich damals verfaBte, be-
stehen heute noch [June 1946] die PrUfung durch ihren Autor:
vielfach als verfehlt oder technisch" oder psychologisch oder
sonstwie unzureichend erkannt, immer jedoch agnosziert als -
geschrieben. Dieses Schreiben war anscheinend das einzige in
mir, das sich unter die Planungen, Zielsetzungen und Zwecke der
einbrechenden Irrealitat nicht beugen lieB und es hat mich in
Mtinchen 1936 auffallend rasch getrennt von Menschenkreisen, die
von ihr durchsetzt waren; es lieB falsche Beziehungen garnicht
aufkommen, erweckte auf der Gegenseite lebhafte Antipathie und
hat mich davor bewahrt, von ihr zu Tode gefordert zu werden. Im
Handumdrehen war ich da Outsider, schneller als ich selbst die
Situation erkennen konnte, was freilich auch nicht lange ge-
dauert hat, weil dazu ein halbes Jahr Aufenthaltes bei mir vollends
..t 359genug e.
Yet there is no denying that the anti-rationalism which pervades MOrd com-
plied very closely with the 'allgemeine RUckwendung zum Irrationalen,360
that characterized the Nazi ideology. On the other hand, the novel is
clearly not written in the language of the typical 'Mitlaufer' nor could
one dare to suggest that it is a typical example of propagandistic 'Blut-
und Bodenliteratur'. Moreover, one has the feeling that Doderer would
have had to have produced a far more 'direct', much less subtle parody of
the detective novel genre to satisfy the Nazi theoreticians, and it is
highly illuminating that none of the extant reviews of the 1938 edition of
~ conceive of the novel as a satire on Anglo-Saxon detective fiction.
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More to the point, irrationality, belief in Fate, and the rejection of the
traditional detective novel schema do not, in themselves, constitute a
fascistic ideology. Here the value of the comparison with DUrrenmatt be-
comes apparent. For while DUrrenmatt's critics object to·what they consider
his irrationality and superstition, it evidently does not occur to them to
ascribe fascistic or neo-Nazi tendencies to the author, not least because
there is nothing in the Swiss writer's past or present to motivate or sub-
stantiate such claims. It is the unfortunate legacy of Doderer's one-time
allegiance to the Nazi party that the critic today feels obliged to look
for reflections of the author's Nazism in what is essentially nothing more
than a conscious artistic reaction to a literary sub-form whose development
has been stunted by the straitjacket of convention.
XI Conclusion
One does not have to look far to find the reasons why the detective
element in Doderer's Mord has received little critical attention hitherto.
The strong general, and indeed not· unjustified prejudice on the part of
academic critics against detective fiction was supported by the prescript-
ive directive circulated by Doderer's publishers, which no doubt went a
long way to determining the widespread view that the crime aspect of Dod-
erer's novel was more or less superfluous or irrelevant. In addition, the
image with which the author had become identified in the eyes of critics
.and readers alike by 1958 obviously precluded an open-minded reading of the
reprint.of the novel.
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It is one of the many ironies of Doderer reception that in the final
analysis one must acknowledge that those critics who exhibited a singular
reluctance to treat Doderer's novel as a detective novel were perfectly
justified, but they were evidently right for the wrong reasons. Those
critics who ignored the detective element in Mord or insisted, as Armin
Mohler did, that the 'Kriminalien' were 'doch nur der Vorwand •••• urneine
"Menschwerdung" vorzufUhren,361 were as misguided as those who tentatively
admitted that the work was 'something of a detective novel'. As already
suggested. there is nothing accidental or incidental in Doderer's care-
fully wrought novels, and given the novelist's awareness of the rigid
detective novel schema and his resentment of the naive optimistic posit-
ivism which is the.very basis of the thinking behind the classical det-
ective novel, there is every evidence to suggest that Mord was not only
not a detective novel in the ordinary sense of the term, but the very
antithesis of the classical model, a quite deliberate parody of a literary
genre whose rule-making evidently cut across the grain of the author's
conception of art.
The vexed question of whether Doderer wrote his novel as a convenient
ploy to placate the Nazi censor or as an artistic reaction to a literary
form which peremptorily limits the scope for aesthetic expression, is
ultimately a matter for speculation. Yet whilst Doderer's reaction in
Mord to the strict conventions of the detective novel accords remarkably
closely with the theoretical precepts laid down by the Nazis, it is
difficult to disengage oneself from the thought that, had it not been
for Doderer's infamous association with the Nazi party, One would be less
inclined to see in the author's irrationality something potentially per-
nicious or essentially fascistic, and more prepared to view in the novel
.a valid precursor of the modern parodies of the classical detective story
by such diverse authors as Camus, Butor. Robbe-Grillet, Borges, DUrren-
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matt, Handke and Artmann.
The key to a proper understanding of Doderer's employment in Mord
of elements familiar from detective stories is perhaps to be found in an
observation the author made in his journal in January 1951: 'Das Straf-
recht ist aussichtslos: es erfaSt niemals die wahren Verbrechen, welche
in einer so ~uBersten Stille, Regungslosigkeit und ZurUckgezogenheit
begangen werden, daB sie wirklich "jenseits der Sehsch~rfe eines ~tli-
362chen Augs" sich vollziehen.' The very title of Doderer's novel implies
that he has set out to present a paradigmatic portrayal of human weakness
which is valid for every man. A closer examination of the character
constellations in Mord reveals that, with the exception of the model
'father' figure Hohenlocher, every major figure in the novel is guilty
of a 'murder' in the sense described above by Doderer. Thus the person
whom Conrad 'murders' is not, as is generally held, Louison Veik, but Ida
Plangl, a potential disruption of his 'ordered' existence which he heart-
lessly discards. Similarly, Conrad's father clearly has the death of his
young wife on his conscience, while Botulitzky's avarice turns his girl-
friend's life into a living hell. Ligharts's willingness to persecute
Peitz, a man who has never done anything against him in his life, is a
further classic example of the murderous potential present in all of us.
Frau Schubert's selfishness is, of course, directly responsible for
Castiletz's untimely death. Finally, even the dead girl Louison Veik
is shown to have condemned her own sister, Marianne, to eternal unhappi-
ness over Derainaux. Viewed from this angle, Doderer's deep-rooted
scepticism vis-a-vis the institutionalized guardians of 'law and order'
becomes comprehensible in all its irrationality, but it would be foolish
to pretend that this was essentially 'fascistic' in nature.
There still remains the question of whether Doderer's interpolation
of a 'detective element' into what appears to be a conventional 'Ent-
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wicklungsroman' is successful. Detective novel theorists emphasize the
'closed' structure of this genre, which precludes an intergration of a
detective story into the more 'open-ended' structure of an ordinary novel.
Ulrich Suerbaum insists: 'Dieser Strukturblock kann nicht Teil eines
groBeren Ganzen werden, weil er selbst zu sehr ein Ganzes ist.,363 And
it is Doderer's attempt to introduce the detective element into a larger
complex that is one of the major weaknesses of the novel. It is because
the novelist does not successfully integrate the detective element into
the aesthetic whole that the 'Kriminalgeschichte' seems at first sight to
364Anton Reininger to be 'ein kUnstlich angeklebtes Nachspiel'. For the
same reason Claus Hubalek, who adapted the novel for television, came to
the conclusion that Mord was in fact a composite of two quite distinct
elements, a novel (the long introduction) and a 'novella' (composed around
an 'ungewohnliches Ereignis', tne 'murder,).365 One must ultimately.
agree with Claude Hill that this 'seemingly innocuous tale of mystery and
suspense operates on two levels' which are essentially incongruous and
366incompatible, since 'Dostoevsky and Agatha Christie won't mix'.
One final irony in the reception of Mord seriously undermines not
only the frenetic efforts by Doderer's critics to dissociate his novel
from run-of-the-mill detective fiction, but even the effectiveness of the
normally smooth-running advertising machinery of the publishers. For,
despite the constant cries that Doderer's novel is not a 'Kriminalroman',
Mord has now found its way into both Ordean A. Hagan's Who Done It? A
367Guide to Detective, Mystery and Suspense Fiction, and Reclams Kriminal-
romanfUhrer, where it is described as 'eine Mischung von Entwicklungs-
roman und Krimi,.368 It is perhaps worth pointing out that, in the same
publication, Dostoievsky's Crime and Punishment and Brothers Karamazov
are described, in contrast to Doderer's Mord, as 'weit mehr als Kri-
. , 369m1S •
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EXCURSUS: DODERER'S NOVEL ON TELEVISION
I Introduction
As early as 1936, while still struggling to find a publisher in
Germany, Doderer informed GUtersloh in a letter of how he had sent the
manuscript of his novel Ein Umweg to the Verlag Fischer & Bermann. This
book, Doderer wrote, 'reprasentiert mich, und 1st zugleich verfilmbar.
Die Verfilmung bedeutet viel, fUr Verlag und Autor.,l However, despite
his spectacular rise to fame in the 1950s with Die Strudlhofstiege and
Die Damonen, Doderer did not live to see any of his novels filmed. Plans
for screen versions of both Die Strudlhofstiege and Die Wasserfalle von
2Slunj came to nothing. Admittedly, the ORF did transmit a film on Dod-
erer as early as 1963, in which pictures by Franz Hubmann complemented
readings from Doderer's works.3 However, it was not until ten years after
the author's death that Wolfgang Fleischer's film on Doderer's life and
works was broadcast, an undertaking consciously aimed at making Doderer
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kn t Id dO 4own 0 a Wl er au lence. Fleischer's 1980 film 'Die Strudelhofstiege'
[sic],5 on the other hand, was part of a series e~titled 'Schauplatze der
Weltliteratur', inspired by Dietmar Grieser's book of the same title,6
and was solely intended to show Doderer readers some of the localities
7familiar from his novels, although it did include a highly melodramatic
reconstruction of the 'Skandal' on the Strudlhofstiege.
The celebrated avant-garde film-maker Ernst Schmidt junior had
completed the manuscript of his adaptation of Doderer's Die Merowinger
as early as 1979, but was unable to obtain the necessary subsidies from
the Viennese authorities,' not least, Michael Prager assures us, because
of the unconventionality of the project.8 It was not until 1982 that
Schmidt's film finally reached the cinemas. Thus it was left to Claus
Hubalek to present the first full-length Doderer novel via the film
medium, thereby providing the novelist with a unique, if somewhat belated
opportunity of becoming a household name to a mass television audience,
but at the same time running the risk of being judged according to the
same criteria as run-of-the-mill television soap operas. Hubalek's
adaptation of Doderer's Mord was first screened by the ZDF in August 1979,9
a fact which appears to have injured the pride of more than one patriotic
Austrian television critic. The anonymous author of a preview of Hubalek's
adaptation writes in the Neues Volksblatt: 'Der ORF scheint zwar als Ko-
produktionspartner auf, aber als vellig passiver - die Verfilmung dieses
Romans eines der greBten esterreichischen Schriftsteller dieses Jahrhun-
derts besorgten die Deutschen praktlsch allein. Beim ORF hieB es: "Wir
sind eine kleine Anstalt, wir kennen nicht alles machen, was wir gerne
machen mechten.",lO
After comparing the contents of the play with the original text, we
shall examine the critical response to Hubalek's play before asking whether
an adaptation for television is, in the final analysis, beneficial or
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detrimental to the author's reputation and whether Hubalek's version of
Doderer's novel is likely to have encouraged viewers to read the novel.
II Hubalek's Adaptation: Variations and Omissions
Even before Hubalek's play had been shown, Armin Mohler, one of Dod-
erer's most discerning critics, was quick to warn of the hazards of such
an undertaking: 'Wie soll ein Fernsehfilm, sei er noch so raffiniert, eine
so subtil aufgebaute Welt in einem Streifen von anderthalb Stunden wieder-
11geben?' Mohler suggested that the film-makers would have little option
but to concentrate on the 'handfeste Krimi-Story' and the 'Ausmalung der
sozialen Szenerie des Fabrikantenmilieus,.12 Mohler's fears were, of
course, well-founded, as he was no doubt familiar with Hubalek's expla-
nation in the official press release of why he had chosen to omit vir-
tually the whole of the first part of the novel:
Den Beginn dieser Arbeit markierte ein wohl schmerzlicher, aber,
wie uns schien, durchaus notwendiger Verlust: Doderers 1938 er-
schienenen Erstling ••• anlaBlich der Fernsehadaption urn ein
gutes Drittel zu 'kappen', genauer gesagt, ihn seines enorm urn-
fanglichen Anfangs zu berauben. Nicht etwa, wie man vielleicht
vermutet, damit der epische Stoff in irgendein filmisches Pro-
krustesbett passe, sondern weil sich in uns der Eindruck immer
mehr verfestigte, es bei diesem Roman eigentlich mit zwei Ro-
manen zu tun zu haben. Oder noch praziser ausgedrUckt: mit
einem Roman, dem langen Anfang, und mit einer Novelle, dem Haupt-
teil des Buchs •••13
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The film editor, Wolfgang Baecker, was equally convinced that the first
part of the novel was unnecessary for the film, 'weil die Figur [Castiletz]
im zweiten Teil noch einmal ganz erklart wird,.14
Nonetheless, the overriding impression anyone familiar with Doderer's
novel is left with after watching Hubalek's play is undoubtedly that the
producers have done their level best to do justice and to adhere as closely
as possible to the original. Yet a closer comparison with the text reveals
a number of striking and at times disturbing innovations in the play.
Hubalek's adaptation opens with the one striking incident in Conrad's
adolescence that cannot be omitted - the 'murder' of Louison Veik. The
main variation from the original appears at first sight to be quite triv-
ial. . 15Doderer writes: 'Nebenan, hieB es, fahrt eine allein.' Conse-
quently, after carrying out the ill-fated prank, Castiletz asks: 'Hat sie
nicht geschrien?' (p.61). In the play, on the other hand, one of the
young men declares: 'Nebenan fahrt jemand allein' ,16 and, after the inci-
dent in the tunnel, Conrad merely asks: 'Hat nicht jemand geschrien?'
This apparently minor alteration is a harbinger of a whole series of
variations that are calculated, so it would seem, to invest the play with
a greater sense of mystery and suspense than is to be found in the novel.
Thus the following key passage from Hohenlocher's description of Louison's
death is omitted: 'Sie ist viel gereist, zu Verwandten hier in Deutsch-
land, auch auswarts, ••• Sie solI stets auBerordentlich unvorsichtig ge-
wesen sein, spielte mit den Ringen herum, womoglich in Gegenwart Fremder,
im Hotel oder im Zuge ••• ' (p.127). Thus the viewer of the play at this
point knows neither that it was a woman who was travelling in the com-
partment next to Castiletz, nor that Louison Veik died on a train. This
apparent attempt to withhold vital information from the viewer is sus-
tained in the omission of the letter from Castiletz senior informing Con-
rad exactly when Louison died (p.142). Even more striking is the omission
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of the following short but crucial passage from Marianne's description
of the murder of her sister: '••• dies geschah in der Eisenbahn, und zwar
bei Nacht' (p.172). It is as if Hubalek does not wish to evoke too fre-
quently the striking opening scene of the play, as this would evidently
destroy the element of suspense so vital to the visual medium. Thus,
when Inkrat is recounting the exact details of the murder, the following
lines, among other less significant passages, are omitted: 'Einen Schrei
oder ein verdachtiges Gerausch hatte niemand gehort, weder ein Fahrgast
noch jemand von dem Personal. Die Nachbarn des Fraulein Veik waren meh-
rere junge Leute, die tranken und lachten; diese fuhren nicht weit, um
Mitternacht etwa waren aIle ausgestiegen, ••• ' (p.217). One can only
assume that this passage would have made all too obvious the identity of
the 'murderer'.
Whereas in the novel it is only on his second visit to his aunt's
that Castiletz can bring himself to inquire as to the exact date of his
departure in 192~ (pp.276-279), Hubalek chooses to append the second
visit to the first for the film version. By thus transposing the second
meeting with Frau von Spresse, Hubalek totally transforms the carefully
constructed sequence of events. More to the point, since in the play
Conrad asks about his train journey in 1921 even before he has gone to
Stuttgart and Lauffen, his actions there appear far more premeditated
than they do in the original, and the essentially irrational basis of
Castiletz's success as a 'detective' is undermined. At the same time,
the atmosphere of mystery and suspense which Hubalek seems determined to
create is heightened when Frau von Spresse's question as to why Conrad
is so interested in the train journey in 1921 is met by a stony silence
from her nephew. In the novel, in sharp contrast, Castiletz asserts:
'Wenn ich in der Nacht vom 24. auf den 25. Juli im Schnellzuge zwischen
Stuttgart und Lauda fuhr, da kann es sein, daB ich mich in dem gleichen
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Eisenbahnzuge befand, in welchem damals Louison Veik ermordet wurde'
(p.278). His aunt's reply is also omitted in the play: 'Ja, ••• ich
dacht' es auch oft. Aber was hat das schlieBlich zu sagen. AuBerdem ge-
schah diese Untat auf einem viel spateren Teil der Strecke, so viel ich
weiSe Nun, ein Zufall' (p.278). Once again it would appear that Hubalek
is attempting to emphasize the mystery element by being deliberately
oblique.
Yet if such omissions and innovations give the impression that the
film-makers are concerned to dramatize the story and increase the suspense
- a quite legitimate and understandable contrivance in a television play -
certain other alterations totally contradict this. For instance, Hubalek
adds the following passage to the conversation between Castiletz and Maria
Rosanka:
Conrad, langsam: 'Sie sagten, gnadige Frau, Louison habe Sie
schon eine Viertelstunde vor Abgang des Zuges vom Bahnsteig
weggeschickt. Entsinnen Sie sich vielleicht noch der genauen
Abfahrtszeit des Zuges?'
Rosanka, wieder leicht und flUssig: 'Ich habe ihn oft selbst
benutzt. Es war der Nachtschnellzug, der Stuttgart urnhalb
zehn Uhr verlieB und Uber Mergentheim nach Erfurt und weiter
nach Berlin fuhr.'
The effects of such an interpolation are threefold. First, the words
spoken earlier by Frau von Spresse are evoked: '••• und weiter urnhalb zehn
mit dem Nachtschnellzug nach Mergentheim' - another of Hubalek's own addi-
tions. Furthermore, the interpolated scene is far more explicit than the
original, and thus has entirely the opposite effect to those omissions already
listed, since it can only decrease the suspense, Finally, and most signif-
icantly, it totally undermines Doderer's attempt to emphasize the spontaneous,
haphazard, unmethodical nature of Castiletz's investigations, and the very
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gradual re-awakening of his memories of the incident on the train. And
indeed throughout the playa series of omissions and alterations totally
contradict Doderer's endeavours to exemplify his ideology of the futility
of any methodical attempts to order the world according to preconceived
notions. When in the novel the conversation turns apparently of its own
accord to Louison Veik, Castiletz feels 'daB ihrn hier bereits etwas nachzu-
laufen begann, was er bisher stets aufzusuchen getrachtet hatte ••• '
(p.207). In the play, however, the scene opens with Inkrat answering a
question presumably asked by Castiletz, and the long preceding discussion
is omitted. Conrad soon asks Inkrat if it is legally permissible for him
to undertake a private investigation of the case. In the original, Cas-
tiletz only later visits Inkrat specifically for that purpose. Conse-
quently, it appears in the play as if Castiletz has carefully manipulated
the conversation in order to find out as much information as possible to
help him with his inquiries.
Similarly, whereas Conrad's decision to go to Stuttgart is in the
novel basically a spontaneous reaction to a fortuitous coincidence - meeting
Marianne's friends in Venice (p.245) - Hubalek invents a far more mundane
and rational motivation for Conrad's actions in the play. It is in direct
response to Marianne's claim that she has lost one of the earrings that
Conrad declares: 'Demn~chst muB ich nach Stuttgart, gesch~ftlich.' There
is a striking parallel between Hubalek's presentation of this incident and
his portrayal of Eisenmann'S suggestion that Castiletz should go to Berlin.
The latter replies excitedly: '''Berlin? Das trifft sich aber gut I Ich
wollte namlich ohnehin nach Berlin fahren." Nach einem schnellen Blick
auf Eisenmann. "••• einen Jugendfreund besuchen. GUnther Ligharts. Er
ist beim Ausw~rtigen Amt".' In complete contrast to this, in Doderer's
novel it is only in Berlin that Castiletz, who is flicking through the
telephone book, toying with the idea of calling his former tutor, Albert
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Lehnder, happens to come across GUnther's number: 'Also im Auswartigen Amt
war GUnther!' (p.296). On both occasions, what Doderer portrays in the
novel as Castiletz's reaction to another in the series of lucky coinci-
dences, appears here to be nothing more than part of a carefully worked-
out plan.
We have attempted in Chapter One to interpret Doderer's novel as a
conscious parody of the optimistic faith in the omnipotence of the ratio
which characterizes the classical detective novel. It is clear from a
number of Hubalek's variations that he was totally unaware of the implic-
ations of Doderer's consistent ironic reversal of the pattern of the trad-
itional detective story. It is in Hubalek's presentation of the scene in
which Conrad finds the ear-ring in the tunnel that we see the most ob-
vious example of a complete contradiction of Doderer's ideology of the
'indirectness' of life. Hubalek adds a scene in which Castiletz says to
a hotel porter in Lauffen: 'Besorgen Sie mir bitte ein Kursbuch und eine
starke Taschenlampe.' And when Castiletz then arrives at the tunnel, we
see him sitting waiting: '••• dann blickt er auf seine Uhr und studiert
es, und wieder blickt er, kontrollierend, auf seine Uhr.' In the novel,
of course, Castiletz is anything but so well equipped and prepared: 'Es
galt nun, noch einen ausfahrenden Zug abzuwarten: dann konnte er's wagen'
(p.260). The Castiletz of the play goes about his investigation like a
professional detective: 'Als aus dem Tunnelmund anschwellender Donner er-
tent, macht er einen Zeitvergleich und nlckt zufrieden.' Before going
into the tunnel, Castiletz again exhibits a thoroughness which is nowhere
to be found in the novel: 'Noch einmal zieht Conrad dann Uhr und Kursbuch
zu Rate. SchlieBlich steigt er entschlossen die Beschung herab.' Curiously
enough, in spite of these sweeping and totally unjustified alterations,
Hubalek still tries to do justice to the original text by having Castiletz
declare in his subsequent telephone conversation with Maria Rosanka: .
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Gnadige Frau, es war sicher ein Zufall, daB ich im Tunnel
den Ohrring fand. Aber ich glaube, sehr oft kommen Verbrechen
nur durch solche Zufalle ans Licht. Dabei weiB ich selbst
nicht genau, was ich dort im Tunnel eigentlich suchen wollte,
nach so vielen Jahren. Es war jedenfalls keine vernUnftige
Uberlegung, nicht das Ergebnis gedanklicher Vorarbeit, eher
eine FUlle sonderbarster Vorstellungen.
However, Conrad's words contradict his actions, for Hubalek's arbitrary
addition of the scenes with the railway timetable are totally incompatible
with Castiletz'sassertion that he had not thought out his course of action
in advance. More significant even than this addition by Hubalek is the
fact that he omits the vital scene in which Conrad's methodical search of
the tunnel with the aid of a track walker ends in failure, a scene which
is a paradigmatic example of Doderer's doctrine of the futility of man's
endeavours to take what the author is convinced only life itself can pro-
vide him with.
One can only assume that it was the exigencies of time that forced
Hubalek to reduce drastically the episodes with Peitz in Berlin. Whereas
in the novel Conrad follows Peitz out to Pankow on no less than three
occasions, Hubalek condenses this to one in the play. Moreover, whereas
in the original Castiletz twice sees Peitz trying to sell jewellery, which
leads to the culmination of the would-be detective's misinterpretation of
the facts, Hubalek chooses to omit the whole episode. Once again the
ramifications of such an alteration are diverse. It seems extrmely odd
that, having apparently endeavoured to increase the suspense at the be-
ginning of the play by withholding information from the viewer, Hubalek
should now omit the scenes in which the 'red herring' most obviously in-
criminates himself. Furthermore, and much more importantly, yet another
example of the ineffectiveness of Castiletz's conscious attempts at play-
ing the detective as opposed to relying on favourable coincidences - his
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second, carefully planned 'shadowing' of Peitz, which ends in failure
and frustration - is omitted. Finally, the meeting between Castiletz and
Botulitzky on the Berlin underground, implausible enough in the original,
seems even more unconvincing here, since Botulitzky just happens to be
coming off duty when he first sees Conrad, and is thus able to wait and
spot him on his way back from Pankow.
There are a number of other, relatively minor variations. For in-
-
stance, when Robert Veik is first introduced to Castiletz in the play,
Hubalek adds the following direction: 'Sein frohlicher Gesichtsausdruck
ver~ndert sich. An seine Stelle tritt eine Irritation, ja fast ein Er-
schrecken.' One can only presume that this is.because he has recognized
the 'physiognomische Verwandschaft' (p.184) between Conrad and Louison.
More significantly, Hubalek omits Hohenlocher's prophetic words about Frau
Schubert which help prepare the reader for Castiletz's untimely death: 'In
Bedarfsf~llen pflege ich abends den Hauptgashahn abzuschalten und das da-
vor befindliche TUrchen zu versperren' (p.131). Moreover, the chance
meeting between Castiletz and Hohenlocher, where the latter warns Conrad
that Schubert has become 'schellig' (p.285), is also omitted, as is Casti-
letz's encounter with a distraught Schubert on the way to Hohenlocher's
(p.362). The gas explosion caused by what Doderer would call Schubert's
'deperceptlvlty', which so many of the critics of the novel have difficulty
in interpreting, must strike the viewer of the playas almost lncomprehen-
sible.
Although after viewing Hubalek's play one might easily be forgiven for
17crediting him with 'Doderer-Treue', a detailed comparison of the
adaptation with the original reveals a whole series of totally arbitrary
alterations which quite simply cut across the grain of the ideology at the
basis of Doderer's novel. It is, however, the omission of the psycho-
logically crucial experiences of Conrad's childhood and adolescence that
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is the main weakness of the play. Hubalek's belief that Mord can be di-
vided into two distinct parts is a misunderstanding of the cyclical struc-
ture of the novel, provoked, perhaps, by Doderer's unhappy marriage of two
basically incompatible forms, the 'Entwicklungsroman' and the 'Kriminalro-
man'. Hubalek does admittedly feel obliged to include the prophetic first
sentence of the novel by introducing a scene in which Hohenlocher speaks
these words to Castiletz, but this is totally ineffective, since the viewer
has not had the chance to observe the psychological basis of Conrad's pe-
dantic obsession with order and his neurotic fear of 'complications'.
Similarly, when the Castiletz of the play informs his wife that his child-
hood was 'alles andere als das, was man heutzutage eine SchUlertragodie
nennt', the effect is lost on the viewer. By omitting Conrad's experiences
with his tyrannical father, the incident where Castiletz kills the snake,
and p~rticularly Conrad's love affair with Ida Plangl, Hubalek robs the
play of a layer of significance which is vital for a full understanding of
Doderer's work.
III The Critical Response to Hubalek's Play
The reviews of the screening of Hubalek's adaptation of ~ in Ger-
many and later in Austria provide us with an ideal opportunity to obtain
an accurate, up-to-date assessment of Doderer's standing in the eyes of
the contemporary critic, although it must be acknowledged that these
critics are concerned primarily with Hubalek's version of Doderer's novel.
Moreover, it is vital to recognize the difference between the book reviewer
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and the reviewers of the play. Accustomed to churning out short, snappy
reviews of a visual medium within a few hours of its screening, the tele-
vision critic is equipped with a complet7ly different critical apparatus
and cannot be expected to undertake the sort of detailed comparison with
the original which we have attempted above. Nor indeed can he even be
expected to be familiar with the, novel itself. In these circumstances, it
is perhaps somewhat surprising that so many reviewers do attempt to relate
Hubalek's adaptation to the original text.
One is immediately struck by the almost unanimous rejection of the
'cuts' by those critics who appear to be familiar with Doderer's novel:
WUrde man aus einem kunstvoll gewebten persischen Teppich einige
Faden herausziehen und diese dann als Beispiel fUr die Qualitat
des Kunstwerks prasentieren, so waren Teppichkenner zu Recht er-
bost. Autor Claus Hubalek und Regisseur Claus Peter Witt taten
eben diesen Tort dem osterreichischen Heiligtum Heimito von Dod-
erer an. Sie nahmen den roten Faden aus dem Roman Mord und
zeigten verfilmte Literatur. AIle Verschlingungen, die Doderers
Webschiffchen im Laufe einer Geschichte nimmt, wurden weggelas-
sen, •••
FUr jene Zuseher, die den Roman nicht kannten, Haupt- und Neben-
wege nicht schon vorsorglich begangen hatten, blieb Uberdies
Castiletzsches Handeln vollig unverstandlich.18
Die Literaturverfilmer haben ja allemal mit der AnmaBung zu ar-
beiten, sie seien klUger als die Autoren, deren Werke sie bear-
beiten: Sie erklaren - de facto - zum Beispiel einem Herrn
Dostojevskij, daB er aus den BrUdern Karamasow recht gut eine
mittelkurze Novelle hatte machen konnen, und sie fUhren sogar
vor, wie das geht (im Grunde ist ja eine Verfilmung nicht mehr
als das Gerippe des Stoffs); und so war es auch mit Doderers
Mord ••• Was da alles 1m Film nicht vorkaml Und Doderer war
gewiB kein Zeilenschinder, der halt so umfangreich drauflos
schrieb, um ein moglichst dickes Buch zusammenzukriegen. Da ist
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eben jedes Wort an seinem richtigen Platz, 19
So lUckenhaft, psychologisch brUchig und kunstgewerblich an-
spruchsvoll in den auBeren Mitteln wie seine Verfilmung durch
Claus Hubalek und Claus Peter Witt ist Heimito von Doderers
Roman-Erstling Mord noch lange nicht.
Nimmt man freilich der existentiellen Entwicklung eines jungen
Menschen das Fundament von Kindheit und Freundeskreis, reduziert
man die sorgsam geschilderten Figuren einer Erzahlung auf ihre
rein literarischen,und keineswegs sprechbaren SelbstauBerungen
in Monologform so kommt eben, wie hier, ein peinliches Gemisch
aus Brutal-Mythos, Kurzstrecken-Sex, Naiv-Krimi, Psycho-Thriller
und Bieder-Moral heraus.20
Zwar haben Hubalek und Witt die Sprache des Romans uns vorge-
fUhrt, diese Will-sagen- und Ich-war's-zufrieden-Sprache mit
ihren zeitbezeichnenden Wunder1ichkeiten (der Fernglasbewahrte
guckt durch 'das Zeiss', und der Mann im Auto ist dessen Lenker),
nicht aber haben sie bestehen lassen das narrative 'Klima' des
Romans, seine Komplexitat.21
Aber d1ese Doderer-Treue war nur moglich durch enorme Zusammen-
streichungen. So hat der Zuschauer, der Doderers Erstlingsroman
kennt, immer wieder AnstoBe erhalten, die den Roman in seine Er-
innerung zurUckholten. FUr denjenigen aber, der das Buch nicht
kennt, blieb der Film wohl auf weiten Strecken ein Mosaik von
faszinierenden, aber unverstandlichen Andeutungen, und der Autor
Doderer wirkte in diesem Medium wohl arroganter und morbider als
in der gemachlich flieBenden Buohprosa.22
Dies war ein Paradebeispiel fUr miBgIUckte Literatur-Verfilmung:
in Heimito von Doderers Roman ••• geht es nur vordergrUndig urn
die Aufklarung eines Mordes, eigentlich aber um die zwanghafte
Verstrickung von Schuld und Schicksal ••• Die Dialoge waren so,
w1e sich Romanfiguren eben unterhalten, die ganze Atmosphare
wirkte steif und sterile Ein Mord, den das Fernsehen an Litera-
23tur begeht - aber perfekt.
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By totally ignoring the first half of the novel, Hubalek necessarily
overemphasized the 'murder story', and this was immediately recognized
by the critics:
Die Grenzen, die der Verfilmung von Werken der Literatur selbst
bei ernstem BemUhen gesetzt sind, machte dieser Fernsehfilm nach
Heimito von Doderers Roman deutlich. Claus Hubalek hatte sich
redlich bemUht, das Grundmotiv des osterreichischen Dichters -
das Grauen vor dem Einbruch des Damonischen in unsere scheinbar
nur von der Ratio gelenkte Welt der Massen und ihrer Technik -
deutlich zu machen. Regisseur Claus Peter Witt setzte es auch
in durchaus angemessene Bilder urn. Was jedoch trotz ihres
Konnens herauskam, war nicht wesentlich mehr als ein hochst ver-
zwickter Kriminalfilm mit unwirklich manieristischer Sprache und
dem Uberraschenden Ausgang, •••24
DaB man hier einen dramatisierten Heimito von Doderer erleben
wUrde, glaubte wohl kein Kenner des literarischen Werkes die-
ses ••• bedeutenden zeitgenossischen osterreichischen Erzahlers.
Seine subtilen Geschichten von der damonischen Getriebenheit und
der Schicksalsverflochtenheit des Menschen, der zu sich selbst
zu finden versucht, verfUgen Uber eine eigenartige innere
Spannung, die kaurn in ein Drehbuch und einen Film urnzurnUnzen
ist. So blieb denn auch bei TV-Autor Claus Hubalek zusammen mit
Regisseur Claus Peter Witt nichts als eine recht mysteriose Kri-
minalstory Ubrig.25
lm Fernsehspiel allerdings, das Claus Hubalek und Claus Peter
Witt aus dem Romanstoff zu gewinnen hofften, tritt die krimina-
26listische Recherche allzu massiv in den Vordergrund •••
Yet, since the television screen is populated nowadays to a large extent
by murderers, robbers and police inspectors, it is perhaps no coincidence
that the only novel of Doderer's hitherto adapted for television should
27be one with a 'handfeste Krimi-Story'. Nonetheless, even if the crime
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element in Doderer's novel was one of the main considerations in the selec-
tion of Mord as 'appropriate' for the screen, the film-makers' treatment
of this element in no way corresponded with the stereotyped schema familiar
from the serialized television 'Krimi'. Unfortunately, nor did the film-
makers succeed in capturing the very essence of Doderer's parody of the
detective genre, so that the critics' response to the detective element in
Hubalek's play corresponded uncannily closely to that of the reviewers of
the novel in 1958:
Der Titel last auf einen Krimi schlieSen ••• Dennoch ist der
heute ausgestrahlte Fernsehfilm ••• weit davon entfernt, ein
bIoSes KriminalstUck zu sein.28
Seit Inkrafttreten des neuen Programmschemas ist der Sonntag-
abend in FS1 [channel one of Austrian television] der Oper, dem
Theater oder Musical gewidmet. Im 'Zweier' klaren dafUr die
diversen 'Tatort'-Kommissare mehr oder minder geschickt ihre
Mordratsel. Diesmal herrscht Krimistimmung im Einser-Kanal:
29Mord. Das aber ist natUrlich kein gewohnlicher Krimi •••
Mord ist kein gewohnlicher TV-Krimi. DafUr sorgt schon der Name
des Autors: Heimito von Doderer •••30
Ein Kriminalfilm herkommlicher Machart war Claus Hubaleks Fern-
sehfilm nach einem Roman von Doderer zum GlUck nicht; durfte es
auch nicht werden, weil die Intentionen des Autors der Selbst-
. 31findung seines HeIden galten.
Eigentlich war es kein Krimi, trotz der Toten, trotz der Detek-
32tivarbeit des Hauptdarstellers •••
It is difficult to disengage oneself from the impression that, in the light
of the prefigurative title - and here we see the dangers in using a mass
medium such as television, with its own laws and ability to arouse expec-
tations - several million viewers must have been extremely disappointed at
not being served up a conventional 'Krimi'. This is reflected in many of
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the reviews:
Der Titel fUhrte auf eine falsche Spur: Der Mord, den jeder be-
geht [sic] ••• war keineswegs der Ubliche KrimireiBer nach
deutschem oder amerikanischem Serienschema.33
Der Titel klang stark nach Krlmi und konnte deshalb vielleicht
falsche Erwartungen wecken. Es ging zwar darum, elnen Mord auf-
zuklaren, aber letztllch war das nur eine Nebensache •••34
Kaum je wurde bel einem Ermittlungs- und EnthUllungskrimi so
35literarlsch gesprochen.
Man fUhlte sich ••• verraten in elner gewiBen Krimierwartung, ob-
wohl die Verfilmung am Sonntag 1m Einser gelaufen 1st, also zu
einem Termin, da normalerweise Kultur lauft. Dem aber entsprach
der Film in seiner Monotonie. Man merkte gleich, daB da Litera-
tur Hiuft.36
'Heut gemma Fernsehen [sic]', sagte ein alter Mann zu mir, 'heut
is a klasser Tatort oder so was Ahnliches. Der Mord den jeder
begeht [sic], haaBt er'.
Der Mann dUrfte enttauscht gewesen seine Denn Heimito von Dod-
37erers 'Krimi' war natUrlich alles andere als ein solcher •
••• der Krimifreund ist nicht verwohnt In Sachen Intellekt, ...
Ea macht freilich SpaB, mal wieder einen Herrn Kommerzlenrat zu
sehen, aber das Ganze in das Ubllche Webmuster der Tatersuche
elnzuordnen, 1st schler unmogllCh.38
NatUrlich war's kein Krlmi im Ublichen Sinn, das schon deshalb,
weil nicht der Kommissar die Hauptrolle spielte, sondern der
Tater sich selbst entlarvte. Niemand kam ins Gefangnis, und man
konnte bei der Handlung wlrklich nicht sagen, daB sie sonderlich
logisch oder gar wahrscheinlich war. Und Spannung, das wichtlgs-
te Krimi-Markenzeichen? Nein, davon war nlcht viel zu merken,
man war vielleicht interessiert, wi~'s weitergeht, aber nicht
gespannt.
Die Tausenden Fernsehkrimis haben den Publlkumsgeschmack in eine
bestimmte Richtung gelenkt. So war es nicht ganz lelcht, diese
Verfilmung zu konsumieren und es war nicht ganz einfach zu ver-
stehen, daB die Selbstfindung der Hauptperson Conrad das wich-
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tigste, der Mord und dessen Aufklarung nur nebensachlich waren.39
As suggested above, Hubalek's alterations made incidents such as the
meeting between Botulitzky and Castiletz in Berlin, or Conrad's death, which
are implausible enough in the novel, even less convincing. It was because
Hubalek himself failed to recognize the function of the incredible coinci-
dences in the novel - to illuminate the impotence of man's feeble intelli-
gence in the face of the incomprehensible workings of life - that he was
unable to present Doderer's consistent use of chance in a convincing way.
Not surprisingly, the critics were quick to find fault with the implausi-
bilities and coincidences in the play:
Der 'Mord' selbst stellte sich schlieBlich als phantastische
. 40Zufallskette jenseits aller GlaubwUrdigkeit dar •••
Die Zufalle summierten sich in eigentlich unertraglicher
41Weise •••
StUckweise, endlich aber mit toller Zufallshilfe, hat der ver-
bissene Sucher diese Lasung gefunden •••
Doch ••• erweist sich das Ganze als eine arg kUnstliche Konstruk-
tion: Unwahrscheinliche FUgungen sollen ein philosophisches
Schuld-Freiheit-Traktat tragen, das allmenschlich-existentielle
GUltigkeit beansprucht •••42
Oberflachlich betrachtet, schien der Inhalt - aus unwahrschein-
43lichen Zufallen lebend - an den Haaren herbeigezogen.
Je naher der Fall aber seiner Lasung rUckte und je deutlicher
damit die Absicht des Autors wurde, um so mehr storte das
konstruierte Patentmuster der Handlung, urnso unglaubwUrdiger
wirkte die von lauter perfekt funktionierenden Zufallen ge-
steuerte Selbsterkenntnis des Helden.44
DaB der Marder seine Tat ebenso schicksalhaft sUhnt, wie er sie
beging und daB dies exakt genauso wie in dem SchluB des jUngsten
Fassbinder-Films geschieht - eine schon merkwUrdige Haufung von
Zufallen.45
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Unverstandlich blieb dem TV-Zuschauer, warum Castiletz am Ende
bei einer Gasexplosion sterben muBte.46
It is perhaps symptomatic of a development in the German attitude towards
the Hitler era that, whereas in 1958 almost every critic of Doderer's
novel seemed to accept the lack of direct political comment or relevance
as a matter of course, reviewers of Hubalek's adaptation expected and
demanded a clear-cut political stance:
Als gelauterter Konservativer ist Heimito von Doderer in die
Literaturgeschichte eingegangen. Doch kein politischer Anspruch
war in der Fernsehfassung seines Romans von 1938 Mord zu ent-
47decken •
••• im FaIle des Raubmords aus den zwanziger Jahren blieben
konkretes Zeitgeschehen, wie Inflation und politische Unsicher-
heit ausgeblendet. Episodische Szenen in Zimmern und ZUgen in.
einem Land Nirgendwo erschienen heutigen Zuschauern selten
nachvollziehbar.48
There can be little doubt that the steadily increasing demands for polit-
ical 'engagement' on the part of German writers have to a large extent
determined Doderer's fall from literary grace in recent years.
Finally, it is worth noting that the same polarization of opinion
that is the hallmark of Doderer criticism was also apparent in the reviews
of Hubalek's play. That the reviewers were not only almost exactly equally
divided in their evaluation of the play, but also tended towards either
enthusiastic approval or outright rejection would appear to endorse Karl
August Horst's contention that there is no such thing as a neutral attitude
49towards Doderer's work. The following two quotations are paradigmatic
examples of this tendency:
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Mord ist eines der frUhen (fast mechte man sagen, zu frUhen)
Werken Heimito von Doderers. Seine Vorliebe fUr psychologische
Studien von damonischer Getriebenheit und zwanghafter Schick-
salsverflochtenheit treibt hier noch etwas krause BlUten: Die
Getriebenheit wirkt gekUnstelt, die Verflochtenheit noch kon-
struiert.
Bis zum gnadigen Ende ••• , das den Marder durch eine Explosion
von eventuellen Gewissensbissen befreit, wird der Zuschauer
durch Industriellen- und Adelskreisen geschleppt.
Allerlei Symbolisches muB er ertragen ...
Conrad Castiletz' Geschichte ware besser unverfilmt geblieben.50
Ein besonderer GenuS: Doderers geistvoll pointierte, fesselnde
kunstvolle Sprache. Glanzend gefUhrte, prazis charakterisierende
Schauspieler als Haupt- und Nebenfiguren •••
Alles in allem ein brillantes Fernsehspiel - aus dem BUcher-
51schrank geholt.
IV Conclusion
Despite our criticism of Hubalek's alterations of Doderer's text, we
must nevertheless acknowledge that he endeavoured to do justice to the
author in his film by reproducing the language and atmosphere of the novel.
This attempt to capture the essence of Doderer's style was welcomed by
Doderer's sister, Astrid von Stummer-Doderer, who talked in a letter to
52Hubalek of the 'ausgezeichnete Zusammenraffung des Romans' and added:
'Sie kannen sicherlich ermessen, daB ich diesem Film voll Sorge entgegen-
53sah und seinem Ab1auf jetzt mit greBter Bewunderung verfo1gtel'
It is also worth remembering that novel and film represent different
aesthetic genera, and should not be judged according to the same criteria.
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The film is an autonomous aesthetic creation in its own right, and it would
be wrong to suggest that Hubalek's adaptation was bad as a film simply
because it cut out key passages of the novel. Leaving aside Doderer's
novel and judging the play on its own merits, one must admit that it was
a well-made, if rather ponderous television production. Yet any adaptation
of a work of literature simply begs comparison with the original, and this
reveals that, in order to capture the uniqueness of Doderer's writing, it
is not enough merely to recreate the old-fashioned setting or to reproduce
the slightly archaic style by transforming reflective passages into direct
speech. Doderer's novels are so resistant to transference into the visual
medium for the simple reason that what is most important in these works
is invariably invisible, intangible and quite literally unspeakable.
Moreover, Hubalek's arbitrary omissions and variations not only reveal
that he was unaware of the very essence of the novel - the cyclical struc-
ture, the veritable series of 'murders' committed by the various protag-
onists, and the undeniable parody of the classical detective novel; these
alterations also make the film itself even more difficult to understand
than the novel.
So much was lost on the way from the book to the screen that it is
unlikely that Hubalek's play will have gained new readers for Doderer or
have done much to enhance the author's reputation. In the final analysis
one must agree with the critic signing himself gf, who declares: 'Uber
weite Passagen freilich noch immer viel brillanter als irgendetwas, aber
ein Dienst an Doderer war es wahrschelnlich doch nicht, weil man sich am
54SchluS des Films fragen muSte: War das alles?'
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II
'DIE MEROWINGER' AND THE 'CANONIZATION' OF THE 'VIENNESE' NOVELS
I Introduction
Rarely is a more striking disparity to be found in Doderer's life
and works than that between the author's own evaluation of Die Merowin-
ger and its critical reception. Herbert Eisenreich informs us in Er-
innerungen an Heimito von Doderer of those works which Doderer considered
his best: Die Strudlhofstiege, Die Posaunen von Jericho, Die Merowinger
and Die Wasserfalle von Slunj.l The author himself paints a more detailed
picture in Meine 19 Lebenslaufe:
Ein scheeler Blick darf nicht fehlen aufs eigene Werk. Als
solches bezeichne ich in erster Linie Roman Nr.7, den ersten
Teil (Die Wasserfalle von Slunj), ferner Die Merowinger und
das Divertimento Die Posaunen von Jericho ••• Von meinen
Nebenarbeiten erscheint mir ein Roman, welcher Die Damonen
heiSt (1956), als relativ gelungen. Ich hoffe innig, noch
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eine fUnfte Auflage des Romanes Die Merowinger oder die totale
Familie zu erleben, und setze deshalb die Vorrede zu dieser
Auflage gleich hierher: 'Mege diese fUnfte Auflage auch sol-
chen merowingischen Naturen, welche letzte Hemmungen bisher
nicht zu Uberwinden vermochten, zum vollen Durchbruche ver-
helfen.,2
Whether Doderer's somewhat tongue-in-cheek remarks can be taken seri-
ously is debatable, particularly in view of the fact that arguably his
best work, Die Strudlhofstiege, does not even merit a mention. Most
reviewers of Meine 19 Lebensl~ufe diplomatically avoid mentioning the
3author's 'eigenwillige Selbsteinsch~tzung', but Hilde Spiel finds it
4'ein wenig mehr als spaBhaft', Inge Meidinger-Geise suggests that we
can at least agree with Doderer's evaluation of Die Wasserf~lle von
5Slunj, while Armin Mohler maintains:
Aber insgeheim ist er [der Leser] sich mit dem Autor einig,
daB es einen Kern des Werkes gibt, zu dem alles andere, die
Erz~hlungen, die Gedichte, der Panegyricus auf seinen Lehr-
meister GUtersloh ••• , die frUhen Romane Ein Mord den jeder
begeht (1938) und der im Hispano-Barock spielende Ein Umweg
(1940) - nur Vorstufe und Vorbereitung ist: das sind die drei
'groBen Romane' Die Strudlhofstiege, Die D~onen, Die Wasser-
falle von Slunj und das ihnen parallel laufende, erfrischend
'unprivate' Tagebuch Tangenten (1964).6
Nev~rtheless, almost immediately after its publication, Die Merowinger
was voted 'Buch des Monats' in October 1962 by the Darmstadt jury, but
this, too, was a decision which did not go undisputed. Jochen Schmidt,
for instance, writes: 'Oem Rezensenten will scheinen, daB dies ein reich-
lich Ubereilter EntschluB war und daB die Juroren beim Zeitpunkt lhrer
Wahl mit dem Lesen noch nicht Uber jene ersten 50 oder 100 Seiten des
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Suches hinausgediehen waren, nach denen auch beim Unterzeichneten noch
das VergnUgen weit Uberwog.,7 Ernst Stein observes, 'Es wird mithin
seinem [des Romanes] Absatz nicht schaden, wenn man ihn die groBte Ge-
schmacklosigkeit des literarischen Jahres nenntl,8 Yet in order to ob-
\tain a balanced picture of the reasons behind the various reactions to
Doderer's most controversial work, it is necessary to view its reception
in the light of developments since 1956.
As Doderer approached the culmination of his work on his literary
odyssey, Die Damonen, he was, as his diaries reveal, at pains to assure
himself that he was on the eve of a new life:
Seginnen, nicht vollenden. (Paradoxe Situation gerade beim
AbschluB eines Werks.)9
Das Ende des Werks ist der Anfang meines Lebens ••• Nun keine
Verfassung des Endens und Vollendens, und schon garnicht des
F . . f .. t 110ert~g-Werden-Wollens: sondern jetzt erst au war s
Yet occasionally there are hints of a more sombre tone, one familiar
from the crisis reflected in Tangenten after Doderer had completed £!!
11Strudlhofstiege:
12Endschmerz kommt.
Das Werk, dessen Zustandekommen zuletzt mir unbegreiflich
wird, laBt mich zurUck, unwissend wie ein Kind.13
The reviewer Armin Mohler paints a vivid picture of Doderer in those days:
Keiner, der einmal Abitur gemacht hat, wird das seltsam leere
GefUhl nach dem Examen vergessen. Was in den langen Korri-
doren der Schulhauser Uber so viele Jahre hinweg als Tor in
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die Freiheit gelockt hatte, erwies sich in der Wirklichkeit
als ein recht unbehaglicher Zustand. So sehr man sich auch
der Schule etwehrt haben mochte - sie hatte doch bis dahin dem
Leben einen Rahmen gegeben; nun saB man wie'ein Fisch auf dem
Trockenen und muBte die Kiemen zu Lungen urnbilden. Ahnlich
muB es Heimito von Doderer zu Mute gewesen sein, als er nach
der Strudlhofstiege (1951) auch noch die Damonen (1956) heraus-
14gebracht hatte.
Damals war Doderer sechzig Jahre alt. Wer ihn zu jener Zeit
traf, war erschrocken. DaB die Welt, an der er sein ganzes
Leben durch geschaffen hatte, nun losgelost von ihm in zwei
dicken Walzern vorlag, hatte ihn wie ein Faustschlag getroffen.
Doderer war damals offensichtlich ins Leere gefallen ••• Man
spUrte, daB ihm der Boden unter den FUBen weggezogen war.15
Doderer's critics, on the other hand, were more concerned with the ques-
tion of whether there would be a sequel to Die Damonen:'
Erst am SchluB berichtet Geyrenhoff wieder selbst aus unserer
Gegenwart, ••• doch bleibt sichtbar, daB zurnindest ein weiterer
Roman notig sein wird, urnam spateren Schicksal der Haupt-
personen den Geschichtsablauf der dreiBiger Jahre zu ana1ysie-
reno AIle bedeutenden epischen Konzeptionen sind ihrem Wesen
16nach unabschlieBbar und streben zurnZyklus.
Beabsichtigt der Dichter - mancherlei deutet darauf hinl -
vielleicht noch eine Fortsetzung und WeiterfUhrung seines Wer-
kes zu schreiben? Und besteht dann, wenn dies der Fall sein
sollte, fUr die alteren Leser Uberhaupt noch die Aussicht, die-
se WeiterfUhrung auch kennenzulernen?17
••• [Die Damonen] a une sorte d'aspect fragmentaire qui
18appelerait une suite ou un complement.
Kakabsa is one of the less plausible characters, and one would
future; but perhaps he is going to explore this elsewhere




After completing Die Strudlhofstiege, Doderer had, for a while, toyed
with the idea of continuing the story of some of the characters.20
Indeed, even after he had finally forced himself to take up instead the
thread of Die Damonen again, Doderer was still thinking along these
lines: 'Es ware denkbar, Melzer's (und Thea's) Geschichte in den Damonen
weiter zu erzahlen und so zu zeigen, in welcher Lage ein zum Spirituellen
entschlossener Mensch - der gleichsam auf die richtige Seite gefallen
ist - gerat, wenn ihm der konkrete Hebel des Talents dabei fehlt, und
21seiner Decision die Begabungen nicht einfach fo1gen.'
A short time afterwards, however, Doderer had not only abandoned
this plan, but was at pains to emphasize the independence of the novel
he was now working on:
Der Geschichte des Hauses Stangeler undaller Geschichten aus
dieser Geschichte bin ich in den Damonen ledig: damit auch
eines wesentlichen Gefahr-Momentes. Die Autarkie der DD [= Die
Damonen] gegenUber der Strudlhofstiege aufrecht zu erhalten,
ist ohne besondere Schwierigkeit moglich, da ja die DD - als
das altere Manuscript - von vornherein nie als 'Fortsetzung'
veranlagt waren.
In 'Auf offener Strecke' wird ein Bestreben sichtbar, die Stan-
gelers - Rene, Etelka, und so weiter - sozusagen noch herein
zu nehmen. Damals existierte die Strudlhofst1ege nicht, und
ich hatte auch noch keine Ahnung von ihrer kUnftigen Existenz.
Das oben erwahnte Bestreben hat hier und heute keinen Zielpunkt
mehr in der Composition. Ea kann fallen gelassen werden. Die
Charakteristik Rene's ist eine hinlangliche. Auch er wird zu-
rUcktreten. Melzer kommt Uberhaupt nur ala handlungs-transzen-
denter, durchaus externer Hintergrunds-Punkt in Frage. Mit
Negria lieBen sich wohl noch elnige SpaBe treiben [again not
taken up in the end]. 1m ganzen steht die Situation gUnstig.
Die St1ege hat m1r die DD gut fund1ert und zugleich freie Hand
fu··rdl R 22esen oman gegeben •••
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Ironically, it was, as Hans Flesch-Brunningen assures us, the total or
partial disappearance of some of the characters from Die Strudlhofstiege
23that readers of Die Damonen regretted most. Apparently oblivious to
the wishes of his readers, Doderer himself insisted after completing
Die Damonen that there was no possibility of a sequel:
Nicht die UberfUlle des Neuen, die seit der Endigung des Werks
mir hereinbrach, deutet mir am meisten darauf, daB etwas aus-
lief und ein Neues beginnt: sondern der Text am Ende von DD
selbst, wo ich allen Figuren den EntlaB und den Abschied fUr
immer gebe: er meldet wortlich die Wende an. Denn in der Tat
wird wohl kaum eine von diesen Figuren mehr durch meine Seiten
. t 24~els ~n.
If Doderer found it understandably difficult to take leave of the figures
which had preoccupied him for a quarter of a century, then the same can
certainly be said of his critics. For they, like the author, were now
confronted by a vacuum only partly filled by a number of - in their eyes -
minor publications. Doderer's next publication, 'die vom Verlag ••• in
Frankfurt vorgeschlagene Sammlung der Lyrik,25 Ein Weg 1m Dunkeln (1957),
26was more or less dismissed as 'superfluous', a mere 'Marotte des Meis-
27ters':
DaB Heimito von Doderers BemUhen stets mehr auf die Prosa ge-
28richtet war, merkt man auch seinen Gedicht~n an.
Doderers Begnadung hat sich so ausschlieBlich auf seine er-
zahlende Prosa konzentriert, daB fUr die Verse nicht mehr die
Qualitat Ubrig ble1bt, zu welcher der Autor einer Strudlhof-
stiege nun einmal verpflichtet ist. Wie w1rd doch der Ver-
fasser geschmeidiger Prosa holzern, sobald er Gedichte schreibt
••• Und wo irgendwo doch etwas vom Doderer der Strudlhofstiege
durchschlagt, spUrt man bald, daB es sich urnversehentlich in
Strophenform gesetzte Prosa handelt.29
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Manche dieser Verse hatten ruhig im ZeilenfluB der Prosa stehen
bleiben kennen. Zu einem eigenen, unverwechselbaren lyrischen
Ton finden sie an keiner Stelle •••30
Die Spredheit, der Wechsel von auBerster Spannung und larmoyan-
ter Langeweile, der andeutende Witz, das Koboldhafte von Blick
und Gebarde sind Doderers Starke - aber sie sind keine Mittel
lyrischen Ausdrucks.31
Die mittlere Form liegt Doderer nicht. Was er nicht ganz kurz
sagen kann, muB er ganz breit ausspinnen, und was sich nicht
32im Epos ausdrUckt, kristallisiert sich im Epigramm •
••• oft fragt man sich, ob ein Manuskript nicht besser im
Schreibtisch geblieben ware, das nun in deutlichem Abstand zu.
den wirklich bedeutenden Leistungen seines Autors ein unno-
tiges Schattendasein fUhrt ••• Derlei gehert bei den Manus-
kripteingangen literarischer Zeitschriften zur Dutzendware
und verfallt, wo literarisches VerantwortungsbewuBtsein und
suter Geschmack bestimmend sind, ohne Ansehen des Autoren-
33namens der Ablehnung.
Lyrik ist eine unglUckliche Liebe Doderers, aber er hatte sich
nicht (vom Verlag) verfUhren lassen sollen, sie preiszugebenl
••• Heimito von Doderers Wege im Dunkeln sind so verschlungen,
daB nur das Filigran seiner graBen Romane ihr legitimes Zeugnis
sind [Sic].34
Admittedly Doderer's critics cannot be blamed for their dissatisfied
reaction to the collection of verse, for lyric poetry was clearly not
Doderer's forte. The author himself explicitly describes his ventures
35into this field as 'eine autobiographische Randnotiz'. One is tempted
to agree with Mohler that such a thoughtless publication as a follow-up
to Die Damonen was likely to rob Doderer of much of the credit accrued
with the so-called Viennese novels, which had secured the author a late
. 36but nonetheless emphatic breakthrough on the European literary scene.
More significantly, the reception of Ein Weg im Dunkeln already reveals
one of the seminal thoughts in Doderer criticism: the identification of
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the author with a very distinctive style of writing and the - as yet -
implicit demands for more of the same. This was reflected even more
clearly. as we have suggested already, in the critical response to Do-
derer's ensuing publication, the 1958 reprint of Ein Mord den jeder be-
geht. The critics' familiarity with the 'Viennese' novels, allied to
their intrinsic antipathy towards the detective novel, clearly hampered
their attempts to provide the potential reader with a review commen-
surate with the broad spectrum of implications inherent in Doderer's
novel.
Whether the influence of Die Strudlhofstiege and Die Damonen also
impaired the critics' view of Doderer's next two publications, the
'divertimento' Die Posaunen von Jericho (1958) and the essay Grundlagen
und Funktion des Romans (1958), is a question which must unfortunately
remain unanswered, as both works were published in smaller publishing
37houses, neither of which was able to provide any reviews. There is,
however, no lack of accessible material on Doderer's subsequent publica-
tion, Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen (l959), a collection of short
stories which was, on the whole, favourably received. Yet here, too,
the potential reader rarely encounters a review untempered by the in-
fluence of the 'Viennese' novels:
Als 'Marginalien' zu einem bedeutenden CEuvre und als vorbe-
reitende FingerUbung zu einem im Entstehen begriffenen humoris-
tischen Roman wird man Doderers Erzahlungen mit Interesse und
38vlelfach mit VergnUgen lesen.
Bel allen Vorbehalten bestat1gen auch solche 'Nebenarbe1ten'
39den schwer einzuordnenden Rang des Autors.
Was freilich eingebettet in den Strom seiner [Doderers] groBer
Romane ertraglich ist und unerlaB11ch sein mag, in dem ja
immer wieder neue Lichter aufgesetzt werden und damit Uber-
hartes, Einseitiges wie Perverses, wenn nicht neutrallslert,
so doch relatlvlert, weil geordnet werden kann, erscheint -
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isoliert vorgestellt in den Kurzgeschichten - haufig grell,
ja unertraglich. Das Panorama einer Romanwelt, das sich aus
solchen Details aufbaut, kann, wenn es dichterisch gestaltet
ist, die Wirklichkeit unserer Welt reprasentieren. Verein-
zelt und verzettelt zerfallt diese Wirklichkeit in interessante
'Falle'.40
Verglichen mit der Strudlhofstiege und den Damonen wirken sie
[die Geschichten] wie FingerUbungen oder doch zumindest wie
Skizzen ••• ein kurzer aber einpragsamer EinfUhrungskurs in
41das Hauptwerk des Dichters.
Doch seine [Doderers] eigentliche Domane sind diese Kurz- und
KUrzestgeschichten nicht. Als Werkspane bestatigen sie ledig-
lich den schon bekannten Ruhm. Hinter den besten, die ohne
SchluB enden, steht ein Roman von 1000 Seiten. Ein Roman, der
auf langen Wegen das hier in prazisem Milieu nur angelegte
k·· t 42Labyrinth der Psychologie zu seinem Ende gehen onn e.
Man wird alles in allem diese Geschichten, so reizvoll sie im
einzelnen sein mogen, nur als Randerscheinungen im Schaffen
Doderers bezeichnen dUrfen, als kleine Produkte einer launigen
Stimmung, Spielereien am Rande des Werks. Neben den groBen
Romanen haben sie kaum einen eigenen Platz. Bei den wenigen
ernsthaften Geschichten, die der Band enthalt, macht sich ein
gewisser Mangel an Raum bemerkbar. Konzentriert zu erzahlen,
ist nicht Doderers Begabung. Er braucht Bewegungsfreiheit,
urnseine Einfalle spielen zu lassen •••43
Ware Doderer nicht der Autor der Strudlhofstiege und der Damo-
~, man wUrde diese Feuilletons, fUr den Tag geschrieben, fUr
die Unterhaltungsbeilage, herzllch unbedeutend finden. Und da
er der Autor dieser beiden Romane 1st, erst recht. Es laBt
sich nicht verheimlichen, diese Kurzgeschichten, ~uch wenn eie
apart, als 'KUrzestgeschichten' auftreten, sind von einer Al-
44bernheit, die fast wie Schabernack anmutet.
Solche Geschichten, die das Zwiellchtige und Unheimliche - etwa
in den Hausmeister-Erzahlungen - mit einem hintergrUndigen Witz
1m Belanglosen freilegen, lesen sich nur auf den ersten Blick,
als KabinettstUcke grotesken Humors; sieht man langer hin, wird
deutlich, daB es auch hier um Damonen geht, die unterirdisch
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den Boden zerwUhlen, daB es Doderer nicht urndas Erheiternde,
vielmehr urndas Bedrohliche von Randerscheinungen im Gebaude
der Sozietat geht.
Vielleicht bekundet sich einzig hier die Kontinuitat eines
Erzahlens, das man ein wenig vorschnell als Abgesang des f~n
de siecle in die Nachfolge Wiener Gesellschaftsliteratur ge-
stellt hat.45
Ironically, Wolf Jobst Siedler's attempt in the last quotation above to
relate Doderer's post-l956 publications to Die Damonen does not lead to
the long overdue recognition that Doderer's works can be only superfic-
ially related to the tradition of the 'Wiener Gesellschaftsroman'. Un-
like Siedler, most critics seek to relate Doderer's later works to his
'Viennese' novels not for the sake of a better understanding of the
author's artistic development but simply for the sake of comparison on
the level of subject matter. Indeed the almost pathological preoccupa-
tion on the part of some critics with the two mammoth novels of the
fifties leads to what one might term a 'Damonenjagd' in analogy to the
46constant hunt for the 'falcon' which characterized late nineteenth
century criticism of the 'Novelle' in the wake of Paul Heyse's 'Falken-
. 47theorie'. For just as Heyse was convinced that every 'Novelle' must
contain something akin to the falcon of the ninth story of the fifth day
of Boccaccio's Decameron, so too Doderer's critics seemed determined to
find something 'demonic' in each of the author's works. Or is it a mere
coincidence that Inge Meidinger-Geise should describe Zienhammer of Der
Grenzwald as 'damonisch fad,48 and point out his 'vage Damonie,49 in a
review of Doderer's FrUhe Prosa? The same critic rarely manages to get
through a review on Doderer without referring to the 'demonic' - or lack
of it:
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Das Fragment entwickelt diese sibirische Zeit wahrhaft mit
nUchterner Damonie •••50
••• eine Uberlegenheit Uber Dinge und Ereignisse, deren Da-
monien jedoch niemals von diesem Autor gering geschatzt wur-
51den •••
Die neun anderen Geschichten besitzen bei einer schmalen Kaum-
Handlung die Dramatik des Alltags, in dem die Dinge damonisch
52agieren •••
Jeder bewahrt 'Ordnung' und 'Form I ..-- und ohne Damonf e stehen
53daneben die geheimen menschlichen Findungen und Trennungen •••
Similarly, Humbert Fink describes Wewerka as a 'demon' of the lower re-
54gions. Hans Gensecke warns of the enticement towards the unusual,
55indeed the 'demonic' in Ein Mord den jeder begeht, Hermann Lenz per-
56ceives the effects of the 'demonic' in the same novel, and Karl Silex
declares: 'In unheimlicher Weise beherrschte das Damonische auch schon
diesen Roman· •••,57 The reviewer signing himself W.T. says of the early
Doderer: 'Doderer breitet Zeitgeschichte aus und vereint dabei auf mit-
unter raffinierte Weise Naturalismus und Innerlichkeit, Wirklichkeits-
beschreibung und damonische Seelenverwirrung,.58 It would be simple,
but superfluous to amplify this list of examples still further, but one
final illustration is of relevance. Hermann Fauler says of Ein Mord den
jeder begeht: 'Wer sich fUr Fragen des Schicksalsbegriffs im allgemeinen,
bei Doderer im besonderen, sowie dafUr interessiert, was wir "damonisch"
oder auch "Die Damonen" zu nennen pflegen, wird sich nicht ohne Gewinn
59mit Doderers Romanhelden Conrad Castiletz befassen.' More signifi-
cantly, Fauler concludes by relating the novel to the very genre Sied-
ler warns against: 'Die Gesamtatmosphare des Buches schlieBlich 1st die
des gehobenen Wiener Gesellschaftsromans um die Mitte der 20er Jahre
60unseres Jahrhunderts.' Already the contours of an image with which
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Doderer is identified are becoming clearer. The dangers of such a pre-
occupation with what we consider a false, or at least distorted image of
Doderer are best reflected in the critical response to Die Merowinger,
as we shall see in due course.
Returning to Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen, one is immediately
struck by one further aspect of the reception this collection of short
stories provoked. Although the reaction to these short stories was on
the whole positive, one senses a note of caution in the approbation, for
again and again the critics feel obliged to draw the prospective reader's
attention to Doderer's 'scurrility'. Helmut Olles talks of the volume
61with the 'scurrilous' title Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen, Siedler
emphasizes that the 'KUrzestgeschichten' are 'ins Skurrile ••• ver-
62knappt' , but others are even more explicit:
••• von den 28 vorliegenden StUcken schlagen viele einen
Grundton von seltsamer, hintergrUndiger Skurrilitat an, manche
schon vom ersten Wort an ••• Mehr als einmal denkt man an
] 63Herzmanowsky-Orlando [sic •••
Man spUrt die Staubdamonen auf sehr unmittelbare und unheim-
liche Weise, die skurrile HintergrUndigkeit und den ganzen
Ernst des schwarzen Humors.64
Die Sprache dieser kurzen Prosa 1st eigenwill1g, 1hre Thematik
Uberwiegend skurril, ihre Psychologie stets hintergrUnd1g, oft
abgrUndig.65
Die meisten von ihnen [den Gesch1chten] wachsen aus einer sehr
robusten Wirklichke1t heraus, d1e Doderer jedoch immer an e1-
nem ganz best1mmten Punkte Uberspannt und dadurch ins Skurrile,
Abseit1ge UberfUhrt.66
Weit e1ndringlicher als diese Versuche auf bereits befahrenen
Wegen aber sind Doderers Phantasieritte, 1n denen er seinen
Hang zu skurrilen oder unheimlichen AusbrUchen aus der Reali-
ta"t h 67nac gibt.
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Der spate Doderer der fUnfziger Jahre laBt jedoch dem Skurillen
[sic] mehr Raum •••68
Es ist eine ganz besondere Form von Humor,ein Humor, der
gleichzeitig augenzwinkernd und abwehrend vor dem Leser steht,
der gleichermaBen lachelnde Ubereinstimmung und ironische Dis-
tanz in sich birgt und der nicht selten die Grenze zum Skur-
rilen, ja sogar Grotesken Uberschreitet.69
••• Es sind durchweg Randerscheinungen des Lebens, GrenzUber-
schreitungen, auch manchmal nach der Richtung des Ge-
70schmacks •••
The mild criticism perceptible in the final quotation is in a sense a
harbinger of the reception of Die Merowinger; but what is here merely
a gentle reprimand becomes the sharpest of reproaches in the critical
reviews of Doderer's next novel. Indeed, even before Die Merowinger
was published, rumour had it that something even more outrageous than
Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen was about to appear on the literary
scene:
Von dem.neuen Doderer-Roman hat man bereits vor dem Erscheinen
raunen gehert, daB er an Skurrilitat die bisherigen Werke des
Dichters in den Schatten stelle, ja eine Art literarische Ver-
sammlung von allerlei menschlichen kuriositaten und Bizarrerien
71bringe.
Untertitel wie 'Humane Anwendung verlangerter Blattzangen' t
'Frisere und Klistere - Die Orgel des Grimms' und 'Der
Paust'sche Sack - Die Subkontisten' lassen das Schlimmste an
'schwarzem' Humor befUrchten.72
At least one critic felt it necessary to suggest that Doderer's forth-
coming publication should not follow the path established in the short
stories:
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Zuweilen allerdings ist das GerUst der Fabel Uberlastet, dann
legt Doderer nicht das GewUrm unter den angehobenen Steinen
des Alltags frei, er seIber reichert das Banale mit Unheim-
lichem an, dem keine Uberzeugungskraft innewohnt. Da wird es
dann kauzig, nicht abgrUndig, und in solcher Uberforderung des
beilaufigen liegt hier und da die Gefahr dieser Geschichten,
wie es schon die Gefahr der allzu versponnenen Erzahlung von
der 'Menschwerdung des Amtsrates Julius Zihal' war. Die Mero-
winger mUssen zeigen, wohin Doderers Weg nach den groBen Wie-
ner Romanen geht. Man sieht dem Buch voller aufs hochste ge-
73spannter Hoffnungen, aber auch mit ein wenig Sorge entgegen.
Although Wolf Jobst Siedler's criticism here is admittedly only mildly
prescriptive, it does point in the direction of some of the most sig-
nificant and misguided criticism of Die Merowinger.
II Die Merowinger
If some critics could argue, with perhaps a little justification,
that Doderer's pUblications since 1956 had been part of a more or less
well-planned publishing policy aimed at taking full advantage of the
74fame Doderer had attained with his so-called 'Viennese' novels, the same
could certainly not be said of Die Merowinger, his long-awaited, first
full-length novel since Die D~onen. Doderer first mentioned the new
75novel explicitly in February 1950, and the genesis of the novel spans
some twelve years. Yet the 367-page end product appears in comparison
to the 912-page Strudlhofstiege and the 1347-page D~onen to be almost
a short sketch, as a rathe~ tongue-in-cheek Otto F. Beer Says.76
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However, it is not only the sheer size of the novel that does not
correspond with the critics' expectations. The outre, complex and at
times downright·bizarre plot presents the professional reviewer with an
unenviable dilemma, for he is confronted with a new work by.an estab-
lished literary figure which is profoundly different from the'works on
which his success is founded. Although the anonymous reviewe~ in La Revue
de Bruxelles assures his readers that Die Merowinger 'a ete salue avec
enthousiasme par la critique tant en Autriche qu'en Allemagne et en Suisse
alemanique' ,77 even a cursory glance at the reviews of the novel is enough
to reveal the absolute perplexity of the critics in the face of such an
unexpectedly original publication, a perplexity ironically reflected in
the critics' inability to agree on even the price and length of the novel.
78(Estimates range from DM 13.80 for a mere 364 pages to a bargain 568
79pages at DM 16.80.)
More significantly, the reviewers embark on a series of reluctant,
tentative and occasionally unreservedly speculative attempts at interpre-
tation which at times do more credit to the reviewer's imagination than
to the novel itself and often leave the prospective reader no less baffled
than the critic. Those reviewers who are obviously completely at a loss
as to how to go about interpreting the novel predictably have recourse to
one of the least favoured but most frequently used tools in the critic's
workshop as a f~nal resort: the roman a clef interpretation. Wilhelm
KrUger clearly feels it necessary to fall back on this convenient expedi-
ent, but, characteristically for a critic of Die Merowinger, he is un-
willing to commit himself: 'Welch ein Aufwand an Erfindung, an Phantasie
bei jeder dieser grotesken Figuren, die gut und gern zwei Romanen als
Handelnde dienen konnten und vielleicht sogar mUaten, wollte man streng
nach den Regeln der Kunst gehen - aber Doderer hat ja wohl bewuBt alles
in einen Topf geworfen, so daB man fast den Verdacht hegen konnte, diese
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Verwirrung sollte einen SchlUsselroman tarnen.,80 It is worth pointing
out that this level of interpretation is by no means the preserve of the
feuilletonistic reviewer. In the Swedish academic periodical Moderna
Sprak Paul Patera puts forward the same view as KrUger, again not without
a face-saving qualification: '••• es handelt sich - vermutlich - um einen
breit angelegten SchlUsselroman.,8l Patera points out that Doderer
appears in the novel under the transparent disguise of Doblinger, while
Elisabeth Friedericke Krestel is presumably the authoress Dorothea
Zeemann.82 Patera is not, however, able to point to any other real-life
models for Doderer's characters. Nevertheless, as recently as 1979 the
notion of Die Merowinger as a roman a clef was still to be found. In a
report on the (at that time abortive) attempt of Ernst Schmidt junior to
film Die Merowinger, Michael Prager assures us that Hermann SchUrer went
83down in literary history as the figure of Pelimbert der Indiskutable,
a figure with whom, ironically, Doderer is reported by Wolfgang Fleischer
to have identified himself: 'Auf ihn [Pelimbert] hatte Doderer bei der
Anfrage eines Universitatsinstituts als eigentlich alles sagendes Selbst-
portrat hingewiesen: Merowinger S.115 ab "Urnso lieber gedenken wir noch
84einmal Pelimberts •••" bis 177, Absatz.' Prager even manages to come
up with another model for Elisabeth Friedericke Krestel: 'Elfriede Gerstl
... ging, unschwer identifizierbar, als Elisabeth Friedericke Krestel in
85die Literaturgeschichte ein •••' The fruitlessness of such an approaqh
to Doderer's novels is surely self-evident.
A shade less superficial, but no more satisfying from an aesthetic
point of view, is the idea that Die Merowinger is nothing but one huge
joke. Edgar Traugott, for instance, is convinced that the novel is at
86times more akin to a caricature or a 'Bierzeitung' and advises his
87readers that the 'gegenwartige Faschingszeit' is the ideal time to read
it. The anonymous reviewer in LUbecker Nachrichten is equally content
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to dismiss the novel as a mere joke: 'Mit Schmunzeln l~Bt man sich dabei
auch gefallen, weil das mit viel angeborenem Sinn fUr das Optische ge-
schieht, wie ,Doderer eine alte Anekdote literarisch auffrisiert: die Wie-
ner Kabarettistin Cissy Cramer behandelte einmal ~hnliches in einem
Chanson: "Was sind das fUr verzwickte Familienverh~ltnisse.",88 In a
review entitled 'Reichlich breitgewalzter Scherz' with the motto 'Getre-
tener Quark wird breit, nicht stark' (Goethe: West~stlicher Diwan), Jochen
Schmidt arrives at the same rather facile conclusion, but is at least
critical: 'Hier wurde ein einziger Scherz, ein kabarettistischer Gag, so
in die Breite gewalzt, daB er schlieBlich hauchdUnn wurde.,89 Schmidt
is not the only critic to take umbrage at Doderer's sense of humour. Patera
warns: 'Man fragt sich da bekUmmert, wo die Genialit~t aufh~rt und Gymna-
sialscherze anfangen. Manches ist durchaus lustig, aber kaum lustiger
als die Dinge, die wir vor einem Vierteljahrhundert in'unserer Matura-
90zeitung begingen.' It is worth noting here that Doderer's unique sense
of humour has often been a stumbling-block for a relatively objective
appreciation of his works, provoking the whole spectrum of reactions which
characterizes,the reception of his novels. For what some critics dismiss
as 'sChOolboyiSh',91 is for others an immutable part of the very essence
92of Doderer's style, a quality only rarely found in German literature.
As elsewhere in Doderer criticism, the reviewers are either captivated or
repelled by an aspect of the subject matter, and their final judgements
accord with remarkable regularity with this initial emotional response.
Returning to the critical response to Die Merowinger, it is worth
emphasizing that the sheer variety of interpretations that attended its
publication is quite unparalleled in the reception of Doderer's other
works, and this indicates unequivocally just how confounded the critics
were. The reviews simply abound with qualifying adverbs and adverbial
conjunctions such as 'vielleicht', 'vermutlich', 'm~glicherweise', 'wahr-
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scheinlich', and the question mark seems to have been the order of the
day. Moreover, the critics' perplexity is also reflected in a rash of
non-committal and more or less meaningless adjectives such as 'kurios~ ,93
94 ~ % 97'abstrus', 'schelmenhaft-abstrus', 'vertrackt', and 'originell',
which colour their reviews. Even the 'Literatische Gesellschaft', Hanno-
ver, is unwilling, or unable to arrive at a clear-cut conclusion in its
circular:
Ob die Merowinger wie die vorangegangenen groBeren Werke Dode-
rers Die Strudlhofstiege und Die Damonen in die Weltliteratur
eingehen wird, kann man im Augenblick wohl noch nicht sagen;
jedenfalls handelt es sich urneine kostliche Neuerscheinung des
diesjahrigen Buchmarktes, die Laien wie Kritiker nachhaltig
fesseln und beschaftigen wird ••• Wahrscheinlich ist das Buch,
das die immer wieder hervorbrechende Wut wie ein roter Faden
durchlauft, .als ein Wutanfall des Verfassers Uber die Dummheit
einer fortschrittlichen Zeit zu verstehen.98
A further example of the hesitancy and uncertainty of the reviewers can
be found in the following comment:
Nicht jede Art von Unsinn ist Unsinn. Oder, urndas Wortspiel
aufzulosen: Es gibt eine Form des literarischen Unsinns, die
sich bei naherem Hinschauen als eine Gestalt raffiniert ver-
schlUsselten Sinns erweist. Freilich kann der Sinn auf so hin-
terhaltige Weise versteckt sein, daB derjenige, der ihn allzu
dingfest machen mochte, nur urnso mehr in die Irre rennt.
Moglicherweise gehort Heimito von Doderers neuster Roman zu
diesen BUchern, denn die Handlungsfaden sind so deutlich wie
zugleich verwirrend aufgestellt, daB man das groBte VergnUgen
des Autors bei jedem Versuch einer EntschlUsselung wittern
darf.99
Walter Lennig is equally reluctant to risk an interpretation: 'die boses-
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ten Stellen sind vielleicht recht absichtlich verhUllt durch eine Camou-
flage, wie sie durch ein kategorisches Austria-Deutsch so leicht zu be-
werkstelligen ist.,IOO Edgar Traugott speculates that it might well have
been part of the author's intention to adorn his message, his work and
101his personality with as many question marks and 'Schnorkel' as possible.
The anonymous reviewer in LUbecker Nachrichten ventures to ask whether
we can call Doderer's work a novel at all: 'Ein Roman? Es ist eher eine
epische FUlle skurriler und farbiger Gedankenbasteleien, geboten mit un-
Ubersehbarer Liebe zum Detail, durch die, falls es sie Uberhaupt gegeben
haben mag, eine Absicht, eine Gesamtkonzeption einfach verschwindet.
Fragen wir also nicht, was dieses Buch "aussagen" will, die vielen Schil-
102derungen sind sich selbst genug.' It is perhaps characteristic that
the reviewer's only rebuke reveals on the one hand what he feels Doderer
ought to have been writing about and on the other just how little he has
understood of what the novelist has actually written: 'Gibt es denn Uber-
haupt noch so viele Menschen, die sich vor Wut·"und Temperament nicht las-
sen konnen, ist es nicht zeittypischer, den Abgespannten und Ausgepumpten
beim Psychotherapeuten zu begegnen? Denen, die an zu wenig Temperament
leiden? Gleichviel. - Der Dichter erweckt durch die Schilderung seiner
WUtenden auf jeden Fall unser Interesse.,103 Finally, the reviewer signing
himself KPM frankly admits his perplexity: 'So vermag man nicht oder nur
undeutlich zu erkennen, was eigentlich insgesamt beabsichtigt und auf was
o
denn nun gezielt wird. Das hinterlaBt einen fragwUrdigen Eindruck, selbst
dann, wenn man geneigt ist, das Ganze nur als einen prachtig aufgeblasenen
literarischen MordsspaB mit einigen satirischen FlUgeln gelten zu las-
,104sen.
Of the more speculative attempts at interpreting Die Merowinger, a
representative selection must suffice to illustrate the heterogeneity of
the critical voices. Erich Kock declares that the novel is a satire at
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the expense of the European nobility:
Kaum ein Zweifel darUber ist moglich: Heimito von Doderers Sa-
tire nagelt das Lebens- und Denkschema einer Art von Adel fest,
deren Uppige Flora wir heute in ganz Mitteleuropa bestaunen
konnen: Menschen, die sich und ihre Nachkommen darauf fixiert
haben, der Nachwelt nichts als ihren Namen, besser: nlchts als
sich selber zu hinterlassen. Denn wer 1st schon ein 'von'? Das
Wortchen 'von' muS doch immer wieder dazu herhalten, den Mythos
der Herkunft zu kultivieren. Was Wunder, wenn sich Jung und
Alt darauf spezialisiert, eine neue Umwelt und eine ver~derte
Welt auf diesen uralten Nenner zu bringen?l05
Would it be churlish to ask why, then, Doderer, who for left-wing critics
106is eminently 'adelsbewuBt', should choose to cling to his own aristo-
cratic title? After all, the little word 'von' as an indication of noble
birth was abolished by the First Republic in Austria and Doderer used it
'juridisch korrekt als KUnstlername,.107
In a passage headed 'Humbug oder Zeitkritik' the reviewer signing
himself D.F. provides us with a few more suggestions as to what Doderer's
Die Merowinger is all about:
Barockes RUpelspiel mit osterreichischen Zutaten von Nestroy
bis Herzmanovsky-Orlando? Vorwand, urn gelehrten Jux zu ver-
breiten, worin Doderer Meister ist? Lust an versteckten An-
spielungen, die erst bei gesteigerter Aufmerksamkeit ihren
Hautgout verbreiten? Damonischer SpaS aus der Requisitenkammer
des Marquis de Sade? Oder vielleicht doch ein Vexierspiegel
des Zeitalters, in dem die Teufel der Macht und der Sexuali-
tat urngehen wie brUllende Lowen, auchend wen aie verschlin-
?108gen.
It goes almost without saying that the reviewer makes no attempt to
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answer these questions.
Emil Franzel begins his review of Die Merowinger by stating that,
since Doblinger's claim that the novel is 'alles Unsinn,I09 is the key
to the labyrinth into which the author has enticed the reader, it is
futile to undertake any serious attempt to make sense of the novel. Yet
this does not prevent Franzel from launching into a series of highly
speculative interpretations:
Komisch wird die Genealogie immer, wenn sich einer versteigt,
wenn der BUrgerliche durchaus adelige Vorfahren erklettern will,
manchmal dabei ein bisserl Baurnchenverkaufen spielt und rasch
den Ast wechselt, urnan sein Ziel zu kommen. Bei Doderers Me-
rowingern schwingt aber wohl noch anderes mit. Man denkt an
die Ahnenproben im Tausendjahrigen Reich, an die Ahnenpasse und
Ariernachweise, an die privaten und gelegentlich auch amtlichen
Korrekturen, die im personlichen oder im Staatsinteressevorge-
nommen wurden, man denkt an den ganzen ~urnbug von nordischer
Rasse, Langschadeln, arischem Blut and Edelplasma, man fUhlt
sich an Goebbels erinnert, an Figuren wie den kneiferbewehrten
ReichsfUhrer-5S, an Streicher und Ley und manche anderen Pro-
dukte der Rassenspinnerei (man verzeihe uns die Pietatlosigkeit
gegenUber den Toten, aber sie haben es zu toll getrieben, als
daB man es ganz vergessen und verschweigen konnte), man gleitet
hinUber in die Laboratorien der Biologen und Erbforscher, wo
unter den ehernen Mendelschen Gesetzen die Dominanten zu Schick-
salslinien der Menschheit werden •••
Und Kafka I Die heillose Verfilzung von Unsinn, Zufall, Verhang-
nis, Langeweile und Fiebertraurn kann doch nur eine Satire auf
Kafka und den Kafkarummel sein, wo alles tiefsinnig sein solI,
auch wenn es nur absurd ist ••• Ich vermisse Brecht, der e1-
gentlich in dieser Galerie ausgestopfter ModegroBen ebenfalls
h i ··Bt 110ersc e nen mu e.
Significantly, Franzel goes on to ask: 'Oder habe ich all das miBverstan-
den? Geht der Unsinn so weit, daB er s1ch jeder logischen Deutung wider-
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setzt und l'art pour l'art ist ?lll....
Hilde Spiel deduces that the novel symbolizes nothing less than the
decline of European nObility,112 speculates that Childerich might embody
the purest manifestation of the totalitarian State, i.e. an 'Ein-Mann-
Diktatur', which ends in the 'Entmannung' of the dictatorl13 and goes on
to argue that the Bartenbruch dynasty as a whole could be equated with
the hierarchy of the Third Reich. Symptomatically, Spiel qualifies her
attempts at interpretation by saying: 'IrrtUmer sind nicht ausgeschlossen,
doch vielleicht locken sie dem befremdeten Dichter dafUr die Wahrheit
aus.,114 In a dissertation on Doderer as a social realist, M. R. Mitchell
points in the same direction, but is a little more reluctant to commit
himself: 'Die Merowinger cannot be interpreted as an allegory of Nazi
Germany - i.e. the total family = the 1000-jahrige Reich, the "Plombierer"
with their "physiognomische Gerechtigkeit" = SS; but the story reveals
115the manner of thinking and the methods of such people.' Lutz-Werner
Wolff, on the other hand, describes the novel as Doderer's 'Abrechnung
mit der Hitlerzeit,.116
The anonymous reviewer in the Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung takes yet
another approach; for him, Doderer's scorn is clearly directed at the
avaricious disciples of Asclepius represented by the Baron von Bartenbruch
[sic].117 Klaus Colberg, finally, is convinced that Doderer's intention
in Die Merowinger was certainly not what is commonly understood by 'Tief-
sinn und TiefgrUndigkeit' , and adds: 'Auch nicht, wie einige Kritiker mein-
ten, eine "Zeitsatire". Dazu sind namlich die echten WirklichkeitsbezUge
zur jUngsten Vergangenheit zu schwach. Nein, Doderer wird hier mit der
unbekUmmerten und unzimperlichen Ubertragung feudalherrschaftlicher Grund-
vorstellungen auf unsere absolut andersgeartete Gegenwart etwas ganz an-
deres beabsichtigt haben: eine Entkrampfung sowohl unseres Geschichts-
118tiefsinns als auch der Gegenwartsverblssenheit unserer Literatur.'
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There is, of course, a grain of truth in most of these interpre-
tations, but they can be at best only very tenuously related to Doderer's
novel. One is tempted to agree with the anonymous critic in Der Spiegel,
who suggests that Doblinger's ironic and scornful confession in the epi-
logue is far more plausible than the speculative attempts at interpre-
119tation undertaken by admiring feuilletonists.
III The 'Canonization' of the 'Viennese' Novels
Unbefangen und unbelastet von Einschatzungen, die ein Autor
frUher und in anderem Zusammenhang erfahren hat, solI der Kri-
tiker an ein neues Werk, sei es selbst das eines hochrenommier-
ten Schriftstellers, herangehen. FUr ihn darf es weder belas-
tende Hypotheken noch vorzutragende Gutschriften geben. Kennen
muB er zwar auch die anderen Arbeiten, die vor der jUngsten
Dichtung entstanden sind, urnnicht beim Gang durch ein noch
unbekanntes Gelande m6gliche Orientierungshilfen ungenutzt zu
lassen. Nie aber sollte der Ruhm oder die modische Attrakti-
vitat eines Schriftstellers, sollten Klang und Rang eines Na-
mens das Urteil beeinflussen, es pr~okkupieren oder auch nur zu
einer Vorsicht verfUhren, die sich hinter gewundene 'Wenn' und
'Aber' verschanzt und alle RUckzugsm6glichkeiten offen 1~Bt.120
It is surely no coincidence that Alfred Holzinger should feel obliged to
re-iterate the critic's basic code of conduct in the preamble to his
review of Die Merowinger. For here more than anywhere in Doderer's
writings the temptation to read and interpret a novel in terms of its
predecessors is so great that few critics are able to withstand it. Hol-
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zinger himself has the courage to put his subjective impression down in
print: 'Doderers Wut-Buch ••• ist miBraten. Es langweilt und macht wU-
tend. Des Autors Klassifikation stimmt: eine "dubiose und scabrose Er-
zahlung" (223), die, das ist noch zu erganzen, zu einem Roman aufge-
121schwemmt wurde.' Ch. Wentinck informs readers of Elseviers Weekblad
that Doderer has often been ranked alongside Musil and Balzac, and rightly
adds: 'Gegeven deze - en andere - waarderingen voelt de recensent die de
jongste Doderer Die Merowinger oder die totale Familie uit handen heeft
122gelegd, zich uiteraard bevangen bij zijn oordeel.' It is the inability
on the part of most reviewers to cast aside all thoughts of the Doderer
that was or that ought to be, that vitiates so much criticism of Die Me-
rowinger. Wentinck is one of the few reviewers brave enough to reach a
definitive conclusion: 'wat een rotboekl,123
Much more symptomatic of the critical response to Die Merowinger are
the following remarks by the anonymous reviewer in Die Barke: 'Man ist
ein wenig ratIos, wie man andeuten solI, was dieser neue Roman Heimito
von Doderers ist ••• Aber wenn es wirklich Blodsinn ist, so ist es ein
124groBartig geistreicher.' It would seem as if a large number of critics
had unconsciously acquiesced in Johann A. Boeck's view: 'Ein Mann wie Do-
derer schreibt eben, selbst so er sich's vornahme, nicht einfach ein
heiteres Buch, sondern stets ein Werk in jenen Dimensionen, die seinem
Rang entsprechen.,125 Boeck himself manages to unearth no less than 'fUnf
Schichten ••• bei der ersten LektUre,126 and only a week later he is able to
to detect a sixth dimension as he insists: 'Ein Mann seines [Doderers]
Ranges ••• und seines Jahrgangs ••• fUllt nicht 367 Buchseiten, ohne daB
darin die Physiognomie seiner Gesamtpersonlichkeit enthalten ware.,127
The relationship between Doderer's age and the aesthetic quality of Die
Merowinger is more than a little arcane.
One wonders whether Die Merowinger would have been hailed as a
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'MeisterstUck' ,128 a 'vo11kommenes LesevergnUgen',129 a 'brillant
130 131ouvrage', or a 'Lehrbuch deutscher Prosa' if it had been published
before the mammoth novels of the fifties. Similarly, one must ask whether
it is not Doderer's reputation that induces the Belgian reviewer in Het
Laatste Nieuws to include Die Merowinger among the 'drie grate werken die
wij sedert de oorlog uit de duitstalige letterkundige produktie hebben
gelezen,.132 Further evidence of such disproportionate praise can be
found in Mitchell's claim that Die Merowinger is 'a comic novel, probably
one of the best in twentieth century German literature,.133 Similarly,
the anonymous critic in BUcherschiff describes the novel as 'ein humoris-
tisches Buch vom Range des Felix Krull, ja in mancher Hinsicht Uber jenen
134hinausreichend'. Michel Raus takes the superlatives one step further:
Ja, es stellt sich wirklich und ernsthaft die Frage, ob Heimito
von Doderer sich nicht fUr Osterreich und die deutschsprachige
Literatur, insbesondere mit Die Merowinger ••• , den Beinamen
'Rabelais des 20. Jahrhunderts' erschrieben habe? ... Die Mero-
winger oder die totale Familie fordern ihren Leser, warum es
viele Liebhaber vorziehen, die Ironie in der deutschen Litera-
tur bei Thomas Mann und dort in den Bekenntnissen des Hochstap-
lers Felix Krull, ihrer angeblich hochsten Auspr~gung, enden zu
lassen. Es kann jedoch kein Zweifel darUber bestehen, daB, bei
allem Respekt und aller respektvollen Erinnerungen an die teuf-
lischen Kostlichkeiten Mannscher Altersironie und -erotik, 00-
derers Roman den Krull aussticht und auf einem Nebengleis der
deutschen Literaturgeschichte zurUckl~Bt.135
136 137If the numerous comparisons to Rabelais and Jean Paul seem a trifle
unwarranted, then Herbert Eisenreich's discovery in Die Merowinger of a
'direkte Schlichtheit der Aussage', the likes of which we can otherwise
138find almost exclusively in Goethe, can only be described as downright
ludicrous.
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Equally preposterous are Heinz Keil's conclusions in the review
rather inaptly titled 'Lacherliche MaBlosigkeit': 'Der Roman darf •••
als erfreuliches Zeichen dafUr gelten, daB von einer Krise des Romans
nicht mehr gesprochen werden kann. Der reflektiv-analytische Uberladene
Roman (Proust, Kafka, Joyce) wie auch der ohne Fabel und Held dahin-
platschernde innere Monolog (Joyce), die diese Krise auslosten, dUrfen
139heute wohl endgUltig als epische Fehlentwicklung gelten.' One glance
at a few histories of literature is enough to convince today's critic
that such misguided and extravagant panegyrics are only conceivable in
the wake of the huge success of the 'Viennese' novels. For, despite
Wolfgang Rothe's assertion that Doderer's place in the history of lit-
140erature will be immutably bound to Die Merowinger, this ,novel has been
largely forgotten or dismissed, and is even ignored in the standard Daten
141deutscher Dichtung.. Predictably, only Die Strudlhofstiege and Die Da-
142monen are ranked among the Hauptwerke der deutschen Literatur. One
must agree with E. Ottevaere's suggestion that, when Die Merowinger was
nominated 'Book of the Month', it was not the novel itself but 'de auteur
(en zijn vorig werk),143 that was honoured.
The legacy of the 'Viennese' novels is further reflected in the con-
tinuing feverish quest for 'demons' of every size and shape. Perhaps pre-
dictably, Meidinger-Geise is the worst offender:
Die spielerische Damonie der erzahlerischen Motive [in Die Po-
saunen von Jericho und Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen] mUn-
144det in den HollenspaB und beiBenden Spott des neuen Romans.
di~ fantastische Realitat einer RUpelwelt, in der abermals
145Damonen hausen •••
Machtwut, Jahzorn. Brutalitat, List, Pseudoheldentum, Hysterie,
Scharlatanerie, komische WUrde - all dies erkennen wir am Werke,
all dies pragt die Damonlein dieses Romans.146
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Damonlein besonderer Art, eine RUpelwelt voll Hemmingslosig-
keit, erganzt [sic] die Bereiche der groBen Damonen.147
Wer diesen larmig-spaBigen, grimmig spottischen Querweg Doderers
innerhalb seines bisherigen Werkes nicht mitmachen will, sollte
sich Rang und Bedeutung dieses Romanciers nicht verzerren las-
sen, sondern sich an Doderers groBe Damonen halten - die Mero-
wingischen Damonlein bleiben bocksspielerische Erganzung.l48
Meidinger-Geise is, of course, not the only critic whose very vocabulary
is infected by the title of Doderer's bulkiest novel. Hilde Spiel, for
149example, describes Die Merowinger as a 'darnonischeDrolerie', while
150the reviewer who signs himself KPM detect~ 'vieles Damonische' in the
novel, but declines to provide the reader with any concrete examples.
GUnter Blocker informs us that Doderer's detractors regard the author as
'eine Art darnonisch entfesselte Archivratseele',15l and says of Die Mero-
152winger: 'Die Damonisierung des Alltags ist total.' Anna Maria dell'
Agli declares: 'Per Hulesch e Quenzel ••• l'irascibiliti e il terreno
di un facile esperimento, la breccia attraverso la quale i demoni maligni
dello irrazionale penetrano nella psiche umana •••,153 Finally, the
anonymous reviewer in Welt der BUcher finds almost everything in the novel
'demonic'. Thus the castration of Childerich, and the manifold marriages
point to the 'demonic' basis of sex.154 Chi1derich's sexual drive is, of
course, equally 'demonic,.155 'Doch begegnen wir der Damonie nicht in
unverhUllter Form. 156Sie wird ins Groteske ••• verwandelt', the reviewer
adds. Moreover, in Doblinger 'the demonic' is transformed into 'TUcke,.157
.This is, the reviewer concludes, all part of Doderer's ultimate aim - to
158present the demonic forces of our world in the form of the grotesque.
This does not, of course, mean that the term 'demonic' is not occasionally
a quite pertinent and germane description of the machinations of some of
Doderer's characters, but its gross overuse by the critics does imply a
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certain preoccupation on their part with an image with which Doderer is
all too readily and easily identified.
If the subtle - or not so subtle - linguistic allusions to Doderer's
Die Damonen highlight the almost overwhelming a~ter-effects of the latter,
then the same can also be said of the somewhat laboured attempts of some
reviewers in the face of such an atypical work to emphasize the essential
unity and continuity of Doderer's creative activity:
••• wie in seinen frUheren Romanen geht Doderers Technik auch
diesmal darauf aus, Details, MikrozUge gewissermaBen, durch
Hypertrophie zu epochal en Fanalen zu erhohen.l59
Ein verwegenes Thema. Indessen ••• dUrften Leser der Strudlhof-
stiege und der Damonen und insbesondere des Kurzromans Die er-
leuchteten Fenster oder die Menschwerdung des Amtsrates Julius
Zihal Uber die Marotte Childerichs III. weniger erstaunt sein
als Neulinge, die in Doderers Schule den ersten Kurs absolvie-
160reno
Dabei ist es bei aller Verschiedenhelt von den erstgenannten
Werken [Die Strudlhofstiege, Die Damonen] nicht so, daB dieses
Buch ganz aus dem Rahmen seines seitherigen Schaffens fiele.
Es tragt nur allzu deutlich alle Kennzeichen seiner Provenienz:
da wird die barocke Tradition nicht nur in Inhalt, Sprache und
Form, sondern schon in der Zweiteillgkeit des Titels deutlichi
da ist der oft weitschweifig-umstandliche, aber stets lebens-
volle Stili da findet sich die Vorliebe fUr Historie, fUr
skurrile Gestalteni da enthUllt sich ein hochst verzwicktes,
b h f d hd ht H dl ru 161a er sc ar urc ac es an ungsge uge.
Jede Seite der Merowinger ••• weist ihn [Doderer] als den Autor
162der Damonen aus.
Ein solches Buch konnte nur aus Osterreich kommen und wohl auch
163dort nur vom Verfasser der Strudlhofstiege geschrieben werden.
The final two comments might surprise today's reader, but such sweeping,
unsubstantiated attempts to establish some sort of relationship between
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apparently incompatible works reveal just how important it was for the
critics to force Die Merowinger into a rigid frame of reference and thus
give the impression of a logical, almost tangible progression in Dode-
rer's work. Ivar Ivask typifies the critics' fixation with the type of
oversimplified classification and categorization which has always dogged
literary criticism and which reduces the aesthetic production of a major
novelist to a mere schematic arrangement:
Besides his major novels, Doderer has always written short
stories and what he himself calls 'Divertimenti'. After the
publication of the highly dramatic novel Ein Mord den jeder be-
geht (1938), he wrote in 1938-39 the humorous short novel Die
erleuchteten Fenster ••• Again between the completion of Die
Strudlhofstiege in 1948 ••• and the publication of Die Damonen
in 1956, the divertimento Die Posaunen von Jericho was written
in 1951 ••• Although at present engaged in the writing of
another major work, tentatively entitled Roman No.7, the just
published satirical novel Die Merowinger seems to serve once
more as a cathartic divertimento to release the author's
164accumulated spleen and anger.
Elsewhere Ivask suggests that Die Merowinger ought to be subsumed under
Doderer's so-called 'monographic' novels (Weber's term), which 'are centred
in the Humanization of one character and tend towards dramatic con-
165cision'. Lutz-Werner Wolff is also at pains to divide Doderer's work
into neat little phases, with the final and aesthetically most successful
phase dating from 1958 onwards, yet he has to admit: 'Eine besondere Stel-
lung nehmen die Merowinger ein. Sie spielen um das Jahr 1950. Ein direk-
tes Verhaltnis zur Biographie ist aber nicht herzustellen {obwohl ein
Schriftsteller auftritt).,166 One is tempted to agree with Clarence Brown
that 'excellent books are slippery things. They slip through the fingers
of policemen who want to prevent them being published, and once they're in
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print, they slip out of the categories into which tidy-minded critics
1 t fo th ,167ong 0 1X em. Perhaps, however, the word 'excellent' should be
replaced here by 'atypical', for, amusing and thought-provoking as Die
Merowinger may be, it simply does not stand up to the litmus test of the
highest aesthetic criteria.
It is one of the many ironies of Doderer criticism that those critics
who are unable to reconcile Die Merowinger with their conception of the
type of novel Doderer ought to have written as a follow-up to Die Damonen
should fall into the same trap of oversimplification as those who strive
to emphasize that Die Merowinger was an integral part of a Dodererian
grand design along the lines of Ivask's model above. The dilemma facing
all Doderer's critics was brutally simple: 'Wie immer man sein von einer
vehementen Kraft getragenes, barock anmutendes Werk beurteilen mag, sein
jetzt im Herbst erschienenes, neues Buch fallt aus dem Rahmen dessen, was
168man von ihm erwartet haben mochte.' Those critics who find it too
difficult to relate Die Merowinger to Doderer's previous achievements
take the logical, expedient way out, and simply dismiss the novel, as had
been the case with the 'non-Viennese' Ein Mord den jeder begeht, as a mere
'by_product',169 a 'comic jeu d'esprit',170 a 'geistreicher literarischer
Jux',171 'une reuvre d'un genre mineur',172 'ein Uppig wuchernder Propf-
ling auf dem Zihalschen Seitenast,.173 Whether the critics labour to
attribute to the novel even the most tenuous of links to Doderer's earlier
works, or subscribe to the myth that anything that does not relate directly
to the Vienna of the early part of the twentieth century, is not the 'real'
Doderer: in both cases their criticism is refracted through the double
prism of Die Strudlhofstiege and Die Damonen. Paul F. Guenther provides
a perfect example of this sort of criticism. Having dismissed Die er-
leuchteten Fenster as 'either a preparatory study to, or a by-product of
174the Magnum Opus Austriacum', (= the Strudlhofstiege/Damonen complex),
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Guenther goes on to emphasize that Die Merowinger has 'nothing to do with
the Magnum Opus Austriacum' ,175 which leads him to the conclusion that,
'its 360 pages notwithstanding, this grotesque tour de force may well be
no more than a pasttime [sic], a change of pace for relaxation from the
rigors of pursuing more important business.,176
Yet the idea of Die Merowinger as a mere by-product might appear to
be not ~otally unfounded, if one is prepared to lend credence to some of
Doderer's utterances in this respect. In an interview with Wolfgang Li-
bal, Doderer purportedly asserted: 'Ich habe mich mit den Merowingern ein-
mal auf die zweite Linie zurUckgezogen ••• Ich bin auf das Thema bei his-
torischen Studien im Jahre 1950 gestossen. Zum Spass habe ich die Skizze
der ganzen Geschichte in einem Nachmittag entworfen und dann, damit ich im
Erzahlen bleibe, weiter ausgefUhrt. Und so hat sich die Sache zu einem Ro-
177man ausgewachsen.' Predictably, Libal concludes: 'Wenn Doderer von ei-
nem RUckzug auf eine zweite Linie spricht, so meint er damit, daB die Me-
rowinger sozusagen ein Nebenwerk-sind; das Produkt erzahlerischer tibungen,
auf die Osterreichs bedeutendster Romancier nicht verzichtet, auch wenn er
mit "ernster" Arbeit beschaftigt ist.,178 It is perhaps worth mentioning
that Libal's article was circulated as a dpa press notice, so that its
influence on the reception of the novel must not be underestimated. A
clear echo of it can be heard in Traugott's conclusion: '••• man kann die
Neugier nicht ganz unterdrUcken, wie sich unser Poeta nach diesem karneva-
179listischen Auftritt im Ernst seines nachsten Werkes z~igen wird ••• '
In his diaries, too, Doderer appears to denigrate his novel deliber-
ately. As early as 1951 he writes: 'In den Merowingern werde ich mir eine
Reservation fUr das Groteske schaffen, das mir sonst Uberall Unfug
treibt.,180 It has indeed been suggested that Die Merowinger constituted
a cathartic process for Doderer which left him a 'tabula rasa' free from
the complexes most clearly evident in Die Damonen.18l Freer and more
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relaxed as Doderer's style in Die Wasserfalle von Slunj may be, the author
does not succeed in exorcising in Die Merowinger his penchant for the
grotesque, as his portrayal of the 'troglodytic' Wewerka or the 'Doppel-
figur' Finy and Feverl in the later novel shows. The vexed question of
Doderer's artistic development - or lack of it - between Die Damonen and
Roman No.7 will be examined in due course.
Nevertheless, further evidence of the apparent irrelevance o~ Die
Merowinger can be found in a statement from Doderer's unpublished diaries
quoted by Liewerscheidt: 'Mer (sic] entstanden in der Hauptsache neben-
hin.,182 Moreover, Michael Bachem quotes from an unpublished letter from
Doderer to Dietrich Weber dated 30 December 1963, in which Doderer refers
to Die Merowinger as the 'Ferien eines Realisten,.183 The fact that Do-
derer worked on Die Wasserfalle von Slunj from October 1957 onwards ap-
pears to substantiate the theory that Die Merowinger is not part of the
mainstream of his work, but a mere appendage. Liewerscheidt also provides
us with an illuminating comment by Doderer after the publication of
Die Merowinger: 'Eigentlich staune ich dieses Werk an. Es ist mir ganz-
lich fremd und in einer Technik geschrieben, die ich heute nicht mehr zu
handhaben vermochte. Gut, daB es vollendet ist.,184 Yet not only are
Doderer's feelings of alienation after the completion of a work both natu-
185ral and commonplace; such comments on Die Merowinger stand in sharp
contrast to Doderer's later claims that this novel was one of his most
satisfying works. The striking discrepancies and self-contradictions in
Doderer's pronouncements on Die Merowinger should once again serve as a
reminder of the dangers of simply accepting the canonical authority of
what an author has to say about his own works. Perhaps it would be better
to recall the concluding lines of D.H. Lawrence's essay on the novel: 'Oh,
give me the novel! Let me hear what the novel says. As for the novelist,
he is usually a dribbling liar.,186
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IV The 'Viennese' Trilogy
A remarkable parallel to the reception of Doderer's Die Merowinger
can be found in the critical response which GUnter Grass's Ortlich be-
taubt provoked. Here, too, the reactions of the reviewers range from
sheer perplexity to downright condemnation. More significantly, Grass's
new novel was, as was the case with Doderer's Merowinger, consistently
interpreted and evaluated in terms of its predecessors - the so-called
'Danzig Trilogy'. As Manfred Durzak points out, Grass had already become
as it were a historical figure: 'Seine BUcher werden bis hin zu den Hunde-
jahren, die man beispielsweise bei ihrem Erscheinen ganz und gar nicht
einstimmig als Meisterwerk begrUBte, kanonisiert. Aus der Distanz von
wenigen Jahren heraus.wird bereits die Nuanciertheit der kritischen Auf-
187nahme von einer scheinbar erwiesenen objektiven Rangordnung aufgesogen.'
Moreover, Hundejahre was not the only part of Grass's 'Danzig Trilogy'
that was subject to a less than uniformly positive reception. The reac-
tion to Die B1echtromme1 was also a strident, passionate affair in which,
188as John Reddick rightly asserts, a 'sorely inadequate Oskar myth' (as
an embodiment of freedom) came into being at the earliest stage of the
reception and tended to reduce the scope for an open-minded approach to
the novel. The complexity of the reception of Grass's Blechtromme1 is
also reflected in the controversy surrounding the awarding of the Bremen
Prize for Literature and the fact that Die B1echtromme1 was prominent
amongst a number of books publicly burned in DUsseldorf by a religious
youth organization in 1965. It is, of course, a well-known fact that an
official from the Ministerium fUr Arbeit, Volkswohlfahrt und Gesundheits-
wesen in Hessen attempted to have Grass's Katz und Maus added to the
'Liste der jugendgefahrdenden Schriften' in 1962, a proposal later can-
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celled by the Minister himself, presumably in view of the opposition of
a variety of literary experts.189 In all 'some forty legal actions' were
initiated against Die Blechtrommel and Katz und Maus, al+ of them in
. 190valn.
If the critical reaction to Doderer's Strudlhofstiege and Damonen
lacked the glamour and controversy associated with Grass, it would never-
theless be a gross oversimplification to assume that the novels almost
universally held up in retrospect as the canon according to which 00-
derer's subsequent publications were to be 'judged were unanimously ac-
claimed as masterpieces. This was not for want of attempts on the part
of Doderer's publishers to convince the reviewers that the publication
of Die Strudlhofstiege was a literary event of the first order. In a
'Vorbemerkung des Verlags zur Strudlhofstiege' they write:
••• Es kann nicht Sache des Verlages sein, die Strudlhofstiege
tiber dlese kurze Anmerkung hinaus zu analysieren und zu werten.
Diese Aufgabe muB dem Berufskritiker vorbehalten bleiben. Doch
sei uns erlaubt, hier noch anzuftigen, daB uns kein Vergleich
geeignet scheint, das Buch in eine der bestehenden literarischen
Kategorien einzuordnen. Es gibt keinen modernen deutschen oder
auslandischen Roman, dem es ahnlich ware; selbst die immerhin
moglichen Vergleiche mit alteren Werken, wie den Romanen von
Lawrence Sterne oder Jean Paul, zeigen schlieBlich nur, daB
Doderers Strudlhofstiege eine ganz mod erne und unabhangige Leis-
tung ist. Das Werk wurzelt in der barocken Tradition Wiens,
und wenn wir auf diesem Boden nach einer zeitgenossischen geis-
tigen Verwandschaft suchen, so werden wir sie am besten in der
Musik, und zwar bei Richard StrauB, finden. Und damlt sei auch
noch darauf hingewiesen, daB in der Strudlhofstlege die hohe
Musikalitat des Barock ln Form und Sprache spUrbar wlrd: der
Roman 1st sozusagen ln vier 'Satzen' aufgebaut, zwei gleich lan-
gen Satzen zu Anfang, einem langeren dritten Satz und einem
groBen SchluBsatz. Die Kompositlon erfordert beim Lesen ein
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maBiges Tempo, das sich erst im letzten Satz zum Presto steigern
d f 191ar •
Roswitha Fischer has rightly noted that this 'kurze Anmerkung' contains
most of the key words and phrases to which reviewers and critics of the
192novel repeatedly have recourse. It is no exaggeration to say that much
of the initial reception of Die Strudlhofst1ege was literally determined
by such enterprising publishers' propaganda. Here again it is quite
evident just how susceptible the reviewer is to manipulation on a sub-
literary level and how a non-aesthetic phenomenon such as advertising
plays an ever-increasing role in the initial reception of a piece of lit-
erature. Moreover, it is not only the critic who is affected by the ad-
vertising practices of the publishers. As Werner Roeltinger says of Die
Strudlhofstiege, 'Dem Leser wird ja von Anfang an das BewuBtsein, etwas
Besonderes in Handen zu haben, aufoktroyiert ... Ein gutes Buch setzt
sich auch ohne dieser aufdringlichen Reklame [sic] durch ••• Es wird
zweifellos Leser geben, die an diesem Roman Gefallen finden. Es werden
ihrer aber nicht viele sein.,193 That the publishers' propaganda could
also prove to be more of a stumbling-block than an aid to a relatively
dispassionate approach to the novel, is revealed in a review by Roland
Marwitz entitled 'Tratsch auf der Treppe':
Die Ueberproduktion deutscher Verleger an auslandischer Prosa
dUrfte einen Grund darin haben, daB Verleger und Lektor es sich
leicht machen konnen und nur zu Ubernehmen brauchen, was jen-
seits der Grenzen und Meere mit Preisen gekront oder auf Best-
sellerlisten registriert ist. Auch der Biederstein-Verlag,
MUnchen, hat bislang nach diesem Rezept erfolgreich gearbeitet
und die eigene Urteilslosigkeit auch sogleich bewiesen, als er
das Werk eines deutschsprachigen Autors, des Wieners Heimito
von Doderer mit einer an Superlativen reichen Prospektpropa-
ganda startete. Von Dostojewskij bis Emil StrauB [sic] gehen
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die wertenden Vergleiche des Waschzettels, und es fehlt auch
nicht an kategorischen Vorschriften, in welcher Art der Leser
diese WUste der Belanglosigkeit und Langeweile zu durchfurchen
habe. Die Komposition erfordert beim Lesen ein maBiges Tempo,
das sich erst im letzten Satz zum Presto steigern darf. Darf!
Doderer schildert auf fast taus end Seiten die Schicksale von
ein paar Dutzend Leuten in der Zeit von 1910 bis 1911 und 1923
bis 1925, und es gelingt ihm, auch nicht eine Gestalt zu
skizzieren, mit der man sich im wirklichen Leben langer als
fUnf Minuten unterhalten mochte •••194
It would, then, be patently misguided to assume, as Schroder and Belloin-
195Nebehay do, that the reception of what was soon to become one of the
monumental reference points in Doderer criticism was merely a straight-
forward affair. A few representative quotations from the (admittedly
rare) negative reviews should suffice to illustrate that the overhasty
'canonization' of Die Strudlhofstiege failed to take into account the
complexity of the initial stage of reception, and, as was the case with
Grass, based future evaluations on what was merely assumed to be an ob-
jectively established order of merit. In her article on 'L'~uvre roman-
esque de Heimito von Doderer vue par la presse', Belloin-Nebehay is quick
to point out that 'tous les grands journaux de l'Allemagne federale •••
196consacrent des articles parfois tres nourris au roman de cet inconnu'.
What she does not mention is that two of the six articles she cites con-
tain nothing less than scathing attacks on the novel. In the influential
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Helmut Domke writes:
••• ein pandektenformig angeschwollener Roman, der die Uberle-
gung nahelegt, ob man analog zum Kilometer nicht den Begriff
der Kiloseite pragen sollte ••• manchmal hat er [Doderer] •••
des Guten zuviel getan, denn Uber der FUlle von Arabesken wird
es oft schwer, dem Zug des Grundmotivs zu folgen.
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••• Bis das Weberschiffchen Doderers so oft hin und hergeflogen
ist, daB sich dieser Roman zu einem Schicksalsgespinst verdich-
tet, sind gut 700 Seiten vergangen. Das ist eine starke Ge-
duldprobe, selbst fUr die Aufmerksamkeit der qualifizierten
Leser; denn obendrein tut sich dieser Roman schwer •••197
Konrad Stemmer is much more decisive in his invective in the only slightly
less influential Berlin Tagesspiegel: 'Was dem Leser da an unterschlagener
und vertauschter Briefschaft und an Toleranz gegenUber dem neckischen Ge-
baren zweier Zwillingsschwestern zugemutet wird, geh~rt in die Kolpor-
tage ••• Das Augenzwinkern und FlUstern zwischen BUhne und Proszenium
ist eines solchen Werkes so unwilrdig, wie die nicht seltenen sprachlichen
und gedanklichen NachlaBigkeiten •••,198 Although it must again be
emphasized that the positive reviews greatly outnumber the negative ones,
it is nevertheless obvious that even Die Strudlhofstiege was anything but
an unqualified critical success. Moreover, even as early as 1951, the
contours of what might be described - in analogy to the 'Oskar myth' - as
a 'Viennese saga myth', were already becoming distinct. In a review of
Die erleuchteten Fenster Hartmann Goertz claims that Die Strudlhofstiege
199was the first volume of a trilogy. Ernst Lewalter suggests that the
latter novel is deliberately open-ended:
Hier bei Doderer muB es zwar nicht Uber den SchluB des Romans
hinaus weitergehen, aber es k~nnte weitergehen, unentwegt wei-
ter ••• Es gibt viele solche Figuren [wie H~pfner] in dem
graBen Roman, die wirken, als seien sie mal eben zu Besuch aus
einem anderen Wiener Roman herUbergekommen. Anders gesagt: als
seien sie skizzierte Hinwe1se auf kUnftige oder nachtragliche
Vermerke zu ehemaligen Romanhelden Doderers. Die Welt dieses
Dichters ist gleichsam an allen Randern offen,200
The perennial thoughts of a 'cycle of novels' are supported by K. Winkler
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when he alleges that the main character in both Die Strudlhofstiege and
Die erleuchteten Fenster is the former major Melzer, 'den man nach seiner
201Entlassung zum Amtsrat gemacht hat •••'
The whole reception of Die erleuchteten Fenster suffers greatly
under the almost overwhelming influence of the larger novel, which ap-
peared in the sarne year. More often than not it is mentioned as a mere'
afterthought in reviews of Die Strudlhofstiege which flooded the feuille-
tons in 1951. Even those reviewers who chose to dedicate a full-length
article to the shorter novel were inclined to share Hugo Loetscher's view
that it was merely a 'literarische Dependance des breit angelegten Romans
202Die Strudlhofstiege oder Menzel und die Jahre der Tiefe [sic]', al-
though most of them showed a little more familiarity with the titles of
Doderer's novels.
Overshadowed as it was by Doderer's monumental Strudlhofstiege, Die
erleuchteten Fenster has gone down in literary history as a mere appendage,
203a 'skurril verschnorkelte Seitentreppe' of Die Strudlhofstiege, if not
a sort of humorous private footnote of the author.204 Maxim Fackler's
remarks are typical of the critics' reactions: 'Man sollte die erleuchte-
ten Fenster nicht ohne den graBen Roman lesen, weil er allein fUr sich
205ein wenig wie Sonnenprotuberanzen ohne das Gestirn wirkt.' And as
recently as 1979 the story of Zihal's 'Menschwerdung' was described as
a 'LustspielouvertUre' to the great 'Viennese' novels Die Strudlhofstiege
and Die Damonen.206 Thus the eminently readable and, above all, linguis-
tically unique novel has been denied the critical attention it surely
deserves.
It was with the publication of Die Damonen in 1956 that the myth of
207the Viennese saga or what Guenther calls the 'Magnum Opus Austriacum',
began to gain in popularity. Once again the spectre of the publishers'
advertising handout looms large, for in the 'Vorbemerkung des Verlages
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zur Strudlhofstiege' we read: 'Erst als er [DodererJ 1946 nach Wien zu-
rUckkehrt, beginnt er sich wieder seinem groBen Roman zu widmen. Es ent-
steht die Strudlhofstiege, die aber nicht die vom Verlag erwartete Fort-
setzung des ersten Teiles der Dsmonen bringt, sondern einen Auftakt dazu,
eine "Rampe", wie Doderer dieses Buch im Zusammenhang mit den Damonen be-
. h t ,208ze~c ne • The damage done by Doderer's own perhaps rather playful
pun is difficult to underestimate. On the one hand it was easily mis-
construed: 'Heimito von Doderers neuestes Werk, zu dem nach seinen eigenen
209Worten alles Voraufgehende kaum mehr als eine Rampe darstellt ••• '
On the other hand, Doderer's statement becomes a seminal thought in criti-
cism of the so-called Viennese novels. Without a thought for the fact
that Die Dsmonen bears the stamp of a very different muse from that which
inspired Die Strudlhofstiege, many of Doderer's critics simply lump the
two novels together as·a single entity. How else could Wolfgang Paulsen
arrive at the conclusion that Die Strudlhofstiege would be a mere 'frag-
210ment' without its 'continuation' or Hilde Spiel describe the same
211novel as a 'FingerUbung von freilich nicht zu verachtendem AusmaB'?
More significantly, the idea of a 'Viennese trilogy' also impairs
attempts to interpret Doderer's ensuing publications. In the only full-
212length study hitherto devoted to Die Merowinger, Liewerscheidt bases
his interpretation on what he sees as the differences between this novel
213and what he calls the 'Wien-Trilogie'. Die Merowinger is a 'kritische
und burleske Auseinandersetzung gegen die UnerfUllbarkeit einer Erzahl-
214konzeption und die Unzulanglichkeit der zugehorigen Erzahlpraxis', a
'literarische Auseinandersetzung mit einem wiederholt behandelten The-
, 215 irna , .e. 'deperception'. For Liewerscheidt, then, Die Merowinger is
nothing less than a caricature216 of the 'Viennese trilogy', a concept
with which Liewerscheidt claims to have broken new ground, as it is used
217neither in Doderer's own writings nor in Doderer criticism. Quite
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apart from the fact that the idea of a 'Viennese trilogy' can be found
218in Goertz, Ivask, dell'Agli, WeiB and Kruntorad, Liewerscheidt's
interpretation of the three novels as 'zusammengehorige Korrespondenz-
partner und Widerpart einer werkgeschichtlichen Auseinandersetzung mit
dem Merowinger_Roman,219 ascribes to the 'Viennese' novels a unity which
simply does not exist. This leads Liewerscheidt to the following con-
clusions:
Dadurch, daB die Damonie der zweiten Wirklichkeit durch eine
Agentur aufrechterhalten werden muB, stempeln die Merowinger.
die Deperzeptionsthematik zum werkgeschichtlichen Anachronis-
220muse
Menschwerdung und Deperzeption, das Doppelthema der Wien-Tri-
logie, scheinen ihren literarischen Abschied in der Werkge-
221schichte Doderers zu erhalten.
Yet, far from being rejected by Doderer as 'anachronistic', the themes
and motifs familiar from the so-called Viennese novels were soon to be
treated again - much to the critics' delight - in Die Wasserf~lle von
Slunj and Der Grenzwald. As we shall see in due course, Doderer himself
was partly responsible in Die Merowinger for encouraging critics such as
Liewerscheidt to interpret the novel in terms of his previous work. How-
ever, as Liewerscheidt explicitly states, it is the interrelatedness of
genesis, setting, narrated time and (partly) personnel that leads him to
the conclusion that his idea of a Viennese trilogy is more than merely
222a heuristic construction for the purpose of comparison. Here the value
of the parallel with Grass becomes evident. For, whereas Grass's critics
223could talk of the 'Danzig Trilogy' as a 'Gesamtkomplex' acknowledged
by the author as 'deeply and organically related to one another - differ-
ent in many important respects, maybe, but all inspired as it were by the
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224same muse', Doderer's so-called Viennese trilogy can be linked only
on the most superficial of levels, as Liewerscheidt's attempt shows. More-
over, if the publication of Die Damonen, the novel which more than any
other served critics as a model for Doderer's future literary production,
was attended by a great deal more controversy than had been the case with
Die Strudlhofstiege, the seeds of the discussion are also to be found in
the radical difference between the two novels: the overtly political di-
mension of Die Damonen. The primacy of the historically documented in-
cident at the centre of Doderer's novel, and the author's subjective, if
not idiosyncratic interpretation of the events which culminated in the
burning of the Viennese Palace of Justice, provoked, indeed positively
invited a passionate response which illustrates that the work which with-
225in a few years was to be a9corded such epithets as 'classic' did not
meet with universal approval even at the initial stage of its reception.
The most profound differences of opinion among Doderer's critics pre-
dictably concern the author's portrayal of the riot which led to the burn-
ing of the Law Courts, and here, as elsewhere, we can often deduce more
about the individual commentator's political stance than about the aes-
thetic quality of Doderer's novel. Thus Erik Graf Wickenburg declares:
'Eine aufgepeitschte Volksmenge hatte ihn [den Brand] gelegt, ein im tief-
226sten Grund sinnloses Unterfangen.' The Americans Denver Lindley and
227 228Tom Ray talk of 'a crowd of riff-raff' and 'hoodlums' respectively,
while Peter Karl Pabisch insists that 'demonic troglodites' were respon-
sible for the burning of the 'Justizpalast·.229 Paul F. Guenther even goes
so far as to suggest that 'students of modern European history would do
well to study Doderer's account and illumination of those events which
230have been all too often interpreted incorrectly.'
The Doderer devotee Hilde Spiel, on the other hand, concedes that
the reaction of the Austrian workers was in reality 'nicht ganz unberech-
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tigt,.231 And in an article obviously intended for an East German reader-
ship and which was later to be quoted in the East German Lexikon deutsch-
sprachiger Schriftsteller, Arnolt Bronnen launches a bitter attack on 00-
derer's depiction of what Bronnen describes as a 'Ruhmestag ••• fUr den
mutigen Freisinn des Wiener Volkes,:232
Nun aber trat das ein, was die hohen Klassenrichter nicht er-
wartet hatten und was jeden Wiener auf seine Stadt stolz
machen kann. Auf ~ieses Schandurteil erhob sich namlich ganz
Wien wie ein Mann und zog vor die St~tte des hochsten Bundes-
gerichts Die Menge forderte die Richter zur Verantwortung,
aber die Richter flohen natUrlich. Daraufhin drang die Menge
in den Palast, um die Akten des Schandprozesses zu vernichten.
Die Polizei griff ein. Das erhohte den Zorn der Menge, die
sich zu wehren begann. Man warf mit Pflastersteinen nach den
Polizisten und raumte gleichzeitig im Justizpalast auf. Als
die Polizei zu schieBen begann, schaumte der Volkszorn hoch.
Der Justizpalast wurde angezUndet, und seine Flammen waren im
ganzen Wiener Kessel zu sehen •••
Das waren die Tatsachen, und der Chronist sollte sie achten,
um daraus zu Iernen und zu lehren. Dann aber ware wohl der Ro-
man des Heimito von Doderer kein Bestseller in Bonn und Char-
lottenburg geworden ••• Doderers Geschreibsel, ,das nicht ein-
mal gekonnt ist, sondern in dem es von Sprach- und Stilschnit-
zern wimmelt, ist eine krasse Verhohnung des Klassenkampfes der
osterreichischen Arbeiter •
••• Wenn er [~oderer] an diesen 'D~montscherln' 20 Jahre lang
gearbeitet haben solI, so beweist das nur, wie schwer es heute
sein muS, etwas gegen die Entwicklung der Welt zum Sozialismus
zu schreiben.233
Just how controversial a topic the 15th July 1927 is, is perhaps best
reflected in the documentation of the symposium held in Vienna on June
.
15th 1977 as a prelude to the fiftieth anniversary of the riot. The
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debate which followed the individual contributions to the symposium was
described rather euphemistically by one the participants as 'einigermaBen
234emotionsgeladen'. Again and again ideological differences determine
the speakers' standpoints, but at least Bronnen's rhetoric is put into
perspective by Rudolf Neck, who says: 'Die Ereignisse weisen, nach wel-
cher Seite man auch immer blickt, so unerfreuliche ZUge auf, daB man kaum
235von einem Ruhmesblatt der Geschichte unseres Staates sprechen wird.'
Significantly, many of the findings of the Symposium would in fact
appear to endorse Doderer's depiction of the events. Thus the Austrian
historians are almost unanimous in their evaluation of the 15th July 1927
as a turning point in the political history of the First Republic. The
236key role which Doderer attributes to women in the riot is borne out
by the official police protocols, but is admittedly not entirely undis-
237puted. Statistics appear to indicate that the role traditionally
ascribed to women in the riots has been greatly exaggerated. Indeed, the
whole tone of the official accounts smacks of petit bourgeois fears and
238prejudices.
The incident at the University, where Leonhard intervenes instinc-
239tively to protect the treasures of the library from the mob, also has
its basis in historical fact,240 although Doderer makes no mention of the
241fact that the University had become a bastion of reactionary forces.
Doderer's familiarity with the source material is further reflected in the
242report in the novel of how youths slashed the hoses of the fire brigade.
And despite the absence of empirical source material to illuminate the
role played by the Viennese underworld, eye-witness accounts indicate
that at least the burning and looting of the Palace of Justice and the
243looting of several gunshops are to be attributed to the 'RuaS'. That
even the left-wing press should describe the demonstrators as a 'mob'
was perhaps predictable, for by doing so it necessarily exonerated the
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workers to a certain extent. It would appear. however. that Doderer did
exaggerate the role of the lowest criminal elements in the riot. for.
numerically speaking. they constituted a relatively insignificant part
244of the crowd. Nevertheless. Doderer's claim that the composition of
d h dOth of the day245 i I dOthe crow c ange ln e course s more or ess un lsputed.
Moreover, Julius Deutsch, at the time leader of the 'Republikanischer
Schutzbund', which played such an important part in the riot, is reported
to have told Doderer that the latter's was the truest depiction of the
day he knew,246 but this is not at all surprising in view of the warm
tribute Doderer pays to the 'Schutzbund' in the novel.
Yet Doderer's account of the demonstration and its consequences is
curiously one-sided. Although the Times correspondent claimed in July
1927 that 'in the long run it can make very little difference whether the
police blame the [Republican] Defence Guard for breaking down or the
247socialists accu~e the police of maddening the mob by reckless shooting',
history has been rather more critical of the unnecessarily brutal inter-
vention by the police. The introduction of mounted police was clearly
a decisive factor in the escalation of the violence, and the use of 'Schei-
benschuBmunition' by the police was plainly uncalled for. Even Vice-
Chancellor Hartleb had to concede at the time: 'NatUrlich, fallweise hats
h t i ° HOd ,248ausgesc au w e e~ne asenJag. Yet Doderer is singularly reluctant
to criticize the police:
ob nun von einer Pistol en-Kugel der Polizei getroffen oder
249einem Geschosse ihrer Gegner blieb unerfindlich.
000 es war von hier nicht auszumachen, wer da schoss und
wem es eigentlich vermeint war.250
251Doderer's policemen are 'voll verantwort1ich handelnde einzelne Beamte',
'ein Instrument des Friedens' ,252 'honette und wohlerzogene M~nner,253
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who are unwilling to believe that the workers could have been responsible
254for such an uproar. Characteristically, the only explicit report of
police brutality is the treatment meted out to one of the 'RuaB', Proto-
papadakis, 'woran sie [die Polize~ unseres Erachtens sehr gut getan
255 .hat', as narrator Geyrenhoff adds. Moreover, Doderer's moving account
256of the death of the young policeman Karl Zeitler is factually in-
accurate, as the first of the four police casualties, Ferdinand Striegel,
257was killed by a stray bullet from a fellow policeman's gun, and the
. .
other police fatalities occurred only later that evening or the next day.
Nonetheless, in his recently published Doderer and the Politics of
Marriage: Personal and Social History in 'Die Damonen' ,258 Bruce Irvin
Turner argues that in the novel Doderer 'was not concerned with the faith-
259ful reproduction of historically documented details', and that the
conflagration in which the novel culminates fulfils a double function:
On the other [sic] hand it depicts, in the real historical
sense, the actual fire that took place on July 15. In addition,
however, it symbolizes the ascendancy of totalitarian fascism
and the World War that ascendancy unleashed. For that reason
it is myopic of critics to demand that Doderer's depiction of
events coincide exactly with the documented historical version
of them. In the novel, the Strudlhofstiege, for instance, the
stairway is more than a concrete object to be found in the ninth
district of Vienna. It also has a symbolic significance in the
private lives of some of the novel's main characters, and is
viewed by them accordingly. The same considerations apply to
the fire •. Doderer's depiction must be accurate enough to bear
resemblance to the events of that calamitous day; but it would
be a misunderstanding of Doderer's intentions to expect an
absolutely accurate and faithful account, especially in the
light of the fact that he turns what began as a Socialist dem-
260onstration into a symbol for the growing specter of Nazism.
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Yet surely, as E.D. Hirsch suggests, 'not only the author's purposes but
also the value o~ those purposes are proper subjects ~or evaluative
't" ,261crl lClsm. Moreover, it is one thing to invest a tangible, concrete
object such as a Viennese stairway with a variety o~ highly subjective
associations and symbolic overtones: it is quite another wil~ully to
distort the historically attestable ~acts o~ one o~ the most important
events in recent Austrian history. I~ C.E. Williams is a tri~le harsh
on Doderer when he describes the latter's account o~ the riot as a
262'travesty o~ events', one must nevertheless acknowledge that Doderer's
depiction o~ the demonstration and its results is at best highly sub-
jective and idiosyncratic. Williams is surely right when he declares
that it cannot validly be objected that Doderer, as a creative writer,
263has no obligation to observe historical accuracy. For, having chosen
to illustrate an interpretation o~ a major historical incident ,.the
author must be expected to give a convincing, balanced account o~ this
incident, rather than merely a depiction o~ events from a variety of one-
sided perspectives. And, as Gerhard Botz suggests, 'eindimensionale Er-
klarungen, die Gewalt etwa a~ steigende Verelendung der Massen, Frustra-
tion, Ideologien oder die Tatigkeit politischer Agenten zurUckzu~Uhren
H,.... 264suchen, halten einer empirischen uoerprUfung nicht stand.' Doderer
~ails to consider the long-term sociological, political and even juridical
~actors which made the riot possible. Large scale unemployment with the
c?ncomitant ~ears for job security on the part of those who still had a
job, the growing political awareness o~ the working classes, fed on a diet
of undiluted propaganda, which was counterbalanced by an equally partisan
'bourgeois' press, all led to a polarization of political opinion in the
young and as yet unstable parliamentary democracy of the First Republic.
In addition to this, the Austrian juridical system had a long history of
controversial acquittals culminating in the exculpation of Nelly Grosavescu
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on the eve of the 'Schattendorf trial', a verdict which also provoked
demonstrations. The Schattendorf acquittals themselves were not so un-
expected as we are led to believe, but merely the final link in a chain
of similarly intoleraple incidents resulting from an outmoded conception
of justice and a palpably inadequate jury system.265
The main weaknesses of Ooderer's O~onen, then, are twofold. On the
one hand, ~he author allows his ideological message to take precedence
over aesthetic considerations, so that reviewers and commentators are
sent scurrying to the history books to check on the readily ascertainable
facts. The dichotomy between these historically documented facts and 00-
'derer's 'one-sided portrayal of events leads to the predictable - and in
this case justifiable - attacks by left-wing critics who concentrate more
on the politics than on the aesthetics of the novel. Ooderer's own credo,
'Oer wahre Leser sucht keinen "Roman des Eisens" (der Stadt, des Radios,
der Politik, des Goldes, des Seekrieges, der Jugendbewegung, der Alter-
266tumsforschung, des Anilins), sondern eben einen - Roman', is scarcely
tenable here, for it is the author who has chosen to make a political
statement in an eminently political novel, and this invites criticism of
a non-literary nature.
On the other hand, the aesthetic quality of the work itself suffers,
too, insofar as the series of little fates and little histories which 00-
derer selects to illustrate his thesis of the irrational forces which
sparked off the disintegration of Austrian society in th~ inter-war years,
can be at best tangentially linked to the incident which for Ooderer re-
267presents the 'Cannae of Austrian freedom'. Turner argues that Doderer's
novel points forward 'to the post-War era of the Grand Coalition and the
final attainment of peace' ,268 since Rene's 'apoliticism is paralleled
by the Grand Coalition politics of the fifties,269 and the rash of mar-
raiges at the end of the novel represent 'the relative social harmony
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of the postwar period, which, because people and parties were weary of
waging ideological combat, could be termed "apolitical" in Doderer's
sense,.270 Yet it is as difficult to believe this as it is to accept
Turner's claim that the 'torture' of the women as described in the
putative late-medieval manuscript 'seems roughly commensurate with the
271persecution, and even later extermination of Jews', or that in Herzka's
attempts to perfect his own private garden of eroticism Doderer traces.
the 'origins of the concentration camp,.272 Equally unconvincing is
Turner's contention that, 'politically speaking', Leonhard and Mary K.
273embody 'coalition made viable by moderation' and Doderer's 'vision of
. 274the kind of political cooperation required to defuse future time bombs'.
On the·contrary, Turner's convoluted attempts to discern parallels between
Die Damonen and social and political reality reveal all too clearly that
Doderer.does not succeed in transcending the narrow confines of the pri-
vate sphere, which is presented so much more convincingly in Die Strudl-
hofstiege. By merely appending a political message to the novel, Doderer
fails to infuse the personal fates with a convincing and generally rele-
vant historical significance, and produces instead a badly integrated
assemblage of layers of meaning slightly reminiscent of the uneasy mar-
riage between 'Dostoievsky and Agatha Christie' found in Ein Mord den
jeder begeht. Despite Turner's assertion that it is Doderer's hope that
'the "demons" of private obsessions can be prevented from turning into
public possession, before ideological polarization leads to a fiery holo-
275caust of atomic warfare' , there is some justification in Peter Coul-
mas's reaction to Die Damonen in a major review broadcast by the 'Baye-
rischer Rundfunk':
Nur - was ich an Doderers Werk vermisse, das sind die D~monen.
Mit dem Titel wird ein Wechsel ausgestellt, den der Verfasser
nicht einl5st. Der Leser wird begierig gestimmt, von dem un-
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heilvollen Walten der zerstorenden Krafte Kunde zu bekommen -
aber er erfahrt nichts davon. Er wird an die beklemmenden
Zwangslaufigkeiten von Dostojewski erinnert - aber er erlebt
nur die heitere SUsse eiher osterreichischen Gesellschafts-Be-
schreibung. Er erwartet die zuckenden Hollenflammen des herauf-
dammernden Hitlerreiches wenigstens den Horizont ansengen zu
spUren, aber er wird 1300 Selten lang im zarten Pastell ge-
hatschelt ••• Er [der Roman] halt nlcht, was er verspricht.
Es ist ein Werk der geistigen Hochstapelei •
••• Wir werden nicht nur enttauscht, wir werden regelrecht ge-
tauscht. Wlr machen uns die MUhe, uns durch ein Riesenwerk
hindurchzulesen •••, wir werden fUr diese MUhe aber nicht mit
entsprechendem Gewinn belohnt. Wir lesen reizvolle Feul1letons,
weise Sentenzen, einfallsreiche Aper~ues, aber wir bekommen
nicht die Diagnose der Zeit, auf den [sic] wir Anspruch haben.
Wir begegnen nicht den Damonen.
Es sind harmlose Zeitgenossen, herzlich undamonisch alle-
samt, ja nicht einmal Werkzeuge einer unter- oder hintergrUndig
wirkenden damonischen Macht. Weder Treibende noch Getriebene.
Sie stehen abseits vom Geschehen und vertreiben sich mit hei-
terem Sinn lhr wienerisches Dasein. Beschaulich am Graben.
Lebensfroh 1m Caf~ - jedenfalls soweit es geht. Jeder mit sei-
nen kleinen Sorgen befasst •
••• Nun fragt sich auch der geduldigste Leser: was haben die
Unsrigen mit dem Aufstand eigentllch zu tun? An dlesen Menschen
ist die Ordnung der Gesellschaft offenbar nicht zerbrochen. So
harmlos ist nicht der Lauf der Geschichte und n1cht so in Pas-
tell gemalt. Die 30 Millionen Toten des 2. Weltkrieges haben
nicht die heiteren Harlekine aus Doderers Wiener Schaubude auf
dem Gewlssen. Unser Schicksal wird durch tiefere, unheimlichere
Krafte gestaltet, als Doderer zu erfassen vermag, namlich wirk-
llch durch damonische Krafte •
••• Ole Welt 1st aus den Fugen? Ach was? Das 1st bei Shakes-
peare der Fall, aber nicht bei Doderer - trotz aller groBen
Wortel Die Damonen sind los? Ach wo, das erleben wlr in St.
Petersburg be! Dostojewskl - in Wlen wurschtelt man fort.
'Felix Austria.,276
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It is, ironically, the lighthearted Viennese affability which Coulmas
here objects to, that becomes an immutable part of Doderer's image, and
this is clearly endorsed by the reviewers' reaction to Die Merowinger.
So overwhelming is Doderer's image as a Viennese novelist that here too,
as was the case with the 'non-Viennese' Ein Mord den jeder begeht, the
novel is explicitly identified with Vienna. Thus Hvmbert Fink claims
that Doderer again idealizes the idea of 'modo austriaco', and that des-
277pite the fact that the story iS,set for the most part in Franconia.
Traugott declares: 'Wahrscheinlich ist dem norddeutschen Leser manches
sehr Wienerische befremdlich - und dies, obgleich ja das Ganze bei uns,
in Franken hier, spielen solI, welches seinerseits fremd und exotisch
i kt i d B" K .'di ,278w r ,w e as ohmen oder Zypern in einer Shakespeare- omo e.
Edwin Hartl ironically suggests that Childerich quite obviously spends
279most of his time in Vienna, whereas Ernst Stein is more inclined to
imply that Doderer's portrayal of Central Franconia could easily be con-
280fused with a depiction of provincial Austria. Georg Schmid also re-
marks that Doderer's description of the environs of WUrzburg is in reality
a description of Vienna.281 S h t t i h k S hmid dd·omew a ongue- n-c ee, cas.
'••• auch gehort eine Passage auf p.278 eigentl1ch "von rechts wegen" in
einen Wiener Roman Doderers.,282 In one of these Viennese novels, the
chief protagonist Geyrenhoff says of himself: 'Da saB ich nun, wie eine
Spinne im Zentrum des Netzes.,283 Elsewhere Geyrenhoff remarks: 'Hier
war ein Gespinst, das ich hatte beherrschen wollen. Nun durchwuchs es
i h ,284me. Like the spider caught in its own web, Doderer is unable to
extricate himself from an image he himself is undoubtedly partly re-
sponsible for having created and with which he is almost universally
identified: that of the amiable raconteur of large-scale novels set in
Vienna.
There can be little doubt that Meidinger-Geise is misleading when
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she claims that no less a novelist than Doderer shocks us with his Die
Merowinger,285 for, as dell'Agli rightly points out, it is not the
extravagance of Doderer's story itself that so perplexes the critics -
modern literature and the horrors of two World Wars have made us more
or less immune to this kind of shock - their consternation stems much
rather from the realization that certain elements which have hitherto
been apparently fixed points in Doderer's work are now missing.286 It
is not only the locality of Doderer's novels that the critics appear
determined to establish as a permanent fixture in Doderer's writings.
What has vitiated the reception of Die Merowinger more than anything else
is the prescriptive criticism seen at its mildest in Meidinger-Geise:
Er [der Roman] scheidet gewiB die Geister, ja er kann jene
Leser abstoBen, die gern einen Dichter, von dem sie einmal
einen sicheren Eindruck gewannen, festlegen wollen in seinem
Schaffen. Doderer liebte es seit je, zuweilen auszuwetzen in
den Bereich des aufreizend Skurrilen, so geschehen zwischen
den groBen Romanen im Wiener Milieu, in denen epochale Fragen
aufgeworfen werden. Die Merowinger scheinen nun der bisherige
Hohepunkt solcher AusbrUche - man mochte auch fast sagen, damit
287sollte es genug seine
One does not have to delve too deeply between the lines to realize that
Meidinger-Geise herself only just tolerates Doderer's 'outbursts'.
Much less tolerant is Karl Boegner, who categorically prescribes a
return to the Doderer of the 'Viennese Novels':
Doch scheint uns der Autor mit diesem Buch die letzte Grenze
der Leabarkeit in dieser Richtung erreicht zu haben. Weiter
geht ea hier nicht mehr, auch dem sehr wohlwollenden Leser wird
es manchmal schwer, bei der Stange zu bleiben. Auf keinen Fall
sollte man die Merowlnger als erstes Buch des Dichters lesen.
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Nur gut durchtrainierte 'Doderologen' werden bis zum SchluB
durchhalten. Die Moglichkeiten der hochbarocken Seite hin schei-
nen bis aufs letzte ausgeschopft. Hoffen wir, daB uns Heimito
von Doderer als nachstes Werk wieder einen Klassiker schenkt,
einen neuen Trieb des Hauptstammes, der mit der Strudlhofstiege
und den Damonen zu den schonsten Baumen im Garten der Dichtung
zahlt.288
It is clear from Boegner's comments that the Viennese novels have become
the 'classical' canon according to which all Doderer's works are judged.
This would be quite justifiable if it were limited to aesthetic criteria,
but this is rarely the case. On the contrary, what Durzak says of Grass
is yet again true of Doderer:
Die ausdrUckliche Betonung des neuen, bisher bei Grass unge-
wohnten Sujets hatte eigentlich auch die Moglichkeit erwagen
mUssen, daB Grass dieses Thema mit neuen formalen Mitteln zu be-
waltigen sucht. Statt dessen werden jedoch Grass' erzahlerische
Moglichkeiten von seinen bisherigen Romanen eindeutig definiert.
Das fUhrt im Verlauf der Kritik dazu, daB die neue Erzahlweise
standig im Vergleich mit der der Blechtrommel vor allem abge-
wertet wird.289
Far from attempting to come to terms with what dell'Agli calls 'l'altro
290Doderer', his reviewers look back with a hint of nostalgia and note
with regret the apparent demise of that Viennese urbanity which appeared
to be the hallmark of Doderer's unmistakable style. Hans Kricheldorff's
remarks are representative of this trend:
So gewinnt denn das Opus einen unter dem, was sonst zu lesen
ist, einzigartigen Rang, auch wenn man es im Vergleich zu
Vorangegangenem mehr als Opusculum anzusehen geneigt ist und,
leise bedauernd, jene Melancholie und jene WUrde ('more
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austriaco-hispanico') vermisst, die in dem groBen Doppelepos
zu den beherrschenden Elementen geharen.
Die beschriebene Familie des Freiherrn von Bartenbruch hat nur
lose Beziehungen zu Osterreich. Die Austriazitat - wenn dieses
Wort zum Lobe des Dichters erlaubt ist - wird nur flUchtig
sichtbar. Antaios hat den viennesischen Mutterboden des IX.
291Bezirks diesma1 ver1assen.
Not even the re-appearance of the almost ubiquitous Dr. Doblinger is
enough to satisfy Emil Franzel's demands for a continuation of what he
considers the cycle of novels set in Vienna:
Wer nur alle Lustren einen groBen Roman schreibt wie Doderer,
hat den Vorteil, von seinen Lesern mit Spannung erwartet zu wer-
den. Man erwartet aber nach dem Gesetz, nach dem Heimito von
Doderer auf der Strud1hofstiege angetreten ist, einen Wiener
Roman, ein Weiterspinnen der groBen Schicksalsmotive, die er in
den Damonen angeschlagen hat. In dem BewuStsein, darauf wieder
fUn! Jahre warten zu mUssen, legt man den totalen Unsinn ein
wenig enttauscht, wenn nicht verargert aus der Hand. Viele wer-
den ihn wohl gar nicht bis Ende lesen und sich gefoppt vor-
kommen. Was wtirdedas Publikum sagen, wenn Karajan fUr Armstrong
einspringen und die Jazztrompete blasen oder wenn Guareschi
platzlich wie Hemingway schreiben wUrde? Hoffen wir also, dem
Dr. Doblinger nachstens, und nicht erst in fUnf Jahren, wieder
zwischen Strudlhofstiege und TUrkenschanzpark, am besten wohl
in einem alten Liechtenthaler Hof bei Kaffee mit Obers und .
Guglhupf begegnen zu konnen, und wenn der 'Rittmeister' dabei
ware, soll es uns besonders viel SpaS machen. Sie konnten sich
dann ruhig ein Weilchen Uber Childerich und die Merowinger
292'unterhalten, aber nicht zu lang I
In 1893, after one unsuccessful attempt to break off from writing
the Sherlock Holmes stories, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle finally had his hero
killed off at the hands of the iniquitous Professor Moriarty in The Ad-
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venture of the Final Problem. The public outcry was overwhelming. Doyle
,was 'deluged with letters of protest from grief-stricken readers and
heard of many who wept, while sober London businessmen took to wearing
. bd' 293mournlng an s • Finally, in the spring of 1903, Doyle consented to
restore Holmes to life. The creation had outgrown the creator. Even if
one can scarcely imagine sober Viennese critics wearing mourning bands to
mark the passing on of 'Die Unsrigen', the parallel is nevertheless un-
deniable. Yet Mohler is surely right to suggest that it would have been
unwise of Doderer to cling to the figures and localities of the 'Viennese
294novels' and to try to recreate this epic world a third time. The
perennial calls for Doderer to write a cycle of Viennese novels fail to
consider the importance for Doderer of the temporal distance between the
events he portrays and the completion of his novels. Without this dis-
tance the author would not have had the necessary psychological distance
to differentiate between the relevant and the superfluous in his analysis
of human behaviour. Despite the numerous comparisons, Doderer was clearly
not 'le Balzac viennois,.295 Doderer himself categorically rejects any
attempt to analyse events as they happen:
Die Gegenwart des Schriftstellers ist seine wiedergekehrte Ver-
gangenheit; er ist ein Aug', dem erst sehenswert erscheint, was
spontan in die historische Distanz rUckt.296
Der 'Zeitroman' ist keine zeitnahe Literatur, sondern Uberhaupt
297keine: Zeitung zwischen Buchdeckeln.
Mit Ereignissen gleichzeitig zu schreiben, wtirde, anstandig
aufgefaBt, eine Schreibflache erfordern, die so groB ist wie
der umgebende, Uberschaubare, apperzipierbare Lebens-Ausschnitt.
Wer kann wissen, ob nicht irgendeine Velleitat, deren Notation
man sich bi11ig glaubt schenken zu konnen, die wahre Spreng-
ladung der Zukunft seltsam verklausuliert in sich entha1t, eine
Sprengladung, die vielleicht als unbedeutende Karte im Spiel
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noch durch viele 'Hande und Umwege wird gehen mUssen eh ihr ent-
scheidender und bis dahin ganz undiskutabler [sic] Kern fertig
und Uberraschend aus der platzenden Frucht rollt?! Es ist ohne-
weiteres klar, daB hier alles, durchaus und Uberhaupt alles Er-
reichbare, aufgeschrieben werden muS. Da die auswahlende Ge-
dachtnis-Distanz fehlt, wird hier die absoluteste Sinnlosigkeit
sozusagen zur Ehrensache fUr den Schreiber, wenn er anstandig
ist; und wenn er ein lustiger, raffinierter Kerl ist, dann wird
er vielleicht die Reize eines pointillistischen Verismus, welche
sich hier erschlieBen mogen, eine Zeitlang genieBen und dann
mit der ganzen Geschichte aufhoren oder bestimmt in's Narren-
298haus kommen.
Given such sentiments on Doderer's part, it is more than obvious that a
cycle of novels along the lines envisaged by many critics could never be
seriously contemplated by the author. Nevertheless, with the publication
of his next novel, Die Wasserfalle von Slunj, Doderer satisfied the
demands of such critics to such an extent that one even went so far as to
talk of the 'Wiener Tetralogie' ,299 comprising the so-called 'Viennese'
novels of the 1950s and Die Wasserfalle von Slunj. And it is to the
latter that we must turn our attention now to illustrate fully the ex-
pectations and demands of Doderer's reviewers.
V The 'Sigh of Relief'
'After the publication of such a novel as Die Merowlnger, Doderer
might have been expected to follow the line which had characterized the
later stories in Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen and had shocked so many
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critics of Die Merowinger. Yet an examination of Doderer's predictably
highly idiosyncratic, and at the time much discussed conception of the
function of the literary critic might lead one to the opposite conclusion.
For Doderer describes the critic as nothing less than the 'Mittelpunkt
. 300 301des literar~schen Kosmos', a 'Zentral-Sonne der Intelligenz',
indeed the father of all literature.302 Doderer even ascribes to the
critic a constitutive role in the production of literature:
Der Kritiker will, daB Kunst sei. Fehlt sie, so wird er sie
provozieren. Nicht eine Armut an Talenten verursacht die.
wiederkehrenden Vacua in der Literatur, sondern das Fehlen
eigentlicher kritischer Begabungen. Talente sind immer in
FUlle vorhanden. Aber was nUtzt das, wenn der literarische
Kosmos ohne Mittelpunkt ist, ohne Zentralsonne der Intelli-
genzl Ja, der groBe Kritiker wird, wenn ihm die Kunstobjekte
fehlen, ohne die er seine polemische Lebens-Spannung nicht
aufrecht zu halten vermag, hauflg in die Vergangenheit tau-
chen, oder sich, in bezug auf Gegenwartiges, einem Als-Ob
ergeben (als ob vorbildliche Literatur auch jetzt entstehen
konnte), und so das unverrUckbare MaB Uber den Wassern der
Zeit halten: wissend, daB eben dies die elnzig megliche Weg-
bereitung fUr's Kommende ist, welches jenes MaB wieder wlrd
erfUllen kennen. Und es wird kommen: von des kritischen Geistes
303gewaltiger Faszination evoziertl
Are we to take it, then, that it was on account of the negative re-
action to Die Merowinger on the part of the critics that Doderer was
induced to return to a setting and narrative style much more in keeping
with the critics' expectations, in the first part of the proposed tetra-
logy Roman No.7? After all, Doderer explicitly says: 'Ein einziger Kri-
tiker genligt, urn die Literatur einer ganzen Zeit zu orten.,304 Elsewhere,
the author assures us that it is the critic who possesses the 'Geheimnis
305des MaBes'. Yet it would be quite erroneous to equate Doderer's
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theory with the reality of his attitude towards the critic. Edwin Hartl
assures us that Doderer was susceptible to the most superficial of com-
pliments but unwilling to accept even the most intelligent criticism of
his work,306 and this is endorsed by Herbert Eisenreich: 'Uber dumme
oder sonstwie Uble Rezensionen hat er [Ooderer] zwar nie geschimpft,
aber die albernsten Lobhudeleien wuBte er auswendig und rUhmte sie bis
in die von i~ geflissentlich ignorierten StilbIUten.,307 Further
evidence of Doderer's sensitivity towards adverse criticism can be found
in his plea to GUtersloh in April 1951 to phone the Weltpresse immedi-
ately to reserve the right to review Die Strudlhofstiege, as Ooderer
it'd 't d ~t' 308puts , am1 as Werk nicht in die unrichtigen Hande ger~ •
This almost servile dependence on the critics must not, however,
be allowed to overshadow the fact that Ooderer was acutely aware on the
one hand of the conspicuous lack of the type of critic he describes
309above and, on the other, of the pernicious influence of the inadequate
critic. It is no coincidence that Doderer quotes GUnther Busch's
aphorism as the motto of his essay Das Mark der Kritik: 'In Sachen Li-
teratur fUhrt nichts so schnell zur vollstandigen Barbarei wie die Igno-
310ranz der Deuter.' Michael Scharang's objections to Doderer's con-
ception of the significance of the critic - that one look at history is
enough to convince us that critics have consistently favoured what most
311people would now consider inferior aesthetic products - might be
valid, but he tends to take Doderer at face value and imply that Ooderer
is talking about the reality of literary criticism when in fact it is
ideal literary criticism that he is here dealing with. It is perhaps
churlish to mention that Doderer's conception of how things ought to be
stands in sharp contradistinction to his own maxim: 'Aus dem Seienden
312lesen und nicht aus dem Sollenden interpretieren'; but the dichotomy
between theory and practice is yet another indication of the dangers of
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interpreting the author in terms of his own theory. Indeed, privately,
313Doderer tended to talk of the critic as something of a necessary evil.
Moreover, the fact that Doderer worked on Die Merowinger and Die Wasser-
falle von Slunj simultaneously is final proof that the author went his
own way quite regardless of his own theory of the importance of the critic,
and totally uninfluenced by what the critics of Die Merowinger had to say.
Turning to the reviews of Die Wasserfalle von Slunj, one is immedi-
ately struck by the number of critics who are at pains to establish a
connection between the new work and the older, 'Viennese' novels. Armin
Mohler, for instance, writes: 'Die Strudlhofstiege war Doderers Bunte
Steine, die Damonen sein Nachsommer - der Roman No.7 ist sein Witiko.,314
Helmut Olles, on the other hand, maintains: 'Der Ausgleich ist weniger
gelungen als in den groBen Wien-Romanen, das erzahlerische Subjekt doch
wohl zu eigenmachtig. Auch kBnnte man sich die Wasserfalle von Slunj um-
fangreicher angelegt denken, in der Art der Strudlhofstiege und der Da-
315monen.' Die Merowinger, on the other hand, is either diligently ig-
nored or retrospectively dismissed by the reviewers as a mere cathartic
by-product:
Leser und Freunde des Dichters mogen ein wenig betroffen die
••• Merowinger aus der Hand gelegt haben. Der Roman war ein
Sprung ins Grotesk~, in die Farce, ins Absurde ... Solche Aus-
brUche im dichterischen Schaffen sind oft notwendig, um sich
zu befreien. Heute spUrt man, daB der Exkurs des satirischen
Werkes der Weg war, der die Sprache Doderers zu einer wunder-
baren Leichtigkeit verhalf •••316
In spite of the tragic ending, this is again a novel of humorous
understanding and forgiving, as if the sardonic satire of the
Merowinger had been written by the author decades ago and not
simultaneously with the Wasserfalle von Slunjt317
Die Wasserfalle von S1unj ••• zeigt, wie sehr das komische
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Intermezzo der Merowinger dem Dichter die Hand gelockert hat.318
More significantly, one also becomes aware of an almost audible 'sigh
of relief' on the part of the critics now that Doderer has apparently
turned his back on the new line established in Die Merowinger. In a
review with the perhaps unintentionally ambiguous title 'Ein schoner
Wurf rUckwarts', Bernhard HauBermann declares:
Mit jugendlicher Frische setzt der 67jahrige Osterreicher
Heimito von Doderer die Tradition des vielfach fUr Uberlebt
erklarten klassischen europaischen Romanes fort. Seit vor
zwolf Jahren die Strudlhofstiege erschien, der dann bald die
Damonen folgten, kennt man ihn als einen Mann, der zu er-
zahlen versteht, als hatte es nie eine Krise des Romans ge-
geben ••• Es [Die Wasserfalle von Slunj] ist, im Gegensatz zu
Doderers vor Jahresfrist erschienenen grotesken Merowingern,
319ein aufs leichteste und genaueste dahinmusiziertes Buch.
In a short essay introducing the serialization of Die Wasserfal1e in the
FAZ the anonymous critic writes: 'Weit entfernt sind wir hier von der
PrUgelei und blutigen Metzelei der total en Familie der Merowinger. Das
Apokalyptische und Groteske, das dort die Komodien beherrscht, das
Scherzo Barbaro ist hier ••• einem in jeder Beziehung feineren Element
. h ,320gew~c en ••• The 'sigh of relief' is even more perceptible in the
review of Die Wasserfalle in Welt der BUcher, where the anonymous re-
viewer only now allows himself to give full vent to the fears which have
obviously haunted him since the publication of Die Peinigung der Leder-
beutelchen:
In das VergnUgen, das Doderers letztes Werk, Die Merowinger,
bereltete ••• , mlschte sich auch eine leise Bangnis. Sollte
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der Autor der groBen Wien-Romane Die Strudlhofstiege und Die
Damonen ••• deren Geist und Stil hinter sich gelassen und mit
den Merowingern seinem bisherigen Werk eine Art negatives
SchluBzeichen hinzugefUgt haben? Doch die Wasserfalle von
Slunj ••• zeigen uns wieder den alten Doderer der groBen Romane,
bei dem einer gewissen Negativitat (in vielen Formen) zwar Raum
verstattet ist, wobei diese aber in dem Ganzen aufgehoben wird.
Diese Negativitat, die ihre Geschichte in der osterreichischen
Literatur hat (Nestroy, teilweise Grillparzer, Karl Kraus),
hatte sich schon in Doderers Erzahlsammlung Die Peinigung der
Lederbeutelchen einmalselbstandig gemachtj dann eben fand sie
Gestalt in den doch zum Teil brutal-komischen und hochst bos-
artigen Merowingern, in welchem Roman 'Wut' und 'Grimm' zu
durch ironische Spiegelung und Distanzierung gewiB etwas ab-
geschwachten Grundaffekten wurden. Hatte Doderer weiter so ge-
schrieben, so ware das vor allem deshalb zu bedauern gewesen,
weil die Haltung der Lebenspositivitat bei ihm literarisch
weitaus reicher und fruchtbarer ist.321
So great is the relief on the part of some reviewers that Doderer
has apparently chosen to turn his back on the outrageous eccentricities
that play such an important role in Die Merowinger, that they make a
valiant attempt to establish Die Wasserfalle von Slunj as the start of
another new phase in the author's artistic development. Thus Meidinger-
Geise declares: 'Eben noch diskutiert man Doderers Merowinger, da Uber-
rascht der Autor mit einer Gabe, die nur einen neuen Anfang dar-
,322stellt Yet in the same breath the reviewer feels obliged to
point out that the new novel also points backwards towards the so-called
Viennese novels: 'aber auch zu den vorangegangenen Werken mit altoster-
reichischer Weite und groBangelegter Schilderung von Gesellschaftspflich-
ten und -gedanken Die Strudlhofstiege, Die Damonen fUhrt der neue Ro-
323man ••• ' . Armin Mohler, on the other hand, is much more decisive in
his claim that a distinct change in tone can be perceived in Doderer's
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latest novel: 'Dieses erste Buch des Roman Nr. 7 zeigt, daB der Autor,
der ein fUr aIle Mal auf einen bestimmten Ton festgelegt zu sein schien,
einen neuen Ton gefunden hat. Es hat den herben, groBflachigen Reiz
eines Alterswerkes - was andere Autoren, man denke an Benn und noch le-
bende Zeitgenossen Doderers, nie erreicht haben.,324 Herbert Eisenreich,
however, concedes that Die Wasserfalle von Slunj begins in much the same
vein as Die Strudlhofstiege.and that for the next two or three hundred
pages the reader asks himself whether Die Merowinger really was nothing
325more than a mere escapade. Yet Eisenreich then goes on to conclude
that Doderer's latest novel represents nothing less than a perfect
.' .'synthesis between the 'Viennese' novels (where Doderer had totally
avoided tragedy) and Die Merowinger (where the novelist had portrayed
what Eisenreich sees as 'die nackte Tragik,326). Quite apart from the
fact that it is difficult to discern anything even remotely resembling
real tragedy in Die Merowinger, Donald Clayton's death in Die Wasser-
falle von Slunj is scarcely more tragic than Mary K.'s accident in Die
Strudlhofstiege or Gyurkicz's or Karl Zeitler's untimely demise in Die
Damonen. One reviewer's description of Doderer's last completed novel
327as 'heitere Tragik' from Austria is surely much more accurate. More-
over, Eisenreich himself characteristically has to admit: 'durch weite
Passagen gemahnt uns der Inhalt der Wasserfalle recht sehr an die frU-
328heren Romane.'
If we take a closer look at Doderer's last full-length novel, we
must concede that much of the autobiographical ballast of the previous
works - including Die Merowinger - has been cast aside. In addition,
the 'Regie des Lebens,329 has taken over the function of the omnipotent
authorial voice which had till then lurked behind (or sometimes quite
obtrusively in front of) the narrator as a puppeteer-in-chief. The new
novel is furthermore somewhat more taut and economical in construction
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than its predecessors, but apart from this, very little has changed,
particularly on the level of subject-matter and setting. One must ulti-
mately agree with Edwin Hartl's conclusion: 'Mit den - fUr Doderer-Leser
schon gewohnten - Sprlingen von Zeit zu Zeit findet man manche vielleicht
allzu vertraute Szenen aus dem alten Osterreich. Diese reizenden Alt-
wiener und grauslichen Hausmeister sind am Ende ein wenig zu wenig neu
fUr einen neuen Doderer.,330
Yet it is precisely the return to the 'old' Doderer whom so many
readers and reviewers have obviously grown to love, that meets with the
approval of the critics - and this is surely only conceivable in the
wake of such an 'atypical' novel as Die Merowinger. This is endorsed by
the reaction of those critics who had explicitly expressed their anxiety
over the new line Doderer appeared to have adopted in Die Merowinger.
It is the return of some familiar motifs that meets with the approbation
of Hans Kricheldorff: 'Mit VergnUgen registriert man, daB die Umrisse
junger Herren aus gut em Hause und reifer Damen dem Verfasser auch dies-
mal am leibhaftigsten geraten.,33l Similarly, in a review with the para-
digmatic title 'Ein klassischer Doderer', Karl Boegner notes with more
than a hint of satisfaction and relief: 'Wer nach der LektUre der Mero-
winger, diesem skurril-genialen AuBenseiter, die BefUrchtung hatte, daB
der Meister nun an die Grenze des noch Lesbaren enteilt sei, der wird an
den Wasserfallen von Slunj seine helle Freude haben. Hier ist ein Do-
derer, der sich wUrdig an die Strudlhofstiege ••• anschlieBt.,332 Yet
again the canon according to which Doderer's post-1956 publications are
judged is palpably obvious.
In view of 'the fact that Doderer's return to a more traditional
narrative style might conceivably be regarded as a retrograde step in
his literary development, it is not surprising that it has been suggested
that Doderer was subsequently faced with 'accusations of artistic inept-
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·tud ' 3331 e. Yet there is remarkably little evidence of this in the reviews
of Die Wasserfalle von Slunj. On the contrary, Emil Franzel's remarks
are symptomatic of the critical response: 'So sehr man sich an der tollen,
ins Burleske gesteigerten Satire Uber die "Merowin,ger"amUsiert haben moch-
te, so erfreut ist man, nun wieder einen "echten" Doderer lesen zu dUr-
334fen.' ·Far from criticizing the author for returning to the style and
setting of his earlier novels, Franzel eagerly welcomes back the familiar
motifs so sorely missed in Die Merowinger: 'GroBartig sind wieder gerade
die Nebenfiguren gezeichnet ... EinigermaBen unerquicklich sind wieder
allerhand "dicke Damen" und die erotischen Faden zwischen halben Buben
und alten Weibern (Doderer hat einen Anti-Lolita-Komplex). Alles in allem
ist dies •••·wieder ein meisterhaft gebauter und erzahlter und den lite-
335rarischen Durchschnltt turmhoch Uberragender wirklicher Roman.' Once
again what Durzak says of Grass is equally valid for Doderer: 'Soweit Be-
ziehungen [zu den "frUheren groBen Romanen" ] in Form vertrauter Motive
vorhanden sind, partizipiert der neue Roman gewissermaBen an der Voll-
kommenheit des frUheren.,336
Nevertheless, Doderer's step backwards towards what for many repres-
ents his 'real' or what one might call 'Viennese' style was still not
enough to satiate some critics' appetite for a mere reworking in a fresh
guise of the author's previous successes. Thus Helmut Uhlig notes with
regret that by tautening his prose Doderer has sacrificed his 'alte Be-
habigkeit' ,337 and in an article which in many respects encapsulates the
prejudices of Doderer's critics and which is worth quoting at length,
Johannes KleinstUck peremptorily declares:
Mit der Strudlhofstiege ••• und den Damonen ••• setzte Doderer
die Tradition des europaischen Gesellschaftsromans fort •••
Die Strudlhofstiege bildete, wie Doderer selbst gesagt hat, die
'Rampe' fUr die Damonen, die damit zum Hauptwerk erklart wer-
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den. Die meisten seiner Leser werden bestatigen, daB er in
ihnen das ihm GemaBe verwirklicht und vollendet hat - so voll-
endet, daB ein Weitergehen kaum moglich, vielleicht auch nicht
ratsam erschien. Trotzdem entwarf er als Sechziger noch den
Plan zu einem neuen Riesenbau, den er Roman No.7 nannte.338
KleinstUck scrupulously avoids mentioning the atypical Die Merowinger
and is equally careful not to give an evaluative assessment of Roman
No.7.
Warum hat Doderer weitergeschrieben und sich dadurch der Ge-
fahr ausgesetzt, am MaBstab des schon Erreichten gemessen zu
werden? Als ich ihn im September 1965 besuchte, kam das Ge-
sprach auf die Wasserfalle von Slunj und er bemerkte: 'So stelle
ich mir einen Roman vor' - er glaubte also, sich selbst noch
zu verbessern, sich selbst zu Uberbieten ••• Ob das Ganze die
339Damonen Ubertroffen hatte, muB dahingestellt bleiben ...
Equally significant are the motifs whose absence KleinstUck finds it nec-
essary to remark on: 'Es fehlen ••• hier - jeder Fortschritt bringt Ver-
lust mit sich - KabinettstUcke wie das allen Kennern wohlvertraute "Cafe
. 340Kaunitz", pralle Randfiguren wie die Prostituierte Anny Graven ••• '
As early as 1951 Doderer noted: 'Jeder KUnstler ist wohl zu der AnmaBung
gezwungen, daB wesentlicher sei, wohin er gehe als woher er komme. Die
341Kunstgeschichte ist dann oft umgekehrter Meinung.' That these very
apt words are also true of Doderer's critics after 1956, is self-evident.
Just how profound the reviewers' preoccupation with Doderer's past suc-
cesses was, is perhaps best mirrored in Otto F. Beer's claim that the
eponymous Waterfalls of Slunj are nothing but 'eine ins Hydrische Uber-
tragene Strudelhofstiege [sic] ,.342
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VI Doderer and Vienna
I£ the £irst part o£ the proposed tetralogy Roman No.7 could with
some justi£ication be described as retrogressive, particularly in terms
o£ some o£ the motifs and the style, the same could certainly not be said
o£ the posthumously published £ragment o£ Der Grenzwald. Only super-
£icially does Doderer return here to the scene o£ his £irst £ull-length
novel, Das Geheimnis des Reichs; a comparison o£ the two works illustrates
per£ectly the length and breadth of the path traversed by the author in
the course o£ his artistic life. Moreover, a comparison of the two parts
o£ Roman No.7 itsel£ reveals that even in the last £ew years of his li£e
Doderer succeeded in making such advances in narrative technique that his by
now familiar rapturous cries o£ exaltation as what he regarded as yet another
poetic rebirth approached, were in this case not without sUbstance:
Vergleichsweise hab' ich eigentlich noch nie einen Roman ge-
schrieben.343
R7/I1 ist als symphonisches Werk £ast mein erstes. Ungeheure
EinbrUche von in Schutt verwandelter, bisher fUr £est gehalte-
3~ner (nicht so ganz - nur gegoltenerl) Materie. Anfang.
R7/I1 liegt in einem neuen Leben und wird dort erst betret-
b 345are
Die Mitte kreiselt zusammen und wird mein Gegenstand: wenn je,
dann wird dies mein Buch, das meinen Lebensentscheid dokumen-
tiert, und meine Abkehr vom deperzeptiven Aberglauben, der mir
o£t den Tod nahegebracht hat.346
Ich bin au£ dem in maBigem Zustande be£indlichen Geh-Steige
(Trottoir) vor der Villa Ben Tiber im Haltertale hinter HUttel-
dorfam 25. Oktober des Jahres 1963 um die Mittagszeit zur Welt
347gekommen •••
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The lucidity and plasticity of the laconic, pregnant, yet at the same
time almost weightless diction suffice to indicate that even in its frag-
mentary form Der'Grenzwald clearly approximates to the author's ideal of
the 'roman muet'. One is inclined to agree with Hans Flesch-Brunningen
that the fact that Doderer did not live to complete this novel was one
348of the greatest tragedies in world literature.
Yet even if Doderer's final novel had been completed, it is extremely
doubtful whether this would have made any difference to the image with
which the author had already become synonymous; for, as Georg Schmid
shrewdly points out, experience tells us that what has become established
'349as part of tradition is not supposed to change. Schmid himself views
Doderer's conservatism as the primary component of this unalterable
image,350 yet while this might be the case in the more politically orien-
tated commentaries, it is as the amiable raconteur of large-scale novels
set in Vienna on a large canvas with a multiplicity of characters, plots
and sub-plots that Doderer is identified and remembered. One look at the
picture of Doderer painted in histories of literature and more partic-
ularly in anthologies of world literature endorses this view. Rarely do
we find a reference to Doderer without an explicit identification of his
work with the city of Vienna, as two representative examples should
suffice to indicate:
His works are a colourful dramatization of European history
from about 1880 to 1960, the main protagonist being the city
351of Vienna and its society.
In a highly artistic manner he depicts life and society in
V. 352lenna before and after 1914.
Even when the author endeavoured to throw off the shackles of his Vienn-
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ese home, the critics sought and found Vienna in everything he wrote.
We have already seen examples of the singular reluctance of some critics
to accept·Ein Mord den jeder begeht and Die Merowinger as 'non-Viennese'
novels. There is without doubt a quite misguided line in Doderer crit-
icism that insists on a facile identification of the author's fictional
world with Vienna, a harbinger of which could even be found in a review
of Die Strudlhofstiege: '••• welche Magie, im Wald und in Wien und Uber-
353all in Osterreich, auch wenn es Paris, Istanbul oder Budapest ist.'
It comes as no surprise, then, to find at least one critic openly admit-
ting his disappointment over the geographical setting of the completed
segment of Der Grenzwald:
Schmerzlich •••, daB ein groBer Teil der mehr oder weniger aus-
gefUhrten StUcke nicht die Heimat des Verfassers zum Schauplatz
hat ••• Schon frUher glich Doderer mitunter einem Antaus,
dessen Riesenkraft bei fehlendem Kontakt mit dem eigenen Boden
zu schwinden drohte. Hier, im unfertigen Roman, wird das merk-
licher als sonst, gerade gegenUber den wenigen Kapiteln aus
.Wien, die selbst dort, wo sie noch nicht ganz fertiggestellt
sind, in hochster Meisterschaft glanzen.354
Yet again such a comment is only conceivable in the wake of Doderer's
'Viennese' novels. If this is true of Doderer's final work, it is even
more obviously the case with his earliest works; for, whereas there ls
understandably no mention of the author's inborn 'Vienneseness' in the
few extant reviews of the original editions of Die Bresche and Das Ge-
heimnis des Reichs, the 1968 reprint of Doderer's FrUhe Prosa provides
his critics with yet another opportunity to discover Vienna in 'non-
Viennese' works. Thus Hilde Spiel concludes: 'In der Bresche sah Doderer
Landschaften und Stadtschaften zerdreht und verzerrt ••• Wien und BrUssel
355flossen ihm zu einem unwirklichen Handlungsort zusammen.' Of the.
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hitherto unpublished Jutta Bamberger Spiel says: 'Auch sie ist in der
seltsamen Zwischenstadt angesiedelt, die in Belgien liegen solI, aber mit
Wien, mit der Donaulandschaft, weit gr~Bere Ahnlichkeit besitzt.,3~6
Hans Kricheldorff, on the other hand, whose comment on Der Grenzwald we
have quoted above, finds it difficult to conceal the fact that for him
one of the main criteria in the evaluation of a work of Doderer's is the
relationship of that work to Vienna: 'Fehlen in der Bresch~ und im Ge-
heimnis des Reichs die lokalen BezUge - zu Wien namlich - fast ganz, so
scheinen sie in ••• Jutta Bamberger, wiewohl kaum ausgesprochen, doch die
Voraussetzung fUr die geradezu beklemmende Intensitat zu sein, die dieses
BruchstUck zum weitaus gewichtigsten Teil des angezeigten Nachlese-Bandes
macht.,357 Helmut Uhlig, too, finds evidence of Doderer's inimitable
Viennese style in his early work: '••• bemerkt werden muB, daB sein er-
ster ••• Roman Das Geheimnis des Reichs ••• Doderer bereits als einen ei-
genwilligen Erzahler aus Wiener Tradition ausgewiesen hatte. Dabei war
gerade dieser allererste Roman, wie man nun wohl sagen muS, nicht im
k.u.k.-Gelande angesiedelt, sondern in RuBland.,358
As early as 1956 Karl August Horst had warned of the perils of a
facile identification of an author with a particular trend, group or
'movement':
AIle diese sch~nen Metaphern, die langst in Zeitschriftentitel
eingegangen sind, haben eines gemeinsam: daB der Brechungswinkel
kUnstlicher Produktion vom Kritiker errechnet wird, und daB der
solchermaBen gebrochene Schr1ftsteller fortan die Pflicht hat,
in gerader Linie fortzufahren, andernfalls man 1hm bescheinigen
wird, daB er sich seIber untreu geworden ist, daB er seine Farbe
getauscht, sein Niveau unterschritten, kurzum daB er enttauscht
habe. Das war zu allen Zeiten so. Goethe hat sich von dem Er-
folge seines Werther nicht erholt. Und von James Joyce sagt
man - denn die wenigsten haben Finnegan's Wake wirklich gelesen -,
daB der Ulysses das Ende des Romans schlechthin darstelle -
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ungeachtet der Tatsache, daB Joyce seinen letzten Roman ur-
sprlingllch Work in Progress genannt hat.
Dieses ganze GestrUpp aus SUffisance und Leseunf~higkeit - denn
es 1st notorisch, daB Kritiker h~ufig das Lesen verlernen - muB
weggeraumt werden, sollen wir den Blick frei bekommen fUr das
Werk des Autors [Heimito von Doderer] •••359
As amply illustrated above, what Doderer's critics failed to do was to
free themselves from a host of prejudices as to how and what the author
Heimito von Doderer ought to write. In the discussion which concluded
the Doderer S~posium in Vienna in 19~6, ~olfgang Kraus is reported to have
warned that such a gathering might be regarded as corresponding to what
the church calls 'canonization', by which he meant 'eine Art Selig-
360sprechung Doderers'. Quite apart from the fact that a few years later
361one reviewer actually did speak of the Austrian 'Heiligtum' Doderer,
it is by now obvious that in reality Doderer, or more precisely his
'Viennese' novels had long since been 'canonized' during the author's
lifetime. Ludwig Pesch is representative of most of Doderer's critics
when, blithely ignoring such works as Die Bresche, Das Geheimnis des
Reichs, Das letzte Abenteuer, Ein Mord den jeder begeht and Die Merowinger,
362he declares: 'Doderers Werk kreiste immer um Wien und den Wiener.'
The logical and ludicrous cUlmination of the unqualified identification
of Doderer.with the 'Viennese' novels is the following comment by Kurt
Kahl on the posthumously published diaries Commentarii 1951 bis 1956:
'Wenn man diese Passagen voller Wien-Empfindungen fUr sich nimmt (und
vieles andere nur fUr Literaturkenner Interessante Uberblattert), wenn
man die Commentarii als Wien-Buch annimmt, dann muB man gar keinen Roman
363Heimito von Doderers kennen, um ihn zu lieben.'
In the light of such a fixation on the part of Doderer's critics
with the topographical centre of most of his works, a number of important
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questions arise. To what extent does Doderer's own intensive preoccupa-
tion with Vienna represent a limitation of his artistic capabilities?
How far is the author himself responsible for the creation of the image
with which he is so readily identified? Does the term 'Viennese novelist'
do full justice to Doderer's artistic achievement? Finally, and most
importantly, what is it in Doderer's writings that induces his critics
to search for Vienna even in works which have manifestly nothing to do
with the city? In order to answer these questions we must again turn to
the critical reaction which the monumental novels of the 1950s provoked.
When Doderer shot to literary stardom with Die Strudlhofstiege in •
1951, an intriguing and-remarkable convergence of opinion was soon to
emerge among the critics. As Paul Kruntorad rightly remarks, not only
Austrian critics, from whom such epithets might have been expected, but
German and Swiss critics, even Italians and Americans revealed an uncanny
predilection for the adjective 'Viennese' in their introduction to Do-
364derer's work. When the novelist then produced his mammoth Die Damonen
in 1956, he had already become firmly established in the critical con-
sciousness as the chronicler of Vienna. Yet despite the apparent unanim-
ity of Doderer's critics vis-a-vis his inimitably Viennese style, their
reactions to Doderer's depiction of his native city again encapsulate the
polarization of opinion that pervades the reception of all his works. On
the one hand, the author's portrayal of the Austrian metropolis is nailed
as a major contribution to twentieth century world literature:
Nirgendwo findet sich wohl in der Literatur ein so herrliches
Bild der Stadt •••365
••• hier endlich ist Wien als GroBstadt fUr die Weltliteratur
366entdeckt worden •••
••• no other German-speaking city has ever been evoked by a
novelist with quite the same topographical love and care - in
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all seasons and during different times of day and night - as
Vienna by Heimito von Doderer.367
Comparisons with such literary giants as Dostoievsky, Tolstoy, Balzac,
Dickens and Joyce abound:
[Doderer stellt] sein Wien aus den beiden ersten Jahrzehnten
unseres Jahrhunderts'neben das Paris Balzacs, das London
Dickens' und das Petersburg Dostojewskis •••368
Osterreich, besonders Wien, war als Schauplatz groBer und be-
deutender Romane bisher minder
Petersburg. Nun haben wir mit
GegenstUck zu Dickens, Balzac,
priviligiert als Paris, London',
landesUblicher Verspatung unser
369Tolstoi •••
Neben das Paris Balzacs, das London Dickens', das Petersburg
Dostojewskis tritt nun das Wien Heimito von Doderers. DaB die
Stadt in ••• Die Damonen ••• wie in keinem anderen Werk einge-
fangen erscheint, bis Uber ihren Rand hinaus, wo sie in die
Landschaft Ubergeht, bis in ihre unterirdischen Kanale hinab,
in ihren Farbenspielen und Lichtbrechungen zu jeder Jahres- und
Tageszeit, aber auch mit ihren Menschen aller Schichten und
370Klassen, ist noch das geringste •••
••• a unique panorama of Balzacian dimensions of all the strata
371of Viennese society.
Kein heute lebender deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller hat in auch
nur vergleichbarem MaB 'eine Welt' erstehen lassen, wie Doderer.
Nicht daB er in den einzelnen Romanen 'Welt' gibt, diese Romane
hangen auBerdem, zumindest teilweise, durch gemeinsame Figuren
zusammen, sie schaffen im 8alzac'schen Sinn eine 'Comedie
humaine'. Wie Balzac, hatte Doderer freilich eine Stadt ge-
wahlt, die 'Welt' in sich barg, namlich Wien.372
So accurate are Doderer's portraits of Viennese society that some critics
even maintain that the author's world is more realistic than reality it-
self:
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Er [DodererJ ist in ihr [WienJ geboren, in ihr zuhause, ist ein
Teil von ihr, wird von ihrem Leben getragen und schafft ihr
weiteres Leben. Denn wie unser Bild vom einstigen Paris viel
eher dem Kopf Balzacs entsprungen ist, als es der damaligen
Wirklichkeit folgt, so hat auch Doderer in der Strudlhofstiege,
den Damonen und den anderen Werken eine Vision von Wien ge-
schaffen, die weitaus deutlicher und typischer ist als die Rea-
litat. Sowohl in der Welt von 'Melzer und die Tiefe der Jahre'
als auch in der 'Chronik des Sektionsrats Geyrenhoff' ••• zeigt
er eine 'zweite Wirklichkeit', von der man annehmen kann, daB
sie das Wien-Bild spaterer Generationen wesentlich bestimmen
i d 373w r •
Kein Motiv ist zu abgedroschen, kein StraBenbild von Wien zu
popular und banal, daB ihm nicht dieser Autor neues Leben ein-
hauchte. Doderer ist Wien •
...
Wer, wie ich, nach einer intensiven LektUre seiner BUcher, sich
in die Kaffeehauser und auf die StraBe Wiens begibt, glaubt,
sich nicht so sehr in der Realitat selbst zu bewegen, sondern
einen Abklatsch der kUnstlerisch wahrsten Realitat Doderers
nachzuerleben. Wenn wir sagten: Doderer ist Wien, so konnte
man ebenso gut sagen: Wien ist Doderer. So wie Balzac sein
Paris, Dickens sein London aufgebaut hat, so wie sich James
Joyce rUhmte, man konnte, werde es einmal vollig zerstort, nach
seinem Ulysses die Stadt Dublin neu erbauen, so hat Doderer das
374alte und neue Wien tatsachlich aufgebaut - are perenius.
... So getreu, daB wir beim nachsten Besuch in Wien am liebsten
den Amtsrat Melzer aufsuchen wUrden, urnzu sehen, was vom Major
Melzer etwa doch noch in ihm steckt •••375
There can be little doubt that the majority of Doderer's readers are en-
thralled by an almost mystical fascination which emanates from the author's
depictions of his home town, a fascination which provokes an irrational
emotional response which, as even as harsh a critic of Doderer as Schroder
376has to concede, is difficult to overcome. Ivar Ivask is surely not
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alone in his sentiments when he declares:
Indem man sich aufmerksam in diese Romane [Die Strudlhofstiege,
Die Damonen, Die Wasserfalle von Slunj] vertieft, wird man fast
unmerklich zum Wahl-Wiener (so genau glaubt man bald die Topo-
graphie der Stadt zu kennen) und langsam nimmt man sagar den
Wiener Lebensstil an - vom Gang ins Cafe bis zum orientalischen
Tschibuk-Rauchen, von der Theater- und Musikfreudigkeit bis zur
- Verehrung des esoterischen GUtersl~h.377
Doderer's fictional Vienna becomes for many a living place, the tangible
reality of which can be readily verified if one has the inclination - or
a street map of the city:
Die Topographie des (fUr den Fremdenverkehr uninteressanten,
meist erst seit den fUnfzlger Jahren des vorigen Sakulums all-
mahlich entstandenen, vor Dodererliterarisch anonym gewesenen)
Stadtteils 'Unter den WeiBgerbern' ist so genau, daB ein auf-
k k~ t 378mer samer Leser sie kartographisch verwerten vnn e.
[Doderer] can evoke the mood of a character walking through the
streets of Vienna, conjure up memories in the mind of both
character and reader and still attend precisely to the city's
geography. The reader of Doderer may be led to examine a map
of Vienna, but the reader of Proust is not apt to seek out a
map of Paris.379
The gentle reader may care to have a street-plan of Vienna at
380his elbow as he proceeds.
II n'est pas inutile de bien connaItre son plan de Vienne pour
381s'orienter dans Les Demons de M. Heimito von Doderer •
••• the reader is well advised to have a street map of Vienna
at his elbow, for the movements of the figures across the bound-
aries of the city represent many important ups and downs in
their social and human careers.382
Bis ins Letzte verst~dlich nur fUr den, der Wien kennen und
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lieben gelernt und der noch ein Organ hat fUr Pracht, Pathos
und barocke FUlle.383
Yet it is precisely here that the major paradox in Doderer's writings lies.
Whereas many critics and readers delight in cross-checking map references
and in the time-honoured passion for comparing the original localities
with the author's fictional descriptions, to such an extent that the
. .
Strudlhofstiege has developed into a veritable 'Wallfahrtsort' for Doderer
devotees from allover the world, almost as many critics find the author's
attention to detail nothing more than an irritating and pedantic pre-
occupation with an outmoded, photographic conception of realism. The mere
fact that an acquaintance with, if not an elective affinity with Vienna
appears to be a prerequisite for a full understanding of Doderer's works
which are set in the city, suffices to provoke the wrath of many a frust-
rated critic:
for a full comprehension it entails reading with a map of
384the city at one's elbow.
He [the reader] may occasionally get lost in the engulfing
labyrinth of 143 characters and their seemingly strange me-
385anderings (and wish for a map of Viennal) •••
Schon jetzt findet sich darin [in Doderers Werk] so manches,
was sich dem Leser, der kein Wiener, ja kein Doblinger oder
386Heiligenstaedter 1st, wohl nicht entratselt •••
More to the pOint, Doderer's intense preoccupation with Vienna occasion-
ally leads to suggestions that his work Is parochial:
Musil hat Kakanlen, dem Reich, in dem einst die Sonne nicht
unterging und in dem die Bevolkerung ein Dutzend Sprachen sprach
und schrieb, ein Monument geschaffen, Doderer dem Wiener BUrger
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und dem Wienerwald.387
Durch diese genaue Beortung gewinnt der Dichter etwas warm
Anheimelndes und so stellt sie sich als bewuBt osterreichische
Heimatdichtung und als eine ins Osterreichische gewendete
F t S d 388orsy e aga are
There can be little doubt that Friedrich Torberg is right when he suggests
that Doderer himself would have had no objection to being described as
389the most Austrian of all Austrian writers, yet it is this very conscious
'Austrianness', so much a part of the author's inimitable style, that is
at the root of the problem. So profoundly Austrian is Doderer's work
that it appears to be intended a priori'for a reading public confined to
insiders and would-be insiders. It is surely no coincidence that non-
German-speaking reviewers and critics in particular should feel the need
to warn the prospective Doderer reader of the author's passionate love
for the minutiae of Viennese life. And it is to a non-German-speaking
part of the world that we must turn now to illuminate fully our picture
of the complex relationship between Doderer and his native city. For,
despite the fact that Doderer in his last few years of life finally
achieved his aim of belying the proverb 'nemo propheta in patria' by
gaining recognition, indeed distinction in his native Austria, so much
so that his death was marked by stately obsequies the likes of which had
390never been accorded to an Austrian writer before, if the prophet is
to counter the charge of parochialism, his work must prove to be of uni-
versal rather than merely local significance. And what better testing-
ground for the universality of Doderer's work than America, a land whose
culture and history could scarcely be farther removed from Doderer's
Vienna, a land where both critic and reader are equipped with a completely
different cultural, political and, above all, critical apparatus from the
Central European.
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VII Doderer in America
Before examining in detail the reception accorded to Doderer's works
in the United States, it is necessary to cast a brief glance at what has
been translated and at the quality of the translations themselves. For
it is a well-known fact that, as fewer and fewer Americans are able to
read German, the role of the translator and translations becomes pro-
portionately more significant in transmitting German culture.
It was not until 1961 that Doderer was introduced to an American
reading public with the translation of what many regard as his finest
work, Die Damonen.39l This was followed by translations of Ein Mord den
jeder begeht and Die Wasserf~lle von SlunJ in 1964 and 1966 respective-
1 392y. In addition, a selection of Doderer's short stories and theoret-
ical writings appeared scattered over a variety of literary and academic
periodicals with a limited readership and thus of relatively minor
interest here.
The reasons for Doderer's somewhat belated arrival on the American
literary scene are not too difficult to find. The sheer bulk of his works
presents the translator with an unenviable task, and introducing a
hitherto virtually unknown novelist with a work of almost half a million
words was a financial risk which only an exceptionally brave publisher
would be willing to run. Yet Doderer found such a publisher in the New
York based Alfred A. Knopf. On the eve of the publication of The Demons,
Doderer's American publishers also revealed a remarkable frankness in
their assessment of the chances of the novel's becoming a best seller in
the New World: 'On September 18 we will publish a book for which I con-
fidently predict a brilliant succes d'estime. I am not certain as to what
its sale will be, for The Demons ••• is a huge novel. ••• It may net us
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a bigger loss than any other work of fiction we have published ,393...
Such commercial considerations notwithstanding, Doderer's publishers
chose as it were to rise above abject capitalism, and ventured to intro-
duce the author to America. The publication of The Demons was, neverthe-
less, attended by a predictably lavish public relations exercise. Taking
care to pay appropriate attention to a description of Doderer in the TLS
four years earlier as 'the most formidable German-speaking novelist now
li i ,394 th bli h dl 1 i dv ng , e pu s ers prou y proc a me :
Each generation boasts only a handful of artists for whom one
dares to make extravagant claims. To that list of twentieth
century giants - Thomas Mann, Marcel Proust, James Joyce, Sigrid
Undset - we may now add the name of Heimito von Doderer •••
The richness of incident and the variety of human character in
this brilliantly translated work of narrative art offer that rar-
395ity in contemporary writing - sustained pleasurable reading.
The publishers' suggestion as to the quality of the translation duly found
its reflection in the reviews, where descriptions range from 'ably,396
397 398 399and 'meticulously' translated to 'admirable', 'excellent', indeed
400'an heroic feat', and this despite the fact that Doderer's language
presents the translator with quite exceptional difficulties. Deeply
rooted in the Austrian tradition, reaching from the almost incomprehen-
sible jargon of 'Kakanian' officialese via the upper-middle-class
colloquial idiom of the majority of his protagonists, to the depths of
the Viennese vernacular, and replete with Latinisms, neologisms, archaic
forms, puns, conceits and runaway metaphors ('Eine durchgegangene Metapher
401rennt halt, wohin sie will'), Doderer's language is, as Hatfield sug-
gests, something akin to a New High Austrian which appears at first sight
402to be all but untranslatable. So consciously and representatively
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Austrian is Doderer's diction that Duden sees fit to cite the author on
.. 403no less than 211 occasions in the standard Wie sagt man in Osterreich?
Allied to these idiosyncracies is a'characteristically eccentric attitude
towards normative orthography:
Es gibt keine Orthographie •
••• Eine genaue sprachliche Notation ist ••• mit einer norma-
tiven Orthographie vollstandig unvertraglich.404
Dudens deutsche Rechtschreibung ist das dUmmste deutsche Buch;
und es gibt ihrer viel dumme. Ich wUrde nie einen Duden in
meiner Bibliothek dulden.405
How can the translator be expected to convey Doderer's intractable
adherence to spellings with the letter 'c' wherever possible, a whim
which so outraged the linguistic purists among his German-speaking critics?
Once again, as with so many elements of Doderer's unique style, we find a
crucial component of his writings - and what could be more crucial to a
novelist than his language? - presenting the critic who is unable to
identify fully with the eccentricities, with an obstacle to a relatively
objective appraisal of the author's achievement. The reactions are by
now all too familiar: fascinated approval or outright rejection, but never
a middle course:
... mit einer Sprach-, Ton- und Modulierungsmeisterschaft, fUr




Uberhaupt die Sprache Doderersl DaB er - SchUler GUterslohs -
ein Manierist ist, weiB man. Dieser Tatsache sind Wortbildungen
wie 'Planei' fUr eine Ebene, die 'Reise ins Exotische' (nach
Wien und auf den Balkan), die 'zeitmodische Frisur', 'gemachsam',
'FrUhsumpf der Jugend', '••• das Gekuppel der Baume', '•••
kuppelten hohe, dicke Cumulus-Wolken •••', 'sotane Exsequien',
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urnnur einige wenige Beispiele zu nennen, zuzuschreiben. Sie
sind keineswegs schon und auch nicht Uberzeugend. DaB er
Credit, Documente, Facturen, Centimeter, Cigarren und Cigaretten
schreibt, mag noch hingehen - das konnte Zeit-'Kolorit' oder
Eigenbrotlerei sein, warum aber dann wieder 'Komposition'? Ein
Druckfehler? DaB aber Dinge passieren, die geradezu peinliches
Versehen sind, so wenn der Autor etwa sagt: 'Clayton lag ~
monstros geschwungenen machtigen Diwan' (15), 'Die Linie der
MUhlen, welche den Katarakt bekronten, wurde von Harriet und
Clayton jetzt von rUckwarts gesehen' (17), daB 'diskret' und
'dezent' auf S. 202 verwechselt wird, Langusten zwischen Klippen
gefangen werden und es heiBt: 'Donald war durch einen obschwe-
benden LUster klar beleuchtet' (343). 'Jetzt sprengte Zdenko
sein Pferd in den Galopp ein •••' (385). 'Vielleicht aus der
Schweiz, wo sie erzogen war •••' (253), 'er warf seine Beine
wie WUrstel' (136), 'als Donald schon im zweiten Jahr auf einer
public school war' (140). 'fiel ihm ein, daB er ein erhebliches
Geld auf der Sparkasse hatte •••' (46). dann fragt man sich.
ob Doderer nicht selbst der 'lingua conciergicus' erlegen ist.
und nimmt BlUten wie etwa: 'Am Ufer gab es eine FUlle von bren-
nenden Interessen •••' (124), '••• Sie war durch ihre Heirat
in eine Lage gekommen, in welcher sie bald vor Erstaunen einfach
steckenblieb •••' (78) oder: 'Donald ergraute schon gegen sein
dreiBigstes Jahr an den Schlafen, wahrend sein Vater noch hoch
in den FUnfzig ein unverfarbtes und ungefarbtes Haar am Haupte
trug' als unfreiwillig humoristischen Bereicherung einer Sprache
an, die zwischen falschem Deutsch, Beamtendeutsch, falschen
Bi1dern, Klischees, Schlamperei, 'Pseudosprache' und Pratention
pendelt. Stil ist das keiner. Das BedrUckende ist, daB sich
die Beispiele beliebig vermehren lieBen, daB sich hier ein Jar-
gon, der vorgibt, Sprache zu sein, mit einer literarischen
Konzeption verbindet, die vorglbt, Wirklichkeit zu seine Was
in diesem Roman geschieht, 1aBt sich mit dem Wort einer 'Neben-
figur' ziemlich genau bestimmen, wenn Tibor Gergelffi sagt:
'Stimmt es irgendwo nicht, dann stimmt es eben nirgends •••'
(341). Hier stimmt es nicht nur 'irgendwo' nicht, es stimmt
407alles nicht •••
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Yet, love it or hate it, one cannot deny that Doderer's language is the
v~ry essence of his inimitable style. In the circumstances, then, an
adequate rendering of Doderer's prose is a challenging proposition, even
for translators of repute •. Moreover, a close examination of any trans-
lation of the proportions of The Demons will inevitably unveil a variety
of omissions, mistranslations and inaccuracies, no matter how conscien-
tious the translator has been. It must be admitted that, on the whole,
Richard and Clara Winston have made a thoroughly professional job of the
daunting task of translating Doderer's mammoth novel, and their rendering
of the spurious medieval manuscript in the chapter 'Down There' is indeed
a veritable tour de force. Yet the translation does have a number of
major flaws. The anonymous reviewer in the TLS complains that the
Winstons might have chosen a 'more deliberately mid-Atlantic idiom •••
408for a translation obviously aimed at the whole English-speaking world'.
It is not merely that such obtrusive Americanisms as 'gasoline' ,409
'curb' (509) for 'kerb', 'kibitzing' (135), 'happenstance' (223), 'pocket-
book' (274), 'necktie' (284), 'upperclassmen' (679), 'checkerboarded'
(288), 'outage' (1205), 'gearshift' (367), 'mean son-of-a-bitch' (524),
'vise' (915) for 'vice', 'faucet' (560), 'mailbox' (627), 'specialty'
(820), 'spritzer' (877), 'suspenders' (915), 'screwy' (1032), 'fancy duds'
(1115), 'garbage can' (1267), 'railroad' (171), 'sidewalk' (38ff.), not to
mention the almost ubiquitous 'still and all ' (passim) sound somewhat
less than euphonious to the non-American reader. Many an English-speaker
would shudder at the mere thought of a car purring with perfect evenness
'over the pavement' (680), and would be more inclined to think of a mis-
spelling of the French currency than of sausages, were he to read that
the 'Herr Baron likes to have a couple of franks at that hour' (1309).
Moreover, one might be forgiven for assuming that someone who 'preferred
walking to riding' (885) had an antipathy towards horses rather than
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public transport. Nor is it merely the occasional split infinitives
(e.g. 'to thoroughly examine' (31), 'to violently throw' (~16), 'to proper-
ly conceal' (1152) ) or such affected renderings as 'a wee bit' (497) and
a 'wee roof' (224), or even the almost churlish 'an old dodderer' (618),
that vitiate the translation, for, had Doderer written in English, he
would no doubt have taken great pleasure in splitting every infinitive
he could lay his hands on, and one can equally easily imagine him indulging
in self-mockery and affectation. It is not even in the apparently delib-
erate abridgement of the second volume of the novel, which is considerably
shorter than Doderer's original, that the main weakness lies. Much more
important is the fact that the world evoked by such renderings as 'drug-
store' (422), 'roadster' (172 ff.), 'night spots' (615), 'movies' (164
ff.), 'downtown' (236 ff.), 'grade school' (895), 'saloon' (164), 'punks'
(605 ff.), 'shacks' (57), 'hooch' (511), 'trolley-train' (310), 'real
estate boom' (189), 'four-in-hand' (414), 'candy' (309 ff.), 'men's room'
410(139), and particularly by 'Vaudeville acrobats' (605) for 'Artisten',
is quite simply too far removed, not only geographically, but above all
spiritually, from Doderer's Vienna. Schlaggenberg's references to 'this
Starkbreiter broad' (468) and 'this Steuermann broad' (468) might be found
only just acceptable on the grounds of the possible pun, but one must
seriously question the compatibility of the following collocation, ironic
though it may be:
Ha, wretch, art caught - at last I find you here,
Who secretly delighted in a star,
While giving me, with Selma, a bum steerl (1121)
One can also scarcely imagine Doderer having written that Anny Graven
'felt quite chipper' (1199). Finally, it is quite inconceivable that
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Frau Kapsreiter should write in her 'nocturnal' that she felt 'so blue'
(1193) or would talk of going 'to the john' (955 f.).
A further question mark hovers over the translators' rendering of
the various levels of Viennese dialect. The TLS critic suggests that it
411would perhaps have been better to ignore the dialect completely. Yet
this would have undoubtedly have robbed Doderer's novel of an essential
ingredient. Given the translators' choice to render the passage~ of
Viennese vernacular in colloquial American, two important questions must
be asked. Is this done consistently, and is the idiom chosen an appro-
priate equivalent to the original? A brief look at the translation is
enough to reveal quite undeniably that the Winstons do not succeed in main-
taining the American tone throughout the novel. Amidst the Americanisms,
one suddenly encounters such characteristic Briticisms as 'excellent chap'
-(558), 'I say' (863), 'righto' (751), 'fagged out' (924) and 'how jolly'
(320). The narrator Geyrenhoff, whose language is for the most part
,
coloured by a mildly American bias, suffers occasional lapses into a more
specifically British tone: 'Salutations, eh what!' (360), 'diggings' (239).
Grete Siebenschein, whose 'Warte, richt' dir die Haare' (D~monen, p.189)
is rendered as 'Wait, your hair's all mussed' (191), soon contrives to
sound much more like a middle-class Englishwoman: '••• ugh! That old rotter'
(201), 'Stinker!' (203). Similarly, the occasional unwarranted interpolation
of an altogether alien idiom in the dialect spoken by the members of the
lowest social stratum underscores the translators' inability to convey
accurately and consistently the subtle nuances of Doderer's prose: 'When
for once ya get a gent what's a real gent ••• ' (1033), 'the ones as used
to be your regulars' (1313). Such brief transatlantic excursions reveal
once more the difficulties involved in rendering Doderer's highly idio-
syncratic diction in readable English.
On the other hand, the use of token German and Austrian words, ranging
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from 'GrUss Gatt' (82), 'Servus' (507), 'gnadige Frau' (lOS ff.), 'Heu-
riger' (68S) and 'Prosit' (748) to 'Kipfel' (235), 'Konditorei' (358 ff.),
'Ober' (368), 'Jause' (160 f.) and 'Guglhupf' (160), intended, no doubt,
to intensify the Viennese atmosphere of the novel, is strangely out of
place in the midst of the manifold Americanisms. Similarly, the American
colloquialisms themselves seem strangely inappropriate as renderings of
the Viennese. The cultural gap between the two languages is simply too
wide to bridge. Would one really expect Alois Gach, whose 'antiquated
phraseology' (580) strikes Niki Zdarsa and Kakabsa, to describe the cavalry
as 'pretty flashy' (591)? The following translation of a Meisgeier tirade
reveals perhaps most vividly that the American idiom is quite simply
incompatible with the Viennese parlance:
'Those ratsl' he screamed. 'You horse's ass, Didi, you dumb
slut. Those rats, those Reds, those brown-noses! We'd be
sewed up good and proper if we had them. All they want is to
fix things so everybody shares alike - like a bunch of sheep.
And where would that leave mel Where would it leave you?
Those mother ---. Aren't you ashamed down to your
talking such _._-- The Sozis are the worst enemies we have,
the worst anyone has who isn't a lousy stool pigeon and ass
licker. In my book the Reds come right after the copsl' (953)
As so often in the translation, the very essence of the original, with
its characteristically playful asides such as '(wir erinnern daran: er
war dem Dialekt nicht ganz verhaftet)' (Damonen, p. 954), '''••~ bei denen
waren wir ausg'schmiert, wie man in Bayern sagt" (dart war er also auch
schon gewesen? I) I (ibid.), "'nach der Hoh ' (Polizei) I" I (ibid.), is necess-
arlly lost.
If the Winstons translation of Die Damonen had, in spite of the
weaknesses outlined above, met with universal critical approval, the same
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could certainly not be said of their rendering of Ein Mord den jeder be-
geht. On the contrary. the latter translation provoked such diametric-
ally opposed evaluations as 'admirable,412 and 'deplorable' .413 culminating
in the following illogical yet at the same time curiously pertinent
statement by Sarah Gainham: 'The original. which I have not read, must
have been extremely good, but the translation is not adequate to Doderer's
mind. Technically competent, it fails to express the depth and subtlety
which are found in his other work. ••• the German has been attacked from
the outside, almost transliterated, instead of being "Ubertragen" ••• into
414the new language.' One certainly has the impression that the trans-
lators have taken far less care over the relatively short novel, for
omissions and distortions abound. 415Once again the world of 'tank trucks',
'high-school meets' (307), 'pitchers' (282) and 'higher-class chippies'
(313/314), of the 'bookbag' (23) and 'mailman' (160 ff.), the world where
schoolchildren 'receive passing grades' (49) and 'graduate' (243), whilst
students 'flunk out' (106) or have an interest in 'this dame or that' (69),
where one has a 'shot of rye' (347) and 'picks up the tab' (314) - this
world is quite evidently incompatible with the Teutonic world of Conrad
Castiletz. Moreover, a rendering such as 'There are many things I cannot
exactly pin down' (318) for 'Ich kann mich eigentlich, wenn ich's gerade
will, an vieles nicht erinnern ••• an sehr vieles nicht',4l6 is a classic
example of lack of precision or quite simply lack of care on the part of
the translator undermining a motif which plays a crucial role in the
original - in this case the vital leitmotif 'memory' - and thus weakening
the content of the novel. Similarly, the sustained use of 'young fellow'
for the 'Benjamin' motif clearly does not arouse such vivid connotations
as the more striking German idiom, although here the problem obviously
lies in the fact that there is simply no English equivalent to 'Benjamin'.
On the other hand, to express 'Erfreulich jedenfalls, daB wir uns bei
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diesem Anlasse so zufallig getroffen haben' (Mord, p. 339) as 'At least
it brought you to Berlin' (343) clearly reveals how unsusceptible the
translators were to the essential, indeed dominant role of the chance/
cOincidence/fate complex in the novel. As Robert von Berg rightly says
in another context, 'Der Teufel steckt im Detail. Jedes Wort hat seinen
417Stellenwert.' In a novel so tautly constructed as Ein Mord den jeder
begeht, even an apparently minor alteration can have significant reper-
cussions. Thus the German '••• aus einem Studenten ist etwa ein Motor-
fUhrer bei der "Untergrund" geworden, wie man in Berlin sagt' (Mord, p.
105) appears in the English version as 'A student has become an engine
driver on the "underground", as they say in London •••' (106). Quite apart
from the fact that the Londoners' pet name for the 'underground' is the
'tube', the subtle_prefigurative effect of the reference to Berlin in the
novel - Botulitzky is later encountered as a train driver in the Berlin
underground - is lost completely. On the other hand, the translators'
choice to interpret the 'deshalb' in the phrase 'und er, Castiletz, muBte
heute deshalb vor einer Mauer ohne Tor umherirren' (Mord, p. 234) as 'bec-
ause Herr Inkrat was something of a dud as a detective' (236), is an
(unsuccessful) attempt to improve the original which clearly oversteps
the bounds of translators' freedom. Finally, to translate 'Uzen Sie Ihre
UrgroBtante' (~, p. 207) as 'Kiss your arse, Hohenlocher' (209) is a
transgression not only against the spirit of the original but against
common good taste.
The final translation of a full-length Doderer novel was the rendering
of Die Wasserfalle von Slunj by Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser, which
was edited and published by Helen Wolff, who openly admitted that Doderer
was 'one of the major European writers most difficult to "put across" the
418 .cultural wall that divides the two continents' , because of his over-
whelmingly Austrian style, which, she insisted, could be 'read in the
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419right way only by "south Germans"'. Nevertheless, this translation
420 421in many respects merits such epithets as 'superb', 'excellent' or
'beautiful',422 which the critics accord to it. Moreover, the less
frequent and less obtrusive Americanisms do not clash quite so violently
with the tone of Doderer's fictional world, although a collocation such
423as 'on which Monica's diapers had been changed of yore' or the re-
curring phrase 'the Harbach dafties' (235ff.) might leave the reader a
little bemused. However, here, too, the main problem lies in the rendering
of the not infrequent passages of Viennese dialect in readable English.
Given the overall American bias in the tone of the translation ('sidewalks'
(83ff.), 'windshield' (229), 'rubbernecks (43), etc.), one might be for-
given for anticipating an equally American bias in the dialect passages.
Yet, strangely enough, this is not the case •• Instead, the translators
vacillate between ignoring the dialect completely (to the loss, naturally,
of much of the flavour of Doderer's text), and rendering it in a strangely
out of place, mildly cockney idiom:
'I geh net', •••
'Mir gengan', •••
'I mag net', •••
'Sei g'scheit', •••
'G h bd' 424e rna a en , •••
'Not me' , •••
'We'll go', •••
'I don't feel like it', ...
'Don't be a fool', ...
'Come on, let's go swimming', ...
'Ich bin die Finy, gnat Frau.'
lUnd ich die Feverl. Und
wir mUssen jetzt gehen. Wir
haben an Weg.' (Wasserfalle,
p.66)
'I'm called Finy, madam.'
'And I'm Feverl. And now we ought
to be off. We've got an errand.'
(62)
'De Madln kennens ja oben net
allanich bleiben!' (Wasserfalle,
p.86)
'Those trollops can't be left alone
up therel' (81)
'Hast a Menscherl, daB d'alleweil 'What's all this scrubbing in aid
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an dir umanand' schleckst?!'
(Wasserfalle, p.58)
of, anyway? Picked yourself up a
floozy, eh?' (54)
In addition to the inconsistent rendering of dialect, the translation has
one further major flaw. Doderer's own predilection for archaisms notwith-
standing, there is simply no justification for the following translations:
'Beliebte Gaste wurdengeduzt.'
(Wasserfalle, p.290)
'Hatten die jungen Herren noch ein
kleines StUck gehen oder fahren
mogen, •••' (Wasserfalle, p.327)
'Damit ging er auf die BrUcke.'
(Wasserfalle, p.l22)
bewegte sich ••• in der Rich-
tung des geringsten Widerstandes.'
(Wasserfalle, p.l44)
'Eine durchgegangene Metapher rennt
halt, wohin sie will.' (Wasserfalle,
p.lll)
'Favored customers, incidentally,
were addressed by the familiar
"thou" .' (278 )
'If those young gentlemen had be-
stirred themselves and walked, or
had themselves transported, only a
short distance farther, •••' (313)
'The captain thereupon betook him-
self to the bridge.' (116)
••• bestirred himself in the direc-
tion of least resistance.' (138)
••• an escaped metaphor will run
where it listeth.' (105)
And although 'Torkel' is a slightly archaic form of the more common 'Wein-
kelter', the use of the Shakespearean 'shame-laden toss-pot' (53) for 'mit
Schmach bedeckter Torkel' (Wasserfalle, p.57) does seem a trifle overdone.
Allied to the frequent and often quite inappropriate archaisms are the
by now familiar Briticisms such as 'a little chap' (126), 'florins' (66),
'strumpets' (62), 'pavement' (178), or 'Upon my soul, she's bringing the
trollops in with her!' (61). It is as if the translators find it totally
impossible to sustain the tone of the New World, so powerful is the almost
magnetic attraction of Doderer's world, steeped as it is in centuries of
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European history. It is an idle question whether it might not have been
better to adopt a more sp~cifically British tone for the English trans-
lations of Doderer's novels, for ,the translators consistently chose to
ignore this line of approach. The frequent Briticisms and archaisms are
no more than concessions to a world which the translators perhaps sub-
consciously acknowledged to be altogether more compatible with Doderer's.
In the light of the fact that of the three translations of Doderer
novels hitherto published in English, none has succeeded in being even re-
motely commensurate with, and on many occasions even compatible with the
original, one must consider whether Doderer's own works do not belie his
contention that the novel is translatable.425 Although his translators
usually manage to find approximate equivalents on the surface level, too
much of Doderer's inimitable style is lost on the way. Even if his works
had been translated into a more British idiom, there is little doubt that
the unique tone of Doderer's prose would still not have been captured. In
the final analysis, one must concede that Doderer suffers the same fate as
such illustrious compatriots of his as Raimund and Nestroy: his works can-
not be translated into a foreign language - not even German - without los-
ing much of their substance, indeed essence. So deeply and consciously Aus-
trian are they that they must be read in the original to be appreciated
fully - which is, of course, a significant, though self-imposed limitation.
Yet, despite the obvious difficulties involved in 'putting Doderer
across' to non-Austrophiles, Hilde Spiel had proclaimed as early as 1957,
on the occasion of a visit to London and Oxford by Doderer:
Seit dem Erscheinen der Strudlhofstiege und ihres Nachfolgers,
der Damonen, besitzt Osterreich wieder einmal einen Autor von
europaischer Geltung, den es getrost als kulturellen Ambassadeur
ins Ausland entsenden kann. Jenes immer wieder unbegreifliche
Wunder, daB eine ungemein eigenwillige, abseitige, zartge-
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sponnene und eigentlich kaum noch mitteilbare Lebensvision nicht
allein von einem kleinen Hauflein Gleichgesinnter, sondern von
einem breiten Publikum verstandnisvoll aufgenommen werden kann,
426hat sich hier bereits zu Lebzeiten des Dichters vollzogen.
As in so much of Doderer criticism, the strikin~ dichotomy between the
inflated claims of this premature prediction and the reality of the re-
ception Doderer encountered in the English-speaking world ,was soon to
become all too evident.
Nevertheless, given Doderer's popularity in Germany and Austria in
the 1950s and early 1960s, it is not surprising that the publication of
The Demons in America provoked a flurry of articles in 'the German and
Austrian press reflecting on the critical response to Doderer across the
Atlantic. Robert von Berg writes: 'Die kritische Aufnahme, welche die
von Richard und Clara Winston geschickt angefertigte englische Uber-
setzung von Heimito von Doderers Die Damonen in Amerika gefunden hat,
verrat eigentlich mehr tiber die Rezensenten als tiber den literarischen
. 427Rang des schwierigen Buches.' This is; of course, true not only of
Doderer's American reviewers, nor is its validity restricted even to
critics of Doderer. It is a simple fact of literary life that most re-
views tell the prospective reader more about the reviewer than about the
work under review. The irony is that Berg's remark is an even more
pertinent description of those who choose to provide the German-speaking
reader with a reflection of the reception of Doderer in America, for,
depending on the standpoint of the critic, Doderer's American debut is
depicted as either a remarkable success or a disapPointing failure.
Whereas the anonymous critic in the Viennese Arbeiterzeitung insists
that the echo which Doderer's novel found in the American press was ex-
ceptionally positive, with comparisons to no less a masterpiece than
. 428Goethe's Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre and Dolores Maria Bauer asserts
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that the novel was a 'literary sensation' ,429 others emphasize that The
Demons was anything but an unqualified success. Thus, in an article en-
titled 'Doderer im Kreuzfeuer der Kritik. Die englische Ubersetzung der
Damonen ruft mehr Ablehnung als Begeisterung hervor' ,430 the critic
signing himself W.M. maintains: ISie [die Rezensenten] zeigen zurnGroB-
t'l h R t' tb f htu als Einf"hl " ,431 Be1 me r essen 1men e rac ngen u ungsvermogen. erg
himself declares:
Man ist betroffen Uber die Leichtfertigkeit, mit der einige
Kritiker sich des Auftrages erledigen, die 1334 Seiten Text zu
beurteilen. Selbst wenn man einraurnt,daB ein episches Pano-
rama vom Umfang der Damonen mit seiner verwirrenden FUlle an
Charakteren, den spezifisch wienerischen Nuancen, GerUchen und
Empfindsamkeiten, seinen fUr den transatlantischen Leser kaurn
verstandlichen inneren BezUgen und Schichtungen dem Kritiker
ein.hohes MaB an Geduld und EinfUhlungsvermogen abfordert,
selbst dann ist das Ergebnis dUrftig.432
Yet, curiously, only a few months later both Hilde Spiel and Johannes A.
Boeck, inspired, no doubt, by a well-meaning but short-sighted desire to
secure Doderer a place in world literature, contrived to paint an entirely
different picture of the response to the translation. In an article worth
quoting at length, Spiel emphasizes the value of considering how a writer
is assessed in other lands as a necessary corrective on a global scale to
possibly extravagant and parochial claims of the greatness of an indigenous
literary talent. Spiel goes on:
Gerade in Berlin ••• bleibt er [Doderer] noch urnstritten•
••• Doderer ist zu sUddeutsch, zu wort- und bilderreich, zu
kasuistisch verschlUsselt und ironisch verbramt, urnin kargen,
knappen, trocken-witzigen Norden ohne weiteres durchzudringen.
Seine Hausmacht reicht bis zum limes romanus; dort allerdings
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ist er Uberall daheim wie in den weitverzweigten Domanen des
Habsburgerreiches.
Fremder noch, ja ganzlich ahnungslos muB ihm das amerikanische
Lesepublikum gegenUbergestanden haben •.•• Was sollte, so dachte
man, ein Mann in Chicago, Oa~land oder San Francisco mit einem
Epos anzufangen wissen, das bis in die letzten Verasterlungen
die vielschichtige Gesellschaft einer mitteleuropaischen Stadt
beschreibt? Wie sollte er, wenn schon ein Schoneberger nicht
weiB, wo Dobling liegt, die introspektive Eigenart der Bewohner
gerade dieser Wiener Vorstadt nachempfinden?
Es ware ein Wunder, wennaus dem Aufeinanderprall so weit ent-
fernter Welten nicht ganzliche Konfusion entstUnde. Doch das
Wunder geschah. Die maBgebliche Kritik begrUBte Doderers Roman
... Und im Nu war die erst Auflage dieser Doppelbande ••• aus-
verkauft.
Hiermit betritt Doderer ein zeitweiliges, aber darum nicht we-
niger ruhmreiches Pantheon. Die Lorbeeren, zu denen er in sei-
ner Heimat und in seinem eigenen Sprachraum kam, sind ihm nun
auch im Ausland feierlich verliehen worden. Hier ereignet sich
der Fall, in dem eine Wertung und Einordnung hUben und drUben
sich wechselseitig bestatigt.433
Carefully selecting her material, Spiel emphasizes that only George Stei-
ner and Paul West had raised their critical voices against Doderer's
triumphal march into the New World. Yet Boeck's portrayal of the critical
response to The Demons is even more one-sided:
Die seitenlangen Berichte und Stellungnahmen in wichtigsten
Zeitschriften, Zeitungen und Revuen jenseits des groBen Wassers
... floBen dem Kundigen nicht allein einen Respekt besonderer
Art vor dem Werk und der Personlichkeit Heimito von Doderers
ein ... Diese Kundgebungen aus ersten Federn des Neuen Konti-
nents ••• machen bewuBt, was sich im Trubel unseres literarischen
Alltages zu leicht vergiBt: daB diesem Mann zugewachsen ist,
mehr als ein Dichter Osterreichs zu sein, daB er auch in der
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Gegenwart mehr auf seinen Schultern tragt, als die Reprasenta-
. 434tion unseres Landes gegenUber der Welt unter besonderem Aspekt.
Carefully eschewing all mention of the not infrequent bemusement and
downright antipathy which Doderer's novel provokes, Boeck compares the
author with no less outstanding literary giants than Pascal, Goethe and
Shakespeare, and concludes: 'In solcher Schau mUssen wir ihn als Dichter
Osterreichs zwar nicht abschreiben, doch abgeben an eine hohere Kategorie,
an die jener Weltliteratur, die, nationale Grenzen sprengend, bleibendes
Gut der Volker ist. Von dorther, von dort allein, dUrfen wir ihn wieder
empfangen als einen, der unserem Boden entwuchs, der aus unserer Mitte
435auszog, Welt schaute und Welt schuf.'
The reality of the critical response to The Demons in the some twenty
reviews which could be located was, however, neither black nor white but
predictably grey. On the one hand, and notably in the more influential
publications such as the New York Times, Herald Tribune and Saturday
Review, major literary critics expressed unqualified admiration for the
novel:
Not only the brilliance of his technique, but his moral respon-
siveness to his material makes him the foremost novelist writing
436in German today •
••• an extraordinary novel ••• one of toe longest and most
. 437ambitious novels of modern times.
Narrative skill of a very high order makes this book consistently
438engrossing.
Not since Thomas Mann's Felix Krull has a work of similar stat-
439ure been translated from German into English.
Heimito von Doderer's vast and awesome mountain of a book be-
longs securely on the tiny list of genuinely important novels
440published in Europe since World War II.
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Yet at the same time a number of Doderer's American critics exhibit a
singular lack of understanding and sympathy for his Viennese world. Tom
Ray, for instance, informs us how 'Von Geyrenhoff (and perhaps von Doderer
as well) says that Vienna died on that day in 1927 when the Palais of
Justice burned',441 and concludes: 'One wonders if writers and other
spokesmen do not tend to think that their beloved cities and the people
who inhabit them cease to exist as they were because their own vision is
442dimmed by the passing years.' The almost unfathomable depth of such
a misunderstanding clearly illustrates how ill-advised the claims of
Doderer's universally valid .vision were. For despite such postulations,
Doderer's work is repeatedly seen as typically 'Germanic' by American
reviewers. Thus Lonnie Coleman claims that the novelist explores the
intimate relationships in The Demons 'with Germanic thoroughness, if
. 443somewhat coldly and impersonally', Peter Deane describes Every Man A
444Murderer as 'Germanically earnest' , and Morris Gilbert asserts that
the dramatis personae of the latter novel are 'very close to the "Herren-
lk'" 445vo • Moreover, one of the most consistent criticisms of The Demons
is of the allegedly characteristically Germanic verbosity. Felix E.
Hirsch suggests that a 'wise editor might have used his blue pencil here
446and there', and the anonymous reviewer in Newsweek is convinced that
Doderer's mural is 'immense - too vast, too considered in detail, too
447unhurried, perhaps, for American readers'. Ernest J. Pisko insists
that if Doderer's novel 'had been cut to about half its size, it would
448make twice as strong an impact'. And in a review of Every Man A
Murderer Stanley Kauffmann reflects on Doderer's failure to make a lasting
impact on the American reading public with The Demons: 'Its chief fault
was its large-scale concept: it would have made a quite acceptable novel
of conventional length - not by cutting but by a more modest original
scheme. Now we have an earlier novel of Doderer's, Every Man A Murderer,
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which is a mere 373 pages but which, too, should have been shorter. It
would have done ~etter, though not well, as a novella. On evidence so
far, Von Doderer's primal fault is this one of basic concept. It is as
if he had a sign tacked over his desk: "You are Viennese. Be Leisure-
I"' 449Y • Similarly, R. V. Cassill describes The Waterfalls of Slunj as
'oppressively 10ng_winded,.450
Time has shown, then, that, despite the fanfares sounded on his be-
half, Doderer totally failed to make an impression on the American liter-
ary scene. The inflated claims as to the outstanding success enjoyed by
The Demons were not only premature, but inaccurate and misleading. One
only has to compare the sales figures of Doderer's novels with those of
other major German novelists in America to illustrate fully the disparity
between such claims and the reality of the reception accorded to Doderer
there. Whereas GUnter Grass's Tin Drum sold over 600,000 copies and·
451hippie-guru Hermann Hesse's works over two million, no more than 4,200
copies of The Demons and a mere 2,800 of Every Man A Murderer found their
452way into the hands of American readers. The most important question
is, however, to what extent Doderer's failure to make a breakthrough in
the United States is attributable to mere transatlantic insularity and
to what degree Doderer himself is responsible for his lack of success.
On the one hand, there can be little doubt that the success or fail-
ure of a translation in America, particularly a translation from the
German, though admittedly often merely coincidental, is frequently de-
termined by political or sociological factors, with the literary value
of the work of only secondary importance. Doris N. Auerbach has con-
vincingly illustrated in her dissertation on 'The Reception of German
Literature in America as Exemplified by the New York Times: 1945 -
1970,453 that the (understandably) disproportionately strong preoccupation
on the part of Americans since World War II with the attitude of German
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writers towards the recent historical past frequently clouds their judge-
ment of the aesthetic quality of their work. Given Auerbach's contention
that for many Americans there were two types of Germans - good and bad,
depending on whether or not they condemned Nazism454 -, and bearing in
mind Doderer's equivocal allegiance to the Nazi party, it is perhaps not
surprising that Paul West should describe Doderer as a 'spokesman for the
ideology of the extreme Right Wing,455 and say of the narrator of The
Demons: 'He doesn't exactly say that the Slavs and Asiatics are subhuman,
but he manages to convey the notion in fairly unambiguous language. No
doubt this is a little something he picked up while he was serving in
Hitler's Luftwaffe during the Second World War.,456
Yet, West's caustic comments notwithstanding, and despite the fact
that Die Damonen is clearly Doderer's most overtly political novel, it is
the indirectness, if not obscurity of the political message of the novel
that proves to be the major stumbling block for many American readers.
Frederic Morton perspicaciously remarks that the 'entire book - up to its
457crucial point - is cast in the subjunctive, not in the declarative mood' ,
and it comes as no surprise to read that many Americans were somewhat be-
458mused by the lack of direct political engagement on Doderer's part.
So arcane, so circuitous, so specifically European, indeed Austrian, are
the myriad threads of the political framework of Doderer's novel that it
inevitably remains inaccessible for many Americans and does not satisfy
their demands, justified or not, for political commitment, and their expecta-
tions of a clear political standpoint on the part of post-war German writers.
If the American demands for political 'engagement' might be attrib-
uted to transatlantic insularity, it is predictably Doderer's own region-
al bias that represents the other major obstacle to a full understanding
of his work by Americans - despite the frequent protestations to the con-
trary. Thus Victor Lange informs his readers that Doderer's first major
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novel, Die Strudlhofstiege, 'was so intensely preoccupied with the Viennese
scene, its intellectual flavor and the subtleties of its social ambience,
that it was bound to seem provincial and eccen~ric,.459 And it can only
be a stereotype image of Vienna that induces Milton Crane to make the
following comment on the 'happy ending' in The Demons: 'Perhaps that is
sentimental tribute that Vienna exacts of even its serious artists.,460
A similarly nostalgic and misguided view of Doderer's Vienna is found in
reviews of The Waterfalls of Slunj. Felix E. Hirsch declares that the
novel 'takes the reader back to the gay and carefree Vienna of Emperor
461F. Joseph about the turn of the century', and the anonymous reviewer in
Time maintains: 'Even the name Vienna sets up resonances that belong to the
past: candlelight, slow waltz music, fiacres, linden-tree parks, the
Danube and the Prater •.••• A courtly and playful Viennese, von Doderer
462remembers with-fondness the city as it was half a century ago.' Much
.more revealing, however, is George Steiner's criticism of Doderer's
'Vienneseness' in The Demons:
The context of social and political reference in The Demons
••• is fantastically parochial. Only an intimate connaisseur
of Vienna and of Viennese conventions will get much of a
picture of what is going on. A street map is nearly indispens-
able. Much of the plot hinges on the move of certain characters
from one district of Vienna to another, and on all the attendant
implications of social flux. To an outsider such matters are
arcane and boring •••
Here we come up against one of the most intractable of
literary problems. The internecine wars of petty Italian towns
of the Middle Ages continue to be fiercely alive in Dantej the
Paris of Balzac and the Dublin of Joyce have become a part of
the universal legacy of the imaginationj the petty contrivings
of a handful of Russian Nihilists take on enduring validity in
The Possessed. But elsewhere, and distinctly in the case of
Doderer, the local framework condemns a book to utter parochial-
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ism. Why the difference? Perhaps it takes a master to impose
upon a reality as autonomous and diverse as a city the stamp of
a new, personal vision. Where a lesser craftsman is at work,
the material comes to overwhelm the shape of art. Only a great
writer can compel the circumstances and local flurries of his
own age to yield their part of eternity. In The Trial, Kafka
made of Prague a city terrifyingly relevant to our general
condition; we all have our precarious home in it. In The Demons,
Doderer makes of Vienna what perhaps it is: a provincial town
463with a somewhat pompous and unsavory past •••
Steiner's comments not only belie Spiel's ex~ravagant claims as to Doderer's
universal validity,but are at the same time a harbinger of the long-term
reaction to Doderer's Viennese novels in America. Donald Heiney reveals
just how impenetrable the world of The Waterfalls of Slunj is for Ameri-
cans: 'There are too many characters and they are not well enough defined;
the American reader gets hopelessly mixed up in this mass of Austrians,
464Hungarians, Croats and miscellaneous Balkans.' Similarly, Ernest J.
Pisko insists that The Demons 'is overly long and too crowded with episodes
which only a Viennese can savor. He will recognize his own friends and
acquaintances in the novel's characters. An American would probably feel
465that he was reading a book interspersed with coded pages.' Just how
unbridgeable the gap between the Old World and the New is, can be seen in
a review of The Waterfalls of Slunj by Jo~n J. Murray, who says of Doderer's
'trickster writing':
In order to fully appreciate such linguistic gymnastics you
would need a Baedeker for old Wien, a thesaurus of cross-
referencing symbols, a dictionary of polyglot, a basic rule
book for playing von Doderer's unique game, a soundtrack of
canned laughter to tip you off when you're supposed to laugh,
and a transparent map to place over the original in order to
show non-sense in perspective with nonsense. I get the feeling
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that the author had great fun in writing for the sheer fun of
writing. And for what purpose? Purposelessness, I suppose,
unless he wants to tell us, 'For the days that are no more,
466break, break, break, you bastards.'
Finally, even more pertinent here is Joseph P. Bauke's claim that 'The
Waterfalls of Slunj is so superbly translated that the English version
is more pleasant to read than Doderer's German with its mannerisms and
its Austrian idiosyncracies,:467 Doderer without the very essence of Do-
derer as the more palatable alternative. In his famous Aspects of the
Novel, E. M. Forster writes:
Now, provincialism does not signify in a writer, and may indeed
be the chief source of his strength: only a prig or a fool
would complain that Defoe is cockneyfied or Thomas Hardy coun-
tryfied. But provincialism in a critic is a serious fault. A
critic has no right to the narrowness which is the frequent
468prerogative of the creative artist.
There can be little doubt that much of the criticism levelled at Doderer
stems from the narrow-minded insularity of his American critics. It is
equally clear that Doderer's deep-rooted 'Vienneseness' is one of his
main strengths. And although the author was presented to the American
reader through the in many ways distorting prism of translation, there
was nevertheless enough left of the distinctive Viennese flavour for the
American to recognize and appreciate it as such. On the other hand, the
mere fact that so many American readers found it all but impossible to
gain access to Doderer's fictional world cannot be attributed to trans-
atlantic parochialism alone. On the contrary, Doderer's own conscious
fixation'with the localities of his Viennese home is clearly also partly
responsible for his failure to capture the imagination of the American
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reading public and for his virtual obscurity in the United States today,
and this necessarily raises again the vexed question of whether Doderer's
fascination with Vienna represents a limitation of his artistic capabil-
ities.
VIII Doderer's 'Second Reality'?
Even a brief look at Doderer's published diaries suffices to reveal
the author's lifelong preoccupation with Vienna. From Mont de Marsan to
Kursk, from Waldsassen to Aarhus and Aalborg, the novelist's thoughts
return repeatedly to his native city. The impressions conveyed by the
new localities serve to animate the author's thoughts of topographical
similarities to, and contrasts with Vienna, and, as Karl Hopf rightly
suggests, the greater the geographical distance between the novelist and
home, the more intense his memories of and reflections on his native city
469become. Doderer's attachment to Vienna is encapsulated in the impress-
ions he records of a visit to England in 1954, where he had the opportun-
ity to inspect at first hand the localities of the London sections of
Die Damonen. After passing through Brussels on his way to England, Do-
derer jots down his first notes on the journey: 'Hauptallee, Prater, so
,470 More significantly, even in the midst of hisfeucht wie hier
excursions in London, the author still finds time to reflect on the Vienna
of his childhood: 'Weihnachts-Zimmer in der Stammgasse: man war durch ein
~1,paar Feiertage ganz da unten befangen.'
In order to appreciate fully the artistic repercussions of Doderer's
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fixation with Vienna, one might find it better to approach the subject
'ex-centrically' (to borrow Doderer's term), or indirectly. For, just
as the most significant and illuminating aspects of Doderer reception
are to be found in the critical response to his 'a-typical' works, so
too the author's relationship to his native city is best illustrated in
his 'non-Viennese' novels. It is one thing for Doderer to draw heavily
on the landscapes and cityscapes of the regions most familiar to him and
then to transplant them into the Swabian or Franconian settings of his
novels: this is both natural and justified. Yet it is quite another
matter when the author apparently finds it necessary to 'hark back'
repeatedly to his native city in an ostensibly 'non-Viennese' novel such
as Die Merowinger. We have already suggested that the critics' stubborn
refusal to acknowledge that Die Merowinger is not related to Vienna was,
at least ~artly, attributable to the overwhelming influence of the monu-
mental novels which are set in Vienna, and to Doderer's image as a
Viennese chronicler: but there can be little doubt that such obtrusive
and superfluous references to Vienna as the following representative
selection from Die Merowinger also contributed to the continued and over-
simplified identification of the author with his native city:
Sie [Gerhild] setzte sich also zu Wien fest, wohnte im 'Hotel
Meissl & Schadn' am Mehlmarkt, der heute 'Neuer Markt' heiSt
472...
Derweil schwirrte Gerhild zu Wien umher ••• sah sich auch eini-
ges an, wenn auch nicht das Wesentliche. Den Sommerpalast des
Prinz en Eugen von Savoyen, das sogenannte 'Belvedere', hat sie
nie aus der Nahe gesehen, die groBe Oper nie betreten und eben-
sowenig etwa die Liechtenstein'sche Galerie. Auch die schone Um-
gebung der Stadt blieb ihr fast unbekannt. Dagegen besichtigte
sie eingehend das stadtische Uhrenmuseum am Schulhof, welches
auch die hochst merkwUrdige Sammlung der Dichterin Marie von
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Ebner-Eschenbach enthalt, die eine geborene Grafin Dubsky ge-
wesen war. (Mer., p.75)
GroB-Quenzel bereist auch die Filialen, und er soll sehr weit
von London entfernt vorlangst gesehen worden sein, unter anderem
in der Hulesch-Gasse zu Wien, welche, ein letzter Auslaufer der
Stadt, sanft ansteigend zu lieblichster Aussicht Uber die Re-
benhUgel und Berge fUhrt ••• (Mer., p.143)
Mag's manchem paradox erscheinen: doch gibt's im sogenannten
'Marschfelde', nordostlich von Wien, eine Ortschaft, die 'GroB-
Schweinsbart' heiBt'. (~., p.301)
Such unnecessary interpolations are occasionally irritating and out-of-
place, and provide no more information than the scraps of wisdom one
would normally expect to find in a travel brochure. More importantly,
such allusions to Doderer's native city fulfil no formal function in a
novel not set in Vienna. The paradox of Doderer's relationship to Vienna
as reflected in his writings is that, whilst in the 'Viennese' novels the
city is not merely a topographical backdrop, but the most appropriate
vehicle with which to present the multiplicity of interrelated individual
destinies and the flux and random confusion of life itself, whilst in the
monumental novels of the 1950s the city represents a world ~heatre, a
473'stage on which universal passions and obsessions are carried out,
Doderer's fascination with the minutiae of Viennese life at the same time
induces readers and critics alike to stop short of discovering the uni-
versal significance of his artistic message, and this in turn helps to
perpetuate the myth of Doderer as the engaging Viennese raconteur.
It would appear, then, that Vienna represented for Doderer something
akin to a 'second reality' (to use the author's own terminology), a form
of 'Befangenheit' from which Doderer never succeeded in detaching himself
fully. On the contrary, and in sharp contradistinction to his own doctrine
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o~ passive receptivity and his dogmatic rejection o~ any conscious attempts
to go out and search ~or what can be provided solely bY,the 'mechanics'
o~ li~e itsel~, Doderer, encouraged by the success of Die Strudlhofstiege,
embarked upon a series o~ programmatic attempts to ~ind concrete localities
in his native city which would inspire his artistic sensibility as the
now ~amous stairway had done. In his excellent 'Von der Strudlho~stiege
zum Grenzwald. Die Funktion der Topographie in den Romanen Heimito von
Doderers', Karl Hop~ maintains: 'Doderer unternahm systematisch Stadtwan-
474derungen'; .this contention is endorsed by the following remark from
one o~ Doderer's published journals: 'Die obere Josephstadt: ein genius
loci ungrei~barer Art, etwa hell-karamel, Gegend der Ida W., der Freun-
din Astri's. Ich suchte im Grunde bei allen Gangen zu Wien immer nur
neue genia loci kennen zu lernen, danach strebte ich sogar ganz inten-
i ,475s v.
One is tempted to suggest that Doderer's obsession with Vienna was
almost tantamount to a dependence on his native city, and this view is
substantiated i~ one looks at those sections in the 'Viennese' novels
which are not set in the city itsel~, such as the London passages in Die
Damonen. For, although Doderer made the trip to London for the speci~ic
purpose o~ absorbing the atmosphere o~ the localities he had chosen to
use in his novel, there can be no doubt that the London sections are less
well realized than the 'Viennese' chapters of Die Damonen. What is missing
is the intense emotional involvement born o~ the wealth o~ memories and
associations which bound the novelist to his native city. In Landshut,
on the last day o~ December 1949, Doderer noted in his diary:
Die produktiven Mechanismen in einem Menschen k~nnen Bindungen
eingehen mit bestimmten Umgebungen, Milieus, Haltungen: dann
wird es mit Vielem, was bisher Spiel, p1~tzlich Ernst: mit dem
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sogenannten Lebens-Stil also. Am Ende kann Einer nur mehr in
Neulengbach, Cagnes-sur-mer oder Paris, in Payerbach, am Semme-
ring oder im XIII. Wiener Gemeindebezirk ganz zu sich selbst
kommen: wenn auch noch immer von da aus Uberall hin. Manche
bedUrfen auch gewisser Zeitalter und ihrer Figuren, wie etwa
Hofmannsthal seines 18. Jahrhunderts (und GUtersloh seines
neunzehnten) und seiner puppenhaften Figuren aus der Comrnedia
dell'arte: er ware ohne seinen Scaramuccia geliefert gewesen:
und war zugleich dem allen schon ausgeliefert, wie die Ver-
flachung des Andreas-Fragments uns zeigt, sobald sich nur die
Handlung einmal von Karnten nach Venedig verlegt.476
Similarly, Doderer himself - though he was perhaps not consciously aware
of it - was able to realize his artistic potential fully only when he had
the secure basis of his native city to support him. And although within
these self-imposed limitations Doderer was able to create a convincing
fictional world fraught with universally valid problems, this 'world' was,
and still is all too easily identified and confused with the 'real' Vienna
in which the novelist lived and worked.
IX Conclusion
The reasons for the spectacular variety of responses and interpre-
tations which Doderer's Die Merowinger provoked, and for the ultimate lack
of success of the novel are manifold and complex, but a proper evaluation
of the reception of this novel is essential if one wants to arrive at an
understanding of Doderer's reception as a whole.
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As we have seen, many of Doderer's critics greeted Die Merowinger
with extravagant but unwarranted panegyrics, a perhaps predictable reac-
tion in the light of the twofold dilemma that confronted the critics.
On the one hand, the critics were understandably reluctant to adopt an
unequivocally negative position vis-a-vis an established and respected
literary figure such as Doderer; and, on the other hand, many of the
critics quite obviously failed to differentiate between their critical
duty and the superficial reading pleasure the novel undoubtedly offers.
A closer look at the structure of the novel reveals that it comprises a
host of entertaining vignettes, many of which are susceptible of more
than one interpretation. Most reviewers chose to emphasize one individual
aspect or even one single possible interpretation of such an aspect, and
hence lost sight of the novel as a whole. The novel, in turn, fails be-
cause the author tries to cram too much into it and its formal unity is
vitiated.
The critics' perplexity in the face of Die Merowinger derived pri-
marily not from the fact that Doderer attempted there any great structural
innovations - the 'Viennese' novels, too, were constructed on the prin-
ciple of 'epicentres' without a straightforward story line - but that the
subject matter and topographical location of the novel did not accord with
the critics' expectations. Gone, too, was the engaging chattiness of the
.
'Viennese' novels, which had elicited such critical approbation. Hence,
many reviewers were content to dismiss Die Merowinger as an a-typical by-
477product to be subsumed under the heading 'grotesqueries' or some other
such arbitrary classification. Classifications are, of course, as E. D.
Hirsch rightly points out, useful conceptual tools in controlling a sub-
ject matter, provided the critic is not tempted to forget that they are
478merely arbitrary and heuristic, rather than constitutive. In one of
his published diaries, Doderer asserted: 'lch h~tte im Grunde nichts da-
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gegen, das Leben nicht mehr auf den alten Schauplatzen zu fUhren: es er-
halt so unsere biographische Handschrift allzu leicht den Charakter eines
479Palimpsestes.' What Doderer's critics did by placing Die Merowinger
in a category outwith the mainstream of his literary production was to
prescribe - more or less explicitly, depending on the individual critic -
that Doderer should re-work the subject matter and setting of his 'Vien-
nese' novels, provide, as it were, a 'palimpsest' with more and more
variations on the theme of the life of 'homo viennensis'. These demands
are best illustrated by the almost audible 'sigh of relief' which informs
the reviews of Die Wasserfalle von Slunj.
We have already suggested that Doderer himself, in his repeated and
obtrusive allusions to Vienna, paved the way for his critics' reluctance
to accept novels such as Die Merowinger as 'non-Viennese'. Hence, Doderer
was at least indirectly responsible for the reviewers' insistence on
interpreting and evaluating Die Merowinger in terms of its predecessors.
Yet a closer examination of the text of Die Merowinger reveals that on a
deeper, more subtle level, too, Doderer guided the critics' attention in
the direction of his previous work. Harald Weinrich has wisely observed
that every author takes into account a real or imaginary readership when
writing a book, and that every text contains certain instructions or
'signals' from the author designed at helping or enabling the reader to
480find his way in the fictional world presented in the text. If one
examines the reader implicitly addressed in Die Merowinger, it soon becomes
evident that an 'adequate' reading of the text is conceivable only for a
reader who has some knowledge of Doderer's biography and previous works.
For the 'signals' provided in subtle allusions to 'Mikroscriptur' and
'Buntschrift' (Mer., p.149), to Doderer's studies at the 'Institut fUr
osterreichische Geschichtsforschung' (Mer., p.18 et passim), or to his
infamous antipathy towards the theatre (!!£., p.179ff.), can be interpreted
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correctly only by someone familiar with such details from the novelist's
life. The reader's compliance with Doderer's equally notorious sensitivity
to certain odours is clearly solicited in an ironic aside such as the
following: 'Es ist bekannt. daB bei Personen von hochadeliger Abkunft die
Nase besonders empfindlich ist. zum Unterschiede von jener des gemeinen
Mannes (humili natu). der ja in seinen Umgebungen mit einer so feinen Nase
garnicht zu leben vermochte' (Mer•• p.232)~ Similarly. only a reader--- .
aware of the fact that Doderer was once the subject of a 'cover story'
..
in Der Spiegel. can understand the~elf-mockery of the following remark:
'Eine illustrierte Zeitung hat einmal von ihm [Doctor Doblinger] ein Bild
gebracht. mit einer Treppenanlage im Hintergrunde (die in einem seiner
BUcher vorkommt). davor er steht. aufgeberstelt und aufgefressen. recht
ordinar' (Mer•• p.123). Finally. the narrator in Die Merowinger explicitly
identifies the reader he has in mind as one who is able to recognize the
true identity of the ubiquitous Doctor Doblinger:
Den Doctor Doblinger aber greifen wir lieber mit der Prosa- .
Zange an. Seine VerprUgelung bildet ein Postulat poetischer
Gerechtigkeit. Zudem empfiehlt sie sich noch aus einem weniger auf
der Hand liegenden Grunde. Namlich um den Grimm des Lesers zu
sanftigen •••• seinen Grimm gegen den Autor namlich: da aber
gedachter Leser langst dessen Beziehungen zu unserem Doctor
Doblinger durchschaut hat. so besanftigen wir. diesen verprUgeln
lassend. den Leser gleich auch in bezug auf jenen. (Mer •• p.305)
Having thus identified the reader or readership for which Die Mero-
winger was presumably intended. we can now draw two final conclusions.
First. the puns. conceits and self-mockery which can be fully appreciated
only by Doderer's 'own' readership mean yet another self-imposed limita-
tion to the general intelligibility of the novel. and thus strengthen the
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impression that this is a book for 'insiders' only. At the same time,
the ultimate lack of success of Die Merowinger can be attributed to the
.fact that Doderer failed - or perhaps deliberately refused - to pay
adequate attention to the rigidity of his readers' expectations. How
could a reader who asked for, indeed demanded more 'Viennese' novels, be
expected to appreciate the self-parody in a remark such as the following:
Ich muSt' die Sachen auf die Spitze treiben,
und niemand wird mehr an der Chronik schreiben. (Mer., p.182)
In the final analysis, Doderer was thwarted by the inflexibility of
an image with which he had come to be identified, but an image which he
himself had helped to create: that of the most 'Viennese' of Viennese
writers.
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CONCLUSION
In an article on Doderer's publications in the 1920s, Wendel in
Schmidt-Dengler declares:
Das Paradox •••, daB erst rund dreiBig Jahre sp~ter dem Autor
Anerkennung zuteil wurde und er in den flinfziger Jahren
geradezu zum Repr~sentanten osterreichischer Prosa erkl~rt
werden konnte, die Thematik seines Werkes aber die Zeit urn
den Ersten Weltkrieg reflektiert und zahlreiche Texte bereits
in den zwanziger Jahren veroffentlicht waren, wirft mit Recht
die Frage nach den GrUnden dieser Sp~trezeption auf.1
Schmidt-Dengler's question as to the reason for Doderer's belated, but
nonetheless emphatic literary breakthrough in the 1950s, has never been
fully answered. With the benefit of historical hindsight, it is now
possible to attempt to elucidate why Doderer shot to literary stardom
when he did, and why his recognition by a general reading public, and,
increasingly, by a specialist readership, too, appears to have been
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relatively shortlived.
In the preface to his monograph on Doderer, Michael Bachem talks
of Doderer's 'untimely appearance on the literary scene - everyone knows
that realists and humorists belong in the nineteenth century,.2 Yet a
closer examination of Doderer's reception in its historical and political
context reveals that his meteoric rise to literary fame was anything but
'untimely'. Nor was it coincidental. On the contrary, Doderer's success
in the 1950s and his current fall from literary grace can be attributed
to a large extent to changes in literary tastes and in the historical
and political conditions which are reflected in the divergent demands'
readers made then and make now of literature.
Indeed, it might not be inapposite to speculate that (to put it in
simple terms) Doderer's monumental novels of the 1950s offered readers
exactly what they wanted then; or, to be more precise, these novels, at
least on the surface level, provided readers with an opportunity to take
out of them only as much as they wanted to. For, despite the difficul-
ties Doderer's gargantuan novels present for the specialized literary
critic, these works nevertheless also offer reading pleasure to the
'average' reader who is willing to accept the author's somewhat ponderous
style. In stark contrast to so much modern literature, Doderer's so-
called 'Viennese' novels in particular are, for all their voluminousness,
accessible for readers who do not have a degree in literature, ~ho ~an
simply ignore the rather turgid philosophical ballast and enjoy the wis-
dom of a creative mind steeped in the vast depths of the humanistic tra-
dition; more importantly, the reader can become engrossed in the - appar-
ently - straightforward, realistic narrative with its concrete plots (strict-
ly taboo for so many of Doderer's fellow novelists), and its 'happy end-
ings' to boot.
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At the same time, the political climate in Germany in the 1950s was
undoubtedly suited to Doderer's much vaunted 'a-political' stance. From
the end of the Second World War till the early 1960s, German society was
characterized by political disinterest and passivity, as people's thoughts
were turned inwards, initially to more pressing, personal problems, and
subsequently to the production of wealth, as the 'economic miracle' began
to take shape. Elisabeth Noelle-Neurnann, one of the co-founders of the
'Institut fUr Demoskopie' in Allensbach, has produced convincing evidence
to suggest that the stereotype image we have today of the 'a-political'
1950s was borne out by reality. Noelle-Neurnann illustrates, for instance,
how in June 1952 no more than 27% of those questioned in a survey as to
whether they were interested in politics in general answered yes.3
Moreover, no fewer than 72% of those interviewed in May 1955 were unable
to name the parliamentary representative for their own constituency (as
4opposed to 33% in Britain). Finally, Noelle-Neurnann relates how for one
whole year in the 1950s the 'SUddeutscher Rundfunk' carried out a major
experiment in adult education: every time the 'Bundesrat' was mentioned
in a broadcast, a note was added expressly stating the function of this
institution. In addition, special reports on the activities of the 'Bun-
desrat' were used to complement this attempt to make the public more
politically informed. Yet statistics show that even after a year of con-
scious efforts to overcome the listeners' political apathy, the number
of those who were able to tell more about the 'Bundesrat' than in the
previous year had not even risen by one per cent. Noelle-Neumann 18 no
doubt justified in concluding from this that the 'Bundesrat' quite simply
did not fulfil a function which was subjectively important to the lis-
5teners.
It is quite evident that Doderer's 'a-political' ideology. with its
emphasis on continuity and the restoration of values, converged perfectly
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with attitudes prevalent in Germany in the 1950s. What so many of Dode-
rer's readers and critics failed to realize was that the author's highly
respected aloofness from day-today political life in reality amounted to
nothing less than total 'Weltfremdheit'. DOderer's inability or unwilling-
ness to treat seriously the pressing problems of political reality is re-
6flected throughout his published diaries, but is perhaps most obvious
in his answer to a questionnaire circulated and published by the magazine
Die Kultur on anti-Semitic excesses in 1960. Whilst Heinrich B611 ex-
presses his deep misgivings about the moral ~ell-being of his fellow Ger-
mans and calls for a more open-minded approach to teaching recent German
history in schools, Doderer answers as follows:
Die periodische Wiederkehr von auftretenden Zusttinden in Form
einer Art von Nachklang kann allgemeln im pers6nlichen Leben
des einzelnen und auch inder Geschichte beobachtet werden.
Das rhythmische Grundelement dabei ist das Siebenjahr. Es sind
vom Verschwinden der totalitiren Macht in Mitteleuropa bis zu
der plotzlichen Welle antisemitischer Exzesse genau vierzehn
Jahre vergangen. (Ich folge hier den Forschungsergebnissen des
Wiener Psychologen Professor Hermann Swoboda, wie er sie in
seinem Hauptwerke Das Siebenjahr nledergelegt hat.)
Die wirkliche Diskutierung des Antisemitismu8 wire eine so
auBerordentlich schwierige, daB sie niemals Uber einen kleinsten
und exclusivsten Kreis hinausgetragen werden dUrfte. Einen
solchen Kreis stelle ich mir zusammengesetzt vor aus zwei Kar-
din~len oder Pr~laten, zwei Rabbinern. einem Historiker und
einem Schriftsteller.
Jede Diskussion auf breiterer Basis halte ich fUr ein UnglUck
(also auch Ihre Rundfrage) und sie kann nur unglUckllche Folgen
haben.
Leider haben die Ereignisse - meiner Ansicht nach Ja nichts als
ein periodischer Nachklang - verworrene Diskussion breitester
Art zur Folge gehabt. Diese kann nur noch gr6Beren Schaden
stiften. Die Staatsgewalt darf sich an dieser Diskussion nicht
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beteiligen und sie darf sich in eine solche niemals hineinziehen
lassen. Vielmehr h~tte ihre Reaktion in einem zwar schweigenden
aber um so rUcksichtsloseren und brutaleren Niederschlagen aller
7Randalierer zu bestehen.
In his novels, too, Doderer scrupulously avoids any direct confron-
tation with the realities of political life in the 1950s or 1960s. By
turning his attention to the specifically Austrian, Doderer also helped
to pave the way for his own success. On the one hand, Doderer's emphasis
on all that is Austrian coincided with a general upsurge of interest in
.the 'Donaumonarchie'j indeed, Walter WeiS goes so far as to say: '''Lite-
rarische Zusammenh~e zwischen dem alten und dem neuen Osterreich" - das
k~nnte man beinahe als Motto Uber die ~sterreichische Literatur der fUnt-
8ziger Jahre setzen.' Much more importantly, by turning to the question
of the continuity of the Austrian tradition (in Die Strudlhofstiege) and
merely foreshadowing the ultimate disintegration of Austria with the 'An-
sChluss' (in Die D~onen), Doderer conveniently evaded the problem of
directly 'settling accounts' with the horrors of the Nazi era. In Dode-
rer criticism one occasionally encounters the contention that by sup-
pressing the realities of Nazism Doderer encapsulated the spirit of the
9age. Yet Noelle-Neumann has argued persuasively that such claims that
the 1950s were characterized by people's desire consciously or uncon-
sciously to suppress the brutal truth about the recent past, are mi8-
leading. On the contrary. newspapers, magazines, radio and television
all reported that any reference to the Nazi era was automatically the
subject of special attention from the public (a morbid fascination which
has held until tOday).10 Yet, be that as it may, there can be little
doubt that Doderer's special recipe for coming to terms with the Nazi
past - indirectly, and by emphasizing individual as opposed to collective
responsibility - satisfied a deep-rooted desire in Germans and Austrians
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for simple and, above all, relatively painless explanations of the aber-
rations which had scarred their recent past.
Michael Hamburger has rightly suggested that in Die Dtimonen Doderer
11'de-demonizes evil by making it understandable'. Yet Doderer's presen-
tation of the destructive influences which were at work undermining the
very basis of Austrian society in the inter-war years was a little too
cosy, a little too 'gemUtlich' for many readers to penetrate to the true
significance of these 'everyday demons'. Although Die Dtimonen was no
doubt Doderer's most overtly political novel, it was, significantly,
primarily as a chronicle of Viennese society, a 'continuation' of the
epic saga initiated in Die Strudlhofstiege, that the novel was best re-
12membered - at least until fairly recently. When, within a few short
years of its publication, Die Dimonen had become established as the canon
according to which Doderer's subsequent productions were to be evaluated,
it was not Doderer's concern with the deeper significance of the individ-
ual aberrations - as symbols of timeless, universal obsessions and ideol-
ogies - but, as we have seen in the reviews of Ein Mord den Jeder bea.ht,
and more particularly in those of D~e Merowinger, the chronicle-like
superficialities of Doder.r's 'Viennese' novels that were prevalent in
the critics' demands. It is clear, then, that what such critics did was
to reflect back on a false, or at least distorted image of Doderer's
'Viennese' novels, and demand more of the same. We shall return to this
imaae in due course.
With the ever-increasing demands for social and political commitment
in literature in the 1960., Doderer fell from literary favour fairly
rapidly after his death in 1966. A look at the reception of Doderer's
works in America shows that there, too, it was the novelist's lack of
concern for political questions and the lack of direct social relevance
of his novels, allied to Doderer'B inveterate 'Vienne.eness·, that formed
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the major obstacles for the American reader. Indeed, one miaht ao so far
as to postulate a direct inverse proportion between the appeal of Doderer's
(superficially) a-political novels to war-weary Germans and Austrians in
the 1950s, and the failure of these works to capture the imaaination of a
politically and socially committed American readership in the 1960s. More
importantly, and perhaps for the same reasons, Coderer's novels also
failed to satisfy the demands of German readers, fed on a diet of 'social
realism' and on Grass's explosive 'Denzia triloiY', in the 1960s.
Yet 'the readability of Doderer's novels and the 'a-politicism' of
his ideoloiY contributed only partly to his popularity in the 1950s.
Walter WeiB has rightly pointed out that,' paradoxically, Doderer's publi-
cations since 1924 already contained the seeds of his success in the
131950s, at least in terms of motifs, characterization and structure.
Yet what WeiB failed to recoanize was that there was at least one vital
element missina from these publications, an element which was to play a
key role in Doderer's reception from 1951 onwards, the date of the publi-
cation of Die Strudlhofstieie. That 'missin, link' was the city of
Vienna. Coderer's relationship to his native city is perhaps most aptly
summed up in the followina remark, which he recorded in his Journal in
February 1956: 'Oas Gewicht von ein paar Gassen im III. Bezirk zu Wien
ist heute noch enorm; und Uberle,enheiten der verschiedensten Art, welche
da auf uns stieBen, haben bis heute nooh sozusagen lebende Narben hinter-
14lassen.' Just like his fictional figure Conrad Castiletz, Coderer was
never able to cast off the drippin&s of the bucket which had been plumped
down over his head in those early childhood days in Vienna.
Doderer was most intensely fascinated by the aura of certain leo-
araphical locations in his native city: 'Am melsten beeindruckten mich
immer - durch ihr unwiderstehliches Umfassen und Ansprechen - die aenia
loci. Sie sind und waren mir vielfach mehr a18 die ienia und inaenia
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15personarum.' The author's irrational fascination with the spirit of
localities was justly rewarded when he discovered the wonders of the
Strudlhofstiege and (or so he thought) unveiled its genius locij in real-
ity, of course, it was Doderer's richly symbolic presentation of the
spirit of the Strudlhofstiege that created a genius loci perceptible for
all his readers. Doderer himself came to regard the flight of stairs as
the very essence of his writing: 'Was mir durch die "Stiege" geschenkt
wurde ist fast das Zentrum der Substanz meines Schreibens Uberhaupt, das
. 15solchermaBen herauf trat: etwas wie ein sichtbar werdender Mittelpunkt.'
Yet whilst the 'Stiege' was quite literally a stepping-stone to literary
fame for Doderer, its very 'concreteness' was to prove in the long run to
be Doderer's curse. In an article on Die Strudlhofstiege, Wolfgang Pau1-
sen asserted: 'W1en ist die Hauptgesta1t in Doderers Roman und nicht etwa
Melzer •••,17 With the appearance of Die Strudlhofstiege, Doderer's work
became synonymous with Vienna.
From 1951 onwards, then, Doderer's critics were at pains to point
18out that the author had painted a 'universal' picture of Vienna. What
so many of these critics failed to bear in mind was that, realistic,
indeed naturalistic as Doderer's depictions of Vienna may be, his world
remains a fictional world, constructed according to certain aesthetic
principles. Hence, it is nonsensical for Ivar Ivask to declare: 'I cer-
tainly feel like a citizen of his [Doderert s] Vienna. ,19 Yet the critics'
failure or refusal to distinguish between reality and fiction was not at
all surprising, for Doderer drew very heavily on real-life models for his
fictional characters. Indeed, as Schmidt-Dengler remarks, trying to un-
cover the models for Doderer's various figures became a popular pastime
in Viennese society20 - and, as we have seen, in Doderer criticism, too.
Much more decisive in the long run was the fact that the easily
recognizable Viennese settings of Doderer's novels provoked a quite in-
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adequate line in Doderer criticism which is still very much in evidence
today, particularly in Engelbert Pfeiffer's monograph on Doderer's 'Al-
21sergrund-Erlebnis'. Having discoyered that in front of the windows of
the flat inhabited in Die Strudlhofstiege by the Pastr6 twins there lies,
with an inscription no one could fail to see, the 'Sigmund-Freud-Hof'.
Pfeiffer goes on to conjecture:
Freud in die Metapher einzubringen. scheint auch im Zusammen-
hang mit Thea Rokitzer unternommen worden zu sein, die - St
819 - am 21. September 1925 um 17 Uhr unten an der LKnde bange
auf Melzer wartend. 'links ein vielst~ckiges einzelstehendes
Haus' sah. Das konnte nur der Sigmund-Freud-Hof sein, dessen
turmartiger, hoher ~ckbau von dort unten tatslchlich einzel-
stehend gesehen wird, eine vielbedeutende Vertikale vom Oben
zum Unten bildend: auch hier ein Motiv und eine diskrete Res-
22pektserweisung dem Forschen Freuds gegenUber. .
Pfeiffer draws no further conclusions from his findings. Yet what does
not appear to occur to critics like Pfeiffer, who choose to waste time
23discovering genuine 'Pastr6e'sche Kanaldeckel' in Vienna. is that any
reader who has never been to Vienna cannot possibly be expected to
appreciate the full implications of such an allusion; and, more to the
point. whether such 'discreet' (i.e., utterly arcane) allusions are not,
in themselves. a limitation to the 'universality' or indeed comprehensibil-
ity of Doderer's works.
In a letter to his wife in August 1882, Theodor Fontane lament. an
encounter with the wife of a well-known Jewish art professor:
Die Frau Professorin begrU8te mich sehr herzlich, zeigte mir
die neueste Nummer der Vossin, und saite: 'Eben hab' ich von
Ihnen gelesen: sehen Sie hler; es ist so apannend, man kennt
ja alle Stra8ennamen.' Dann brach daB GesprKch glUckllcher-
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weise ab ••• Nicht als ob ich der Frau zUrnte: wie k~nnt' ich
auchl Im Gegentell, es 1st mir bei aller Schmerzlichkeit ln
gewissem Sinne angenehm gewesen, mal so naiv sprechen zu h~ren.
Im Irrtum Uber die Dinge zu'blelben, 1st oft gut: aber k1ar zu
sehen, ist oft auch gut.
kum, fUr das man schreibt
Das ist nun also das gebi1dete Pub1i-
24
•••
Similarly, there can be no doubt that for many of Doderer's readers and
critics alike, one of the main attractions of the 'Viennese' novels ls
the surface-level accuracy of the portrayals of the city. Otto F. Beer,
for instance, has the following to say about Die Dimonen: 'FUr den Kenner
Wiens gewinnt dleses Buch einen groBen Teil seines Reizes aus dem Umstand,
daB alles so genau stimmt: die HUgelwege von Hei11genstadt ebenso wie die
Innenelnrichtung eines bestimmten Caf's oder der Mechanismus, mit dem man
25das Portal der Universit~t verschlieBt.'
In one of the many amusing asides in Die Wasserf~lle von Slunj, the
narrator re-iterates a hackneyed but nonetheless well-founded saying on
the relationship between an author and his readers: 'Jedes Wirtahaua hat
die G~ste, die ea verdient, ganau so, wie man einen Schriftste11er aus
seinen Leaern zu erkennen vermag, ohne se1bst von 1hm noch eine Zeile gelesen
26zu haben.' Although any modern readership is so heterogeneous that it
is impossible to talk of 'the reader', the question nevertheless arises
27to what extent Ooderer 'makes his readers', or rather to what extent
Ooderer himself provokes readings on the level of the professor's wife
whose natvety so perplexed Theodor Fontane.
Whereas in Die Strudlhofstiege the structure of the novel dictates
that the reader should experience the same chaos as Coderer's fictional
characters experience, in Ooderer's final, uncompleted cycle of novele
the reader was expected to be able to see and make connections more
clearly than the figures in the novels: 'der Blick vom apperzeptlven
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Leser auf die deperzeptive Existenz: das ist R[oman NO.] 7. ,28 However-,
those reviews of Die Wasserf~lle von Slunj which are characterized by what
we have called the 'sigh of relief' at Doderer's having returned to his
'classic' narrative style and setting, would appear to indicate that at
least some of Doderer's readers had an eye for the wrong type of connect-
ions. Moreover, Wolfgang H. Fleischer relates how Doderer often received
letters from a type of reader the author unceremoniously dubbed 'Strudlhof-
ziegen' :
Diese waren Leserinnen, deren Briefe nahezu unweigerlich mit
dem Wortlaut begannen: 'Da ich im Jahre 1911 ebenfalls im IX.
Bezirk gewohnt habe und dabei oft ••• freut mich in Ihrem Ro-
man ganz besonders, daB ••• ' und endeten wom~glich mit der An-
gabe, in welchem, naturlich in den Romanen erwKhnten Ca!' be-
sagte Ziege zu welcher Tageszeit zu verkehren pflege: 'Da wKre
es doch sch~n, wenn •••,29
In the circumstances, one is tempted to recall Lichtenberg's well-known
aphorism: 'Wenn ein Buch und ein Kopf zusammenstoBen und es klingt hohl,
ist das allamal im Buch?,30
Nevertheless, although Doderer never tires of emphasizing the 'in-
difference' of the subject matter.of his novels, the fact remains that
it is possible to read his works as straightforward stories. That such
a reading is 'inadequate' is obvious but of little relevance here, for if
the reader is induced to take a 'more than indifferent' interelt in the
subject matter of Doderer's works, the author must accept the reproach
that he has not succeded in making the subject matter indifferent. On
the.contrary, as we have seen throughout this study, it is above all the
surface-level meaning of Doderer's novels that irritates or fascinates
the critics, and this, in turn, invariably determinel their evaluation
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of the author's artistic capabilities •
. The novelist Gerhard Fritsch is one of the few who admit having
succumbed to the superficial fascination of Doderer's novels: '••• daB
ich um meinetwillen und etlicher vertaner (verschrlebener) Zeit wegen
bedauere, Doderers Romane zunKchst vor allem mit der Freude an Details,
SkurrilitKten usw. gelesen zu haben und kurioserweise nicht sofort die
Machart in ihrer ganzen Bedeutung, fUr jede BeschKftiaung mit dem Er-
31zihlen mit den Fingern gegriffen zu haben.' Much more symptomatic of
the critics' response to the subject matter of Doderer's novels is the
following comment by Harald Kaufmann: 'Der Lesende kann Uberall beginnen,
das Vorangegangene ist nicht Voraussetzung des Folgenden, der Autor
springt ••• quer durch die ZeitlKufe, die Orte, die Personen: genauso,
32wie man mit auten Freunden im Kaffeehaus Konversation macht.' And it
was the highly digressive, almost chatty tone of the narrative in Doderer's
'Viennese' novels that earned the author the unfortunate and unwarranted
reputation of being something of a 'coffee~house sage'. Ignoring the
formal function of the somewhat disjointed narrative - as a reflection of
the 'chaos' of life - the critics took the inveterate chattiness as evi-
dence that Doderer was little more than a congenial Viennese raconteur,
and it was small wonder that the author came out of the whole affair with
more than a little 'Sachertorte' on his face. It was obviously Doderer's
propensity for digression and long-windedness that induced Hans Heinz Hahnl
to talk of the author's 'Tratsch-Epen' ,33 Wilhelm MUller of a 'Makrokos-
mos hemmungslosen Gebrabbels' ,34 Harry T. Moore of a 'chorale of chitchat,35
and one anonymous wit to dub Die OKmonen the 'Ninth Symphony of Viennese
36gossip'. Similarly, the tendency towards melodrama and the hint of
sensationalism which inform the plots of Ooderer', novels give rise to
more than occasional accusations of 'KolPortage,.37 Finally, it Is surely
only the subject matter of Ooderer's novels that can account for the
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following acerbic comment by 'Ernst Stein: 'Doderer ist der Musil des
38kleinen Mannes.'
When Goethe had finished writing Die Leiden des jungenWerthers, he
gave the novel to some young friends of his to read, but was shocked and
perplexed by their reactions:
Freilich war es hier abermals der Stoff, der eigentlich die
Wirkung hervorbrachte, und so waren sie gerade in einer der
meinigen entgegengesetzten Stimmung: denn ich hatte mich durch
diese Komposition, mehr als durch jede andere, aus einem stUr-
mischen Elemente gerettet ••• Wie ich mich nun aber dadurch
erleichtert und aufgeklKrt fUhlte, die Wirklichkeit in Poesie
verwandelt zu haben, so verwirrten sich meine Freunde daran,
indem sie glaubten, man mUsse die Poesie in Wirklichkeit ver-
wandeln, einen solchen Roman nachspielen und sich allentalls
selbst erschieBen; und was hier im Anfang unter wenigen vorging,
ereignete sich nachher im groBen Publikum, und dieses BUchlein,
was mir so viel genUtzt hatte, ward als h~chst schKdlich ver-
rufen.39
Although Werther established the young author as a literary celebrity and
provoked a veritable wave of 'Wertherfieber' throughout Europe at one
Istroke, the success of the novel was evidently based on an li~dequatel
reading of the text. In later years, a somewhat disillusioned 'Ooethe was
moved to remark: 'Man kann von dem Publikum nicht verlangen, daS es ein
geistiges Werk geistig aufnehmen solle.,40 Nevertheless, Ooethe did learn
his own lesson from this 'gescheiterte Kommunikation mit dem groSen Pu-
blikum', as Hannelore Link puts it.41 For in 1782-83 and 1786 the author
carried out compositional and stylistic changes in the novel in an attempt
to facilitate an 'adequate' reading of the text: the fiaure of Werther was
made more problematic, so that it would no longer be so easy for the
reader to identify himself with him.
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It might be reasonable to expect Doderer to have been equally aware
of the fact that the 'interesting' subject matter and style of his
'Viennese' novels induced, perhaps even invited distorted or 'inadequate'
interpretations. Indeed, one might well interpret Die Merowinger as a
provocative attempt by Doderer to break out of the straitjacket of the
'Viennese' schemata by confronting 'his' readership (and, as we have seen,
Die Merowinger was clearly aimed at the reader who was familiar with
Doderer's 'Viennese' novels) with a far less congenial subject matter
and style. Yet, at the same time, and quite paradoxically, far from trying
to stand apart from the superficialities of his 'Viennese' novels, Doderer
consciously nurtured the myth that fact and fiction were interchangeable.
Whether it was the cigarette-box with the engraved dedication from one
42of his characters to the author, or Doderer's not infrequent pilgrimages
to the 'Stiege', where he could move friends and acquaintances to tears
43with a wistful 'Servus Melzer', or the occasional 'guided tours' of the
settings of Die Strudlhofstiege, which Doderer reserved for privileged
44readers: such gestures all combined to create and perpetuate what one
might call a 'Doderer myth'. Armin Mohler remarks that anyone who ex-
perienced Doderer in the guise of a 'tourist guide' could see in him the
45tragic figure of an ageing author who had outlived his best works. Yet
this was only partly true, for in Die Wasserf~lle von Slunj and more
particularly Der Grenzwald Doderer showed that he had embarked upon a
tetralogy which had the potential not only to match but even to surpass
his achievement in the 'Viennese' novels. However, what Doderer did by
consciously identifying himself with the concrete localities from these
'Viennese' novels was to live up to his image of a somewhat scurrilous
Viennese 'Rosenkavalier' who might have descended from the pages of one
of his own novels. When Doderer died in 1966 he had become something of
an institution in Vienna, respected, indeed revered by many of his fellow
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citizens as a synonym for a nostalgic, operetta-like world on the Blue
Danube, a world which, paradoxically, he had never portrayed in his novels.
It is worth recalling how, as early as 1960, Herbert Eisenreich had
averred: 'Einen schlimmen Dienst hat man unserem Autor erwiesen, als man
begann, ihn zum literarischen Ur-Wiener zu stempeln. Was fUr ein MiB-
verstandnis! Es sei denn, man begreife unter dem Wesen des Wienerischen
die Einschmelzung vieler Welten in eine neue, ganz und gar einzigartige,
politisch und geographisch kaum lokalisierbare Form (aber wer begreift's
schon so immateriell?).,46 Doderer's misfortune, but one for which he
was not only partly responsible. but which he positively cultivated, was
that the centre of his artistic universe was too 'material', could be too
easily located to Vienna, and that he himself could be too easily ident-
ified with it.
If the author found it diff'icult to detach himself from the super-
ficialities of his 'Viennese' novels, this was true to an even greater
extent of his critics - on more than one level. On the surface level,
there developed a veritable cult of the Strudlhofstiege, with progress
47reports on the condition of the steps, and laments that the kiosks in
48the surrounding neighbourhood did not offer postcards of the 'Stiege'.
What such critics failed to realize was ,that by constantly identifying
Doderer with the concrete settings of his novels, they necessarily fore-
shortened the universal sig~ificance of these works and highlighted their
apparent parochialism. In 1973 one of Doderer's most perspicacious
critics. Armin Mohler. proposed a radical solution to solve the problem:
'Vielleicht sollte man die Stiege einreiBen. Man wUrde dann dem von einer
kleinen Sekte gehegten Vorurteil, Heimito von Doderer sei ein Wiener
Heimatdichter (wenn auch hoheren Grades) gewesen, wenigstens diesen be-
rUhmten Boden entziehen.,49 The paradox of Doderer's 'Viennese' novels
is that whilst the reader who is familiar with Vienna necessarily under-
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stands and appreciates a lot more than any one who has never set foot in
the city, he is at the same time sorely tempted to dwell on Doderer's
fascinatingly accurate epic re-creation of the atmosphere of Vienna, rather
than proceed to the true meaning of the novels.
On a more subtle level, the influence of the superficialities of
Doderer's 'Viennese' novels made itself felt in the critics' expectations
and demands of any works which appeared in the wake of the so-called
'Viennese trilogy'. As we have seen, the reviews of Ein Mord den jeder
begeht and above all of Die Merowinger were characterized by what E.D.
Hirsch calls 'critical monism - that lazy habit of mind which persistent-
ly applies the same approach and the same criteria to all texts. Such
monism is generally based upon some prior definition of good literature:
good ~iterature is always original or ironic or visionary or compact or
50sincere or impersonal or what have you.' In Doderer's case, good lit-
erature was 'Viennese'. It is obvious that any author who has once been
successful with a particular schema will be encouraged, perhaps even
pressurized by his publisher, critics and readers to repeat the successful
formula. At the same time, when an author has established his position
and become associated with a clearly recognizable 'image', he runs the
risk of alienating himself from 'his' readership if he fails to produce
what is expected of him. In his study of Lord Byron as a best-selling
author, Thilo von Bremen recounts how one of Byron's publishers, John
Murray, carefully manipulated his author's production to concur with pre-
vailing literary tastes by repeatedly delaying the publication of works
51which he felt might be detrimental to the author's reputation. When
with Don Juan Byron liberated himself from the tried and tested pattern,
he cut across the grain of the 'Byronism' mode which he personified, and
the unfavourable reaction which the first two cantos of this publication
provoked reflected the readers' unwillingness to have their 'myths' des-
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troyed - even by the creator of the myth himself.
The parallel to Doderer is quite evident. It would be illuminating
to discover how Doderer's publishers reacted when they were confronted
with the later stories from Die Peinigung der Lederbeutelchen and with
Die Merowinger, but changes in personnel over the last twenty years make
this impossible today. Yet be that as it may, the critical response to
Die Merowinger reflects just how close Doderer came to alienating himself
from his readers by producing a novel which did not correspond with the
latter's monistic preconceptions of how Doderer should write and what he
should write about." Like Byron with ChiIde Harold or Goethe with Werther,
Doderer had produced a work (or rather what the critics misguidedly took
to be a trilogy - Die Strudlhofstiege, Die erleuchteten Fenster and Die
D~monen) which was to cast its long shadow over all his subsequent pub-
lications. What was so insidious about this development was that it was
primarily the subject matter, the congenial narrative tone and the topo-
graphical setting of Doderer's 'Viennese' novels rather than their
aesthetic quality that determined the critics' demands.
Although the 'Viennese' novels undoubtedly appeared at precisely the
right time for author and readers alike, these novels paradoxically con-
tained the seeds for Doderer's ultimate disappearance into relative lit-
erary obscurity. Yet anyone who was to base his opinion of the German
literary scene ln the 1950s and the early 1960s solely on the impression
given by the reviews of Doderer's works in those years, might be forgiven
for assuming that Doderer was the unchallenged grand old man of German
literature for one and a half decades, standing aloof from ephemeral
literary phenomena such as the 'Gruppe 47'. In reality, however, Doderer's
literary standing was never as undisputed as the reviewers profess. This
discrepancy again raises the vexed question of the value of literary re-
viewing.
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The author Robert Neumann relates the amusing anecdote of how, after
he himself had written the 'Klappentext' for one of his works, one un-
suspecting reader had congratulated him on the highly positive review of
his book that had appeared in the newspaper that morning. In reality,
what the enthusiastic reader had seen was an advertisement for the book,
which cited Neumann's self-congratulatory 'Klappentext'. There is more
than a grain of truth in Neumann's ironic conclusion:
Man kann Zeitungsleser einteilen in Garagisten - bei denen sich schon
am Tag des Erscheinens der Unterschied zwischen Kritik und Inserat
im Erinnerungsbild verwischt - und in Intellektuelle. In ihrem
Ged~chtnis verwischt sich der Unterschied erst innerhalb einer
Woche. Die einzigen, auf die das nicht zutrifft, sind a) der
Au~or selbst und b) der Kritiker selbst. Diese beiden leiden
mitunter auch noch nach einem vollen Monat unter der Halluzina-
tion, als w~re eine Kritik etwas anderes als ein Inserat.52
For it is a sad fact of journalistic life that, particularly in the case
of smaller, provincial newspapers, book reviews are written by overworked
and underpaid editors, who are almost totally dependent on what the pub-
lishers suggest they should write. It is not, however, the 'Klappentext',
which is, of course, 'public property', but the 'Verlagsprospekt', on which
such reviewers rely so heavily. This is true on various levels of the
reviews which appear in more illustrious publications, too. E.D. Hirsch
has argued convincingly that an interpreter's 'preliminary generic con-
ception of a text is constitutive of everything that he subsequently under-
stands and ... this remains the case unless and until that generic conception
53is altered'. In our examination of the reception of Ein Mord den jeder
begeht we have tried to illustrate how this 'preliminary generic concep-
tion' is totally open to manipulation by the publishers. Hence, our
interpretation of the 'detective element' in Ein Mord den jeder begeht
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might be regarded as a somewhat belated, but nonetheless necessary revision
of the traditional generic conception of the novel. If in this 'correct-
ive' the detective element in the novel was overemphasized, this was a
deliberate exercise designed to redress a long-standing but unjustified
underemphasis. The reproach implicit in the discussion of the detective
element in Ein Mord den jeder begeht was not aimed at the publishers,
whose task it is, after all, to sell books, but at the reviewers, for
their uncritical acceptance of what the publishers said, and at a system
which supports such 'opinionless opinion-makers'.
With the emphasis being placed more and more on what is saleable,
.the reviewer is fast becoming a mere cog in the sales promotion machinery,
although many critics still harbour the illusion that they alone are
manipulating and are not subject to manipulation. The palpable weaknesses
in the reviewing 'industry' have led to appeals from sociologically
orientated literary theorists such as Bernhard Zimmermann for collectives
to be established to examine the manipulatory mechanisms at work in lit-
54erary production and reception. Others have suggested that the reviewers
should use their reviews to draw their readers' attention to any form of
55manipulation practised by the publishers. A simpler but much more
effective solution to the problem would be for reviewers merely to ignore
the publishers' propaganda and come to their own conclusions about the
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